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THE STUDIOS
MGM, Warner Brothers, Paramount, RKO. Colum-
bia, Universal, Republic, Monogram, Grand National,
Liberty and others

THE DIRECTORS
Fred Ermemann, Robert Florey, Robert Wise, Fritz
Lang, Ricardo Cortez, Lew Landers, Budd Beet-
ticher, Jules Dassin, Edward Dmytryk and others

THE STARS
John Gareld, Humphrey Bogart, Jamcs_Cagney,
Jane Wyman, Ann Miller, Robert Ryan, Boris Kar-
lo, Bela Lugosi, the East Side Kids, Mickey Rooney,
Joe E. Brown, Gloria De Haven, Rita Haywonh,
George Sanders, Patricia Morison and others

All played their parts in--

”B" MOVIES



Soon to be published in the Curtis Film Series:

THE REAL STARS edited with an introduction by
Leonard Maltin
PRESTON sruncss by James um; ‘
KARLOFF, THE MAN, THE MONSTER, THE
MOVIES by Denis Giord
HOLLYWOOD DIRECTOR by David Chierichetti
THE CLIFF HANGERS by Chris Steinbrunner
THE LAUREL AND HARDY BOOK edited by
Leonard Maltin

Available in paperback from Curtis Books
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THANK YOU . . .

All this stems from an article I wrote for an English
publication, Focus on Film. lts editor, Allen Eyles, sug-
gested the piece, made helpful alterations, and when in
print, the article looked better than it did when it came
o the typewriter. Allen Eyles is a ne editor, and Focus
on Film is a superb magazine.
The book was instigated by Leonard Maltin. Leonard

one day asked “Why don't you write a book based on
that piece about ‘B’ pictures?” and l replied “Yeah.” It
really went like that, hut if Leonard hadn't asked, there
wo dn't have been any book. Not by me, anyway.
Of much help during the course of writing were the

lm reviews in the trade newspaper Variety. I've always
maintained that Variety had the sharpest stall‘ of lm
critics through the years. The critiques read well, con-
tain all the necessary information and more, and the
critical standards are high. Reviews written thirty or
more years ago are still pertinent, still worth reading.
For my purposes, they sewed immeasurably as freshen-
ers for the memory.
The gures and statistics in the opening chapters are

from the various Film Daily Year Books.
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THE MAJORS, PRE-1935
(BUT MOSTLY 1933)

"Conditions are fundamentally round. . . ."
——Herber1 Hoover, December, I929

[_‘_| Our President could have been referring to the motion
picture industry, now known euphemistioally as the tallties.
Beginning with the overwhelming success of The Jazz Singer
two years before. the glories of the silver screen had de-
ferred to the tintinabulation of the microphone. Silent pic-
tures were doomed. So were the careers of many silent-lm
actors. A chiseled prole was useless if the voioe that went
with it resembled a canary‘s. Stage perfonners, stage direc-
tors, playwrights were wooed and won by lms. Tnre, they
didn't know much about making movies, but they knew
dialogue; and in faimess, more than a few soon learned the
intricacies of filmcraft. For the time, however, emphasis was
on talk, talk, talk. Bulky sound-reproducing equipment se-
verely limited the range of the camera. When sound tech-
nique was retted and perfected, allowing for more mobility,
the camera followed with a falter, a reluctant swimmer tenta-
tively dipping a toe into icy waters and withdrawing appre-
hensively. Ultimately the screen became free again, blending
sound and action. Temporarily, the movies were stopped in
their tracks.
i Unfortunately, so was the country.
Movie attendance took an upswing during 1930, a knee-

jerk reaction to the Depression. An hour or two away from
the anxieties of the moment, time to dream while awake, a
chance to imagine oneself as the protagonist on the screen, a
few reels of illusion or self-delusion. . . . If one could spare
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the pocket money, of course.~By 1931, not so many could,
and by 1932 even less could afford it. Brother, can you spare
a dime to see Garbo? Not on your present budget. In too
many cases, there was no budget. A

For millions, food and shelter were more imperative than
the new bill at the local movie house. Nevertheless, more mil-
lions found the time and eked out enough cash to remain
steady moviegoers. The average weekly attendance at movie
houses during 1932—33 was 60 million, down from 110 million
in 1930. '
ll. was generally conceded that 1933 was a leveling-o

year. The Depression was at its deepest, but signs of bright-
ening were piercing the gloom. A good spot to begin our saga
of the low-budget lm, for indeed most lms of that year
were nancially restricted. But then so was everybody and ev-
erything. The entire country was a "B" picture.
Eight companies accounted for over 60% of American

lms released in 1933. They were Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer (MGM); Paramount; RKO Radio; Fox; Warner
Brothers-First National (Warners); United Artists; Uni-
versal, and Columbia. Collectively they were known as the
"major" eompanies, though the 'last two named were looked
upon as second-class relatives to the royal- family. United Art-
ists constituted a collection of independent producers like
Samuel Goldwyn, Joseph Schenck and Mary Pickford; Miss
Pickford had formed the company in 1919 along with D. W.
Griith, Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin. Since the
United Artists product was selective, they had released the
fewest number of lms, a total of sixteen. Paramount with
fty-eight features led the output.
The chasm between top quality features and lesser product

--second-class, Grade "B". programmers, eall them what you
will—-was not so wide in the early 1930s. Double features
were making inroads but were considered a menace. ln a poll
of lm critics taken the previous year, 90% came out
strongly against the dual bill. Most audiences were still con-
tent to sit through one main feature and a supporting pro-
gram of short subjects. In some theaters, particularly in large
cities, vaudeville presentations would suice to ll out the bill
and frequently bolster an anemic screen attraction.
As an example of how a lm of lesser importance could get

by in I933, examine for the moment a Paramount release en-
titled Song 0/ the Eagle. It may be safe to assume that it has

8



made no all-time best-lm list, public or private. It won no
awards. Unless glimpsed by chance on some television LateMovie in recent years, even the most dedicated lm buwould be hard-pressed to admit familiarity with it.
Among the leading players were Charla Bickford, once aleading man for Cecil B. DeMille, now accepting less prestigi-

ous roles; Jean 1-iersholt, a dependable character actor with
slight box-otce power in his pre-“Dr. Christian” days; thetwo Paramount contract players whose popularity was on thedecline, Richard Arlen and Mary Brian. The director wasRalph Murphy, an eicient anonymous laborer. Production
values were suitable, if modest. A “big” picture it wasn't, inany sense of the word.
However, the plot was topical, if typical. 1t concerned thelegalization of beer, and the imminent end of Prohibition wasvery much in the news that year. It also dealt with how gang-

sters, former bootleggers, attempted to muscle in on the legal
breweries, striking a responsive chord with devotees of under-world stories. The brief prologue and epilogue paid lip serviceto Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, appealing to thepatriotic political hopes of the country. In short, it had sellingangl, although the trade journal Variety lent a note of cau-tion to its title. Song 0/ the Eagle might be mistaken for amusicaL
Films such as Song of the Eagle played the big Broadway

theaters in New York, and were capable of withstanding
single-feature bookings in smaller localities. A few yearshence, it would have been relegated to a position on a doublehill. It was an economy lm, and assembled with the undistin-
guished handicraft of any large factory. It sewed its purpose.When the_"B" pictures became more pronounced and iden-tiable as such, one thing remained consistent. Each majorcompany retained its own special look or style. Certain ele-ments, whether technical, visual, or subject matter, stamped alm as indisputably Warners, MGM or Paramount. The Para-mount product of 1933, as it did later, possessed a soft, gauzyquality in the photography, betting its emphasis upon com-edies and musicals. No wonder Josef von Sternberg was ableto work there, glamorizing Dietrich. This romantic photo-graphic aura would often mitigate against a lm not in theproper mold. A horror thriller like Island 0/ Lox! Soul:seemed more out-of-focus than eerie, but A Farewell toArms, Hemingway‘: World War I romance treated ul-
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tra-romantically by director Frank Borzage, was exactly
right in Charles Lang's soft closeups of Gary Cooper and
Helen Hayes.
Paramount nearly went under in 1933, rescued from finan-

cial disaster mainly by the promising returns from Bing Cros-
by musicals, and most especially by the phenomenal bortoioe
lure of Mae West. Doing little to bail out the company. rela-
tively speaking, but nonetheless recipient of critical pats on
the back were a couple of lower-case ‘features commonly
called "sleepers" within the trade, because they catch every-
body napping when they sneak out to receive unexpected
acclaim.
King of the Jungle was released early in the year to cash in

on the popularity of the Tarzan feature made by MGM. It
featured an Olympic athlete, Larry "Buster" Crabbe. as a rea-
sonable facsimile of Johnny Weissmuller, and toyed with the
idea of what might happen should an untamed jungle man be
brought to modem civilization. It had enough thrills and ac-
tion tn please the unsophisticated, but what endeared it to the
more blasé film pundits was that the script and direction
rmly planted tongue-in-cheek. Crabbe, in his rst major role,
earned a compliment of sorts from Time magazine‘: lm
critic, who compared his physique favorably to Weissmullefs,
then added: “From the neck up he is a vast improvement.“
Needless to say, by the end of the year Crabbe himself was
essaying the role of Tarzan for independent producer Sol
Lesser.
Summertime used to be the worst months of the year for

movie business, and a Depression summer meant "Forget it.”
This was the time Paramount chose to release a little domes-
tic comedy called Mama Loves Papa, with Charlie Ruggles
and Mary Boland. They had been teamed before, notably in
the multi-storied 1/ I Had a Million, and Ruggles was one of
those prolic actors never quite attaining top stardom but ca-
pable of carrying a picture on his shoulders in the act of steal-
ing it from the nominal stars. The script was co-written by a
recent arrival at the movie mills, a Southem gentleman with
a drawl and a sense of humor named Nunnally Johnson.
Former silent comedy star Douglas Macl.ean supervised and
co-authored the original story, and director Norman McLeod
had seen prior service with the Marx Brothers, qualifying him
for the somewhat less strenuous but equally adept task of pi-
loting situation comedy. It concerned Boland's efforts to push
hubby Ruggles into the social limelight and make him “some-
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body," and audiences savored each witty line and plot twist.The National Board of Review picked it as one of 1933'sbest, high praise for an admittedly minor lm.
As an antithesis to the romantic appearance of Paramountproduct, the Warner lms seem to have been photographedby a newsreel cameraman with dyspepsia on an overcast day.Of all the companies, Wamers reected most accurately thenature of the times. This was largely attributable to the studiopolicy of Darryl F. Zanuck, in charge of production untilApril 1933, when he ankled the lot and joined Schenck’s 20thCentury Pictures, releasing through United Artists. Hal Wallistook Zanuck's place, but the Zanuck "look" would be in evi-dence over the ensuing two years.
At Wamers‘, the watchword was “pace.” Films were editedto the bone, with few of them running over an hour and aquarter, many less than that. Zanuck had developed a strongsta of screenwriters who wrote dialogue to be deliveredrapid-re and at peak pitch. The men, Cagney, Robinson etal, could back up their words with fists, and didn't mind doingso. The women were usually dames. except for Kay Francis,who was a lady despite it all. Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell,Barbara Stanwyek, and Bette Davis too, they knew their wayaround; no point in trying to catch them napping because ithad been tried before, many times.
The Depression was real at Warners, and most often theirlms would laugh at it, not because it was funny, but whatwas the altemative? It was the “Remember My ForgottenMan" number which concluded Gold Digger: of I933. andleft audiences and critics in a downbeat frame of mind. It wasHeroes /or Sale and Wild Boys of the Road, both directed byWilliam A. Wellman. The former had Richard Barthelmess asa war hero at the opening, a bum on the road by the end.while the latter ripped its story from current headlines aboutthe vast number of youths under 21 vagabonding aimlessly.Two line lms, two box-oice ops.
The successful Warner formula was make ‘em fast, make‘em loud. make ‘em fun. Leave the class stu to George Ar-liss, he'll take care of the highbrows. Plenty of dames, the lessthey wear the better. Busby Berkeley knows how to use ‘emin musicals. in small squadrons. Cagney's tougher in dealingwith a studio contract than he is slugging people around onthe screen, so now that we've got him, keep him busy. EddieRobinson's a great little guy but he wans to do an Arliss andshow that he's an actor. All right, let him play a tycoon in Ill



Loved a Woman, but make sure he plays a hood in something
like Liule Gian! rst-with laughs, yet. How about the
smoothies, Wdam Powell, Warren William, what‘: the dif-
ference? Any stories for them you ca.n't use, turn the plot
around and make it as a_ Ruth Chatterton. And say, if you
can't use Robinson, there‘: a guy named Muni on the lot,
good gangster type. If the rubes out yonder complain about
us slanting product for the cities, toss ‘em Joe E. Brown, they
love him in the hinterlands.
Of the 55 Warner features released during 1933, discount-

ing the John Wayne Western series, only two could be desig-
nated ns less than upper-program in conception. A crime
thriller, Silk Express, with Neil Hamilton and Sheila Terry
featured, lacked the name value associated with Warner prod-
uct, although it too had representatives of the studio's busy
and popular stock company studded throughout the cast, in-
cluding Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Robert Barret and Harold
Huber. Girl Missing evolved from an original by S. S. Van
Dine, creator of the Philo Vanee whodunits; despite the tal-
ents of Ben Lyon, Glenda Farrell, Mary Brian, Edward Ellis
and Warner regulars Lyle Talbot, Kibbee and Huber, it didn't
work out and was probably the weakest release of the year.
Supporting the Warner schedule of specials were such bois-

terous entertainments as Havana Widows, with Joan Blondell
and Glenda Farrell; Convention City, with Blondell, Adolphe
Menjou, Dick Powell, Mary Astor and a host of supporting
familiars; the sex stories Female, with Ruth Chatterton, and
Baby Face, with liarbara Stanwyck; mysteries like The Ken-
nel Murder Case (William Powell), Private Detective 62
(Powell again), and From Headquaners (George Brent):
aerial yarns Paradtule Jumper and Central Airport, and
more, all modestly produced, each with its own mass appeal.
RKO Radio had had a bad time of it. Pathe had merged

with them in 1931, and the year began auspiciously with Cim-
arron, a big one nancially and artistically. But thereafter,
there was not too much to help dispel the Depression crunch.
A King Vidor lm, Bird 0/ Paradise, was popular in l932 but
had cost in the million category to produce. Constance Ben-
nett's seasonal lm forays into unwed motherhood were popu-
lar with the ladies, and the lowbrow comedies with Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey caused reviewers to moan in
pain, but audiences wanted to laugh—-and did. Generally
though, RKO pictures weren't clicking.
King Kong turned the tide as 1933 moved into February.
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5 It was a freak success, and executive producer David 0.
C" Selznick had taken a chance, but the gamble paid o. In New
1‘ York, it opened at two big houses, the Radio City Music Hall

and the nearby RKO Roxy (later the Center Theater), with a
~ combined seating capacity of close to ten thousand, to tuma-
' way business. At the end of the year, Son 0/ Kong didn't cut

_ it as a sequel. By that time, a box-oice marvel l exotic
-_ and far more graceful was made evident in Flying Down to

" Rio, with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dancing togetherfor the first time.
t RKO's schedule of 1933 releases was a portent of things tocome for the rest of the majors, with its mixture of top prod-

' uct, lesser program films nevertheless able to stand on their
own as main attractions, and low-budget items suitable prima-rily for the burgeoning double-feature market in content,

,.. length (an hour, little more) and quality.
as Boxoice lms included the aforementioned King Kong.Rio and Little Women. John Barrymore offered one of his

. best performances in Harry D‘Arrast's screen version of the
~v-_ Marcel Pagnol play Topnze. R.K0's contract roster had ao-
}* tresses of snong appeal to the feminine patrons in Ann Har-ding (Double Harness, Right Ia Romance), Constance Bennett
".5 (Our Betters, Bed of Roi-er), Irene Dunne (Silver Cord, AnnVickers) and Katharine Hepburn (Christopher Strong. the
- Academy Award-winning performance in Morning Glory,

'-; Little Women).
15 Ranking slightly below these were some oddities, not quite
_.' "A" pictures in the simplied categories, yet superior to the, general conception of a "B" in ingenious application of unusu-al story material, production techniques and craftsmanship.Foremost among these was Melody Cmise, a musical with
" bandleader Phil Harris and the ubiquitous Charlie Ruggles,
‘ directed by Mark Sandrich. Sandrich and producer LouBrock had made a two-reel short with the curly-topped mae-
» stro, S0 This I: Harris, which had gamered more than an or-; dinary amount of notice; it was to win the Oscar for thatyear. As a result, they extended their efforts to feature-lengthwith felicitous results.

Melody Cruise is lmed and cut to a rhythmic pattern. Thestory, what there is of it, is told musically, with much of the
> dialogue in rhyme. Sandrich and the writers must have en-
I gaged in intensive planning on the film's style. Often the cam-era angle will change upon a syllable, complementing the
. musical design visually. Strangely, the lm reverts to routine

13



at about the three-quarter mark in tying up the plot strands.
But for the rst hour, Melody C!‘!ll.\‘¢ is a delight. Sandrich,
still young but already n veteran of silent short comedies, was
soon to enter into a long and happy relationship with Astaire
and Rogers, beginning with The Gny Divorcée the followinlg

yea’I‘:he true RKO low-budget lms were made with an eye on
the action houses. Emergenry Call toyed with the idea of
gangsters taking over a hospital to serve their sinister pur-
poses. Flaming Gold conccmcd action in the oil elds. Lucky
Devils hailed the movie stunt man. All the latter lms fea-
tured Bill Boyd in his pre-“Hopalong Cassidy" days. Addition-
ally, Headline Shooter, with Ralph Bellamy and William
Gargan, depicted the dangers encountered by newsreel
cameramen. Flying Devils, also with Bellamy and directed by
the super-publicist Russell Birdwell, dealt with hamstorming
aviators. And Be/ore Dawn, with Stuart Erwin and Warner
Oland, was a fanciful Edgar Wallace thriller complete with
damsel in distress (Dorothy Wilson) and mysterious gures
lkulking about secret passageways.
RKO also leaned heavily upon product made by independ-

ent produoers and released through the company. 1. G.
Bachmann produced a drama aimed directly at the weekend
kiddie trade in Man Hunt, with Junior Durkin. The latter
must surely be one of the most popular titles in cinema histo-
ry. Jefferson Pictures made Tomorrow at Seven, with a good
cast including Chester Morris, Grant Mitchell, Frank
Mcugh and Allen Jenkins unable to do much with a typi-
cally hackneyed whodunit plot.
If RKO lms, despite their variability, seemed to possess an

undeniably American attitude, Fox pictures often looked like
foreign lms. They would usually seem to be laid in Budapest,
n description that would apply to the fate met by the heroine
as well. When one thinks of early Fox lms, one immediately
recalls Wamer Baxter, nobly worried in a full-dress suit. Fox
production values were splendid, including sets, photography
and, as best they could cope, the performances. But they
talked themselves to death.
Fox had the Oscar-winner, Cavalcade, in release for I933.

A superb lm, William K. Howard's The Power and the
Glory, written by Preston Sturges and featuring Spencer
Tracy and Colleen Moore, had failed to attract the patrons.
Slate Fair, with Will Rogers, was popular with the masses,
while Berkeley Square, with Leslie Howard, appealed to the

14
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sophisticate. But in general, Fox ledgers were not showing
rotlta.

P Charlie Chan did more to aid the company than many I
more highly-touted lm. The Chans began in 1931, with War-
ner Oland portraying the Oriental sleuth. The rst one was an
immediate success, and the company could count on them to
he protable. They were produced fairly lavishly, as opposed

§ to their subsequent Grade "B" status. However, Charlie
Chan .r Greater! Care was the sole entry for 1933.
One of the more interesting, if not completely successful

program pictures from Fox was The Man Who Dnred (anoth-
er title that has seen yeoman service through the years). This
one featured Preston Foster in a ctionalized biography of
Mayor Anton Cermak of Chicago, who lost his life earlier in
the year during an assassination attempt on President Roose-
velt. Seen in the light of today. the credits are most impres-
sive. lt was written by Dudley Nichols and IJIIIIII’ Trotti,
both of whom were also busily engaged in adapting Zane

F.

Grey novels for Western star George 0Bnen at this time.
The photographer was Arthur Miller. All three would go on
to greater successes at the studio. Filmed quickly by director
Hamilton MacFadden, it made up in purpose what it lacked
lnexecution.
A bizarre and historically fascinating conglomeration of

footage came from Fox entitled Hello Sister. lts genesis is
more interesting than the nished product. In 1932 it was
begun, and evidently completed by Erich von Stroheim as
Walking Down Broadway. Reports conict conceming what
actually happened, but the consensus seems to be that execu-
tive Sol Wurtzel didn't care for what he saw when it was
screened in the studio projection room, recalled it, sent it
back to the sound stages with another director at the helm
(some say Raoul Walsh, others Edwin Burke, still others Al-
fred Werker). What emerged was a choppy, denitely minor
tale of romance in the big city, with James Dunn and Boots
Mallory. ZaSu Pitts portrays Mallory‘s chum, but the word is
that her comedy role here is considerably different from von
Stroheim's original, in which she showed an unnatural interest
in her roommate and tried to destroy her romance with
Dunn. In any case, lm bulls can have an enjoyable time
picking through Hello Sister for traces of von Stroheim's
work. The lm was released sans directorial credit. Contem-
porary reviews were scathing; but a sign of the times was that
this "sick" feature was all that was available for the huge

15



Roxy Theater in New York as a screen attraction for its fth
anniversary celebration. Extra festivities included a mammoth
birthday cake in the lobby. with generous slices presented free
to patrons—which must have meant more than the rest of the
bill in those hungry Depression times——and a stage show
headed by a very young scat singer named Martha Raye.
ZaSu Pitts was in demand in 1933, and indications are that

she was instrumental in keeping Universal‘: head above the
nancial waters. Universal usually managed to tum out one
0|‘ two biggies per year-—in 1933, Only Yesterday, John M.
Stahl's production with Margaret Sullavan and John Boles,
and the Barrymore Counsellor-at-Law-—and they had pio-
neered the honor cycle, with James Whale's The lnvirible
Man carrying the load. But their market was in the smaller
houses, and away from metropolitan centers. They made
comedies, and the comedies were crammed full of hokum,
and Mom and Dad and the kids enjoyed them. Especially pop-
ular was a series of eomball capers with ZaSu Pitts and a
lanky, lugubrious butioon named George "Slim" Summerville.
As a romantic team they would never compete with Gable
and Harlow, but the comedies’ continuing theme, tme love
despite physical drawbacks, plus the odd movie mating of the
two, brought laughs. In 1933 they teamed for a quartet of
modest lms. Two of them broke down critical resistance and
were favorably mentioned. They Just Had to Get Married, di-
rected by Edward Ludwig, has them as butler and maid who
become beneciaries of a will and attempt to go society. In
Her First Mate, Summerville yearns for his own ship to sail
the seas, although he's. only a peanut-vendor on the Albany
night boat, while wifey Pitts wishes he could buy his own
ferry. The slight yam was given a boost by the direction of
William Wyler, who presumably made it while warming up
for Counsellor-at-Law.
Another perennial series at Universal was the Cohens and

the Kellys, but they had seen better days since their inaugura-
tion during the silent era. The last one was Cohen: and the
Kelly: in Trouble, and to the surprise of all the series ended
on a high note instead of a whimper. Eminently responsible
was a young man directing his rst solo feature after an ap-
prenticeship on two-reel shorts, George Stevens.
Columbia Pictures was known in the silent days as CBC

Productions, which the wags promptly broadened to Corned-
Beet-&-Cabbage. They couldn't shake the stigma of the
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second-rate, although this wasn't fair to the company or its
product. lt may be true that the studio was run like a boiler
factory. Under the genial leadership of Harry Cohn. affec-
tionately dubbed "White Fang“ by Ben I-lecht, economy was
the watchword and regimentation the order of the day. Noth-
ing was wasted. little was spent. For all this what showed on
the screen was often entirely satisfactory, at least for the_au-
diences catering to Columbia product.
Columbia made some big movies. Occasionally they would

entice a Howard Hawks over to direct something worthwhile,
and they bad Frank Capra, whose lms largely accounted for
Columbia's rise to the level of respect. Capra made two in
1933: Lady [or a Day, a tremendous hit, and The Bitter Tea
of General Yen, an unjustly neglected drama. with Barbara
Stanwyck and Nils Asther, that deserved better than its fate
at the box oice; it is what Capra‘s Lan Horizon should have
been.
Grinding out scripts for Capra and everyone else were such

as Robert Riskin and Jo Swerling, who had the knack. Victor
Schennger was a director with enough polish to make his
lms acceptable in better movie houses. Al Rogell could
switch from a routine aerial tale, Air Hostess, to a similarly
routine but more enticing underwater adventure, Below the
Sea, with a novelty in its Technicolor sequences.

Bread and butter actor for Columbia was Jack Holt, of the
iron jaw and steel nerves. Titles ot Holt's 1933 lms are all
but self-explanatory: When Stranger: Marry, The Woman I
Stale, The Wrecker, Master of Men. l-lolt's appeal was pre-
dominantly masculine, and his lms were staple fare for
houses playing action product.
A promising detective series was curtailed by Columbia

after the second entry. Fulton Oursler, writing under the
pseudonym of Anthony Abbot, had done some popular nov
in the S. S. Van Dine tradition, recounting the crime-solving
exploits of one Thatcher Colt ot‘ the New York police depart-

s. ntent. '[\vo of the_novels were lmed, with the second re-

<

leased in 1933 as Circus Queen Murder. Adolphe Menjou
ably impersonated Colt and Roy William Neill displayed his
wstomary skill at getting the most from the material.
Columbia ventured briey into the horror genre in l933.

Night of Terror had Edwin Maxwell as a demented villain
and Bela Lugosi as a sinister red herring, but the expert
Univeisal touch was lacking. In one of those gag endings,
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Maxwell literally rose from the dead to caution the audience
not to divulge the ramications of the plot or he'd come back
and haunt them. As if anyone cared.
The cheapest Columbias stressed action and were usually

placed in the directorial care of D. Ross Lederman or Lam-
bert Hillyer, but in 1933 even these productions had superior
production trappings. The studio may have been run on a
shoestring, but Harry Cohn knew what he was doing.
Finally, there was MGM. MGM was the studio of the

stars. At MGM, “pictures weren't made, they were remade."
Production head Irving Thalberg wouldn't let a lm out unless
it suited him and, most important, had that MGM opulent
look. They may have made second-class lms at MGM. but
they’d never admit it. Even the 1933 Laurel and Hardy feature
from Hal Roach, The Devil’: Bmrher, had an expensive
sheen.
When MGM would attempt a lm outside its realm, it

would hire the most appropriate talents. An Anita Loos origi-
nal story was considered a bit too rough for the studio con-
tractees, who were more accustomed to society dramas and
Garboesque never-never lands. lt was a gangster story, so
they hired director William A. Wellman, scripters Gene
Markey and Kathryn Scola, and photographer James Van
Trees, all veterans of another companl versed in such mat-
ters, War-ners. The result was Midnig r Mary, with Loretta
Young, and it still looked unalterably MGM-ish.
John Gilbert was brushed oif the studio contract list in

1933. His last, Fast Workers, was decient in plot, but supe-
rior to most throwaway lms in production dress. Their shod-
diest aliair of the year was The Chief, a vehicle for Ed Wynn
which proved his brand of humor was more suitable to radio
and the stage.

So much for the 1933 studio survey. The following year,
ggrerally speaking, was pretty much the same, with top-
ranked lms, lesser program fare. perhaps a small increase in
the number of lower-budgeted lms from the majors. The _
censors went to work in l934, and that probably changed
some thinking. But business took an upswing. and theater
managers throughout the country were relieved to see a grad-
ual increase in steady audience attendance.
Then the whole production system underwent a vut

overhaul, because the double feature had nally overcome all
resentment and, like it or not, was here to stay.
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‘THE INDEPENDENTS, 1929-35

"This year . . . EIGHTEEN consistently n:
pictures, including FOUR exceptional special
attractions . . ."

—-Ad /or Chesterfield-Invincible in
I935 Film Daily Year Book

. l] Trademarks were distinctive, instantly recognizable. The
L MGM lion, the Columbia Liberty holding the torch high

aloft, the Univetsal airplane circling the world—all were fa-
". miliar to moviegoers. It's doubtful that they were as familiar

with the trademarks of some smaller, if just as enterprising
companies. In contrast, would an alert tan be able to denote

- the Invincible eagle, the silhouette of Lord Chestereld sig-
nifying that company's product, or the Monogram streamline

' train careening through a modcmistic metropolis? In the lat-
‘V ter case possibly so, because the animated design was a

dandy, as eye-catching as any of the major trademarks. All
' too often, the trademarks appeared to have received more
>1 thought than the lms.
_, If you weren't one of the majors, you were an indppendent.’ If you were an independent and didn't get your pictures re-

leased through United Artists or one of the majors, then you
were looked down upon. Such was the caste system dictated

.. by the code of business ethics. Since the early days of motion
' pictures, literally dozens of independent companies had come
' and gone, hopes hung on big ideas counterbalanced by small
' uwestments. These "indies", us they were known to the trade,

would occasionally acquire a small studio for lming, but
more often would use space rented at one of the numerous
all-purpose studios existing for just such purposes; or they
would rent space at one of the major studios. It was a good
thing for an indie to concentrate on making Westems,,be-
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cause they were protable, didn't require an enormous amount
of thespic ability and could be produced largely outdoors, un-
fettered by the oostly overhead of studio rental.
When the talkies talked, all that changed. The Western

went into a temporary eclipse when words dominated action.
Besides, it took a while for the soundmen to conquer the in-
tricacies ot exterior recording. Furthermore, not a few of the
cowboy stars had considerably more trouble catching phrases
than catching outlaws.
On the other hand, the turmoil created by sound in the mo-

tion picture worked to the advantage of the indies. Provided
an indie could grab otf a cheap recording system, it was en-
tirely possible to jump on the talkie bandwagon. Actors be-
came nervous in those early days of sound. Everything de-
pended upon whether they could pass the test conducted not
by a discerning director or producing executive, but by a
young man who knew next to nothing about the tbespic art
and allegedly everything about how a voice registered. Thus,
a lot of silent-lm lights were ickering fearfully, especially
those whose contracts were about to expire, or who happened
to be freelancing. And thus, when an otter presented itself, no
matter if it be independent, it was a wise move to snap at it,
because as long as one worked, one could weather the stonn
of sound.

So it was that Ricardo Cortez, not long before one of the
multitude of successors to Valentino and costarred with Greta
Garbo, indeed billed above the glamorous Swede in her
American debut, was in 1929 laboring in something called
Phantom in rhe House for someone called Continental Pic-
tures. Cortez had a voice perfectly suited to the talkies and
would soon be back at the major studios working steadily, hut
this was no time to wait and see. With Cortez in this melodra-
ma of hate and revenge was the great Griith actor H. B.
Walthall, now relegated to character parts and such roles as
he oould vvangle from lesser producers. Similarly, two Tiffany
releases of January I930 would seem to tell the story. Pea-
cock Alley starred Mae Murray, once famed as The Merry
Widow, now attempting to apply an established silent tech-
nique of acting to the tentative and unsure demands of the
talking picture. Her efforts were painful to behold. Two
weeks after the olcial release of Peacock Alley a drama
called Parry Girl came from the same company, co-starring a
young man on his way up. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Young Fair-
banks had been in lms since he was a child, but was now ap-
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proaching the age of more mature roles. As 1930 progressed,
he would be seen in memorable lms such as The Dawn Pa-
lrol, Little Caesar and Oulward Bound. Mae Murray made
no- further lms in 1930 after Peacock Alley. The indies
caught them on the way up—and down.
As the talkies became stabilized during the‘ early thirties,

certain independent companies came to the forefront, while
oddly enough two of the biggest indies gradually disappeared.
As with the majors, audiences of the time were not prone to
judge a lm by its trademark; and in many cases, an indie
could manage to supply a physical look to its product that
compared favorably to many a major production. Despite the
variable results, independent producers had a erce pride bor-
dering on obsession, and woe be unto him who would cast as-
persions upon their efforts. MGM prexy Louis B. Mayer once
did that very thing, having some rather unkind words to say
about the general quality of non-major products. W. Ray
Johnston of the Monogram forces took Mayer to task with a
ringing rebuttal or two or several, and for one of the few
times in his career Mayer failed to have the last word.
The distribution of independently-made lms was a compli-

cated process known as States‘ Rights. Briey, an indie would
be sold on a territorial basis. lf the company had an exchange
in a certain territory, all well and good. if not, the lm would
be handled by another distribution rm with the agreement of
the producing company. ln other words, a Majestic picture
may have been directly released by the company itself in, say,
the New York area; but in non-Majestic territory, let's make
it Minneapolis for purposes of the moment, the lm would
likely be distributed by a local outt called Master-Art, or
some similar name. ln addition to these dealings there was
also distribution through First Division, a company not ac-
tively engaged in producing lms but_, like United Artists of
the majors, in distributing them through their exchanges. First
Division would handle the product of Monogram, Chestereld
and many an indie outt until l935. They were also the rst
distributors of the famous “March of Time" documentary
short subjects before the series moved to RKO for release
after I935.
But what about the producing companies—~were their

products inferior to the majors? Naturally, the answer de-
pends largely upon the company in question and the
individual lms. Some were surprisingly good, others abysmal-
ly bad. Examining some of the companies ourishing during
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the rst half of the 1930s brings a sampling of both extremes.
In his denitive book on the movie short subject, historian

Leonard Maltin refers to MGM as “the Tiffany of motion
picture studios." ln contrast, it might be said that Tiany Pic-
tures was the MGM of the independents. Tiany was no new-
comer, having been around during the silents, when it was
known as Ttlfany-Stahl. The latter was producer-director
John M. Stahl; but by the time of the sound lm, Stahl was
divorced from the Tiany studio, back on his own as a direc-
tor, mainly for Universal, where he would specialize in ro-
mantic dramas that would earn him the label of “a woman‘:

l II
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director.
Tiffany was fortunate in having one of the big hits of l930,

actually an Anglo-American co-production, the picturization
of R. C. Sherri's acclaimed war play Journey‘: End, super-
vised by the English producer George Pearson and directed
by James Whale, who had a reputation for sensitive handling
of actors on the legitimate stage, and whose lm experience
had included staging the dialogue sequences for Howard
Hughes‘ Hell’: Angels. Journey’: End met with high praise
from the critics and accounted for itself fairly well at the box
oioe. It undoubtedly added to the prestige of the Tiany or-
ganization. ]-iowever, the remaining lms on the 1930 Tiany
schedule consisted of a stew-like mixture. They tried to make
a comedy star of Benny Rubin, who had been seen i.n short
subjects and featured supporting roles successfully. But Sunny
Skies and Hot Curves, dealing with collegiate capers and
baseball buoonery respectively, were unable to establish him
in the top rank, even with the seasoned comedy direction of
Nonnan Taurog to help. Featured with Rubin in both lms
was Rex Lease, who proved to be somewhat of a utility man
for Tiany that year. They obviously thought they saw some-
thing in Lease, and it Wu equally obvious that they didn't
know what it was. Lease also received top billing in a
comedy-action lm, Troopers Three; an aerial action south-
of-the-border saga, Wing: of Adventure; and another com-
edy, Borrowed Wives, before he landed in a little Western
called The Utah Kid and nally found a home on the range.
Thereafter, he would be cast as a cowboy star, featured
player, and as time went by, eventually an outdoor villain
*YP°-
Also brightening up the screen was a young (l) vaudeville

entertainer named Jack Benny, who toolt the lead in TitIany's
The Medicine Mun. Benny didn't receive too much aid from
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the directorial and scripting departments. but acquitted him-
self with assurance and was presented with a leading lady of
great charm in Betty Bronson, former Paramount favorite in
such whimsical roles as Peter Pan and A Kirs /or Cinderella.
Although Benny" would make future attempts to establish
himself in the talkies, it wasn't long before it became evident
that his talents resided rmly on the airwaves.
Silent stats kept popping up in Tiffany releases, hoping that

their faoes would be attached to adequate vocal chords. In
Extravagance, Lloyd Hughes and Owen Moore bad featured
roles; fortner child star Wesley Barry, whose popularity ap-
proached Jackie Coogan's, tried the racing game in The Thar-
oughbred; while the cast of The Love Trader included such si-
lent personalities as Leatrioe Joy, Henry B. Walthall, Chester
Conklin and Noah Beery. lt is sad to contemplate that for
various reasons, the above-listed players either dropped out of
lms or failed to achieve the peak they had enjoyed in the
days of the silents. Young Barry eventually went behind the
cameras, learned his trade as an assistant director, and he~
came a producer-director, a status he holds at present writing.
Tiffany's trouble in 1931 was that it had no Journey’: End

with which to point with pride, and no comparable product to
stave o’ the Depression at the box-oice. They were always
just on the verge, but never managed to put across the big hit.
Aloha, with Ben Lyon and Raquel Torres heading a cast of
veterans, nearly made it, but not quite. Kay Johnson and Bert

- Lytell lent professionalism to Single Sin, but the story of a
woman who had served time trying to cover her past was mil-

- dewed even then and wasn't helped by William Nigh's ponder-
ous direction. Charlie Murray and George Sidney, of Cohen:

, & Kelly fame, didn‘t further their cause in Caught Cheating,
' nor did Neil Hamilton overcome the one about the actor who
. resembled a prince in Command Per/ormance. More mysteri-
ous doings abounded in Drum: of Jeopardy, with Warner
Oland, and Murder at Midnight, with Aileen Pringle and
Alice White to little avail, nor did the maudlin Women Go on
Forever, with Clara Kimball Young, relieve the tedium. Cer-
tainly that old wheeze Salvation Nell, with Ralph Graves and
Helen Chandler, lacked appeal for audiences of 1931. The
latter lm also showed a decline for director James Cruze,
noted for his silent screen successes including The Covered
Wagon and lately boss of his own motion picture studio.
Stories were rife conceming the increasing number of

theatres adopting a double feature policy early in I932. Amid
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these reports was the news that US Steel was proposing to
sink two million dollars into the fading Tiany scene. Al-
though such a sum would scarcely pay for a moderately elab-
orate feature lm today, it was a wonderous sum in the De-
pression days. But it was no use. By mid-year, the company
was headed for oblivion. In remaining produet—a comedy-
mystery with the ubiquitous ZaSu Pitts, Stranger: of the Eve-
ning, and a Conrad Nagel regeneration drama, Mon Called
Back among them-—were taken over for distribution by
World Wide, having a bit of a problem itself.
Sono Art-World Wide, to give the company its full title,

began with what was thought would be an all-talking success
released oicially New Year's Day, 1930. It was The Great
Gabbo, about a love-crazed ventriloquist, with the stiff-
backed genius Erich von Stroheim portraying the title role,
and the aforementioned James-Cruze giving the production
and direction his personal attention. The lm proved a dismal
one, a victim of the early primitive sound techniques as much
as the hackneyed plot and presentation and a plethora of mu-
sical numbers. '
Nor was Sono Art-World Wide able to follow up The

Great Gnbbo with much of interest. A cop-&-reporter-solve-
whodunit formula, The Costello Case with Tom Moore, Ros-
coe Karns and Lola Lane, was fairly presentable; while Reno,
an attempt at a comeback for former serial queen Ruth Ro-
land, was notable at least for that, if nothing else. But the re-
mainder of 1930 releases were not only inferior lms, but
lacking in any allure to pull in the unsuspecting o the streets
and into the theatres.
The following year was no better. Its release schedule was

curtailed, its product barely passable for an independent,
much less an independent trying to make the grade as a com-
petitive company. Their titles explain all too clearly the type
of product released in 1931: Air Police, with Kenneth Harlan,
Neck and Neck, with Glenn Tryon, Hell Bent /or Frirco, with
Charles Delaney. -Films guaranteed not to blaze any new inde-
pendent trails.
World Wide‘s best year was 1932. After going through

some reorganization and picking up the Tiffany lms for dis-
tribution, the lineup, from the spring season onward, was a
varied and intriguing one. Most notable was a grim,
uncompromising adaptation of John Wexley‘s stage success of
prison life The Las-I Mile, with Preston Foster giving an excel-
lent performance in the role played by Spencer Tracy on
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Broadway (and by Clark Gable in the Coast road company, a
role that resulted in Hollywood fame for both). The film may
have been too strong for the feminine matinee trade, but it
was raw meat for the action devotees and coming as it did in
the midst of the ganster-prison cycle, it proved popular. Cu-
riously, it remains the only talkie directed by Sam Bischo, a
prolic producer for many companies before and afterwards.
On the basis of his handling of the performers and the
graphic scenes of violence, Bischo was clearly missing his
callin . -

Otlger 1932 World Wide releases included Racetrack, com-
bining all the time~tested ingredients of the sport of kings, the
lure of gambling and small-boy sentiment, wrapped up by di-
rector James Cruze; a lm which also wrapped up the career
of Cruze as an independent producer-director. False Face:
dealt with surgery and romantic shenanigans, starring and di-
rected by the urbane Lowell Sherman. Uptown New York
took advantage of the current trend in ethnic problems on the
screen, to tell the tale of a husband and wife trying for suc-
cess in the big town (Jack Oakie and Shirley Grey, gentile),
and the man who loved the wife in vain (Leon Wayco.
Jewish). The Vina Delmar story was smoothly presented by
director Victor Schertzinger. The Death Kiss was a Holly-
wood whodunit with Bela Lugosi once again cast as a red
herring—and in this case, the head of a motion picture studio;
while The Crooked Circle was a Ralph Spence blend of
spookiness and satire with a ne cast including Ben Lyon,
James Gleason, and—you guessed it—ZaSu Pitts.
World Wide also distributed as a dubious Christmas treat

the last feature made by Mack Sennett, a threadbare affair
with Moran and Mack, Marjorie Beebe, Charlie Murray and
other misplaced veterans, Hypnotized. Sennett had been mak-
ing short subjects, and the King of silent comedy had seen his
domain crumble under the onslaught of a new pacing and
concept of comedy required for sound, and the advent of the
talking animated cartoon. Hypnotized only served to point
out painfully that Sennett had not kept abreast of the chang-
ing times, and its humor was dated and not in the best of
taste.
The nature of the times took its toll. World Wide was un-

able to weather the general plight of the nation. After a few
scattered 1933 releases, including a Sherlock Holmes tale, A
Study in Scarlet, with Reginald Owen impersonating the
fabled sleuth and writing the dialogue as well, World Wide
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folded. Films in release were taken over by Fox and distrib-
uted through their exchanges.
In retrospect, one of the more interesting indepehdent

companies of the early thirties was Majestic, whose releases
were relatively few, but for all that shrewdly made, with an
eye on the box oiee and the purse strings as well. They didn't
specialize, but would try all types of stories, from drama to
horror. Physically, Majestic‘: lms looked good, not elaborate
but substantial enough, and whatever budgetary tightening
there may have been was cleverly concealed. Casts were well
selected from the vast roster of free-lance performers anxious
to keep working during the early thirties. Some Majestic films
took on the appearance of major studio work, because of
their castings.
Probably the best-known Majestic release is a 1933 horror

thriller, The Vampire Bat. For an independent elfort, it does
have quite a few advantages, notably the principal trio of
Lionel (mad doctor) Atwill, Fay (frightened) Wray and Mel-
vyn (hero) Douglas. All three were seen in major company
product during this time. Miss Wray and Atwill had run
athwart each other that same year in Myrrery of the Wax
Museum for Wamer Brothers, while Douglas had had horror
experience in The Old Dark House the preceding year at Uni-
versal. As a thriller, The Vampire Bat is no great shakes; at
the same time, it is not specically inferior to the run of
ecreamers chumed out by Universal. The laboratory set is of
standard, effective design, with the required amount of bub-
bling test tubes and ominous-looking paraphemalia. Atwill
looks suiciently evil as photographed in low-key by Ira Mor-
gan, Fay Wray shricks with the same fervor evidenced in
King Kong. and director Frank Strayer gets it all on- and
off-screen in just over an hour. Because it was one of the few
indie horror lms of any merit, The Vampire Bat remained incirculation long after Majestic had called it quits, being ac-
quired by one small distributor after another and booked fre-
quently as a weekend filler for smaller houses well into the
l940s. With the advent of television, it was an early arrival
on the tube, where it is still scheduled.
Majestic's biggest hit of I933, and probably of its brief but

eventful life, was The World Gone Mad, a topical melodrama
mixing all the accepted plot devices, crime, big business, mur-
der, hot-shot reporter, last-minute rescues from death and the
like. The cast was a strong one. headed by Pat O'Brien, Eve-
lyn Brent, Neil Hamilton, Louis Calhem and Mary Brian, giv-
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ing the goings-on a major look. Indeed. during the product
shortage of the spring and summer of 1933, The World GoneMad was booked into some of the classier big-city houses, or-dinarily not concerned with independently produced lms.
Even more eective was a previous Majestic release of late

1932, The Crusader. Into the plot framework of gangsterstrying to blackmail an honest district attomey was stirred
some rather daring situations and dialogue. This was well he-fore the Legion of Decency made itself heard, and before theproduction code was rigidly enforced. Nevertheless the treat-ment was forthright. and even today managa some mild sur-prise with its use of prot’anity—-one can still hear Ned Sparks
as a demon reporter exclaiming in his sour voice: “Hot damnlWhat a story. . . ." Additionally, a scene wherein the D.A.'sdaughter is about to be compromised for blackmailing pur-
poses lcaves little to the imagination, though there is nothing
oensive in the scene itself. With Ned Sparks were such vets
as H. B. Warner (the beleaguered D.A.), Evelyn Brent (hiswife), Lew Cody and Walter Byron (menaces) and MarcelineDay (innocent offspring). As he did with both The VampireBat and The World Gone Mad, Edward T. Lowe scripted.
Once again, Frank Strayer directed.
Further samples of Majestic's output: Paul Lukas, in a tem-porary eclipse of roles at Paramount and other prestigious stu-dios, cast as a gambling-club owner in Sing, Sinner, Sing; Cur-tain at Eight, not to be confused with MGM's all-star Dinnerat Eight but rather a who-killed-the-actor? species of murdermystery with grand old (even in 1934) C. Aubrey Smith doingthe sleuthing; She Had to Choose, a Hollywood backgroundedlight comedy with Buster Crabbe, and an appealing perform-

ance from Isabel Jewell; and The Scarlet Letter, a talkie ver-sion of Hawthorne's classic tale that had starred Lillian Gishin the silent days, with her role now essayed by ColleenMoore, who received no help from outmoded direction (Rob-ert G. Vignola).
Most of the remainder of Majestic's 1934-35 product wereproduced by Larry Darmour, who specialized in nondiscrimi-nating action melodramas. The company disappeared in 1935,but for a few seasons had given evidence that with the rightkind of luck and better economic times, it might have ev-cntually become a serious contender for major playing times.As Majestic occasionally showed signs of ambition, soMayfair productions showed little more than a great desire tomake lms for the double hills, fast and, under strenuous
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shooting conditions inicted upon all companies with short
nances, as painlessly as possible. Forerunner of Mayfair was
Action Pictures, with a fairly heavy release schedule for
l9_3l; prior to Action, the already mentioned depressing prod-
uct of World Wide in l93l bore the same technical crews, in-
dicating that all three were offspring of a single mother stu-
dio, this one being run at the time by Ralph M. Like and
located on Sunset Drive in Hollywood. As with the rest of the
indie companies, familiar faces ittcd through the Mayfair
lms (and Action Pictures, and so on), many of them once
seen in the not-so-long ago under more ornate surroundings.
Most of the Mayfairs were directed by Breezy Eason or
Spencer Bennet, both of whom were more comfortable with
the peculiar demands imposed by the nefarious plots of seri-
als. Here they had to contend with stories largely played out
on stagey sets with a preponderance of dialogue. Clearly, a
cry of “Cut to the chase!" would have been most welcome,
and was not forthcoming.
Mayfaii-‘s story department had some denite and unshaka-

ble ideas about what constitutes an audience-grabbing movie.
There was usually a murder that would serve as the plot pro-
pellant; the victim would usually be a cad leching after some
gunpluclted damsel, or an “other woman" character, usually a
divorcee just to make sure she had it coming. Previously un-
besmirched reputations would suddenly be placed in jeopardy;
successful careers scandalized; happy domestic lives imper-
iled. But by the end of the allotted hour and five minutes, all
loose ends would be clipped, if not smoothly at least uniform-
ly. ‘ue crimes would be pinned on the rightful, deserving
parties, and the various reputations, careers and marriages be
saved until some future date. A classic example of this dis-
play, even to its title, is a 1932 Mayfair attraction, by name
Her Mad Night. In this searing drama, the daughter (Mary
Carlisle) went out for a little thrill when neglected by Mom
(lrene Rich), and nearly loses her virtue to a bounder who
loses his life instead. This little dandy was still playing as a
co~feature in the more obscure exploitation houses as late as
a decade after its initial release.
Another 1932 Mayfair release was Sin's Pay Day, which

saw service in later days when it was reissued as Slum: of
New York by an opportunistic distributor who wished to take
advantage of the newly-found popularity of one of its fea-
tured players, Mickey Rooney. Only at the time it was lmed,
he was using the name of Mickey McGuire.
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But the problem melodramas were Mayfair‘: forte, and
some of the titles tell all: Her Resale Value, Her Forgotten
Past, Dance Hal! Hostess, Sister ta Judas, Alimony Madness.
All 1933 releases. The following year, with a change in pro-
ducers, Mayfair swung to the action market with Buster
Crabbe in Badge of Honor and The Oil Raider, and Jack
Lakue surprisingly turning to the side of the law in The
Fighting Rookie. The shock of LaRue's temporary refor-
mation rnust have been too much for Mayfair. Shortly there-
after, the company went out of business.
Similar to Mayfair but on a more mass-produced scale, the

components that made up Chestereld and Invincible Pictures
proved beyond all doubt that, provided with the essentials of
lm making, a small crew could turn out product on an aa-
sembly-line basis. Actually, the two companies were one.
George Batcheller headed Chesterfield, Maury Cohen bossed
Invincible, but there the differences ended. Chesterfield had

- started rst, back in the early days of sound. Policy for both
A companies established itself in I932, and from there on each
if. release took on a rubber-stamp aura. Richard 'Ihorpe di-
- rected nearly two dozen Chestereld features in the space of
?_ a couple of seasons, whtle Frank Straycr became increasingly
g busy in Invincible product. All of them were photographed by

_ one cameraman, M. A. Andersen, who must have literally
lived at the studio. Said studio was located at Universal City,
and it was seldom that a Chestereld-Invincible feature ven-

- tured out-of-doorsémost of the plots were talked out within
the connes of four walls, very often using one set. 'I‘his're-
stricted space was especially useful for murder mysteries,

' wherein the victim would be victimized early, the police
_‘ would arrive, the suspects questioned, the murderer appre-
§ headed, all without a breath of fresh air.
'>;, The King Murder (1932) was a slightly better than average(for Chesterfield) example of what would be done with this

whodunit formula, with director Thorpe sending the players
- (Conway Tearle, Natalie Moorhcad, Don Alvarado et al)

'.' through their paces with dispatch. On the other hand, with a
promising title like Green Eyes (1934), Thorpe could do little
with a script that tended to scrupulously avoid any semblanceof physical movement, leaving the players (Charles Starrett,
Shirley Grey. Claude Gillingwater) stranded on a verbal limb.f, Of the non-mysteries, somevwere so obvious that, when one

f ble, is about exactly what you might imagine, an old duer
E is aware of the title, one knows all. Forgotten, a 1933 Invinci-
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(Lee Kohlmar) who is neglected by his family. Similarly, with
a title like Notorious But Nice and a cast featuring Marian
Marsh, Betty Compson and Rochelle Hudson, one can expect
glamour, and with plug-uglies I. Carrol Naish and Dewey
Robinson featured, a bit of gangsterism thrown in: Chest-
erfield also had a bad habit of concoeting titles _that, far from
having the desired effect, would be likely to drive the patron
away from the theatre: Cross Streets, The Quilter, Stolen
Sweets, Rainbow Over Broadway. Unfortunately, the lack of
allure in the titles was veried by the proceedings uureeled on
the screen. They were dull.
Not that all Chesterfield-lnvineibles were a waste of time.

Down on his luck, Erich von Stroheim starred in a rather
fragile but pleasant Invincible release of i934, Fugitive Road.
The slight tale of a romantic triangle at a border outpost, in-
volving Stroheim, beautiful Wera Engels and Leslie Fenton,
was given a good deal of charm in its direction by Frank
Strayer, and the leads were of course more than capable.
Stroheim has been listed in various books as a contributor to
the screenplay, as well as “supervisor of military detail," a
generous but hardly earthshaking title_bestowed upon an indi-
vidualist who was experiencing the depths of despair at the
downward plunge his lm career had taken, was bereft of his
personal fortune, and now was glad to be at work. The plot
takes place during the days of World War I, and there are
uniforms. That is all. Cameraman Andersen must have had
the day off, for the lm had Ted McCord as photographer,
doing his customary splendid job.
An interesting l93S Chesterfield release is Condemned to

Live, an out-and-out horror thriller with Ralph Morgan and
Russell Gleason, far from the best of its kind but certainly not
the worst. Saddled with a clumsy title, which smacks of a
prison yam, the minor effort was generally overlooked by
houses which could well have played it to advantage.
Both Chestcreld and Invincible were still producing by the

end of 1935, although their busy director, Richard Thorpe,
had received a better offer and was by then an established
MGM member, largely because of a semi-documentary he
had made in the South Seas for the company, Last of the
Pagans. The other workhorse. Frank Strnyer, would soon
leave, guiding the misfortunes of th_e Jones family at 20th
Century-Fox. They would be replaced by equally busy and
efeient minor meggers like Charles Lamont and Phil Rosen.
M. H. Hoffman was the, head of Tiffany studios in the silent

days, and now in the early thirties he was producing under
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the banner of Allied Pictures. Hoffman had a penchant for
the classics, only by the time they reached the screen they
would be vastly altered, if not unrecognizable. On the side, he
produced l-loot Gibson Westerns. But his modemizations of
the classics, although not classic modernizations, were at least
entertaining, physically well-mounted, and with the usual as-
sortment of familiars found in independent product. Vanity
Fair was far removed from Thackeray, but Myma Loy was
alluring. Unholy Love had l-l. B. Warner and Lila Lee, but
was really Flaubert's Madame Bovary played by Joyce
Compton, usually a dumb Southern belle, if one can imagine.
But File I13 was as it said, the Emile Gaboriau early French
detective tale, with Lew Cody. Mary Nolan and Clara Kim-
ball Young. Cody also appeared in a version of I-‘euillet's A
Parisian Romance along with Gilbert Roland, Marion Shilling
aml onee again Joyce Compton.
Holiman changed Allied into liberty Pictures in 1934,

dropped his classical bent and concentrated on things like
School for GirLr. Sweepstakes Annie and Two Head: on n Pil-
low before taking Liberty into the Republic merger a year
later. However his best lm was not adapted from the
classics, but rather from a potboiler by the man who had
written the popular Scar/ace, one Armitage Trail. Prior to the
gangster epic, Trail had done a simple but effective whodunit
that Hoffman bought for production and turned into The
Thirteenth Guest (1932). It was handled not by Allied, but by
Monogram Pictures, and became one of the few independent
productions to receive overwhelmingly good notices from the
crities—not of award caliber naturally, but in general con-
census, far above average.
The Thirleenlh Guest was and is a good example of sus-

penseful entertainment. Eleven years after it was released, it
was remade by Monogram. cheaply but with as much effec-
tiveness. Because the star of the original, Ginger Rogers, had
gone on to bigger things, her early lm was in continual reiap
sue throughout the thirties.
Trail's original plot was a good one, with mysterious and

shocking-—literally—murders committed in a sinister old
mansion, the midnight reading of a will, young girl in distress,
furtive gures cloaked in black slithering about, jaunty private
investigator (Lyle Talbot) to the rescue to solve everything in
the nick . . . all nicely put together by director Albert Ray.
Miss Rogers amply indicated future possibilities, later ful-
lled.
Homan followed up The Thirteenth Guest with another



thriller, A Shriek in the Night. It more or l adhered to the
pattern set by its predeeessor—mysterious murders, girl in
distress, last-minute rescue. Where before Ginger Rogers had
been a candidate for electrocution, now she came too clom
for comfort to incineration. It is divulging no secrets that she
was rescued by Talbot, and the killer was unmasked. The
unoicial sequel suffers only in comparison with the original.
In all other respects it is superior indie lm making. However
Hoffman released it through Allied, rather than Monogram.
Of all the indies grinding away during the rst half of the

1930s, Monogram Pictures was the most prolic, the most
successful and, under the leadership of W. Ray Johnston, oer-
tainly the most spirited of organizations. The genesis of Mon-
ogram had been lengthy and involved. The company was
called Rayart in the silent days, in obvious reference to its
president. When sound arrived, it became Continental Talking
Pictures, then Syndicate Film Exchange. and nally, in mid-
l931, Monogram. The schedules of late Syndicate and early
Monogram placed heavy emphasis upon Westerns, and the
rst two years brought forth relatively little of note. Perhaps
Flame: (1932) with Johnny Mack Brown and Noel Francis,
would attract the few who recalled its director, Karl Brown.
as a former cameraman for Grifth and also photographer of
The Covered Wagon and other James Cruu silent produc-
tions. As well, he had directed on his own a highly-regarded
story of the mountain folk using nonprofesional actors, Stark
Love (1927). After a hiatus of some years, he was back work-
ing in sound. Klondike (I932), the story of a fugitive doctor,.
would interest aviation fans, for in the cast was thefamous
yer Frank Hawks. And Fifi D'Orsay, who had built a fol-
lowing of sorts, found herself performing for the company as
the Girl /mm Calgary, opposite a young actor of promise,
Paul Kelly.
Monogram‘s fortunes took an upsurge in I933, both in

ambition and in the quality of its lms. lt may have been the
close liaison with M. W. Hoffman and his penchant for clas-
sics or it may have been the tempting fact that such story
properties were in the public domain, therefore free of charge;
as it was, Monogram delved into the classics. The rst result of
this classic bent was a version of Oliver Twist, released early
in 1933. The picturization of Dickens was supervised by Her-
bert Brenon (once of Beau Gesre and Peter Pan for Para-
mount) and directed, unimaginatively, by William Cowan.
Dickie Moore tried valiantly as young Oliver, while Irving
Pichel achieved a small measure of thespic artistry as Fagin.
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The picture was generally stodgy, but played o protably.
Educational groups and schools were booking it long after its
rst showings. The same year also brought a pleasing versionof Anna Sewell‘s equine tale Black Beauty. with the title
horse a magnicent animal. The young leads were capably en-
acted by Esther Ralston and Alexander Kirkland.
Keeping up with the classics in l934, Monogram produced

a suiciently laudable version of Charlotte Bronte‘: Jane
Eyre, fortunate in having not only the beauteous Virginia
Bruce in the title role, but the accomplished Colin Clive as
Rochester. A month or so later, a modern veision of The
Moonstone by Wilkie Collins appeared in not especially tus-
penseful form, with David Manneis, Phyllis Barry, and that
gaunt menace Gustav von Seytlertitz
Not that classical pursuits constituted the bulk of Mon-

0gram‘s output, far from it. Unlike the other indies, the
company prided itself on its versatility. lt would and did try
every conceivable type of lm fare. On occasion they would
be unsuccessful, and more than once some misguided eortaturnedoutju.stplainbad.Buttheytried.Theirthcsiswast.hat
the only sure way out of the economic doldrums was to make
more pictures, for a wide audience, and, if possible, not to
only maintain a standard of quality but to strive for constant
improvement. Objectively it can be said that each year, Mon-
ogram did indeed increase its production schedules, and the
quality of product did improve.

Perhaps their chief disadvantage, one shared by most other
indies, was that Monogram failed to develop a dependable
name for the marquee or to acquire an established star to
draw audiences into theaters. For instance, Warner Brothers
had James Cagney, while Monogram could afford only his
brother, William. Bill Cagney was a dead ringer for his broth-
er in speech and physical appearance, and could perform a
breezy role with skill. But brother Jim was the one who made
the turnstiles click. After his tenure at Monogram, William
Cagney managed his brother, and became a successful pro-
ducer.
The cocksure, devil-may-care hero type seemed welcome at

Monogram. ln addition to Cagney, there was at one time or
another Ray Walker, Robert Armstrong, Wallace Ford, Ed
Lowery and Charles Starrett (before he went into Westerns),
all smart-talking, personable leading men, all good actors 1 . .
and none considered a box oice draw or star quality.
Ray Walker was a pleasant personality who appeared in

some entertaining little Monograms. of which He Couldn't
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Take It (I933) is a prime example. Walker plays n wd lad
who's unable to hold a job for long because of his brash tem-
per, and nally lands a position as a process server whose mis-
sion it is to serve a nightclub entertainer. The plot, written by
a young writer struggling for success named Dore Schary, had
a good many amusing situations. The lm turned out well,
and the plot was used many times thereafter for Eddie Quil-
lan, Frankie Darro, and the Bowery Boys.
Sometimes all good intentions would backre. Million Dol-

lar Baby (1935) had a midget playing as a tylte, giving an un-
comfortable impression onscreen. An attempt at a musical,
King Kelly of the U.S.A'. (1934) missed the boat by about
four years with its Ruritanian plotting, and featured yet
mother stage baritone, Guy Robertson, who failed to come
across on the screen. A Chinatown thriller with Bela Lugosi,
Mysterious Mr. Wang (1935), was a nearly complete asco.
Jungle Bride (1933) did the careers of Charles Stan'ett and
Anita Page little good. But otherwise in general, Monogram
product could ll in the double bills, and stand on their own
in smaller situations. And their trademark, an animated mod-
ernistic design showing a city of the future with a streamlined
train zipping from a tunnel dragging the “Monogram Picture"
logo in tandem, was the rnost exciting on the screen, rivaling
not only the trademarks but the entire contents of other in-
dies for sheer pictorial thrills.
Monogram had bravely advanced through the dark eco-

nomic days. but by l935 nancial pressures forced its retire-
ment, at least temporarily. And thus have been projected
some examples of independent companies. ls the word "art," or
endeavors? At any rate, this was what was manufactured, and
while nothing mentioned won any awards, at least the product
helped keep the theaters open. There were other companies,
such as Tower, Monarch, Progressive, Peerles. but to detail
their activities would belabor the point. There was also Mas-
cot, Nat Levine's tightly-run little company specializing in se-
rials, but producing an occasional feature lm from 1932 on-
wards. Mascot will be dealt with in later pages, for they
belong to another saga.
Meanwhile, we are now in 1935. The major companies

made their ltind of lms, the indies came out with their own
brand. Then the structure was altered, seemingly overnight,
and “B” pictures became "B" pictures; "B" standing not for
budget, or Class B, or bad, but in many ways signifying
"better." .
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III

BIG CHANGES OF 1935, plus
RAMBLING ROUND THE MAJORS

El Autumn. Vacation time is over. There is a slight tinge of
frost in the crisp air. Children are back in school. Thus a new
movie season, the season of 193S—36.
Movie years did not begin in January, but during Labor

Day week. It was the rule that summertime meant outdoor
pursuits. Fall bonres signied a return to indoor entertain-
ments, so the lm companies would put their most attractive
product forward, as a token of what to expect during the win-
ter months and the height of the moviegoing pastime, with
the customary poor business during pre-Christmas ‘week re-
versed by the wonders of heavy holiday patronage. -

This particular season marked a turning point for the mov-
ies. Economically, the country was emerging slowly but surely
from the grip of the Depression. After the dark days of 1933,
the business upswing of the following year had culminated in
sunny forecasts all touching the same theme, the road to re-
eovery.
Your friendly neighborhood theater—n1ost towns of over

ten thousand population could boast of two-was enjoying
the return to prosperity along with most enterprises. In these
1935 theaters, the bill would be changed usually thrice week-
ly. Various gimmicks to ward o’ Depression blues were in
effect, like Bank Night, where a lucky winner whose number
drawn onstage would assure him of a tidy sum, or free crock-
ery and/or silverware, for the ladies; or any one of a number
of assorted games of chance, Screen-0, Lucky, Line-o, ve
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consecutive numbers across, down or diagonally meant a win-
ner. Of the above gimmicks however, most houses would use
but one. .

There were subtle changes during that 1935-36 season of
which the average movie fan may have been unaware, assum-
ing there is such an animal as an average movie fan. Not so
subtle was the disappearance of many independent compa-
nies. Monogram was gone, replaced by Republic. Mayfair,
Majestic, Tower and other small-time concerns were gone, re-
placed by nothing.
Quietly, however, the movie patrons were beginning to get

more for their money, or so it seemed. Not one, but two fea-
ture pictures. The double feature was no stranger to the busi-
ness, and critics considered them a pain in the neck and other
vital parts of the anatomy. Still, the dual bill was not only
here to stay but gaining public support. Of the three-times-a-
week schedule engaged in by the neighborhood house, two of
them would be double bills. By 1936, the double bill would be
a staple of 85% of the movie houses in the country.
News that the dual program was here to stay was made

ocial in October, 1935, when it was announced in New
York that the two big theater chains, l..oew's and RKO, were
eopiverting all but their top-nm houses to a double-feature
P° - '

Elfyects of the double feature were far-reaching. It killed
vaudeville, or rather whatever parts of that terminal case that
were still twitching after the talkies arrived. It made movie
programs of more than two hours‘ duration feasible; for some
time, patrons still expected a short subject or two with their
two features, thus stretching the ninning time total, some-
times to nearly three hours, unheard of in smaller situations if
not to the big cities. It gave houses not wishing to play exclu-
sively Westems an opportunity to ease the pain for non-
Western fans by doubling them with an action picture or
comedy assuring approval by the discriminating patrons of at
least half the show.
And the double feature changed the quantity and quality of

product from the major studios. The majors wanted to make
bigger pictures. Now they could. Big pictures were made all
right, but so were small pictures calling for small budgets.
The middle of the road program lm which at one time con-
stituted the bulk of a studio's output was now somewhat cur-
tailed. There were still some hybrids made, balanced between
“A” and "B" categories, and so much the better, for they
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could be used in either situation as the case presented itself.
But some studios had not heretofore made "B" pictures. 31'
though they had made low-budget films Where a dollar wisely
spent could easily cover up the essential cheapness. Now they
were obliged to produce as best they could, uncomplicated ht-
tle entertaimnents, with simple plots readily understood by
mass audiences of all ages; produced hurriedly, but not
slapdash if avoidable; the shorter the running time the better
for the dual bills, as low as 55 minutes entirely acceptable,
but watch the editing if it runs over 75; give the players under
contract a workout, experience for possible future stardom,
provided they had what it takes; above all, tighten the budget,
save the money for the few class attractions of the season.
Some of the major companies had had sulcient practice in
making low-budget lms to accept the challenge. Others had
to leam from the beginning, inadvertently competing with the
independents after a fashion. The results of this change begin-
ning in mid-1935: a polarization of product, and a system of
lm production that lasted for more than three decades.
Many utterly worthless items emanated from the factories in
Hollywood, along with some pleasant surprises, and perhaps
even a few genuine artistic achievements. Actors appeared in
low-budget lms then drifted into oblivion, while others be
came the idols of millions, reaching that plateau of fantasy
desired by all, stardom. Small-time directors became big-time
directors, lm editors were given low budgets and best wishes
to start their directorial careers, assistants nally could shout:
“Roll ‘em!" and keep on shouting, it they could bring in a fea-
ture in ten days or less. Writers could perfect their craft, and
even try something original, hoping it would pass along the
assembly line. Producers started getting their names on the
screen, although before they had been supervisors, anony-
mously so. Low-budget producers also became traic cops,
keeping their units humming with half a dozen projects under-
way at once.
MGM was the studio of the stars. “More stars than there

are in heaven," boasted the advertisements. Under such
crowded conditions some of the stars would be forced to drop
lower than angels. Take the case of Franchot Tone. Mr. Tone
Was an actor whose credentials were more impressive than
many. His New York stage reputation was_ high. He was
handsome enough for romantic leads, talented enough for
weighty dramatics, possessed enough of a sense of humor for
comedy. He had had a busy and productive year in 1935, ap-
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pearing in Mutiny on the Bounty, the studio‘: blockbuster of
the year before "blockbuster" was coined; lent to Paramount
for Lives 0/_ a Bengal Lancer, and there are still those who
maintain he-stole that lm from Gary Cooper; opposite Joan
Crawford, then Mrs. Tone, for the glittering No More Ladies;
opposite sex goddess Jean Harlow in Reckless; loaned to War-
ners to play opposite Bette Davis in Dangeroru, which won
her an Academy Award. With all this activity, what could
Mr. Tone’: thoughts have been when assigned to the lead-
ing role i.n something called Exclusive Story? Not that it
was a bad lm. But Tone had appeared in, and contributed to
the success of, several of the more important 1935 lms. Yet
here he is in January of 1936 starring in what to all intents
and purposes is a one-chapter serial, staged that way by a vet-
eran serial director. George B. Seitz, and calling for a hero
whose athletic prowess far overshadows any thespic ability
necessary. No doubt Mr. Tone may have been longing wist-
fully for the more compatible surroundings, proletarian
though they were, of the Group Theater and its class struggle,
in preference to MGM and the no-class struggle. As it went,
Tone‘s succeeding 1936 lms were on a higher scale, but no
more artistically rewarding.
The bulk of the low-budget lms were turned out by Lu-

cien Hubbard and Michael Fessier, writers turned producers;
Samuel Marat of the publicity department, and a few others.
Hubbard had been active during early 1935, notably in pro-
viding seasoning for a new face, and a handsome one, Robert
Taylor. Now his unit was to increase production. With the ad-
vantage of a large roster of players to choose from and the
facilities of the vast MGM organization, the MGM low-
budget jobs oftcn appeared more elaborate than the expensive
productions of another studio. This also worked against theMGM: at times. for it would seem that cast and crew gave
the impression of slumming, that this wasn't really their me-
tier, that they really belonged in a higher strata. but if Mr.
Mayer says to make it quickly, then so be it. You'd never see
this sort of snootiness around Columbia and Universal, but
then they were used to short schedules and quick pictures.A group of lms directed by Errol Taggart during 1936-37
are among MGM's most interesting double hill releases.
Taggart was a graduate of the studio shorts department and
therefore knew his way around a shortened budget. He also
had the ability to pace his lms swiftly and present them for
what they were, fodder for the upper or lower half. Taggart
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thereby lent a lack of pretense to his lms, unlike other direc-
tors who tried valiantly and not always successfully to dress
them up. Of Taggart‘s ve features for MGM, three involve
reporters and the newspaper game as‘ major aspects of the
plots, and two are outright whodunits.
Taggart's rst was Women Are Trouble (I936), a fast hour

of newshawks trying to outscoop each other, given aid of no
small dimension by the playing of Stuart Erwin, Paul Kelly
and Florence Rice. His second was The Longer: Night (1936),
all about murder in a department store, its title belied by its
running time, a mere S0 minutes. Nevertheless, it crammed
all the surere ingredients into the brief span. Topping the
cast was Robert Young, a fine actor used by MGM as their
“B”-picture bellweather during their early policy, and for
some years thereafter as well. Taggart once again directed
capably. But his main contribution to 1936 was a "Crime
Does-Not-Pay" two-reel short, The Public Pays, which won
the Academy Award for that year.
Sinner Take All was Taggart's rst for 1937, released at

the very start of the year. A mystery with Bruce Cabot and
Margaret Lindsay topping the most distinguished cast, added
selling angles were lent the lm by the appearance of young
Dorothy Kilgallen playing, not surprisingly, a reporter. Miss
Kilgallen was in the news herself then. She had emulated Nel-
lie Bly in taking a precedent-shattering trip around the world
by air. More memorable in the lm itself is the climax,
wherein the murderer is exposed and lies dying. The murder
had been committed under seemingly impossible conditions,
and the police want to know how the killer managed the
trick. "Can you keep a secret?" breathes the killer, close to
the last gasp. Assured affirmatively, the killer smiles and whis-
pers, “So can I. . . ." and quietly expires. It has remained
through the years as the best scripting device to avoid lengthy
explanations.
Song of lhe Ciry (1937). weakest of Taggart‘s MGM

efforts, concemed love and larceny on the waterfront, or she
was only a sherman's daughter but he took one look and
floundered. The scion of wealth who fell was played by
Jeffrey Dean, who reverted to his original cognomen of Dean
Jagger thereafter. Margaret Lindsay was the modem mer-
maid. and in the cast was another name-change, Stanley Mor-
ner, who became Dennis Morgan . . . after he became Rich-
ard Stanley.
Last, and in many ways best, was Women Men Murry
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(1937), another newspaper yarn only with a twist. The back-
bone of the plot is not getting that story, but rather one of an
editor two~timing his star reporter by carrying on an aliair
with said reporter’: wife. Sidney Blackmer, George Murphy
and Claire Dodd formed the intriguing triangle, with lose-
phine Hutchinson the nice gal who nally wins the nice guy,
in this case the newshawk. Taking all this at a lickety-split
tempo was Taggart, giving the yarn a tensile strength it
wouldn't have had otherwise. For some reason Taggart was
not given further assignments at the studio, and his sole re-
maining directorial credit came at Universal a year later, a
crime story about, you guessed it, reporters.
MGM's most distinguished "B" of the 1935-38 period did

not have any of the studio's stars, or starlike featured players.
Instead, playing the role of an immigrant who worked his
way to a high political post while in league with racketeers
but repents and turns the tables, was Joseph Calleia, the Mal-
tese actor who had been on the Broadway stage for many a
season (he was in the original cast of The Front Page) and
who had recently found his way into MGM lms as a crook
character. Man of the People gave him an opportunity to
play a lead, and he did so with his accustomed skill and
intensity. The story of corruption in high places was a topical
one, and not at all the kind of topicality dear to MGM. The
studio usually left that sort of racket-busting thing to War-
ners'. Furthermore, Frank Dolan‘s screenplay had power in
its situations and bite in its dialogue. Assisting Calleia was
Florence Rice, the heart interest; Thomas Mitchell, the
menace; and Ted Healy, who provided sorely-needed comedy
relief at proper intervals. Man 0/ the People was directed by
Edwin L. Marin, his best up to this point. Released early in
1937, it remained in the memory long after many of the
year's prestigious productions had come and gone.
Another 1937 release from the Lucien Hubbard unit was a

homey type of domestic lm about a judge's family, typical
small-town folk from Carve], USA. Lionel Barrymore
grumped through the role of Judge Hardy, but the lm
seemed to be made as a further showcase for Eric Linden and
Cecilia Parker, who had been romantically teamed by the stu-
dio, and others, several times. As it happened, the lm was
stolen entirely by the antics of the teenage Hardy boy, played
by Mickey Rooney. Entitled A Family Anir, it pleased audi-
enoes resoundingly. Mayer, sensing the value of the property,
ordered a sequel, then n series, with some alterations in the
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cast but with a gradually increasing portion of each pro-
ceeding going to Rooney and his adolescent problems. The
Hardy family became MGM's gift to propagators of Ameri-
cana. Oddly enough George B. Seitz, throughout his career
closely associated with action lms and serials, evidently
found n happy niche with the Hardys, and directed them
almost exclusively until his death some years later.
MGM upped the budgets for the 1937-38 season. and the

results failed to justify the increased expenditure. Rivaling the
Hardys were Drs. Kildare and Gillespie, but despite the calcu-
lated campaign anent their unpretentiousness, money was
spent on the series, comparatively speaking. One instead looks
to the preceding minor releases, usually mysteries, with scat-
tered scenes of amusement, such as in Mad Holiday ( I937), in
which that irreverent buffoon Ted Healy opens a door and
steps casually over the corpse of Gustav von-Seytfertitz,
paying the cadaver scant attention and breaking his verbal ti-
rade only to ask hero Edmund Lowe: “Whatsamatta with
him, he crooked?" -

Paramount made more movies than any other compatgein
1935 and 1936, so it goes without saying that many of m
were hardly top-ranking productions. At the same time, Para-
mount had the knack; it had emerged from its irtation with
nancial disaster in 1933 and had climbed steadily upward to
solvency. A watchful eye on the budget had always been the
-way at Paramount, and was unchanged now. But its roster of
producers and associates was large, perhaps even too large.
Unlike MGM, its lms catered to every market, all tastes,
from romantic dramas to action Westems. Possibly of most
value to Paramount was the imposing list of players, male
and female, veterans and newcomers. The most minor of
their low-budget releases would be endowed with familiar
faces down to the bit parts.
More important, these players had meaning at the box

oice. A low-budget lm could be booked in a higher-
bracketed situation because of the superior cast, or it could
easily t in the niche intended, namely a double bill, top or
bottom half. On rare occasions, an actor would zoom to star-
dom so rapidly that minor lms in which he had appeared
would still be in circulation, and therefore more valuable.
Fred MacMurray‘s is a notable case in point.
Young MacMurray, from the New York stage, had been

placed by Paramount in two small productions sl:tted_for the
action houses. Car 99 was released early in 1935, Men with-
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out Name: in the summertime of that year. MacMurray had
already attracted attention opposite Claudette Colbert in The
Gilded Lily, a popular Paramount romantic comedy. Later in
the year he would be seen in Alice Adam: on loanout to
RKO, and Hands Across the Table for his home studio, both
prestige pictures, both critically and nancially successful.
Theatres which might have ignored MacMurray's two smaller
films could now play them, late but protably, for he was in
the short space of a few months, a "name."
Car 99 was a competent cops-and-robber exercise di-

rected by Charles Barton, but Men without Name: had more
than the new star MacMurray going for it. The plot about the
undercover operator working incognito to get the goods on
the gang was hardly new even then. But for what it was, it
was extremely well done by director Ralph Murphy and the
cast, including Lynne Overman as MacMurray's partner
(bumped oi by the crooks, naturally), and Madge Evans as
the girl in the case. Furthermore, it came at the beginning of
the G-Man cycle in vogue, and its brief running time (slightly
over an hour) compared favorably, minute for minute, with
more elaborate, and noisier, crime-doesn't-pay treatises.
Although Paramount erected no barriers as far as plot con-

tent was concerned, tradition would have it that their low-
budget lineup was somewhat more successful in 1936 with the
crime stories. An early release, Woman Trap, was not espe-
cially distinguished in direction (Harold Young) or script, butit did have a forward motion that kept it steadily on coursefor its allotted hour, with but a few stumbles along the way.It also had Gertrude Michael, a unique feminine lead who
could play catty villainesses with equal dexterity, and Akim
Tamirolf, in one of the rst, if not the very beginning, of his
busy tenure as the lot's number one reigning foreign-accented
gangster-character—diale/ctitian. Here he's working undercover,
but in succeeding months he would be seen in many budget
jobs, usually on the wrong side of the law. George Murphy
was the nominal hero, and capable menaces included Sidney
Blackmer, Ed Brophy and Bradley Page.
The I936 Paramount budgeters attempted topicality. As

lms they were largely unsuccessful, but at least they could begiven a nod for effort. And Sudden Death was a tmct against
reckless driving, with Randolph Scott the lawman trying tocut down the mortality rate; and The Accusing Finger at-
tempted to show the dangers of circumstantial evidence as
used by, and eventually against, a heanless prosecutor. In the
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latter lm, excellent performances by Paul Kelly and Robert
Cummings and a few powerful prison scenes partially atoned
for the lack of polish in script and production.
Robert Florey directed two 1936 Paramount budget lms

with Hollywood backgrounds, each interesting in its own way.
Florey‘s career as a director of quickly-made but intriguing
lms merits extended observation. Always clever with his
adroit selection of camera angles and swift pacing, Florey
seemed to be stuck with "B" lms not because of lack of tal-
ent, but simply because he did them so eciently, on time and
often under budget. Florey's lms will pop up frequently dur-
ing this narrative, as will the names of other unfashionable
perhaps, but certainly meritorious directors.

l'~'lorey‘s Preview Murder Mystery posed the problem: who
killed the popular movie star (Rod La Rocque)'I On this \mo-
Tiginal peg—with a solution hardly worth waiting for—Florey
and cameraman Karl Struss draped an hour of sharp images,
with many close-ups, meticulously edited together by James
Smith (Griith's old cutter), cast with sturdy players Reginald
Denny, Frances Drake, Gail Patrick, and vets Ian Keith,
Conway Tearle, Bryant Washbum, Chester Conklin and Jack
Mulhall, among others. The scenes within the movie studio
had a fascination of their own, and all these factors helped
cover the routine whodunit tale.
Hollywood Boulevard was another kettle of cinema sh,

prepared in a manner more pleasing to the palate. As a
former matinee idol down on his luck, that constantly superb
actor John I-lalliday was well up to his standard; the young
romance nicely handled by newcomers Robert Cummings and
Marsha Hunt; and the supporting cast outdid Preview Murder
Mystery in Florey's selection of movie old-timers, two 'do1.en
of them, including Charles Ray, Mae Marsh, Maurice Costel-
lo and Francis X. Bushman. Adding to the in-the-know at-
mosphere so well captured by Florey was a brief, unbilled ap-
pearance by Gary Cooper.
Paramount made a surprising number of shoestring

comedies--not so surprising at that, considering the expert
practitioners involved. The lot abounded in seasoned comics.
After the success of Mama Lover Papa in 1933, Charlie Rug-
gles and Mary Boland continued as a team. Moderately
.budgeted, their lms could be depended upon to do business,
mpecially in the smaller situations. Therefore the team re-
ceived scripts by some of the more adept Paramount writers,
and worthy directors of the caliber of Norman McLeod and
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Elliott Nugent. In truth, Paramount took its comedy seri-
ously. Even a minor lm like Three Married Men (1936),
with Lynne Overman, Roscoe Karns and William Frawley
billed as leads, could boast of Arthur Homblow Jr. (Ruggler
of Red Gap, High, Wide and Handsome) as producer and a
script by Alan Campbell and Dorothy Parker.
Some of the studio‘s most entertaining comedies came out

in I937. Roscoe Karns starred in a remake of Booth Tarking-
ton's Clarence, originally a vehicle for Wallace Reid. Edward
Everett Horton was a delight as usual in Wild Money, as an
auditor of a small newspaper who gets on the trail of a big
scoop himself. This Paul Gallico yarn also had some sharp di-
alogue delivered by Lynne Ovcrman, and represented the lm
_debut of Louise Campbell, a channing and talented actress
who was on the way toward a distinguished career only to
prefer the domestic life as Mrs. Horace MacMahon. Her
lms were few, more‘s the pity.
Overman topped the cast of a 1937 comedy called Hotel

Haywire which did not gamer critical plaudits at the time, but
which can be seen and enjoyed today as an indication of the
quirky comedy tum taken by the scripts of Preston Sturges.
Haywire was a Sturges oginal, and his plot was merely an
excuse for him to indulge in some of his wry dialogue and
outlandish situations. It was all about how Dr. Parkhouse
(Overman) saves wife and family from the looney clutches of
astrologer Zodiac Z. Zippe (Leo Carrillo), with the cast
names giving the lip-o' on the general tenor of the show.
Mystery and detective series were frequently tried. Over-

man and Karns teamed for Murder Goes to College (1937),
with Oven-nan as Hank Hyer, the sleuth in a series of superior
novels by Kurt Steel, of which this was to be the rst in a
screen series. It was neat, with Overman's dry wit aiding
greatly. But the second, Partner: in Crime, released later in
the year, was a complete miss, so the series was discontinued.
Gertrude Michael was her usual glamorous self, as Sophie
Iang, the reformed jewel thief, but by the third entry, audi-
ence interest had dissipated; in 1937, Sophie Lang Goes West
was released to general lack of acclaim, and the lady was not
seen or heard from again.
Somewhat more successful was the Bulldog Drummond se-

ries, despite cast changes and a tendency to become more ab-
surd in plotting with each succeeding episode. Cast as the deb-
onair adventurer-sleuth was Ray Milland, with Sir Guy
Standing as Col. Neilson, his superior at the Yard; Heather
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Angel as Phyllis, Drummond's heart interest; and Reginald
Denny as friend Algy Longworth and E. E. Clive as Tenny
the gentleman's gentleman. Bulldog Drummond Escape: was
released early in 1937. Bulldog Drummond Comes Back was
second in the series, but by the time Hugh Drummond came
back, he was a different person, as was his superior and his
ancee. John Howard replaced Milland, Louise Campbell re-
placed Miss Angel, and John Barrymore stood in for Sir Guy,
now deceased. Barrymore received rst billing, betting his
distinguished reputation. Befitting his present sorry state, he
took his lines from slate boards out of camera range. After
three of these, Barrymore wu out, with H. B. Wamer in his
stead, while Miss Campbell was being given better properties,
with Heather Angel, the original Phyllis, back in the fold. The
series continued its faltering way until mid-1939, when all
concerned married on Drummond and Phyllis and breathed a
collective sigh of relief. If a choice were forced t1pon'a hap-
less chooser, it would be Arrest Bulldog Drummond! (1938)
as the best in the series-—at least the fastest, and least painful.
Another ctional crimesolver was brought briey back into

service. Pl-tilo Vance returned in Night of Mystery (1937),
which was a weak reworking of The Greene Murder Case
(1929). Grant Richards, a new recruit, did nothing to make
audiences forget William Powell in the Vance role, and the
proceedings were reeled oil’ in a soggy manner. Not helping
production troubles was the unfortunate demise of Helen
Burgess, who succumbed to pneumonia midway through
shooting and whose role was pivotal in the lm. Miss Burgess,
in her early twenties, was considered a sure bet for stardom
and was being brought along gradually by the studio after her
meritorious stint in DeMi||e's The Plairuman. Her part in
Mystery was completed by use of a double and some desper-
ate editorial juggling of scenes. lt didn't help. Some critics
noted sadly that direction was credited to E. A. Dupont, for-
merly one of the titans of the German silent cinema
(Variety), now resorting to low-grade whodunits, and not
handling them well. Nothing was said of Dupont's following
effort, a comedy called Love on Toast, featuring young John
Payne and the stage actress Stella Adler, whose name was re-
christened for movie purposes as Stella Ardler. Neither Du-
pont nor the extra “r" helped, nor did Miss Adler have much
to do with lms thereafter.
Paramount had always been Westem-oriented. lt had used

the Zane Grey name as a draw since the silent era, producing
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many outdoor adventures based more or less on Grey's best-
sellers. lnto the sound era, some of these were remade, and
used as showcases for a contract actor of masculine appeal,
Randolph Scott, and a director of promise, Henry Hathaway.
By I935 both Scott and Hathaway were on their way to
bigger productions. Hut the Zane Grey stories were _con-
tinued. They were low-budget, but obviously not meant for
strictly juvenile consumption at Saturday matinees. The
stories were geared toward adults, the casts consisted of stu-
dio contract players and not primarily cowboy heroes, al-
though a Tom Keene would occasionally make an appear-
ance, and Larry "Buster" Crabbe learned the Westem ropes
in many of them in an attempt to divest him of his jungleman
image. Besides, Paramount had their own cowboy-star series
from independent producer Harry M. Sherman, with William
Boyd starring as Hopalong Cassidy—and the Cassidys were
enjoyed by adults as wcll as children. But that's another West-
em story, for another time.
A few of the Zane Grey Paramounts stood out. Almost

every release was better than average, not only for a horse
opera but as a superior supporting picture as wcll. But Arizo-
na Raiders ( I936) for example, had a screenplay with some
adroit light humor, nicely delivered by Crabbe, Raymond
Hatton, Marsha Hunt. Johnny Downs and Grant Withers. It
didn't take itself seriously, which is usually an enormous ad-
vantage for a well-wom story to enjoy. Desert Gold and Drift
Fence (both I936) had pace, action and sturdy casts (Crabbe,
Miss Hunt, Keene, Robert Cummings, Monte Blue, Hatton
and Glenn (Leif later) Erickson in the former, and Crabbe,
Keene, Erickson, Katherine DeMille and Benny Baker in the
latter. None other than comedian Joe Cook topped the cast of
Arizona Mahoney (I937), based on Grey‘s Stairs of Sand but
not very closely. Thunder Trail (1937) was way above the av-
erage Westcm (and supporting feature), with a ne perfon'n-
ance by Gilbert Roland in the hero's role, expe;t villainy by
Charles Bickford, strong support from Marsha Hunt, James
Craig and J. Carrol Naish, artistry in the directorial and
photographic departments (Charles Barton and Karl Struss
respectively), and a distinct asset for Paramount, capable of
either the top or bottom half of a dual bill, or even of stand-
ing on its own. Director Barton was responsible for another
pocketsize Grey nifty immediately after in Born to the West,
with John Wayne and Johnny Mack Brown sharing honors.
The latter climaxed the long string of Zane Grey properties
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for Paramount ofcially. Taking time o from his 1-Iopalong
Cassidy chores, Pop Shertnan produced several more inde-
pendently for Paramount release, and they generally were
quite all right, if occasionally on the deliberate side in pace.
Perhaps the best was Sherman's rst venture, The Mysterious
Rider. It held interest throughout, and more importantly for
a movie nut, it had a prime villain of the screen enacting the
main sympathetic role for a Welcome change, and Douglass
Dumbrille made the most of it. Supporting him in this 1938
release was Sidney Toler in his immediate pre-Charlie Chan
days. With all these factors, it was no wonder that Paramount
led the eld in adult Westems.
Nearest competitor in the non-juvenile Westem eld was

RKO. They made fewer horse operas, but when they did, they
didn't spare the horses, forgive an old but appropriate phrase.
When their residing cowboy star Tom Keene left the stu-

dio, RKO did not replace him. They did however cast Rich-
ard Dix as an outdoorsman. Dix had already had a long and
distinguished career, and one of his biggest successes sinoe
sound had been in Cimarron, which was close enough. At
RKO, his popularity had been on the wane, his lms less pres-
tigious. To try and recapture the outdoor image for Dix, he
was cast in—naturally—a Zane Grey Westem, West of the
Pecos, in I934. It was well-received, as was The Arizonian
the following year. Yellow Dust (1936) was the last and least
of the Dix—RKO Westem cycle.
Still revered among Western buffs is a trio of RKO budget

Westerns with Harry Carey. ln fact, Powdersmoke Range
(1935) had just about everybody else in the oater eld who
wasn't otherwise employed at the time of production, a sort
of all~star saddle saga. lt was the rst lm to use William Colt
MacDonald's characters known as “The Three Mesquiteers,"
later to see greater glory in a long—running Republic series.
Here, the three were Carey, Hoot Gibson and Guinn “Big
Boy" Williams. each in his own right a popular Saturday mat-
inee Western hero. The supporting cast was lled with West-
em names—Bob Steele, Tom Tyler (tumed heavy for the oc-
casion, Wally Wales, Buzz Barton, Bulfalo Bill, .lr., Buddy
Roosevelt, William Desmond and numerous other veterans of
the sagebrush. Because of its novelty, Powdzrsmoke Range
has achieved near-classic status among the more impressiona-
ble fans, who tend to overlook its slowness of pace, stilted
screenplay and not particularly adept action sequences.
Much better was The Last Outlaw (1936), again with
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Carey, Gibson and T . C la an outlaw of the Old
West, released after yieizrra oiriericgroeyrtion to nd himself, aformer terror of the plains, now a hasbeen, with a new typeof crime and criminal on the prowl. Opening sequences areparticularly enjoyable, with the tonner bold bandit now being
referred to patronizingly as "Pop" by all. Carey's expressionof dismay when he hears the familiarity is a sight to behold,
and clever comedy acting.
Third and best was The Law West 0/ Tombstone (1938), inwhich Carey was a delight as a tale-spinning windbag who

joins forces with a young outlaw (Tim Holt) to clean up theterritory. Carey‘: Munchausen-like yams were uproarious, theoutdoor action swift and well-planned, and Glenn Tryon's di-
rection pointed and brisk. Tryon was a fonner actor (Broad-
way) more accustomed to light comedy. That he could handle
an outdoor show with such ease and skill was surprising.
Another Westem, Bad Land: (1939), had Robert Barrat

and a posse being picked otf one by one by Apaches, untilBarrat was the only one left. lt was lauded as a "different"
sort of Westem by those who had failed to see The Lost Po-rral, from which it was, shall we say. borrowed.
RKO had had experience in making outright low-budget

lms before I935, so was attuned to the changeover. Unlikeother companies, it had little need to designate new producersof "B" produu, since its units were already functioning in thiscapacity. On the technical side, RKO was well set up. Photo-
graphic qualities were uniformly high. With William Hamilton
as supervisor. the editing rooms were staffed with knowledge-
able men. Art, sound and music departments excelled. Never-
theless, the output was uneven. RKO seemed to want to make
lms with some class on low budgets, but was uncertain howto do so. There would bc indications of striving for a mark
not quite within reach. ln fact, it would be several years
hence before RKO actually did attain the desired quality intheir low-budget lms. When they did, it was well worth wait-
ing for. Now however, the main problems were these: erratic
scripting and direction, the former a perennial problem atevery studio, the latter instigated by choices of directors who
were passe, uninspired or of questionable ability; and unsure
front otce decisions about marketability of product, withmany a lm falling somewhere in that limbo between big-city
neighborhoods and small-town play-dates.
The studio had an unenviable record of grinding down itscomedy talents. The team of Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
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sey were breadwinners for several seasons, with concomitant
production dress—their lms looked good physically. though
critics continually complained about the slapstick content. la
any event, audiences liked the boys. In a matter of taste. the
majority ruled, so Wheeler & Woolsey vexed the critics and
pleased the people. But after The Nirwir: in early 1935, with
George Stevens directing one of their most well-received
efforts, the budgets were lowered. Robert Woolsey died three
years later, permanently ending the comedy team. ln the in-
terim, they had appeared in ve lms, still pleasing their faith-
ful fans, but on a production scale markedly lower than here-
tofore. Of the ve, Mummy‘: Boy: (l936), directed by
Stevens‘ collaborator Fred Guiol, had the best-sustained fun
and the others had their moments, but the economy and lack
of care more than showed around the edges.
Joe Penner, the gurglelvoieed grotesque popularized by

. radio, had been recipient of top production treatment at Par-
amount. When he moved to RKO, he was featured in two
moderately large musicals, neither of which clicked, and
thereupon cast into low-budget farees. Since Penner was I
taste even more elusive than Wheeler & Woolsey, the results
were, to say the least, variable. But there were a few random
moments of creative comedy, as in Mr. Doodle Kick: O
(1938) wherein Penncr, conned in a straitjacket, nevertheles
manages to lead an orchestra by use of his eyebrows.» Simi-
larly. Go Chnsz Yourself (1938) had some fun in a runaway
trailer directed by old Sennett director Eddie Cline, and was
aided by an up-and-coming young comedienne named Lucille
Ball. The other Penners were, lamentably, generally appall-
m .

gin lms as far back as the teens, Victor Moore never quite
caught on. His whining, milquetoast brand of arid wit was
more suited to the connes of the legitimate stage. RKO got
hold of him, put him in an Astaire-Rogers musical (Swing-
rime. I936), and promptly left him to fend for himself in a
run of minor domestic comedies. He was usually cast opposite
Helen Broderick, whose wry delivery could brighten the most
mundane line, so it wasn't a total loss. But it remained for
Leo McCarey to recognize Moore's true worth and borrow
him for Make Way /or Tomorrow at Paramount, one of the ~
screen's great dramas.
Another show business veteran. Fred Stone, came to RKO

amid publicity that he would be the logical successor to the
late, beloved Will Rogers. Such hyperbole was out of order,
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since Stone resembled Rogers in no way whatsoever, and
- RKO gave him little with which to work.

Among the more substantial leading men, the studio had a
cluster of them under contract, constituting perhaps the most
masculine lineup in any low-budget unit, and every one a
good actor to boot. Treated most unkindly in choice of mate-
rial was lee Tracy, who spent live years probably wondering
if he would ever receive a worthy role again. Tracy's parts
were variations on his rapid-re demon reporter patented
portrayals; Tracy's speedy speech served him well, in covering
up some of the banalities of the dialogue. Happily, Tracy
saved his money, invested wisely, and in later years was able
to and choose his roles, while achieving success anew on
the stage.
Gene Raymond, blondined leading man of remarkable

handsomeness, was cast in semi-rriusicals and screwball com-
edies, most of the time opposite Ann Sothern. As would hap-
pen when this type of material was not done with nesse, the
antics were more often than not strained. But Raymond
showed an astute sense of humor and with the right script and
director probably would have gone farther. As it is, There
Goes My Girl ( l937), a boy-girl reporter yam with both afterI hot murder story. and other gaieties, holds up fairly well be-
cause of the players, and the unaccustomed verve in the di-
rection by Ben Holmes.
Preston Foster handled himself well in a pair of hard-

boiled detective stories, We're Only Human (1935) and Mus:
‘em Up (1936), the latter particularly vigorous in its script by
Erwin Gelsey and direction by Charles Vidor. But Foster was
also mired in simple comedies like You Carr’: Bent Love
(1937) for which he was ill-suited; he was too big a boy to try
the pretense of coyness. »

There remains Richard Dix, with RKO from the beginning,
and Chester Morris, joining them in 1937. By the same tolten,
lms starring both during this period would be directed by
one Lew Landers, formerly Louis Friedlander of Universal,
who joined in 1936. He was prolic, his output was un-
even, but he would work well with Dix and Morris.
With Dix, Landers directed Blind Alibi (1938), a drama

-' with a rarity in "B" lms, genuinely achieved suspense. The
plot would have it that Dix is to pose as a blind man, and the
scenes where he faces the dangers of falling n distance, saved
only by the untried watehfulness of a seeing-eye dog and simi-
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lar nailbiting sequences, are very well managed by Lander!
and Dix.
Like Blind Alibi a 1938 release, Smashing the Racket: tells

its story in the title, but tells it onscreen with a generous
amount of punch under the direction of Lauders. Chester
Morris is the racketbuster, giving the role his usual authority.
Gangster tare was on the wane once again in mid-1938, but
lms like this one kept the genre alive a bit longer.
Landers cast Dix and Morris together in what was the

equivalent of a "B" special in Sky Giant, also in l938—which
gives an indication of how these people worked in those days,
which was hard and often. At that, Sky Gian! was an "A"
movie in every respect save budget. It had The Big Theme, in
this case advanced aeronautics; the Standard Service Story,
two-men-fall-for-one-gal (Joan Fontaine); aerial thrills. both
via miniature and second-unit photography; Harry Carey as
the philosophical mechanic; and even a spirited music score
by Roy Webb. Plus a running time of 80 minutes, long for a
low-budgeter. What's more, although it may not have hit the
dramatic heights, it was hardly less inspired or inspiring than
the big service lms from Warners and Paramount.
RKO had an interesting roster of young players of promise.

The company was not sure of what to do with them at all
times, which proved disastrous to John Beal, for instance, a
sensitive actor who had nearly stolen The Little Minister from
Hephum in I934. Bea! had perhaps matured ahead of his
time; the roles given him seemed beneath his talents although
he tried them all, from action fare to comedy, gamely. Van
Hein was also brought out to support Hepbum in a lm, but
failed to register; he was jammed uneasily into a football lm,
a service drama, and a version of Bret Harte's Outcast: of
Poker Flat (1937) opposite Preston Foster among others,
then quietly released to wend his way back to the stage, and
eventually The Philadelphia Story with Hepbum, then an
MGM contract, an Academy Award and a long lm career.
On the distatf side, RKO had,Joan Fontaine, unmemorably

cast in skinny little comedies like Blond Chant ( l938)—which,
with the very English Derrick Dc Mamey as romantic lead,
led too many dissatised patrons to believe they were being
inicted with one of those indecipherable “Limey" pictures.
Miss Fontaine persevered, won featured roles in major prod-
uct and stardom. As has been mentioned, Lucille Ball was oh-
viously going places, it was just a matter of time. Cast in The
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Aairs af Annabel (1938), farcical humor about a diny lm
star and her press agent, she kept apace with the scene-
stealing antics of lack Oakie, no mean feat. The lm was
amusing and caused a sequel, Annabel Takes n Tour (1938).
which met the fate of most sequels. an overstaying of original
welcome. The director was Lew Landers, who failed to save
it. But it was a mere temporary roadblock to Miss Ball‘: on-
rushing career.
One of the more intriguing actresses in lms was Anne

Shirley, formerly child performer Dawn O'Day, who changed
her name when she was featured in the title role of Anne of
Green Gables (1934). RKO held on to her, since her abilities
were undeniable, and tricd to tum her into something of a
mid-thirties Mary Pickford with a string of rustic romances.
Small-town fodder, produced with care but economically,
Miss Shirley, extremely young, graced each one, but the
nancial returns weren't promising. Still retained by the
studio, she would alternate top billing with strong supporting
roles in both major and minor product. Usually cast as a girl-
child on her own, she was particularly adept in a rather grue-
some prison drama, Condemned Women (I938). her virginal
appearance contrasting eectively with the grim surroundings.
Condemned Women was one of the better, and longer at

77 minuta, RKO low-budgeters. lt was the usual innocent-
girl-railroaded theme, but written by Lionel Houser with skill,
and enacted by Sally Eilers, Louis Hayward, Lee Patrick and
Miss Shirley with eamestness. Miss Patrick was especially
menacing as a toughened prisoner. The direction was properly
valued, and it was by Lew Landers. Who else?
-Two funher RKO small lms of the period worthy of note
are Two in the Dark (1936) and Bunker Bean (i936). The
former. a whodunit based on the novel Two O'CIock Courage
by Gelett Burgess, spins the intriguing yarn of an amnesiac
(Walter Abel) who may be a murderer, and the girl (Margot
Grahame) who helps him determine his innocence. Before-
hand, Abel was an anemic D'Ar1agnan in The Three Musket-
eers (1935) and Miss Grahame a pouty Milady Dc Winter; in
this more modest but much more enjoyable story. both were
more at ease. Abel went on to roles betting an actor over
forty; but Miss Grahame could hardly be said to play authen-
tically the title role in Night Waitress (1936) with her cultured
accent and regal bearing. Two in the Dark was well written
(Seton 1. Miller) and concisely directed (Ben Stololf). '

Bunker Bean was a comedy of the worm-turned school, di-
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. rected by the team of William Hamilton (editing head) and

Edward Killy (valued assistant director). It was amusing with-
out reaching for slapstick, something of a rarity in "B" lms,
and Owen Davis, Jr. played the role of the meek secretary
who became a business success appealingly. The best sequence
however did spring from the slapstick tradition, back from
the days of Laurel and Hardy in the silents; the hero attends
a veddy formal dinner and silently combats an elusive grape
which has rolled loose from the fruit cup, escorting it hockey
fashion down the dinner table. lt is played and timed expertly
in the best comedy tradition.
RKO had a popular mystery series going with Edna May

Oliver as Hildegarde Withers. old-maid schoolteacher who
solves crimes before the police, especially Inspector Oscar
Piper, or James Gleason. Miss Oliver appeared in three,
bowed out in favor of Helen Broderick, who relinquished the
role to ZaSu Pitts. Gleason remained on as the harried cop.
By the time Miss Oliver had quit them in l935, they were no
longer of importance to the studio and were promptly played
o and out. In mid-1938 RKO tried The Saint in New York,
based on the popular creation by Leslie Charteris. Louis Hay-
ward was The Saint, or Simon Templar, giving the part the
raish Robin Hoodishness it needed. But although a sequel
was called for, it was not forthcoming until the following
year, and then without Hayward.
The studio for series, crime and otherwise, at this time was

Fox, or to give it its full and deserved name after the fall of
1935, Twentieth Century-Fox. The new regime headed by Io-
seph M. Schenck, with Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of produc-
tion, instituted many changes and mainly did away with the
old Fox malaise that pervaded most of their product. Zanuck
supervised the big ones, while Sol Wurtzel, a Fox retainer, did
the same for the budget product. The merger of the two com-
panies meshed smoothly and felicitous results were noticeable
right away. Zanuck placed his stamp on the important re-
leases, while the minor fare, practically rudderless during the
old Fox dynasty, at least took on a denite and stmctured
look under Wurtzel.
Charlie Chan, as impersonated by Warner Oland, was still

going. if not strong then steadily. As has been said, the Chan!
were played oft in the better situations, largely because they
represented Fox product with selling angles and audience ap-‘ peal, qualities not enjoyed by many releases on the old Fox
schedules. But of late, the Chaos had lacked inspiration.
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Indeed, the last two, Charlie Chan in Egypt and Charlie Chan
in Shanghai. though passable, were not far above the general
quality of independent product. Shanghai in fact, was made
aerial-fashion; the mystery and suspense elements so valuable
to the success of the Chans were all but absent, with the em-
phasis placed upon action and hairbreadth escapes. lt was all
loud enough to keep audiences awake, but Chan tans couldn't
help but wonder at the wisdom of placing the placid Oriental
sleuth amid such strenuous surroundings.
Charlie Chan’: Secret ( l936) was the rst of the 20th-Fox

Chnns, and it concerned murder at a seance, immediately
putting the atmosphere of mystery back into the series. The
director was Gordon Wiles, a former art director who had
won an award for the sets of Traruatlantic in 1931 and who
was now trying his skill with the megaphone; the photography
was by Rudolph Mate. who had worked with Carl Dreyer in
Europe—-and was to work with Laurel and Hardy here, be-
fore becoming one of the most esteemed cameramen in
Hollywood, and later a busy director. Now back on the right
track, Charlie Chan in 1936 appeared at the Circus, Race
Track and Opera to great advantage.
Charlie Chart at the Opera has become a classic for the

continuing Charlie Chan cult. It's as good as any Chan who-
dtmit, better than most: and the big addition is the presence
of Boris Karlo skulking around as a crazed singer escaped
from the sanitarium and bent on revenge. Karlo is an obvi-
ous red ‘herring but adds to the eerie proceedings im-
measurably. The sets for the old opera house are shuddery
and the plot holds interest. The music for the operatic se-
quences was composed by Oscar Levant, who claims he al-
ways wanted to write an opera provided he could use
"Silencio!" in some part of it. He did so here. The lm also
kept up with modem police procedure, including a scene de-
tailing transmission of a wirephoto, something new at the
time.
Chan visited The Olympics in Berlin in 1937, returned to

Broadway, thence to Monte Carlo. The latter two are notable
in that they both possess very cleverly concealed culprits; the
armchair detective would be hard put to spot the killer. They
were also the last Chan lms with Wamcr Oland. The actor,
a Swede in real life, died in 1938 and the series was tempo-
rarily curtailed.
In the spring of 1936 there appeared a little domestic cont-

edy produced by Max Golden of the Wurtzel unit entitled
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Every Saturday Night, about the everyday trials and tribula-
tions of the Evers family. It was adapted from a play by
Katharine Cavanaugh. It was well received especially in small
towns, so the characters were used again in Educating Father,
with their name changed to the Jones family. Four years and
seventeen lms of the Jones family summed it all up, and wascertainly enough for anyone.
Why the Jones family lasted as long as they did is anyone‘:

guess. Apparently they werc liked, or tolerated, for neighbor-
hood and small-town situations. ln the beginning admittedly
they were mildly amusing, thanks mainly to Frank St.rayer'sknowing direction before he left for the Blondie series at Co-lumbia. But it wasn't long before the Jones clan became
stereotyped, and not long after that they turned into insuera-
hle bores.
Jed Prouty was Pa Jones, Spring Byington Mrs. Jones,Florence Roberts was Granny, understandably cynical andthe most likeable in the cast; offspring included three sons—Kenneth Howell, George Emest and Billy Mahan in descend-ing order; one adolescent daughter, June Carlson; and onegrown-up daughter, played at various times by June Lang,Shirley Deane and Joan Valerie. ln O m the Races, numberfour in the series, Russell Gleason was brought in as romanticinterest for the eldest daughter, who at this stage was MissDeane. In reel and real life, Gleason and Miss Deane weremarried, one of the few productive things to come from theseries.
An occasional small bonus would be granted when theJoneses would be blessed with a particularly adept characterplayer such as Slim Summerville, Joan Davis, Alan Dinehartor Eddie Collins who would receive the brunt of attention andthus carry the lm. But in the main, the Joneses were regionaldisasters.
Quite the opposite of the Jones family stories were the talesof Jeeves, gentleman's gentleman extraordinary, created byP. G. Wodehouse. Perfect casting was achieved with ArthurTreacher in the role, and David Niven playing bemused youngBertie. But otherwise, Thank You, Jeeves (I936) lacked dis-tinction. A followup was made, Slep Lively, Jeeves (1937),with Treacher but without Niven, and without any improve-ments in script and direction. The "Jeeves" lms, which withproper handling could have turned into a lengthy series forthe studio, stopped there.
As a companion piece to the ourishing Charlie Chan se-
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ries. 20th-Fox acquired rights to a character created by John
P. Marquand for his mystery novels. Think Fart, Mr. Moto
(i937) was the rst to feature the wily Japanese sleuth as ably
portrayed by Peter Lorre with restrained makeup but telling
thespic touches. Not at all as Marquand described Moto in
the novels, Lorre made him an intriguing combination of Jap-
anese and mine!-European mannerisms. Working on most of
the Moto series members in directorial or writing capacity, or
both, was former actor Norman Foster, whose facility with
suspenseful situations and shadowy menace was largely re-
sponsible for their success. Of the eight Motos produced, Fos-
ter directed six and worked on the scripts of many. Think Fast
and Thank You, Mr. Molo (1937) were based on Marquand
novels, while Mr. Moro in Danger Island was a remake of
John W. Vandercook's novel Murder in Trinidad. Mr. Moto‘:
Gamble, it is said, was originally scheduled as a Chan and was
refurbished to t the Moto character after Warner Oland's
death. Increasing tensions between the US and Japan made
continuance of the Motos a risky proposition, and the series
came to a halt in 1939.
Not a character series but a denite personality series was

the Jane Withers lms, which lasted out the Withers seven-
year contract with the studio and were made as the budget-
wise answer to the Shirley Temple pictures. To more than one
jaded moviegoer tired of the Temple tricks, the Withers mov-
ies were preferable. They may not have been as fancy but
they were less clogged with saccharine goo; the Withers kid
may not have possessed Temple's doll-like attractiveness but
seemed more natural and could sing and dance as well for a
youngster; the lms themselves were in and out, but by their
very unpretentiousness became more Iikeable_than the fre-
quently overstued Temple showcases. And remember, With-
ers got the contract by stealing a lm, Bright Eyes (1934),
right from under Miss Temple's button nose. Make no mis-
take, Janie was a troupcr, and proved it in such as Pepper,
Ginger, Paddy 0'Day, Little Miss Nobody and a host of
others.
There were even more Wurtzel series to come after mid-

1938. He even got the Ritz Brothers for his unit, causing
Harry Ritz to crack: “Things have gone from bad to
Wurtzel." But for the time, he had Chan and Moto and com-
pany, plus his ncn-serics lms, and they had some sense of
continuity in casts and directors.
Queen of the lot, not only in services rendered but in am-
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ount of talent, was Claire Trevor. The blonde actress with the
rich voice appeared regularly in minor 20th-Fox lms, and
also in the studio's larger-budgeted product long enough to
steal honors from the nominal leads. She teamed with direc-
tor Allan Dwan for some uuexceptional but craftsmanlike
lcm-budgeters, running the gamut from backstage musical
drama in Sang and Dante Man (1936), to alien-smuggling ex-
poeé in Human Cargo (I936), to jewel thievery in IS Maiden
Lane (1936), to social drama in One Mile /mm Heaven
(1937). The last, a race-relations and child-adoption story
from Judge Ben Lindsey, entered areas not normally covered
lmically in the thirties, much less in a "B" picture. Despite
the simple solutions presented to basically insoluble problems,it was a step, if a faltering one, in the right direction. Dwan
received good performances from Bill Robinson as a police-
man, and the superb actress Fredi Washington, seen on the
screen all too seldom.
Miss Trevor‘: busy schedule included lms for other

directors, such as Time Out /or Romance (1937), a light com-
edy of Malcolm St. Clair's, and Alfred Werker's Big Town
Girl (1937), mixing pgess-agentry, gangsters and song num-
bei's—Miss Trevor could sing, too. She would unfailingly
present a better-than-good perfomtance.
Mal St. Clair, director of several witty, sophisticated com-

edies of manners for Paramount in the silent era, had fallen
upon hard times and was attempting a comeback of sorts at
20th-Fox. His rst, Crack-Up (l936) showed distinct promise.A rather cleverly written espionage story with Brian Donlevy
-as a conceited but rst-rate pilot and Peter Lorre as a foreign
agent masquerading as a simpleton, the concluding half of thelm was built suspensefully by St. Clair. Unfortunately, hiscareer never regained the esteem of the pie-talkie period.
Long regarded on the inside as a “xer,” Alfred Werkerworked on many a lm sans credit, directing additional scenesto bolster a potentially weak lm, shooting hasty revisions onothers. Films oilicially credited to him represent a laudablerecord and depict Werker as a director of skill, if not innova-tive enough to catch the attentions. His best film of this pe-nod u‘/as City Girl (1937), a taut and matter-of-fact hourdepicting the rise and fall of a pretty but greedy young wait-ress, well_played by Phyllis Brooks. The story moved steadily

. to its tragic conclusion without making concessions for a typi-
~ cally Hollywood happy ending.F Veteran director George Marshall made a few for the
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Wurtul unit before moving onward, and upward. With a long
record of comedy successes behind him, Marshall turned out
an alfecting drama about a mercy killing, The Crime 0/ Dr.
Forbes (i936), with good performances by Robert Kent and

_ I. Edward Bromberg of the 20th-Fox stock company.
' The studio was fortunate in having under contract the pug-

nacious Brian Donlevy, who could portray a gangster, a
G-Man or a likeable lug with equal facility. In Midnight Taxi
and Born Reckless (both 1937) he indulged in the hard-
jawed rough-and-tumble guaranteed to make him welcome
among the action acionados, as he did in the aforementioned
Human Cargo with Claire Trevor. Also attracting attention in
the latter lm was a young dancer of smouldering Latin
looks, Rita Cansino. She was typed as a mild menace of the
other-woman variety; but before being dispatched to a sudden
demise in mid-lm, she had made more than one executive sit
up and take notice. Not long after, she had ankled the 20th
Century-Fox lot. freelanced a while, then signed, with the
new monicker of Rita I-layworth, as a contract player at Co-
l b'a.um l

Actually, Miss Hayworth had appeared in Meet Nero
Wolfe at Columbia in 1936 still as Rita Cansino, a minor role
for which she was billed near the bottom of the cast. But it
was a good lm and a good beginning for her.

Columbia itself was making strides. There were more low-
budget short-length action lms on the schedule than in ear-
lier seasons, and less of the near-"A" program features. But
the units were working well, and the three or four top-ranking
lms each season were moneymakcrs and critical successes
all. Harry Cohn could afford to smile, though he did not avail
hémself of this luxury in public and among his charges too
o ten.

The better Columbia "B" pictures could be spotted by pro-
ducer and director as well as star or players in the supporting
casts. Boris Karloti appeared in The Black Room (I935) as
twins, good and evil in turn. But even more than Karlo"s
contribution to the shocker, to the discerning eye, was the
manner in which director Roy William Neill could fashion
a foreign look to the studio back lot simply by placing a tipped
religious icon in the foreground of a scene. Or the way Her-
bert Biberman had Lloyd Nolan in One-Way Ticket (I935),
as n cornered escaped convict, peer out the window and spot
the lawmen waiting below, and mutter “Uh-huh“ almost ab-
seutmindedly. Or Erie Kenton-1's direction of a scene in Public
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Menace (1935) in which Jean- Arthur explains to George
Murphy why she dislikes Greek cooe.
B. P. Schulberg, fonner head of Paramount, was responsi-

ble for some of the better ones made in 1935-36. Schulberg
got by with some lms of a magnitude that would pass for top
attractions, but lms like Ticket and Nero Wolfe and Colum-
bin‘: contribution to the G-Man cycle Counter/er’! (1936)
were the real winners. Herbert Bibennan, from the Theatre
Guild in New York, directed the rst two, adding some twists
to the by-now mildewed prison yarn. and using fresh faces,
Nolan and Peggy Conklin together with character vet Walter
Connolly for maximum e'ect. Meet Nero Wal/e was a sur-
prise success, with Edward Arnold ably impersonating Rex-. Stout‘: ctional sleuth of bulky presence and brilliant mind.
As Wolfe's aide Archie Goodwin, Lionel Stander, gravel-
voiced eccentric, pleased the critics, although author Stout
looked with disfavor upon Stander's interpretation of the role.
Wolfe's addiction to imported beer was changed to hot choco-
late for the milder movie version, to assuage the remaining
drys in the country and protect the morals of the kiddies.
Otherwise, the lm version of Fer-de-Lance, Stout's initial
Wolfe mystery, was hailed as exemplary, and received top
playing time in most locations. Unhappily, another Nero
Wolfe was attempted in 1937, the second Stout novel, The
League 0/ Frightened Men. Stander once again was Archie,
but Arnold was replaced by Walter Connolly as Wolfe, not an
advantageous move. No further Wolfes were lmed.
Erie Kenton directed Counter/eit for Schulberg, and was

responsible for the lm's fast pace and high-geared interest.
The plot was the usual, undercover federal agent posing u a
killer to work his way into the gang. But Chester Monis
could play the role etiortlessly, while Lloyd Nolan was still a
new enough face then to lend authenticity. In the supporting
cast were several members of the Columbia Mighty Charac-
ter Art Players—or any title deemed worthy. Columbia had a
policy over the years of using their contractees as often as
possible, large roles and small, big pictures and "B" pictures,it mattered not. Charter members in 1936 were gray-haired
George McKay, either a ght manager, thug or reporter's
aide; Gene Morgan, sour-faced and chubby, either a ght
manager's assistant, thug or reporter's aide; John Gallaudet,
breezy and impersonal, either a thug, reporter or cop (and
oscreen a golfer of near-pro status); and last but far from
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least, crater-faced Marc Lawrence, typed as a gangster, but
as such none better in the business. All appeared in Counter-
feit. and through the years many others would join the group.
from John Tyrell and Eddie Laughton to the more recogniz-
able Bruce Bennett and Lloyd Bridges.
In 1936, Kenton also directed The Devil’: Squadron for

producer Robert North, one of the more convincing tales of
danger and self-sacrice among those daredevil eagles of the
sky and all that stun‘. Richard Dix came over on loan from
‘ RKO to make it genuine, since Dix was probably the most ex-
perienced cinema aviator extant. He was backed by Karen
Morley, Lloyd Nolan, Shirley Ross, C. Henry Gordon and n
superior cast.
Kenton borrowed Dix again in 1937 for The Devil‘:

Playground, this time localed beneath the waves with the sub-
marines. Despite Dolores Del Rio and Chester Morris in the
cast, and a script devised by three industrious proletarians,
namely Jerome Chodorov, Liam (THE INFORMER) 0‘Fla-
herty and Dalton Trumbo, nothing above the norm resulted.
Kenton also tried to return George Bancroft to popularity that
year in Racketeer: in Exile without discernible success. Ban-
croft's he-man roles were assumed by Don Terry. With these
stalwarts, plus Victor Jory and Jack Holt, Columbia possessed
the strongest jaws in the industry.
Grim-visaged Holt had been with Columbia since the last

of the silents, had seen the company grow in stature, indeed
had been instrumental in that growth. His appearances in the
trio of service lms directed by Frank Capra, Submarine
(1929), Flight (1930), and Dirigible (1931) made him the
star of three of the company's biggest money-makers to date;
their success had brought prestige to Capra, and had made
Columbia a major contender instead of an unimportant
poverty-row independent. Thereafter, Holt‘s starring vehicles
had compiled a following of masculine action fans, although
they failed to approach the magnitude of the Capra works.
Holt had left Columbia briey in 193$ to appear in a few
lms for other studios. Back in the fold, he made, under Ken-
ton's direction, what was probably his best Columbia lm
since the Capra days. End 0/ the Trail (1936) was yet another
attempt to cash in on the Zane Grey name. But the script by .

experienced Westem writer Harold Shumate was good, in the
adult style that distinguished above-average Westerns from ju-
venile matinee fodder; the traditional plot about two buddies,
one an outlaw (Holt), the other a lawman (Guinn Williams),
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was given a sense of time and place by backgrounding it
against the period following the Spanish-American War, with
director Kenton appearing in a cameo role as Theodore Roo-
sevelt. The lm was straightforward and interesting, with no
allowance for a softened, happy ending as Holt gets his just
dcssens, even though he avenges the death of the'heroine's
brother. End of the Trail was a prophetic title. Holt's suc-
ceeding Columbia lms were produced by Larry Darmour, an
independent working within the Columbia connes producing,
among other things, Westems starring variously Ken May-
nard, Bob Allen, Jack Luden and Bill Elliott.
Darmour productions were not noted for their lavishneu.

Perhaps because of his association with the studio, his lms
usually carried a strong cast lineup. But the sets would be on
the skimpy side, and the direction not always of the highest
quality. After his rst for Darmour, North of Nome (I936),
which wu directed by William Nigh, Holt was directed in two
by Emest B. Schoedsack; the manipulator of King Kong, not
to mention some superb silent documentaries, was far from
his best. For his next, Holt received the services of Lewis D.
Collins, an undistinguished artisan. Slightly above the routine
was Under Suspicion (1937), with what in retrospect is an in-
triguing plot idea—a tycoon (Holt) intends to turn his factory
over to his employees, and is promptly marked for minder.
Incidentally, Darmour never took screen credit for his pro-
ductions, thus aligning him with Irving Thalberg of MGM.
Don Terry was hammered in the Holt mold. Rough, tough

and ready, with a snarling voice and ready sts. Terry had
been around at Fox in the silents, but was now returning to
the movies after a stage stint. l-lis lms were interchangeable
with l-lolt's, perhaps less believable because Terry would take
roles that seemed too mature for him. In Squadron 0/ Honor(I938) for instance, he was required to be a member of the
American Legion, yet looked too young to have been inWorld War I. As it was, Terry seemed better than his mate-rial; he is particularly etfective in A Fight to the Finish and A
Dangerous Adventure (both 1937), one about taxi wars, theother a steel-mill romance.
Another Terry lm was Paid to Dance (1937), an expose of

a dance-hall racket of the type beloved by low-budget scenar-
ists. The feminine lead was Jacqueline Wells, later Julie Bish-op; third in the credits was Rita Hayworth, as yet just n star-let, but getting plenty of screen time with her steady ap-
pearances in Columbia pictures. Miss Hayworth, nee Causi-
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no. had become an adequate actress along the way. Her Latin
good looks enabled her to play villainesses if need be, or the
ingenue.
In The Shadow (1937) she was the latter, the helplea

owner of a circus where mysterious happenings were happen-
ing. Actually it was a neat whodunit with a clever solution.
The leading man was Charles Quigley, curly-haired hero-type,
teamed, or appearing in, several lms with I-layworth. In The
Game That Kill: (1937), a tale of skulduggery on ice, Quigley
joined 1. Farrell MacDonald‘s hockey team to uncover dirty
work thereon, and Hayworth was the manager's daughter.
However-, in Girls Can Play (1937) Quigley was the demon
reporter who nds a murderer preying on a girls‘ softball
team; Hayworth was the catcher who met with untimely de-
mise, with Jacqueline Wells the star pitcher, heroine and
leading player on the lm credits.
Who Killed Gail Preston? (1938) referred to l-layworth,

billed as second lead next to Don Terry but victimized less
than halfway through the lm. Ultimately, after some low-
budget crime lms opposite Paul Kelly and Bruce Cabot, plus
a couple of Canadian-made yarns with Quigley, she was ready
for better things.
Columbia's seasonal schedule consisted primarily of low-

budget oerings, usually of the crime and action variety. In
addition to those male stars already mentioned, such persona-
ble—but at the time, struggling-—players as Lew Ayres,
Ralph Bellamy, William Gargan and James Dunn would
appear. In the main, these lms lacked distinction, but were,
at their best, at least competent, and capable of lling an
hour or so on either end of a double feature.
One group of Columbias of slightly more interest was di-

rected by Harry Lachman, whose directorial prowess seems
to account for their superiority. In The Man Who Lived
Twice (1936) Ralph Bellamy played a criminal changed physi-
cally and mentally by surgery; The Devil I: Driving (1937)
was another treatise against recklessness on the highways,
with an eamest performance by Richard Dix and two unu-
sually good ones from newcomers, Elisha Cook Jr. from the
stage, and Ann Rutherford from Republic Westerns; I!
Happened in Hollywood (1937) had Dix again as a washed-up
cowboy star, a poignant yarn without descending to the
maudlin; and No Time ra Marry (I937) was a comedy from
a Paul Gallico original about reporters that was easy to take,
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helped by Richard Arlen, Mary Astor and Lionel Sunder inthe leads.
Columbia did have their answer to Shirley Temple in thejuvenile songbird Edith Fellows, who of all the precocioustots in Hollywood at the time was the least atfected and oer-tainly the best actress, but the stories given her were inferior.As yet, the studio did not evince interest in continuing series,except for a couple of "Lone Wolf“ adventures, one withMelvyn Douglas, the other with Francis Lederer. Generally,their low-budget products, aside from the obvious productionshortcomings, were well cast, and exceptionally well photo-graphed. Cameramen such as Benjamin Kline and HenryFreulich were most adept, and a young man named LucienBallard showed ashes of brilliance. Ballard had been Josefvon Stemberg's camera operator at Paramount, had jour-neyed with him to Columbia when ‘Sternberg had signedwith B. P. Schulberg for two productions. The controversialdirector then left the studio, but Ballard stayed on, photo-graphing “B" pictures, Westerns, even two-reel comedies,doing exemplary work which went unnoticed in those days ofmass production and limited discerning lm criticism.
Some of their crime and gangster lms possessed the hotbreath of topicality, but only by inference. One Columbia “B”to take advantage of the headlines was Legion_o/ Terror(1936), released at a time when the infamous Black Legionwas terrorizing parts of Michigan and surrounding states. Thelm, with Bruce Cabot, Marguerite Churchill and WardBond, was sincere enough in its expose but fought a losingbattle against the budget—nor did it mention the organizationby name. Such matters were best left to Warner Brothers,who in fact did release Black Legion in 1937, and it was animprovement in cast, budget outlay, and content. Wamerswas still the studio to make a movie with a plot straight fromthe daily newspaper.
Warner product had undergone one of the most drasticchanges during that season of 1935-36. From a company thathad bothered with the subordinate market hardly at all, theyhad inaugurated a low-budget unit headed by Bryan Foy. oneof the Seven Little Foys of vaudeville fame, son of EddieFoy, and whose brothers Charley and Eddie Jr. would eventu-ally see yeoman service in Warner lms as mugg comics.Bryan Foy had been with Wamers' before, had in fact di-rected their first all-talking film, Light: 0/ New York (1928).
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Before rejoining Wamers, Foy had briey been at Columbia,
and had ventured into independent exploitation production.

- Foy caught the Warner swing of things immediately. The
budget product was cheap and looked cheap, but it was gen-
erally fast, boisterous, brassy and, mercifully, brief. Every-
thing was tried, comedy, drama. mystery. action—-all rather
lowbrow, without subtlety. overly familiar, but for all that
rather likeable.
lt was Foy‘s boast that, when in doubt for a suitable plot to

throw before the hungry cameras, he would order a rewrite
of I 1932 Howard Hawks melodrama called Tiger Shark,
using it as the basis for any number of "B" movies throughout
his tenure as "B"-keeper at Warners. Tiger Shark was a story
of the tuna shermen, but can best be described in one cliche:
there are two men, a young one and an old one, and both are
in love with the same girl. By replacing the profession of the
men, Foy‘s law could be put into effect quickly and protably.
Tiger Shark did see protracted use under other titles, with
other actors; but so did a varied assortment of plots lifted
from earlier, more successful movies.
Foy inherited the vital but rebellious actor Humphrey Bo-

gart on those occasions when Bogart would command the
wrath of the front oice, which was not infrequently. Three
movies Began didn't care to talk about were made for the
Foy unit. One was Two Against the World (i936), a remake
of Five Star Final ( l93l ); the second was Isle 0/ Fury (1936),
a remake of The Narrow Corner (l933);‘the third was King
0/ the Underworld (I939), a remake of Dr. Socrates (i935).
Bogart caught on with the public and couldn't be mired in

lesser product indenitely. The worst punishment adminis-
tered would have to be featured billing, or supporting roles. lt
seems incredible that Bogart as late as 1941 had not had his
name above the title onscreen. However another tough guy,
Barton MacLanc, seemed just the right answer to the demand
for a he-man, to get top billing in cheapies, yet serving as a
ne gangster-menace in bigger lms. MacLane did get the
Tiger Shark formula, in a re-tread called Bengal Tiger (i936).
This was his second as a leading man, the rst being a rnill-to-
executive-to-mill affair called Man of Ir0n (I935). MacLane's
best role, or rather one of two, was as an heroic miner lead-
lng a rescue mission in Drnegerman Courage (1937), tautly
directed by Louis King, based on actual events which OC-
curred during a mine cave-in. The other was as a raucous
boxer in The Kid Came: Back (1937). In both the latter
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l. .- MacLane took second billing, below Jean Muir in Courage
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and Wayne Morris in Kid. The boxing picture was for some
reason withheld from general release almost a year; probably
it was because Morris had the title role_ in Kid Galahad, a big
one, and the smaller production would benet from the reno-
tion and increased familiarity with the Morris name and face.
When rst shown to the press in February l937. it was called
Don’! Pull Your Punches. The Kid retitling further indicates
a parallel with Kid Galahad.

- The Kid Came: Back was fast, funny, studiously avoided
the formula cliches peculiar to lms about prizeghts. Mac-

,_ Lane had some pungently amusing lines as a brash champ,
delivered them well. B. Reeves Eason, a second-unit action di-

E rector, made his best full-length lm and solo directing job.
- The story. by the way, is by E. I. Flanagan, who at the time

was a struggling bit player. Flanagan hit the jackpot later in
I937, when he became Dennis O‘l(eefe.

The busy MacLane also appeared opposite Glenda Farrell
in a I936 crime story, Smart Blonde. Miss Farrell played an
ace reporter, Torchy Blane, and MacLane was her police-

‘~ man-nemesis-heart interest. Frederick Nebel had written stor-
» ies about these characters, and Farrell and MacLane would be-

come a team. The Torchy Blane scries continued through
l939, with Tom Kennedy another regular as MacLane's
dumb aide. The leads were changed on two occasions, for one
lm each; Lola Lane and Paul Kelly, then Jane Wyman and
Allen Jenkins for the nal lm. As with the typical Warner
low—budget product, the Torchy Blanes never excited the
imagination nor the intellect, but they started, continued and

. ended swiftly, and relatively painlessly.
’ Warners had several series going for them. Booth Tarking-

ton's Penrod tales were the starting point for some comedies
concocted for Billy and Bobby Mauch, identical twins who
had become popular after appearing in The Prince and the
Pauper (1937). But the number of plots suitable for twins

' was severely limited, even for Warner scenarists. and the boys
-1 were at the threshold of that awkward adolescent age, so the

Penrods ceased. Both Mauchs remained at Warners, behind
the cameras, upon entering maturity.

_ Erle Stanley Gardner's Perry Mason novels had been ac-
Rf quired by Wamers and were given preferred treatment at

rst, with Warren William switching from his temporary
‘_~ Philo Vance characterization to portray the lawyer-sleuth.

Case of the Lucky Leg: (1935) had Archie Mayo as director
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and a good budget. but by the next year, and Case ol the Vel-
vet Claws, only the smooth William performance was left as
a reminder of better days. Not that Claws was a poor lm, it
wasn't. lt merely was a "B" with a “B” look, as opposed to
the higher-budgeted appearances of the earlier Masons. War-
ren William left the series, although he would again play
Philo Vance, and nd a longer-lasting series at Columbia as
Michael Lanyard, alias The Lone Wolf. At that, William had
not been an accurate Perry Mason. depicting the novels‘
sober-sided lawyer as rather a skirt-chaser. Continuing the

‘Mason series was Ricardo Cortez for one, then Donald
Woods, who was the most plausible Mason in Case of the
Stutlering Bishop (1937), until Raymond Burr made the
Mason character his own on television years later. Wamets
lmed another Gardner novel, Care of the Dangerous Dowa-
ger. and removed Mason from it completely. Those interested
in the results can look up Granny Ge! Your Gun (1940), with
May Robson.

Warners seemed partial to the whodunits of Mignon G. Eb-
erhart, but could never settle on one player to represent the
author's nurse-sleuth. Aline MacMahon, Marguerite Church-
ill, Kay Linaker, Ann Sheridan and Lee Patrick all took a
stab at it. But while Miss Sheridan was trying at Wamers,
Jane Darwell was playing the same character at 20th-Fox:
differences between Darwell and Sheridan being what they
were, perhaps it's best to forget the whole thing. Besides, the
lms were far from successful in their eld.

In the Shirley Temple sweepstakes, Warners placed a wad
on Sybil Jason, who was cute but who couldn't quite make it.
She even wound up supporting little Shirley in a subsequent
20th-Fox extravagama. Younger and cuter Janet Chapman
was tried, but after one vehicle made expressly for her, Little
Mix: Thoroughbred (I938), she was more wisely cast in roles
calling for minor p:\rts—in both senses of the word. Bonita
Granville was somewhat the elder statesmistress of the kiddie
set but turned in a ne performance, as usual, in Beloved Brat
(l938). Miss Granville's most sustained success would be in a
Wamer series. not long hence.

Perhaps the hest example of how the budget situation
ip-opped at Warners was in the treatment accorded Joe E.
Brown, cavem-mouthed comic and a box oice draw for the
company. Brown's comedies had been made not lavishly but -

Well and were popular everywhere. Brown started o his
I936 schedule with Soru o'Guru, with the most expensive-
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looking production he had received in some time. This was
followed by Earthworm Tractors, based on the Botts stories
of Willi_am Hazlett Upson depicting the misadventures of a
tractor salesman; not big, but adequate for Brown's demands.
The nal one was Polo Joe, below par in production, laughter
and entertainment values. lt wu Brown's last at Warners'. He
left to join an independent company and worked with fair
success, but his downfall at Warnets must have been sudden
and disheartening.
To Warners, the reasoning might have been that Brown

was highly paid, whereas the company roster had a number
of contract players capable of playing comedy, and playing it
well. Let Brown slide ott the hook and use them. Whatever
the case may have been, it is true that Warners did have
many a capable character actor adept at comedy: Guy Kila-
bee, Frank Mcl-lugh, Hugh Herbert, and a young fellow spe-
cializing in brash roles, Ross Alexander. On the dista side,
Ruth Donnelly had made one of the rst Foy jobs, Personal
Maid’: Secret (1935) that had tumed out better than expected,
with Miss Donnelly most amusing as a sort of pre-"Hazel",
maid who solved everybody‘s problems. Then there was I
diuy blonde named Marie Wilson who certainly was smarter
than she looked. Could be that she had a future in comedy.
Brown could not be replaced. Mel-Iugh, Kibbee and Miss

Donnelly were needed for featured roles in major pictures.
Miss Wilson was a few years away. Ross Alexander, display-
ing the mlkings of a potential star in featured roles as well as
lads in “B” lms on the order of Here Comes Caner, Brides
Are Like Thar, Boulder Dam and Hot Money, suddenly com-
mitted suicide. Only Hugh Herbert managed to approach
Brown's popularity with his uttery gestures and distinctive
absent-minded delivery, and Herbert too was transferred
from small leads to big featured roles and back, never rmly
establishing himself as a major funster. For sheer lunacy,
Marry the Girl (1937) had all the gags, including the one in
which a gun is red and a wall still-life of a gaggle of geese
becomes excitedly animated in full ight. Giving credit where
it's due, in the cast with Herbert were Frank Md-lugh, Mary
Boland, Mischa Auer, Allen Jenkins, Alan Mowbray, Teddy
Hart, Hugh O'Connell and Torn Kennedy. With such a lineup,
something had to be funny. Herbert and Jenkins teamed as
nutty private detectives in the spoof Sh! the Octopus (1937),
which gave Herbert full rein for his stream-of-unconsciouk
new mumblings.
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On a more macabre note, Warners signed Boris Karloff for
one lm per year. His rst, The Walking Dead (1936), was his
sole-horror eort for the company, and despite a good cast
(Edmund Gwenn, Ricardo Cortez, Marguerite Churchill, et
al), a top director (Michael Curtiz), an ace cameraman (Hal
Mohr) and four writers, what emerged was an unavoidable
“B” lm and not a particularly good one at that. Karlolfs
I937 contribution was West 0/ Shanghai, fonnerly titled War
Lord. In either case it was a re-doing of the old Walter Hus-
ton vehicle The Bad Man, none the worse for wear. Karlo
experimented with Oriental makeup as a prelude to his Mr.
Wong series at Monogram the following year. Before that, his
Warners lm was The Invisible Menace, formerly titled With-
out Warning, a rather entertaining murder mystery taking
place at an isolated Army post, neatly directed by John Far-
row, who had done Wes! of Shanghai, and with helpful light
relief from Marie Wilson and Eddie Craven. Karloff, though
top-billed, served only as a red herring in the plot, and draw-
ing power for the marquee.
Warner's’ had an attractive set of ingenues in June Travis,

Mary Maguire, Carol Hughes, Jane Wyman and Jane Bryan,
with the latter two breaking the star barrier, although Miss
Bryan retired out of pique before being actually coronated.
Leading men included Warren Hull, Craig Reynolds and Dick
Purcell, in addition to those already mentioned. Another new
face was a radio announcer named Ronald Reagan who made
a nice impression in a breezy story called Love I.r on the Air
(l937)—wbicb was a remake of Paul Muni's starrer Hi, Nel-
lie! (1934).
In the new polarization of product, several directors made

their debut at the studio. William McGann had directed in
England, but was now trying it out here; he had been a pho-
tographer (The Mark of Zorro for Fairbanks), and later
would become supervisor of special effects work for the stu-
dio. Arthur Greville Collins and Frank McDonald were
dialogue directors used to working with actors; McDonald
would go on to a lengthy career ranging from Roy Rogers
Republics to TV's Ger Smart. William Clemens came from
the lm editing ranks, an unobtrusively efcient craftsman
whose lms were guaranteed to entertain. John Farrow was a
writer, whose directorial career began at Warners but came
to fruition at RKO and Paramount.
Wamer topicalities of the period included Road Gang

(1936), an exposé of the system that tread gingerly upon
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5‘ Southern sensibilities, and White Bondage (1937), a fairly
earnest it hackneyed treatise about the plight of the
-Y ahnrecropper. Given the Warner exploitation hoopla as an

.- more tl1an a lower-case crime tale of a racketeer (John Litel)

c [Ass than topical but more handy as an advertising property,

? lecture by Manley Hall on the meaning of the stars and astro-

V“ Iindsay, Lola Lane, Jerey Lynn, James Stephenson. The
* selling angles were better, and in the long run the tickets sold _

~, At Universal City, they needed more than star-gazing.
p They needed a star. The company had fallen upon hard times '
~*. in 1936. The protable ventures had been more than vitiated _
, by the resounding ops of some costly productions, and Uni-

up-to-the-minute exposé, Alcatraz Island (1937) was little

. in prison, where he's framed for the murder of an inmate.

'_ When Were You Born? (1938) wrapped its routine whodunit
- plot neatly in an astrological setting, complete with a prelude

- logical signs. The cast was good: Anna May Wong, Margaret 1

counted the most. ._

veraal was in trouble—the trademark for the company was an
airplane circling the world, and that plane was fast running

, out of gas. Uncle Carl Laemmle sold out his interests to n
_ group headed by 1. Cheever Cowdin and Charles R. Rogers.
With a normal yearly average of 37 releases, still less than the

Q rest of the major companies, Universal could manage but 28
' features in 1936. Fortunately, one of the late releases was

Three Smart Girls, with Deanna Durbin. More than any
other single factor, the success of Miss Durbin and her lms

‘ put Universal on the road to recovery. They found their star.
; Universal was still aiming for the heartlands in the latter
Z half of 1935. Their all-purpose lineup included ZaSu Pitts,
1, nally without Slim Summerville, uttering through She GetsHer Man and The Aair 0/ Susan to good eect. For more; sophisticated clientele, there was a variation on the Pitts for-

__ mula in Lady Tubbr, with Alice Brady as a cook in a lumber‘ camp who inherits a fortune. This amusing trie was directed
;_ by Alan Crosland, recently arrived at the studio from War-
‘I ners, where his career dated far hack. Crosland had directed‘ one of the most important lms in movie history, The Jazz
Singer (I927). Crosland died in I935. His last lms were the

‘e aforementioned Lady Tabb: and a trio of starring vehicles for
; Edmund Lowe, of which the most interesting is Mister Dyna-
mire. With a fast, alert screenplay woven from a Dashiell

“ Hammett short story, Crosland‘s tirm handling and the ur-. bane performances of Lowe and Jean Dixon, it was a good
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early example of _the ‘Thin Man" type of sophisticated
mystery, produced by E. M. Asher economically, but smooth-
ly enough to be considered as a single feature or strong sup-
port on a double bill.
Asher also produced the rst really economy-minded hor-

ror lm, Dracula’: Daughter (1936). True, there had been
cheaper ones: The Black Cat (I934) and The Raven (I935)
were most denitely low-budget. But both had the dual at-
traction of Karloff and Lugosi in the same lm. Other con-
temporary examples of Univeisal‘s shuddery specialty are The
Bride of Frankenstein (1935), lavish, bizarre, now assuming
the status of classic in some quarters, and hailed as James
Whale‘s best lm; The Werewolf 0/ London (1935), austere,
a bit pokey, but containing fairly high production values; and
The Invisible Ray (i936), again Karlo and Lugosi, with the
addition of an elaborate pl’OdllCti0l1. Dracula‘: Daughter was

gecient but not lavish; its cast capable but weak in name
value or drawing power; the sole gimmick for the moviegoer
was in the title. Somehow, it turned out as one of the best of
the Universal horror movies. The script by Garrett Fort was
intelligent, far more so than many before or since. Lambert
Hillyer's direction was matter-of-fact, which aided immeas-
urably in this instance. Hillyer was more at home with the
simple virtues of William S. Hart and the open plains than
with vampires and psychology. He had previously directed
The Invisible Ray and had not capitalized upon the honic
elements in the plot. For Dracula’: Daughter his restraint was
just right. Performances were excellent, notably by Gloria
Holden in the title role, lrving Pichel as her assistant, and
Otto Kruger as the doubting doctor. With Dracula's Daugh-
Ier, horror lms took an enforced hiatus for a few years, hi-
bernating in some cofn among the unused props; even the .

mighty Karlo‘ was cast as a gentle, kindly old inventor with
his next job at the studio in Nighl Key (1937); the same ad-
jectives amply describe the lm, gentle, kindly, old.
Though Universal had its nancial worries, the lms on its

curtailed 1936 schedule were for the most part well done. By
1937 the schedule was back to 37 lms, and once again they
proved they hadn't lost the knack. Big or small, nobody would
be asking for his money back at the box oice.
Among the typical and more entertaining Universal pie-

tures of the period were some good mysteries, of which Yel-
lowstone (1936) was one, despite the misleading title. lt con-
cerned a murder or two in the scenic National Park, with the
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- modu: operundt‘ both macabre and unique. Ralph Morgan,
usually cast as the least-suspected person who evolves as the

- culprit, becomes victim number one here, spouting from Old
, Faithful as it indulges in its regular eruption—-which proves

the lm really does mean business. Arthur Lubin directed
neatly.
Love Letter: of a Star (1936) handled its mystery angles

forthrightly and well, in a bit over an hour. Direction was
shared by Lewis R. Foster, a writer with previous directorial

‘ experience on Laurel and Hardy short subjects, and Milton
Carruth, a lm editor. Foster and Carruth further collabo-
rated on She’: Dangerous (1937), with that intriguing Europe-
an import Tala Birell, before going separate ways. Foster

_, directed two undistinguished solo efforts before returning to
A the typewriter, while Carruth spent I937 busily directing a

handful of small but reasonably exciting melodramas, of
which Reported Missing, an aerial mystery complete with

1 masked villain, is probably the most satisfactory, in a serial-
like way.
A writer, a lm editor. now a photographer won a chance

~. to direct at Universal. Hal Mohr stepped from the camera to
the megaphone for When Love Lr Young (1937), a pleasing
little romance with Virginia Bruce and Kent Taylor, whichf was further notable for giving Miss Bruce a rare opportunity

~:' to sing. She had a most attractive voice and was able to use itI all too seldom on the screen. Mohr's ability as a director was
undoubtedly there, but either by chance or choice he did no
further directorial work.
Sidney Salkow was another scriptwriter who tumed direc-

'_" tor at Universal, and his rst effort showed great promise.
~ Four Days’ Wonder (I937) was an A. A. Milne story about a
- teenager in ight, for fear she would be implicated in the

death of her aunt. Like Milne‘s novel, the treatment for the
screen was whimsical, and helped greatly by Salkow‘s direc-

j' tion and the adept performance in the main role by Miss
Jeanne Dante, a youngster of charm and skill. In the
Hollywood way of events, Miss Dante apparently made no

’ further lms, and Salkow‘s subsequent directorialchores
hardly fullled the promise created by his rst." Universal players always seemed among the most lilteable
performers of the contractees. Kent Taylor, from Paramount,

v; was more than adequate in comedy or heavier dramatics, a
handy guy to have around. A young actor with light hair and

Q; dimples, William Lundigan. tonner radio announcer, was
t“ '11I"
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showing promise and coming on fast. And a former menace,
Mischa Auer, had made a hit in My Man Godfrey in a gro-
tesque comedy role and had become an important cog in the
player machine, more than his character-player status would
indicate. In We Have Our Moments (1937), a mild comedy,
Auer had a supporting role, but was the subject of an espo-
ciaily-made trailer used as the preview of coming attraction
in theatres prior to the lm‘: playdate. Audiences knew him,
by face if not by name, and approved of him as a comic. In
Prescription /or Romance (1938), Auer had third billing and
stole the show.
On the dista side, Judith Barrett competently served her

apprenticeship before moving to Paramount. Jean Rogers be-
came known via the Flash Gordon (1936) serial; her hair
darkened from honey-hlonde to brown as her roles became
more numerous. Dorothea Kent was a Harlow blonde, built
along the lines of Zack Mosley's full-gured heroines i.n his
Smi!in' Jack comic-strip oi the per-iod—in other words, built.
Possessor of a rather squeaky voice, she used it for maximum
etfect in dumb-blonde roles, or wise-cracking ‘heroine’:-
sidekick parts, but she was better than that. Unfortunately,
her looks and voice mitigated against her for leads, or dra-
matic roles—one of each, Carnival Queen and Some Blonder
Are Dangerous (both 1937), and it was back to lighter mate-
riaL She still had one of the best pair of legs in the business.
Universal had a series of three starring Jack Hnlt during

193$-36, and a series of six starring John Wayne during
1936-37. The Holts were all right, pretty much as his
Columbia pictures had been, which is perhaps why he m
tumed there. Wayne had come over with the Trem Carr unit
when Monogram folded. Using Universal's facilities, Carr
produced some action dramas which, if not award-winners,
did remove Wayne from the saddle temporarily. The rst, Sea
Spoilers (1936), a Coast Guard adventure, and the last, aseafaring tale called Advenlure'.s End (1937) were the most
entertaining.
Some of the best low-budget Universals belonged to IrvingStarfs Crime Club group. The Crime Club imprint signied

the line of mystery novels published by Doubleday, Doran. Itsreadership was large, the trademark readily identiable. Eachlm wa based on a Crime Club novel. The rst, The Wesl-Iand Case (1937) was adapted from Jonathan Latimer'sHeaded for a Hearse. Latimer was a Chicago newspapemran
whose ribald, racy detective stories featuring sleuths Bill
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Crane and Doc Williams had won praise from book reviewer:
in the post-Hammett, pre~Chandler age. Latimer wrote but
ve Crane—Williams stories before succumbing to the blan-
dishments of Hollywood, but they remain as outstanding in
the hardboiled genre, although surpassed in popularity by
such as Chandler, Spillane and Ross MacDonald.
The Westland Cast was a good if not brilliant beginning for

the Crime Clubs. The novel had to be toned down for tho
screen, and Christy Cabanne's direction was adequate without
deviating from the routine. But Preston Foster and Frank
Jenks, as Crane and Williams, were delightful, capturing the
proper amount of sardonic humor without overdoing it.
Next in the series was The Black Doll (1938), from a novel

by William Edward Hayes. It marked the directorial debut of
Otis Garrett, who had edited The Wesrland Case. With a
standard whodunit plot, complete with affable young sleuth,
thick-headed comedy cop, and lengthy explanatory solution
with all the suspects gathered in one room, Garrett carried it
over the familiar path with a certain air and businesslike at-
mosphere that kept the minutes ying by. He also wisely em-
phasized the byplay between hero Donald Woods and comic
cop Edgar Kennedy; during the solution, with Woods doing
all the explaining as Kennedy becomes totally confused, the
slow-burn expert turns to Woods, standing next to him, and
interrupts: “l know something you don't know . . ." Woods
asks what it is. “You're Handing an my loot!" explodes Ken-
nedy. .

Third Crime Club entry was Lady in the Morgue (1938),
with Foster and Jenks as Crane and Williams and Garrett di-
recting. It is an excellent job, cited by several critics of the
day as exceptionally well-made, and remains an example of
what could be accomplished on a small budget. Garrett
lets the plot, about the search for a disappearing corpse, take
its own head, since it is equipped with some bright dialogue
both from Latimer's original novel and the screenplay by EricTaylor and Robertson White. Instead Garrett concentrates on
effects, especially optical effects he Ieamed in the cutting
rooms, to speed the narrative. The I930: became the era ofediting tricks, of dissolves, wipes, fancy transitions fancy
beyond description from scene to scene. Garrett used some of
these, but employed still more by building the transition into
the camerawork. A taxicab would pull away from the curb,
and Garrett would have the camera pan swiftly; when the
scene would resume, on another set, Garrett would complete
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the pan at the Beginning of the scene, giving the eect of eon-
tinuous motion. He did the same thing to give the impression
of a moving elevator, by panning trom~the feet upward to a
tight closeup. Garrett was a low-budget director who did his
homework. His touches garnished an already superior script,
and made Lady in the Morgue one of the minor treasures of
1938.
Garrett directed Danger on the Air (1938) in much the

same manner, although his range was limited by the setting,
taltinglplace mainly in a radio station. The puze of who
killed e obnoxious sponsor (Berton Churchill) was a rela-
tively simple one, no guring to tax the mind, but it was
enjoyable. it also had two refreshingly offbeat names for the
hero (Donald Woods) and heroine (Nan Grey), Benjamin
Butts and Reenie McCorkle. The original novel itself, Death
Catches Up with Mr. Kluck, by one "Xantippe," was con-
cerned more with humor than homicide. Woods and Miss
Grey had been teamed in The Black Doll and were to become '
the leads of a long-running radio soap opera, “Those We
Love," in the near future. Miss Grey was a particularly pert
and capable actress who had been favorably noticed in a
small but memorable role in Dracula‘: Daughter, and had
rapidly climbed to leading-lady status. At the time of Danger
on the Air, she was barely twenty-one years old.
By mid-1938, the fortunes of Universal had turned bright-

er. The same could be said for the movies in general-and for
the country. Prosperity may not have been just around the
corner, but the recovery was in full swing. Disconcerting rum-
blings were heard from Europe and from the Orient. But it
was all so far away. Hitler and Mussolini, Munich and Nan-
king, Spain and Austria——it was all in the newsreels, twice
weekly, and audiences shuddered. But this too, was only part
of the movies. -
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IV

GRAND NATlONAL, AND OTHERS LESS
THAN GRAND; SOL LESSER, AND

LESSER THAN SOL

El Independent companies found themselves competing with
the majors and not liking it. Now that the double-feature sys-
tem was here to stay and the bigger studios were engaged in
producing fare for the duals, the indies were hard-pressed to
make a go of it. Gone were Majestic, Mayfair and Tower.
Gone were the exotically named little outts that were prone
to appear on the scene for one measly lm, then vanish into
limbo. Henceforth there would be a few of these y-by-nights,
but in diminishing supply. Monogram, as we shall see, went
into hibemation when part of it metamorphosed into the new
Republic and was o the screen in 1936.
' Another hardy indie of the mid-Depression, the Chest-
erfield-Invincible conglomeration, struggled through 1935 and
1936, nally petering out late in that year with a comedy,
Red Lights Ahead, that wasn't particularly amusing, and an
unmysterious mystery, House 0] Secrets. By the end. the es-
tablished directors had gone elsewhere. Richard Thorpe was
by now at MGM receiving budgets and studio facilities un-
dreamed of at Chestereld. Frank Strayer was at 20th. and
with the Jones family. Their replacements had been Charles
Lamont and Phil Rosen, the former now doing short com-
edies at Columbia, the latter with Republic. Lamont hadn't
had much with which to work at Chesterfield, but was able to
prove he had a deft comedy air—as he had been proving
since the days of the silent twoereelers. Rosen's 1936 films in-
cluded Missing Girl: (Chestereld) which actually contained a
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bit of physical action, unusual for Batcheller product, and
good trouping from Roger Pryor, Muriel Evans and a new
face, Ann Doran. Rosen also directed Tango (Invincible), a
novelettish tale of a dance act, with Marian Nixon channing
as ever, despite being ill~served with material. Giving credit
where it's due, lnvincible did have a better-than-average mur-
der mystery at the tail end of I935, Dnath from a Distance.
It was another of those affairs taking place largely on one set,
but this set was a good one—a planetarium the scene of the
crime. Frank Strayer kept the narrative moving along direc-
torially, and Lola Lane and Russell Hopton did a pleasant
wise-reporter—plodding policeman lead act.
Speaking of Marian Nixon, this refreshing, pretty and tal-

ented actress was victimized by some of the lowest of the
lower-case productions of the period. In lms since the silents
but still young, and a proven performer in view of her work
at Fox in the early thirties, Miss Nixon was really stuck in
some indie dogs. Her only 1935 lm was Sweepslake Annie,
an alleged comedy from Liberty. The following year she was
mired in a Hollywood make-good tale, The Reckless Way,
which lacked most of the professional niceties dpite being
produced by C. C. Burr, once a maker of protable and pop-
ular Johnny Hines comedies; and The Dragnet, opposite
Rod La Rocque, one of those belabored crime melodrama:
taxing the credulity and patience of audience and actors alike.
The latter lm was produced by the Burroughs—TarLan cor-

poration, which had been formed in I934 by the Tarzan novel-
ist and associates to make a lm further recounting the exploits
of the jungleman. New Advt-ntures 0/ Tarzan (l935) entailed
an expedition to Guatamala, and a lengthy mess of footage
that was edited into a serial or a feature. Exhibitors could
have their pick. Additional footage was later used to compile
a second feature, Tarzan and the Green Goddess, nally re-
leased in 1938. The Burroughs—Tarzan enterprises were other-
wise futile, as proven by The Dragnet, and the venture was
nancially disastrous for Burroughs.
The Tarzan selected for the lm was an Olympic champ

named Herman Brix, who had been considered at MGM only
to be overlooked for Johnny Weissmuller. Brix had been on
the outer fringes of lmdom for a few years, and the Tarzan
role was his most opportune break. The lm was no cause for
rejoicing in the streets—or the jungles—but Brix found his
career advanced thereby. In 1936 he was given the leading
role in the saga of the trials and tribulations of an Olympic
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am, which might have been called typecasting, in A Million
to One, produced on the cheap with some newsreel footage
by Fanchon Royer. Brix again showed he was better than the
shoddy material, as did his leading lady. She was a trie awk-
ward, but did have a certain amount of natural charm. Her
Illme was Joan Fontaine.
Brix was then tapped for a session with Victory Pictures,

which had sprung into being late in 1935 and, unlike most of
its contemporaries, had kept going. Victory's output was no
victory for anyone concemed, artistically speaking, but the
guiding hand behind the productions was one Sam Katzman,
who had leamed well the cardinal rule of the indies—keep it
moving and the action houses will pay back your expenses,
and keep moving yourself and you'll make a small target.
,Katzman was still a young man but he had observed and
learnt the ropes, every strand. Under Katzman as president
and supervisor of production, Victory had turned out some
minor epics studded with such vanishing lights as Lloyd
Hughes, Eddie Nugent, Bryant Washburn and Jack Mulhall;
acme Westerns starring Tom Tyler of a quality, or lack of
same, deserving of extended comment in the proper context;
and even a serial or two, with Bela Lugosi, Ralph "Dick
Tracy” Byrd and Herbert Rawlinson, among others, in the
casts. Jon Hall played a thug in one, before he was moulded
into a sarong costume for his South Seas prosperity, and Her-
nnn Brix also did some villainy, as a warmup for his ensuing
Iuro roles.
Katzman starred Brix in a series of action lms of the ilk

of Amateur Crook, Two Minutes to Play, Million Dollar
Racket and Sky Racket. lt was good to sec all the old-timers
munded up by the producer dutifully repeating their lines, but
Brix seemed embarrassed in the lead roles, as well he might
be. From a standpoint of quality, they were quickies of an-
other era. Their chief asset was that they kept Brix in front of
the cameras long enough for him to take stock of himself,
change his name to Bruce Bennett and press onward to 8
more satisfactory career. With the end of the Brix action se-
ries, Victory deigned not to bother with "civilian" features
and concentrated upon Tim McCoy Westerns until going out
ofbusiness in I939.
As has been said, the bulk of the independent product was

lcrappy. Action efforts, such as Reliable's series of stunt lms
with Richard Talmadge, were exciting to watch as long as
/Talmadge, who had once doubled for Douglas Fairbanks Sr.,
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. was in movement, leaping from clitfs onto speeding autos and

diving through windows. Once words were spoken however,
-- Talrnadge, the rest of the cast, and the director (usually B. B.
3, Ray or Harry S. Webb) were all at a distinct disadvantage.
. On a considerably higher level in the action eld was Mau-

' -rice C0nn‘s series with Frankie Darro, made between 1935
Ind 37. The diminutive Darro would play a jockey or erst-
while newshound, in these minor but well-made lms which

7 did manage to capture some of the Rover Boys-Torn Swift- ‘

ish spirit without becoming too juvenile. Kane Richmond was
usually cast as Darro‘s protector tor the grownup action
scenes, although Leroy Mason was littcd from the ranks of
the heavies to convincingly perform the heroics in the rst
oouplwbecoming Roy Mason for the occasion and adding

_ masculinity to his name. These early ones, Men of Action and
Valley al Wanted Men (both 1935) were said to be based on
Peter B. Kyne stories. Kyne was a prolic writer whose
name, along with Zane Grey's and James Oliver Curwood's,

_ was used as a literary "draw" of sorts, since they signied ad-
venture for those fans who would crack a book cover as well
as visit the local movie. Neither Kyne, Grey nor Curwood

' _probabIy wrote halt of what was attributed to each on the
_screen. As it was, the Darros dropped the literary connotation

‘ after a while. They were breezy, innocuous fun. Some of the
_titles: Racing Blood (1936, horsetlesh), Born to Fight (I936,
boxing), Headline Crasher (I937, the news game) and The

Y Devil Diamond (1937, crooks-‘n‘-jools).
Conn also produced a series of Kermit Maynard (Ken's

brother) outdoor adventures, beginning as mounted police
melodramas, evolving into straight Westems, as well as a few
musicals starring bespectacled Pinky Tomlin, who parlayed a
hit tune, "The Object of My Aections," into a rather lengthy
screen career.

Also worthy of note was a 1936 quickie, I Cover China-
town. produced by Fenn Kimball. An actor whose screen ca-
reer was going nowhere, Norman Foster, starred in this crime
yam about a sightseeing-bus driver becoming involved in a
trunk murder, and wisely arranged to direct it himself, thus
opening a new eld for his talents. For an indie, it showed a
bit of class, rare then. Foster won a 20th Century-Fox con-
tract from the results, where he became busy on the Mr.
Motos, as has been related.

For devotees of the exotic, the lms produced by Victor
and Edward Halperin are of more than ordinary interest,
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-~ granted that their artistic achievements are, at best, variable.
'1 The Halperins had a freak suocess with a Bela Lugosi horror
.~ fest, White Zombie, in I932. Opinions on the lm ditfer,
some of the more impressionable designating it as a horror

is asic, while more cynical observers omit the word “classic.”
;.‘»"1n any event, it was released through United Artists and was
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--one of the distribution outlet's happier occasions that year. ln
-.111 attempt to repeat its success, the Halperins arranged a

deal with Paramount to make Supernatural (1933), which had
Carole Lombard being possessed by the soul of an electro-

' cuted murderess (Vivienne Osborne). lt was but moderately
. etfective.
Q Under the imprint of Academy Pictures, the l-lalperins re-
- turned in 1936 with two entries on the state's-rights market
which were, in a sense, fascinating. I Conquer the Sea was a

' tale of love and sacrice among the shermen, Portuguese by
[;; descent, plying their trade off the banks of Newfoundland.
lg; Stanley Morner. a curly-haired singer by preference, was cast
g as the stalwart who meets with tragedy at sea. He did some-
§"'- What better later by changing his name to Richard Stanley,
Q-.* to Dennis Morgan. The lack of compromise for a happy
. ending was laudable in an indie, but this failed to overcome
the general malaise atfecting such necessary components as

~ . serlpt and direction. Academy also was responsible for a fur-
_‘- ther Halperin horror excursion. Revolt of the Zombies,

, using soldiers under a hypnotic spell for nefarious purposes. It
-' Wu weighted down with a number of deciencies from sever-

whose promisingly eerie title was belied by a trite tale of

Q, ll quarters, including bad sound, inept direction and screen-
ay, and one of Dean Jagger's less appetizing perfonnances
the leading role. In I937, The Halperins had becomei, Treaure productions and had made Nation A/lame, based onI story by no less than Thomas Dixon (The Clansman). How

much of Dixon's original work remained in the lm is not
» -known, but it would indicate a complete about-face in his

. sympathies. Nalian A/lame was about a Klanlike organization
a controlled by racketeers, preaching racial hatred and preying
upon gullible society matrons. The idea was there, the per-
formances, especially by Lila Lee and Noel Madison, were

> good. But there had been similar lms in release from major
companies. and the l-lalperin eort was not suiciently praise-

.._ worthy to merit special critical attention. For I937, though, it
L» was ahead of its time. in intent if not in execution.
~. Every so often someone would do some spring cleaning,
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and from a musty vault or dusty shelf would come a new re-
lease already creaking with age. ln l938, Sterling productions
released something called Meet the Mayor, produced and
written by the star, comedian Frank Fay. One look at the
eostumes and it was evident that Fay had made the lm at
least five years before, and had been unable to secure a
release. Further clue: were that the leading lady, Ruth Hall,
had been retired from lms since 1933, when she became
Mrs. Lee Garmes, and that certain members of the sup-
porting cast, including Nat Pendleton and George Meeker,
looked considerably younger in the lm than they did in their
contemporary appearances. Another holdup, if that's the
word, was a Ralph Graves G-Man adventure, Speed Limited,
produced in 1936 but not played in most territories until
1940, having been tied up in litigation. The lawyers knew
what they were doing; the lm's quality was of a depth that
caused even the most undiscriminating audiences to gutiaw at
the implausibilities. Since Graves was also the author, be
could blame no one but himself. Not even the frequent sight
of leading lady Claudia Dell in various states of undress could
relieve the tedium. '
Along with the fortunes of Republic in l93S and the new

Monogram look of l937, the big news, and big new company
among the independents, was the appearance of Grand Na-
tional pictures in the fall of 1936. lts family tree was a distin-
guished one; its antecedents were part of the famous, pioneer
Pathe group. President Edward L. Alperson promised thirty
features, and by December 1936 one-third had been deliv-
ered.
Grand National‘s trademark was modemistic and attrac-

tively designed, a clock tower with the Grand National name"wiped" in by the clock bands. Of the rst ten releases, B. F.
Zeidman accounted for two; George Hirliman produced four;
Boris Petroff, one; Douglas MacLean, one; and nally, Ed-
ward Finney‘s Boots 8; Saddles Productions contributed two
Westems with a new nd, Tex Ritter.
The l-lirliman productions were the least palatable, al-

though on the surface they looked promising, and had aterric selling advantage in that three were filmed in a color
process, variously called Magnacolor, then Hirlacolor. But
whatever the tints, several basic ingredients were sadly Ilaclung. We're in the Legion Now was a foolish comedy
adventure of the type Reginald Denny had outgrown ages
ago, yet he and costar Esther Ralston gamely tried to make
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1 lj something of the haelrneyed nlrrative. Captaln Calamity was; e tropicaction drama with George Houston. of the good bari-
- tone voice and wooden acting manners, beset by some ridicu-

- lous situations. His costar wu Marian Nixon. in another ex-: ample of the shoddy treatment she had been receiving of late.
~ ' Devil on Horseback was a dashing bandito-temperamental
.' lm star collision, with lackluster results, despite In interest-‘ ing cast featuring Lili Damita, Del Campo, Fred Keating and- Tany Thayer. Keating was a magician as well as an actor
{» but his magic was of little avail with the script, while Thayer
~ was a controversial novelist turned thespian for the occasion.
‘I -. Would that he had helped on the screenplay . . .{Y Both Calamity and Legion had been in release before the
‘_' inauguration of Grand National, the latter lm under the title
..Z of Res! Cure, Calamity as Captain Hurricane, both on the in-
. dependent market as Regal productions. The remaining mem-
f her of the Hirliman quartet, in ordinary black and white, wu-
-j the most nearly acceptable. Yellow Cargo (released earlier in1 the year under the banner of Pacic Pictures) featured Con-
. rad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt as a pair of Federal investiga-
-; tor: coming to grips with an alien-smuggling racket-—these, seasoned performers. the veteran Nagel and the pert Miss7. Hunt, gave the crime story some distinction. Hirlimnn’- lagaciously teamed Nagel and Hunt for three further GrandNational 1937 releases: Navy Spy, The Gold Racket andBank Alarm, with Nagel portraying Alan O'Connor and Miss
= Hunt playing Bobbie Reynolds. No award-winners, they were: easy enough to take.

Petro"s Hat: O was a light musical with production num-
_; hers that looked expensive, or at least above the expenditureof the average indie product. lt had a catchy tune, “'|'\vinkle,
_; Twinkle Little Star,“ pleasingly sung by the lead, a new face,
v_ John Payne. It had the always-welcome Mae Clarke as his

». vi:-n-vis, and character comics like Skeets Gallagher, Luis Al-; Berni and Franklin Pangbom to help things along. lt also ran" I brief 66 minutes. Although well-received, Petro was un-
~. able to follow up his success.

Bennie Zeidman‘s two were prestige productions for Grand
Q National, and it must be said that the producer delivered his. intentions. Zeidman‘s In His Sn-pr was the rst Grand Nation-‘ ll release, by all indications the proper way to introduce a§_ new company to the mass public. For indeed, it was aimed‘- right at the masses, rather than the metropolitan critically-" minded moviegoers. The novel, by small-town minister
. 8|



Charles M. Sheldon, had become a phenomenal best-seller
over the years. The simple dramatic tale of romance and
inspiration was direct, clean, admirably suited to the audi-
ences for which it was made. Starred were Eric Linden and
Cecilia Parker, borrowed from MGM where they had been
teamed twice before, most importantly in Ah, Wilderness;
they were known to moviegoers, and had possibilities as a
Charles Farrell—Janet Gaynor type of romantic combination.
In His Steps may have dragged for sophisticates (the title
was changed to Sins of the Children in some territories), but
the plain folk appreciated it.
The second Zeidman production had more appeal for the

discriminating, and would have been a good movie coming
from any company. The While Legion took an offbeat story
and presented it in distinguished fashion. lt concemed the
ght of a medical team against the scourge of yellow fever
during the building of the Panama Canal. Only Sidney How-
ard's play Yellnw Jack had covered this ground, and Grand
National beat the lm version of the play to the screen by
nearly three years. Tala Birell and lan Keith, not strong box
oice names but expert performers, did well in the leading
roles, with fine supporting performances coming from Su-
zanne Kaaren and Teru Shimada. Karl Brown, who had di-
rected ln His Steps, repeated here, working from his own
original story and script. The While Legion boded well for the
ncwcompany.
Last Grand National release of 1936 was Great Guy, pro-

duced by Douglas MacLean and considered a brilliant coup
by the company. The star was James Cagney. Imagine-
Cagney in an indie! Not Firs! National, Grand National!!!
The result was typical Cagney. The bantam star had battled
the brothers Wamer for years over contracts. This time, an
impasse had been reached, so Cagney simply packed and left
the lot. Greal Guy was a role that must have looked tailor-
made for Cagney on paper; he played Johnny Cave, an in-
spector for the Bureau of Weights and Measures, uncovering
crooked food dealers who try to mulct the public. As it hap-
pened, business was good on the lm, Cagney fans were I
happy to see their favorite back on the screen, Grand Nation
al executives chuckled and congratulated themselves upon
having one of the movies‘ biggest stars. But Great Guy was a
misre as a film, slow and lacking the polish of the Wamer
vehicles.
Macl.ean supplied a pleasant beginning for 1937 with a re-
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"Innis of an old Mary Robem Rinehart story, 23'/5 Hours
‘leave, a World War I comedy-romance with James Ellison,
tuuieed away from the Hopalong Cassidy Westems long

- - gh to give a pleasing account of himself as a doughboy.
“ ~- -- ~ followed In Hi: Steps with Girl Loves Boy, a period
‘ with Linden and Parker, even more placid, if possible,

- its predecessor. As if to atone for this, they were teamedfor the nal time at the studio for Sweetheart oi the Navy,
1 which was up to date, and ‘at least lively, even though Linden
‘ was not the most aggressive gob in the movies and Miss Par-
. ker seemed more comfortable in gingham than the formal ofin dance-hall hostess. ln terms of nautical fun, much more in-
? viting was Swing I1, Sailor, with Wallace Ford and Ray\ Mayer as none-too-bright candidates for the aections of Isa-but Jewell. It was all roughhouse but refreshing. David Dia-

~ -» d produced.' ' Something to Sing About, Cagney's second indie venture,
.-was Grand National‘s big production for I937. With a couple
at tuneful ditties, lavish settings, the customary smooth Victor
‘sheringer direction, capable supervision by Zion Myers

» And the Cagney presence, the musical still somehow managed
miss. Cagney was shortly wooed back into the Wamer-fold. On a smaller scale but surprisingly entertaining was An-

" -' Stone's The Girl Said No. Robert Armstrong and Irene
3 - rvey were the nominal leads, but the picture was highlight-
.ed by the adept presentation of some Gilbert and Sullivan

-1- - rs, carefully staged by Stone and well sung by vocaliz-
"~< who were apparently on familiar terms with the Savoyard
selections. -
‘ 7 Of interest to movie fans was the directorial debut of Con-
1 Nagel with an innocuous romance called Love Take:
‘_ light, for producer George Hirliman. Bruce Cabot. Beatrice
Roberts, and that other-woman supreme, Astrid Allwyn, did

-‘ ‘ Nagel's handling was slick. although he tended to dismis
the eort deprecatingly when queried about it, apologizing for

= ' a ten-day job."
J Grand National's remaining releases, including an im-
. proved George Houston action adventure, an Eric Linden
_‘ 5-‘rlnpect for a series as n news photographer, a couple ofI art Erwin rube comedies and Rod La Rocques misguided
{attempt to portray the pulp-ction crimeghter The Shadow
twere of less notoriety. But mention should be made of an all-
1-Negro drama with the inspired title of Spirit 0/ Youth. The
jtaditional tale of a boxer overcoming the obstacles would
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have been dismissed as of amateur quality, had it not been for
the leading role, which was portrayed by the reigning heavy-
weight champion, Joe Louis. The Brown Bomber, at the peak
of his ghting form and popularity, was understandably be-
mused by it all; let it be said that his performance was cer-
tainly no worse than the caliber of the scripting and directori-
al departments. Needless to say the lm cleaned up in the
neighborhood houses, and did in fact play some theatres in
white localities, solely because of the Louis reputation.
With Cagney gone, Grand National had no strong property

to oer for 1938. Their most reliable souroe of income
stemmed from the Tex Ritter Westems, which were necessar-ily restricted to a certain type of theatre. During 1938, thecompany was forced to distribute a strange assortment of
it.ems—-documentaries, foreign-made novelties. and a unique
oddity called Life Returns, produced and directed by Eugene
Frenke. The lm was several years old. lt had been intendedfor a Universal release in January 1935 but had been with-
held, presumably because of its subject matter. The conclud-ing scenes showed actual footage of an experiment conducted
by Dr. Robert E. Comish in bringing to life a dog that had
been pronounced dead. The scenes were not professionally
photographed and there was really little if anything to see.But the experiment did occur, it did arouse public interest atthe time, and it did supply, although belatedly, a selling anglefor the feature. The main plot was a fair enough dramatictale involving Omslow Stevens, Lois Wilson, Valerie I-lobson
and George Brealtston as the boy who owned the unfortunate—or fortunate, as it evolves—canine.
Late in the year, Sally Rand portrayed the leading role in athreadbare mystery, The Sunset Murder Case; or, dependingupon where it played, The Sunset Strip Case. Miss Rand, aformer ingenue in Westerns (silent), had attained a measureof fame as a fan-dancer. The intricacies of her choreographicart were such that she was continually in the tabloid-newsheadlines, valiantly defending her reputation from maliciouschargm of indecency, and the concomitant crudities attachedthereto. Miss Rand played it straight here, as a girl out toavenge the murder of her father-—a plot peculiar to BobSteele Westerns, if not vehicles for exotic dancers. It washarmless; Miss Rand performed her dance, albeit well cov-ered: Henry King and his orchestra played some forgettablemusic; and Reed Hadley essayed his rst leading role as thehero in the case.
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The I938-39 schedule may have been a disappointment,
but a quartet of lms showed real value for money, Franklyn
Warner produced his lms under the banner of Fine Arts Pic-
tures, releasing through Grand National. ln addition to a
George Houston Westem, Wamer was responsible for four
extremely eicient little lms which, while not excessively
weighted with elaborate production trappings, were succinct,
pleasantly performed and very capably directed by Charles
Lamont. First came Shadows over Shanghai. a comedy-
adventure capitalizing on the Sino-Japanese conict, with
James Dunn and Linda Gray, a pretty new face. Dunn had
been going steadily downhill since his popular days at Fox,
and now received a better break than had been afforded him
at Columbia, Universal and elsewhere over the past few
years. The story was one of those espionage things, with Japa-
nese, Russian and Chinese agents after an amulet, with Dunn
a photographer innocently mixed in it all. Steadfastly refusing
to take itself seriously, the lm gave more satisfaction than
many of its more expensive contemporaries.
Cipher Bureau concerned a group of code experts thwart-

ing foreign agents. No names were named in those politically
cautious times, but the accents were unmistakably Teutonic,
and since the spy-ring boss was played by Gustav von Seyer-
titr, little was left to deduce. Leon Ames and Charlotte Wyn-
ters were the bureau head and his comely secretary respec-
tively, and repeated their roles in a sequel released in l939,
Panama Patrol.
Fourth and best of the Warner-Fine Arts group was The

Long Shot, a racing story released at the tail end of 1938, but
playing most theaters early in 1939. Patterned along familiar
lines, what with rival stable owners, the horse with no chance,
the big race, the exciting nish, young love triumphant, and
all the rest, nevertheless it seemed original as depicted in
Ewart Adamson‘s script, Lamont‘s direction, and by a ne
cast. Gordon Jones, a likeahle hulk with too few opportunities
to show his stuff in leads, and Marsha Hunt, always the best
of undiscovered ingenues, made a nice team. Character actois
Harry Davenport, George E. Stone, C. Henry Gordon and
many more made their supporting roles count. The racing se-
quences were suspenseful, and Arthur Martinelli's cameras
caught the atmospheric: in good fashion. The Long Shot is an
example of a type of lm that was often overlooked—little to
catch the eye of the critic, but plenty to send the audience out
of the theatre in a happy frame of mind. Which, some say, is
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pond old trouper Constance Collier and directed, surprisingly

why movies were made in the rst place. Or the seoond place.
Grand National's nal fanfare for 1939--and for good-

waa E.n'le Express, a Eugene Frenke production made as a
showcase for Mrs. Frenlre. better known as Anna Sten. After
her ill-fated term with Samuel Goldwyn, Miss Sten had ap-
peared in an English-made drama (released by Grand National
as Two Who Dared), but this was her first American film
since 1935. She played a girl about to become a citizen but
implicated in murder by spies and about to be deported as an
undesirable alien. A reporter (Alan Marshal) comes to the
rescue, and the balance of the lm uses the l-litchcockian
chase formula, sensibly directed by Otis Garrett on a loan-out
from Universal. Audience apathy to Miss Sten in the past was
largely based on her foreign accent and demeanor. Here an

ing them into the story. To prove her “Americanness,” Miss
Sten was required at one point to disport herself as a jitter- l
bug, dandng with carefree abandon—to throw the police,
searching for an alien, otf the trail. Exile Exprerr was
entertaining enough, but not suiciently strong to hold the
company together. Grand National liquidated in 1940. Films
made under its auspi and as yet unreleased were taken
over by other companies. Isle of Dertiny, an action lm in
Cosmocolor and with a good cast (William Gargan, June

, Lang, Wallace Ford, Gilbert Roland, Katherine DeMille,
Grant Richards) went to RKO; Hall n Sinner, a vehicle for

' ‘ lvyevea older trouper Al Christie, was eventually released by
Universal; and Miracle on Main Street, an arty but interesting
drama with Margo, Walter Abel and Lyle Talbot, directed by
Hungarian emigre Steve Sekely, was taken by Columbia. Tex
Ritter Wcnt to Monogram, as did the "Renfrew" mounted-
police adventures with James Newill. The Grand National
trademark held fast in Britain, however; into the 1950s, an
import would still hear the insignia, causing a twinge of
nostalgia for the beholder with a long memory.
As an adjunct, producer B. F. Zeidman, who had departed

Grand National long before, made an uneven but frequently
. highly original drama released on the states‘ rights market by- Equity in 1938 called Prison Train, about a racketeer (Fred
Keating) marked for death by gangland. Most of the action

Y took place on board the prison train of the title, and although
the occasional ragged edges were made obvious, the tale was
played off in an absorbing manner, graced by the direction of
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-- Gordon Wiles. Of the cast members, ingenue Linda Winters
-_" became better known as Dorothy Comingore, her real name,
’ 1 when she appeared in Citizen Kane. The hero, with the un-
"_ likely name of Peter Potter, became a popular West Coast
'._. disc jockey, noted for his “Juke-Box Jury" program on radio
_. and television. ln a complete reversal of his anistic record,
" Zeidman served on Leopard Men 0/ Africa in l940, purport-
..; edly a lmic record of the Congo expedition headed by Dr.
_i' Paul L. Hoeer, but with all too many scenes pervaded by a

distinct studio back-lot aroma. Furthermore, most of the
L; non-staged footage seemed to come from sornebody's stock-
‘. shot library. However, theaters that played it went all the way
‘, on the fancy advertising, with jungle adomments dressing up
.1 the lobbies and shrieking newspaper ads heralding how
_ shocking and bizarre it all was. The lm may have been a

mishmash, but Select Attractions (the distributor) had nothing
7 to complain about—business was, for the most part, very

.‘ goolgention should be made of those industrious producers
' who had the energy to work both independently and through
If a major company, sometimes at the same time. Sol Lesser
_~f V was a master of this juggling act. Lesser was the instigator of- the al|—purpose serial, with the long rst chapter as a complete
' . feature in itself (Tarzan the Fearless in 1933, Retum of
' Chanda in 1934), distributed by his own Principal corporation
_ on the states‘ rights market. In 1934, Lesser also made Peck‘:

Bad Bay, with Jackie Cooper and Thomas Meighan, with his
~ - own unit, but acquired the distribution facilities of Fox. At

. ~ V the same time, he was producing a series of outdoor adven-
. tures with Kazan, one of the numerous smart canines from

' the Hollywood kennels, on the order of Fighting to Live. (1934), again using his own Principal outlet.
ln I934, Lesser took over the Fox cowboy star, George

1 O'Brien, for a series to be released through Fox. The first few
" were in the Western vein, but then the O'Brien: veered to~
1 ward non-,Westem outdoor stories, a la Hard Rock Harrigan
= and Whispering Smith Speaks, about dynamiting and railroad-
". ing respectively. with more comedy than action. Even one of
3 the O'Brien Westerns (there is a temptation to call them Less-
.‘ er O‘Briens, but this would not be the truth) called Cowboy
. Millionaire had some scenes shot on location in London.
" = When O'Brien switched producers, from Sol Lesser to GeorgeI, Hirliman in I936, Lesser was already extremely occppied
-§. with other irons in the re, not all of them shootin' irons.; 87
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Lesser kept hrs Pox outlet by producing a brace of semi-
Westerns with established non-cowboy stars, like Paul Kelly
and Ralph Bellamy; he had a couple of Richard Arlen adven-
ture yams distributed by Columbia; and he was bent on
promoting his newest discovery, a canary-voiced male child
named Bobby Breen, whose initial vehide, Let‘: Sing Again,
was being released under the auspices of RKO. A busy man
indeed was Mr. Lesser. In 1937-38 he concentrated on the
Breens, and tumed his Fox obligations into a series of West-
erns starring Smith Ballew-—one of which took place in Ha-
waii, another of which featured Yankee baseball great Lou
Gehrig, in some tries for the offbeat. He also turned out Tar-
um’: Revenge for Fox, with Olympic decathlon champ Glenn
Morris as Tarzan, and Eleanor Holm as his jungle playmate,
in what was the weakest legitimate Tarzan feature, discounting
the serials, to date. One more Lesser enterprise deserves a mo-
mentary recall, a Western originally released through Princi-
pal, later through Columbia, a Western called The Terror of
Tiny Town. It had the formula horse opera plot complete with
hero, damsel in distress, villain, etc. Only the cast was oom-
prised entirely of midgets. Bona de midgets. And they took
their chores seriously.
George Hirliman took over production of the George

O'Brien features while he was releasing his product through
Grand National, but made a separate deal with RKO for the
star's vehicles. The rst, Daniel Boone, had superior produc-
tion valuea and an action setting betting the muscular star;
subsequent O'Brien features again reverted to comedy ele-
ments predominating over action, with Park Avenue Logger,
Hollywood Cowboy and Windjammer all amusing. Hirliman
had previously produced some lms with Bill Boyd: Federal
Agent. Burning Gold and Go-Get-'em Haines, now being re-
leased through Republic, since Boyd had become a quick
Western favorite as Hopalong Cassidy.
Both B. P. Schulberg and Emmanuel Cohen produced lms

for Paramount release with independent facilities, although
taking advantage of Paramount's players and some techni-
cians. Schulberg and Cohen, who used the title Major Produc-
tions for his lms, generally would turn out top product; but
there would be an occasional budget job, such as Girl Irorn
Scotland Yard (1937) from Cohen, a trite crime tale stify
directed by Robert Vignola, or The Great Gambinl (1937)
from Schulberg, a fairly entertaining whodunit with Akim
Tamiro.
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Comedy king Hal Roach was best-known for his howlingly
funny two-reel short subjects, but after 1936 he ceased shorts
production and devoted his producing talents to features for
MGM release. He had been giving them Laurel and Hardy
features, one or two per year, since 1931. Now he was mak-
ing such slapstick sallics as Kelly the Second (1936), which
had Patsy Kelly and Charley Chase as managers of dumb
pug Guinn “Big Boy" Williams, who could only show ring
prowess to the strains of the “Irish Washerwoman." Laughs
were frequent and of the belly variety. Kelly and Lyda
Roberti, teamed for shorts, expanded their comedic talents
into a feature, Nobody’: Baby (1937), for mildly pleasing re-
sults. Gus Meins, a director with adroit comedy timing,‘ han-
dled both the latter features. Since Spanlty McFarland had
made a hit in the "Our Gang" shorts, Roach gave the chubby
tylte a feature, General Spunky (1936), with a Civil War set-
ting, but it wasn't sturdy enough. A curious case is Neighbor-
hood Houre (1936), advertised as a feature-length Charley
Chase comedy, but ultimately released in two-reel short form.
And in between the aforementioned Roach little comedy fea-
tures and the big ones like Topper, were a couple of pleasant
stories for Jack Haley, Mister Cinderella and Pick a Star, the
latter with a guest appearance by Laurel and Hardy. Stan and
Ollie incidentally, left Roach in i938, after Blackheads; but
their next lm together was made independently, for Boris
Morros, Paramount musical director turned producer. The
Flying Deuces (1939) was not their best, but did have traces
of the Roach years. Morros released it through RKO.
A phase of independent production outside the realm, but

worth mentioning in hopes of a fuller treatment elsewhere,
was the plentiful supply of all-Negro productions in the 1930:
and into the 1940:. Made economically and for a limited
number of theatres, these lms, usually short on production
know-how and skill, would unfailingly tum in prots. Among
the more interesting items for research would be Ouanga
(1935) a voodoo tale lmed in Haiti with Fredi Washington
and Sheldon Leonard (not the gangster actor); The Duke I:
Taps (1938), with an inexperienced but pretty Lena Horne;
several Negro Westerns stan-ing singer Herb Jeries: and
some comedy vehicles for Mantan Moreland, pop-eyed fun-
ater who acquired a following, about whom more later.
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FOR ADULTS ONLY

' El They all seem so harmless in retrospect. So innocuous, so
naive . . . so simple-minded, let's face it. But there were
lms, mostly in the l930s but a few in the forties and even

- into the fties, that were considered, if not pornographic,
then salacious, immoral, corruptive and pagan in attitudes.
Small towns wouldn't book them—the church elders and local

xi‘. purity leagues would sec to that. ln larger communities, to be
' recognized entering or leaving a theater where such lms
»'W0t.tld be playing was the cinematic equivalent of getting

~f caught reading a dirty book. They were referred to as "sex
-"i? Shows" especially if one were using the term unkindly. To the

trade they were exploitation pictures.
Generally, you could break down the exploitation market

5 into categories. Most common was the teenage sex, or En-
;;'_ llghten Thy Daughter lm, to use the title of a typical 1930s

tract. Producers apparently had but one plot which they used
I again and again, with a change of actors, and sometimes not

even that. The main idea was that there was this pretty young
thing whose parents were too busy playing bridge or some-
thing to tell her of the birds and the bees, so she would ev-

' entually lose her virginity in not the approved manner. Ulti-
mately_she'd wind up (a) in jail, (b) in a maternity ward, or
(e) in the morgue, after a reel or two of wild parties and

. degradations merely hinted at. Plots were formulated accord-
»: ing to rules as rigid and unbending as a Westem. The girl
3 could never repent in time to save herself. Blame was always
'. 90
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placed directly upon the shoulders of the parents-—obviouslyit never occurred to the producers or writers that if the inno-
cent young thing wasn't smart enough to nd out the facts of
life for herself Without getting bumed it was her own fault.
There had to be a kindly friend of the family, usually a doc-
tor (l), who would attempt to caution either parents or young
innocent, or both. Otherwise he looked as if he would have
trouble diagnosing a hangnail.
Second would be the exposé, or smashing-the-vice-ring

caper. These were made following the general pattern of the
crime-busting gangster lms, except that the rackets would be
a bit more explicit: white slavery or prostitution. Method of
operation was similarly familiar—--the girl posing as a
"hostess," working undercover all the time to avenge the
death of her father, once again the Bob Steele motif; the
hot-shot reporter outscoops his rivals by scooping up the vice
ring, saving the girl in the nick; sensible gal with ighty sister
feels remorse when ighty sis is bumped otf, ignores police to
capture the gang responsible herself, proving only that she
wasn't so sensible after all. There are other examples, but
they should be readily understandable by now.
The narcotics treatise could have been potentially in the

public interest, but the ineptitudes of the producers vitiated
whatever good might have been accomplished. Stories were in
the sex rut, only instead of getting deowered, the young in-
nocent would take a daring putf or two upon a cigarette with-
out writing on it, and as a result would go promptly to hell
with herself. Principal target was the marijuana weed; rela-
tively little was done with the harmful eects of heroin, or
other deadly drugs. .

Finally there was the catchall category, mainly the nudist
lm. Probably the least sexy of all lms mentioned, the nudist
pastorals ran into the most concentrated censorship. Plots
were held to the minimum, along with the clothing. Some
would not bother with telling a story, but simply show the
merits of outdoor, back-to-nature living. Cnmerawork was, to
understate, discreet; an impressionable innocent, upon seeing
a nudist lm, would tend to believe that nudists were n
strange breed with no sexual organs, and could be seen only
from a rear-end view.
Exploitation lms were nearly all made independently, and

in a manner enabling them to be played otf in a number of
ways. With a fair amount of work and ballyhoo on the part

- of the exhibitor, they could be shown as a single feature. In
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the more wiseacre situations, they were short enough for dou-
ble features. In some locations, a local distribution outlet
would send out a unit, comprised of one exploitation feature,
one scientic medical featurette, usually German in origin
and detailing the miracle of birth (with actual photos!) or the
ravages of a rampant social disease (with actual photosl);
these would be interspersed with a sales-pitch by a fast-talking

. huckster, complete with slightly off-color cracks for the rube
audience, climaxed by the selling of high-class pamphlets that
tell ya all ya wanter know in real high-class language. In
states where the displays were outlawed, this unit sex-show
was usually allowed, paradoxically, so it was the closest thing
to a burlesque entertainment to be had.
One of the few exploitation lms released by a major com-

pany was What Price Innocence? Written and directed by
Willard Mack, with the veteran also playing the role of the
wise old medico, it was one of the actor-writer-manager's

- lat chores; he died shortly after its release by Columbia in
1933. The story was as outlined in preceding paragraphs. A
Winsome young innocent (Jean Parker) has been sheltered
sexually by her parents, and is seduced by a chamiing rake
(Ben Alexander). In a scene which Mr. Mack must have
thought would be hailed as high symbolism, the morning
after-effects were signied by the girl's maid (Louise Beavers)
moumfully standing in front of the empty family bird cage,
saying: “Well, I guess that ol' cat done got that po‘ li‘l can-

J sry." When she nds that her seducer cares not, the po‘ li‘l
V canary takes to the river, another victim of parental neglect,
not to mention a roll in the hay.
Artistic qualies aside, What Price Innocence? was

obviously sincere, and intended as a plea for more adequate
. sex instruction for the young. The review in Variety wamed:
“Nothing unclean or unwholesome . . . exploitation that in-

-‘ fers otherwise will be misleading." Nevertheless, the lm was
’ around on the ballyhoo circuits fully ten years after its initial

release. By then, added marquee luster was available, for ap-f pearing in a featured role was Betty Grable, playing a mod-
ern girl whose knowledge of sexual matters kept her on the
straight and narrow, in contrast to the character portrayed by
Miss Parker.
Guilty Parents, a I934 event released by Syndicate Ex- y

change, uses the same premise. The girl (Jean Lacy) is not
, told the facts of life, runs on with her boyfriend, who holds $
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up a lling station. These factors start the girl on the down-
‘ .ward path. She gives birth to an illegitimate child, dead;

marries a drunk, becomes a chorus oozie, etc. Like the
innocent of What Price Innocence? she is a suicide. lt is inter-
esting to compare the ditierent attitudes of the contemporary
reviews. Where Variety warned of the possible fraudulent ad-
vertising of Innocence, another trade paper says of Guilty
Parents: “The lm, in itself. is innocent enough, but can be
exploited otherwise." Which is perhaps the story of the entire
exploitation eld in the era of censorship.
A slight twist on the theme occurred in Road to Ruin, a

1934 production by True Life Photoplays, directed by Mel-
ville Shyer, who did quite a few of these things, and Mrs.
Wallace Reid. Helen Foster plays the girl taking of path de-
scribed by the title, only she ultimately finds herself in a
compromising position at a wild party with her own father
(the dignied Richard Tucker). Miss Foster had been travers-
ing familiar ground anyway. A half-dozen years before, she
bad starred in an independently—produced morality play with
the same title, and had come to a similar degrading end. The
silent feature had been booked into theaters with a circus-
type advertising campaign and from reports had packed ‘em

' tn.
One of the most widely shown of the "lost youth" shows

was High School Girl, produced in 193$ by Bryan Foy. Fif-
teen years later, it was still being shown as the feature attrac-
tion on a sexy double bill in a large Eastern city. Cecilia Par-
ker starred in the title role, and the story was identical,
involving as it did parental neglect, wild doings, and the nal
scene in the matemity ward. Crane Wilbur wrote the script,
directed and played the important role of the wise crusader
for better sex education in schools. Because the theme was
handled with some restraint, theaters not ordinarily prone to
accept such product took a chance on it. Then too, Miss Par-
kers name was fairly well-known, having been seen fre-
quently in Saturday matinee Westerns and serials at this junc-
ture in her career.
The close ties between the exploitation lm and the juvenile

Westem are in a sense remarkable, although no profound
parallel may be drawn from it. But it is noteworthy how
many directors, writers and performers from the horse opera
ranks would be pressed into service to spin more lurid tales.
One of the most prolic directors, of Westems, exploitation
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jobs or anything else, was Mr. Sam Newfield. For present
purposes, let us examine his epic I939 exploitation item, Se-
crets of n Model, in all its glory.
Secrets of a Model concerns the plight of Rita Wilson, a

country girl who arrives in the big city with the wish to
become a model—-to eam money for her invalid mother.
While awaiting the big break, she takes a temporary job as a
carhop at a roadside eatery, and is promptly wooed hy Bob
Grey, handsome, poor but honest milkman, and Jack Thom-
dyke, who sports a mustache and is obviously up to no good
when it comes to our Rita. The upshot of it is that Rita gets n
chance to pose for an artist, is bedded by curse-you-Jack
Thomdyke but, for the pure in mind, conveniently saved by
honest Bob. The seduction scene is suiciently nebulous tor
the not-so-pure in mind to imagine Bob arriving too late, de-
pending upon how one received one‘s kicks. Indications were
by fadeout time that Rita and Bob would settle down to raise
a family of milkmen and join in aiding poor Mum as best
they could.
The way in which Neweld handled this melange was in-

structive. Either he, or scenarists Arthur St. Claire and Sher-
man Lowe, or all concerned, were kidding on the square and
playing it for deadpan parody. The lm was considered as one
of the milder examples of the genre, yet within its conteirt
they got away with plenty, if the grind-house audience reac-
tion is recalled correctly. To display the esh without in-
serting art poses bodily into the narrative, Neweld adopted
the simple technique of letting the cameras run on after the
dialogue in the scene was nished, as witness: the heroine and
her carhop cronies are about to go on duty, and change from
their street clothes into costume. The scene, a minor one, plays
quickly, and when the actresses are through with their lines,
they just begin to unzip while the camera stays on them in
drooling medium shot. No further dialogue, no music, no nar-
ration, just undressing. It was a voyeur's delight. Audience
sounds progressed from titters at the banal dialogue, to mild
interest, to rapt attention, to embarrassed giggles, to plain
hard breathing. The participants got only as far as bra and
panties, but in 1940 it was more than enough. .

Biggest laugh in the lm was surely unintentional. The stal-
wart milkrnan is out on a date with the heroine, and he sud-
denly blurts out: "I'm going to show you something you've
never seen before!" What it is, is a nice view, but by then the
theater reverberated with knowing laughter. It was that kind _.94 .
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of picture. To get the embarrassment over with quickly, the
heroine was played by Miss Sharon Lee, who was “discov-
ered” a few years later and rechristened Cheryl Walker when
she appeared in Stage Door Canteen, representing every Gl‘s
ideal girl back home. Had they but known of her past. , . .

Secrets 0/ tr Model was produced by J. D. Kendis, for what
was variously called JDK Productions, lay Dee Kay Produc-
tions, and Continental Pictures. Kendis made these things as

cheaply as possible. but managed to acquire the services of
some reputable directors, like Neweld and Elmer Clifton,
and some familiar screen faces. One of his 1937 eorts, Cru-" Iddt Against Rackets, featured Wheeler Oakman, known as a

villain in Westems, and Lona Andre, known for her ingenue
work in same. This one was about a beauty parlor used as a

front for some vice operations. lt was directed by Clifton,
who did the best he could, and contained sinister characters
with names like “Good-Looking Freddie," who wasn't, and
who was later victimized by landing head-rst in the gutter
after being riddled somewhat with slugs. Hottest sequences in
the lm were some cabaret acts inserted to stretch the mn-
ning time. This was a ploy often used, and not only in exploi-
tation lms. Somewhere at about the midway point in the
story, the protagonists would visit a spicy nitery; thereupon,
all forward motion would screech to a halt while a series of
ash acts were paraded before the disinterested camera lens,

cutting away at frequent intervals to show the story charac-
ters sitting at a table rapturously enjoying themselves. Some
of these acts were not to be believed, and were either friends
of those involved in the lm or else were handy, and could
squeeze in a turn between stints at their nearby cabarets.
They included acrobats, trick cyclists, Latin dance teams, and
jugglers of variable skills. One dandy by Kent, Mad Youth
(1939), even used a baton-twirler. But then, she was also part
of the plot.
The narcotic exploitation lms were even more severely

limited as to plotting. All they could say, in effect, was
"don't." They were extreme in their denunciation of narcot-
ics, singling out marijuana, presumably because it was the most
readily available and was the most widely used. Since then of
course, it is no ldnger classied as a narcotic and has been ab-
solved of some of the stigma attached to it 35 and more years
ago. The most well-known anti-narcotic lm was The Pace
That Kill: (1936), with Noel Madison and Lois January help-
ing the lm over the rough spots caused by inferior writing,
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direction and performances in smaller roles. The victim of
Marihuana (1937) nds herself forced into prostitution to
support the habit. nally resorting to kidnaping. only to dis~
cover it is her own (adopted) child she has made away with,
the melodramatic waywardness of the plot never quite man-
ages to connect use of reefers to the main narrative, espe-
cially since it is a commonly known fact today that mari-
juana is not habit-forming. For whatever it is worth. the lead-
ing role was well acted by Harley Wood, perhaps the sole
merit of the shoddy production.
Assanin of Youth (I937) also asserts that reefers are

habit-forming, and that marijuana is a narcotic. lt combines
this with the formula of the bright reporter investigating the
racket, and the angle of the two sisters. one level-headed, the
other on the unruly side who becomes a victim of the "habit."
The lm reoeived some endorsements from medical authori-
ties, veriable in case anyone might question their veracity,
but what was more important to the box oice was the garish
advertising displays olfered by the distributors. This one was
also directed by Elmer Clifton. _

The Burning Question (I939), also released as Tell Your
Children. was directed by Louis Gasnier, who could be traced
back as far as The Peril: 0/ Pauline (the exploitation eld was
studded with cinema elders; Gasniet, Crane Wilbur of High
School Girl was in fact the hero of Pauline, and Elmer CIif- ‘
ton appeared in The Birth of a Nation as well as becoming an
assistant to Griith). Emphasis here was placed upon the ‘ ad
diction" of high school children, and how smoking it up at a
reefer party could conceivably lead to other forms of crime.
The premise was certainly valid, but the complications trun-
dled in by the writers failed to sustain credibility. An honor
student, victim of the habit, was accused of murder, in reality
committed by another man, also a reefer-end. At the end,
t.he true culprit was caught and found to be hopelessly insane
—because of marijuana.
As a passing thought, it should be noted that of the preced-

ing three lms, none sported a Code seal; The Burning Ques-
tion received no classication from the Catholic Legion of
Deoency as of l940, but both The Pace That Kill: and
Assassin of Youth were adjudged "condemned." As were
most of the previously mentioned dramas, those that were
clasied at all.
One of the few lms to deal outright with the true narcotic

habit was made by Dwain Esper in I937, but received few
96
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1. bookings. Called simply Narcotic, it dealt with a phyiill

under stress who tumed to opium for relief. Sent to a sanitar-
ium and pronounced cured, he turns again to drugs, eventu-
ally suiciding when he loses everything. Unfortunately it was
not persuasive because of faulty production, but compared to
the rest it was relatively sober, laudable in intent.
Skipping briey, without staggering, to more recent times.

we nd a reefer tract entitled Wild Weed, whose history is
more interesting than the lm itself. To refresh the memories
of those who do not cater to movie gossip columns of the late
1940s, actor Robert Mitchum was, one balmy night, busted.
With a friend, he had paid a brief visit to a couple of enticing
ladies, where he was arrested and booked for possession of
marijuana. Mitchum observed at the time that his career was
undoubtedly nished for good, which proved not to be the
ease. He served a brief jail term, was released with his debt
paid to society, reinstated into lmdom by executives and fan:
alike, and went on to scale greater heights than before. Mit-
chum has claimed he was framed from the start, and who is

,5 to say otherwise? ln any event, one of the girls embroiled in
the sordid aair was Miss Lila Leeds, pretty blonde player of
small screen parts, including a brief one in Lady in the Lake
(i946) in which she was noticed to a slight degree. although
plum roles were not forthcoming. Miss Leeds was also incar-
cerated for a brief term, after which she was released and ao-
cepted the leading role in Wild Weed. The lm was released
in the summer of 1949.
Wild Weed is not exactly astounding in its originality. It

concems a chorus girl (Leeds) who takes a pu‘ and becomes
an addict. When her brother (David Holt), whom she is
putting through college, arrives home to nd her somewhat
the worse for wear after a marathon reefer party, he forth-
with becomes distraught and ultimately hangs himself. She is
picked up at another party, undertakes psychiatric treatment,
emerges to collaborate with a narcotic squad oicer (Lyle
Talbot) to get the goods on the pecldlers (Alan Baxter, et al).
Improved production techniques after World War II and

more adequate scripting (Richard Landau) made Wild Weed
passable, along with some good supporting performers, in-
cluding Michael Whalen, Doug Blackley (formerly Robert
Kent), Don Harvey, and at the beginning of his career.
lack Elam. Director was Sherman Scott, Sam Neweld's
nom-de~lm, or one of them.
While visiting the 1940s, let's take a quick look at the other
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exploitation lms of the period. There weren't many, during
this era of war. Juvenile delinquency was a problem, but the
major studios took the problem away from the exploiteers,
and attempted to solve it in their own I-lollywoodish way—
namely, to place the blame on the parents and their neglect,
this time alluding to the turmoil'of wartime living. Kendis
tried with Teen Age (1944), a particularly shoddy item with
many feet of stock footage taken from an earlier Kendis pro-
duction to show the sins of the parents handed down to the
children. and all that jazz. Wheeler Oakman was com-
mandeered into service to match his footage in the older
lm, which at least lent some authenticity. Kendis also pro-
duced (and Elmer Clifton directed) Yourh A/lame (l94S), l

which by this time was merely the wheeze about the bad sis-
ter wanting thrills and excitement and the good sister trying
to keep her from harm. lt was tame stu by now, relieved
only by the sincere performance by Joy Reese as the good sis-
ter. A 1948 release by Viro Films called Slreer Comer was a
story of unwed motherhood, a plea for sex education, and a
tract against abortion, all wrapped untidily in one exploitable
package by director Albert Kelley. Marcia Mae Jones was the
no longer innocent youth, and Joe Crehan used his distin-
guished white thatch of hair and down-to-earth manner well
in the medico role.
Most controversial lm of the forties, discounting The Out-

law and its mammary preoccupation, was the innocuously-
titled ~Mom and Dad, a presentation of Hygienic Productions
under the auspices of that crafty showman, Kroger Babb.
You've heard the story before: high school girl doesn't know
the facts of life because parents didn't tell her, falls for a guy,
gets pregnant, he's killed before he can marry her, sincere
teacher advocates sex education in schools. Mom and Dad
had a relatively happy conclusion to its story, with the parents
repentant. It was mild enough, knowingly directed by William
Beaudine. But it ran into opposition, and the resulting set-tos
were doozeys.
From its rst appearances in 1945 until years later, Mom i

and Dad was the subject of obscenity charges, involved law
suits, plentiful newspaper stories, and all things favorable for
Kroger Babb._New York City kept the lm away from the
pure portals of its cinema palaces on 42nd Street for years,
and when it nally played there, it was with little or no ae-
companying fanfare. -

What caused all the hullabaloo? Babb‘s penchant for publi-
98
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.&ty, for one thing. For another, the lm was stopped at a ml-
rninating point in the story, and an in-person lecture was
given by one Elliot Forbes, along with the promotion and
-sales of hygiene books. In rnost situations, Babb would
segregate the showings, women only, men only. There was
nothing new about it. The same lecture gimmick had been
used for years as an adjunct to various assorted exploitation
features. But film censorship was at its tightest during World
‘War II. And the notoriety could only help the show.

The Mom and Dad controversy went on for years, and in
the meantime some producers were climbing on the exploita-
tion bandwagon. In mid-1948, there came from Social Guid-
ance Enterprises Bob and Sally, which made an elfort to wrap
all the sexual problems into 71 minutes. Depicted were the
by-now legendary diIemmas—parents keeping children from
aex education, illicit love aairs, abortions. Edited into the
picture were scenes of Caesarian and normal births, plus plen-
ty of homely straight talk. As with Mom and Dad, the road-
show exhibition was favored, as well as sexually segregated
audiences. Although rather eamestly directed by Erle C. Ken-
ton, and enacted by a cast of veterans including Charles Qui-
,gley, Mildred Coles, Rick Vallin, Charles Evans (a former
minister before tuming thespian) and others, the business ex-
pectations fell short of Kroger Babb variety, although attend-
ance was plentiful in some situations.
Later in 1948 Crusade Productions gave us The Story of

Lila, a much less eifective production than its predecessor!
_dupite the presence in the cast of Joe Crehan, a doctor again,
and pretty Wanda McKay. Actually, the slender thread of
plot was grafted to threc short subjects of the educational
variety. It might have been well if the story portions were sac-
riced, since the sh_orts were well done, if dry, while the c-
tional elements wcre hard to take, dealing with a couple about
to be married, whose premarital tests show that she had had
an illegitimate child, while he had been treated for venereal
disease. In the minds of 1948 audiences, prospective mates
with such unsavory pasts deserved their just fates, and no
smooth talk from a physician would help them any.
Of course, by this time Kroger Babb had squished all the

protable juice from Mom and Dad, so while his imitators
were stnrggling to equal his record, he went on to a new
venture; The Prince 0/ Peace ( I949) was a cozy family drama
tied to a presentation of the Passion Play. It sold tickets, and
religious pamphlets, inspiredly.
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' Exploitation pic producers tended to steer clear of overt
homosexuality as subject matter, either out of fear of public
resentment or respect for the wrath of the authorities. The
one explicitly homosexual lm to break the self-imposed si-
lence was Children 0/ Loneliness (1937). Advertising mat-
ter suggested the lm was an adaptation of the controversial
Radclye Hall novel The Well of Loneliness, but aside from
the main theme, lesbianism, there was no similarity, and the
fact that the lm producers apparently were never sued is a
continuing wonder. Not that the lm merited any publicity.
It was a lamentable affair, made without the slightest regard
for taste or intelligence, although discreet enough to mollify
severe censorial bodies. '
Falling into no particular category other than the general

exploitation eld, It's All in Your Mind (1937), later retitled
Fools of Desire, was given a lift by the expressive perform-
ance of Byron Foulger. As a middle-aged bookkeeper with a
nagging wife and dreary existence, he kicks over the traces
when he meets a blonde model. Foulger manages to arouse
lyéltlpathy and compassion as'well as a few giggles at his na-
iv . The lm was suiciently humid in some of its scenes to
cause censor trouble in some states, but the Foulger perfonn-
nnce lent a touch of artistry to the proceedings. lt was made
by Bernard B. Ray, normally associated with Westerns and
action product.
Unavoidably lodged in the exploitation category, though

above the level connoted by the term, are those lms which
dealt with the detection, cure and prevention of venereal dis-
eases. They would be sincere, usually well made, acted by dig-
nied and respected performers, directed and written to
eschew the sensational and dwell upon the problem in a calm,
businesslike manner. They would usually fall prey to censor
groups.
Damaged Live: was made in 1933 and not shown in New

York City until four years later, even though it was produced
under the sponsorship of the American Social Hygiene Asso-
ciation. lts New York belated premiere was backed by the
local Commissioner of Health. At that time, there was a drive
on to familiarize the public with the subject of venereal dis-
ease, which may have hastened the lifting of the ban. Which
brings up why the lm was banned in the rst place. Dum-
aged Live: was directed by Edgar G. Ulmer and told the pre-
dictable story of how a young man's unfortunate involvement
nearly wrecked his future, and his loved one's. At the conclu-
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'|ionofthellcu'onalplot,whichran6l mlnutegtheeharseter
of the doctor, played by Murray Kinuell, gave a 29-minute
screen lecture on the subject complete with charts, graphs and
illustrations. Variety tenned the lecture sequence “forceful”
and “dignied” and the lm itself "absorbing." Naturally, it
remained on the Legion of Decency‘s "Condemned" list.
Damaged Live: took years to play New York, but Dam-

aged Goods opened in Gotham just a bit more than a week
later, in June 1937. Good: had an advantage. It was a movie
version of a I912 play by Eugene Brieux, which had had the
benet of glowing approval in print from no less a person
than George Bernard Shaw. Shortly before the lm premiere,
a stage revival had been presented on Broadway (a op, be-
cause of inept staging). _Further literary "name value" was in-
atilled in the credits of the lm, bearing Upton Sinclair's name
as the adaptor. The Phil Goldstone-Irving Starr production
was released by Grand National, was well made, with a capa-
ble cast including Pedro dc Cordoba, Douglas Walton and
Phyllis Barry. The plot was nearly identical with Damaged
lJve.t\—or vice versa, since the play came rst. Critics were in
agreement that, while Damaged Goods lacked the pointed
lecture of the Ulmer lm, it was on a parallel plane as lrn
making, and perhaps slightly superior as a lm. As expected,
Damaged Goad: met with censor trouble in not a few situa-
tions.
University Films made No Greater Sin, released in 1941.

Producer was Jerey Bemard. director was William Nigh,
both closely associated with Monogram product. Taking a
ry broader in concept than the preceding two lms, it con-

Oemed a health ofcial (Leon Ames) trying to combat
venereal disease by instituting a new health program and clos-
ing down the local bordellos, and being met with opposition
at every tum from the mayor and city council. The lm was
made in a sober, nay stodgy manner, but the performances by
Antes, Luana Walters, John Gallaudet and the rest of the cast
were convincing and the general tone was one of seriousness.
Unlike its companions, No Greuler Sin did not have to sneak
in and out of houses before the censors went yapping at heel.
By 1941, everyone concerned was suiciently adult to see
matters in an understanding light, no doubt aided by the War-
ner biographical drama of 1940, Dr. Ehrliz-h'.r Magic Bullet,

>:- with Edward G. Robinson nding :1 cure for syphilis.
But sincerity was not a common ingredient of the true ex-

ploitation pic. Their object was to deliver, without actually
- 101



delivering. Thus in an above-average indie like City of Misa-
lng Girl: (I941), with the talents of H. B. Warner, John
Archer and Astrid Allwyn, the idea that chorus girls are being
shipped “out of town" and that a few of them take their own
lives at the thought, can in no way be referred to u white
slavery. And the writers of these lms by accident, design or
lack of anything better to say, resorted to the classic lines—as .

in Escort Girl (I941), when the hero overpowers the vice boss
and demands to know the whereabouts of the kidnaped her-
oine: “Where is she-—tell me, before I throttle you!!!“

1
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“REPUBLIC . . . I LIKE THE SOUND
OF THE WORD"

'-
-¢

“ [I John Wayne spoke these fervent words during the course of
,- The Alamo, his 1960 epic. He was referring to Texas, but the
- Duke could well have mennt his celluloid alma mater. He was

there at the beginning of the company in 1935, and though he
I: rose from the ranks of cowboy hero to become the number
f one draw, from the holster and at the box otee, he never
;- really left the San Fernando Valley studio. From Westward' Hal in 1935 to The Quiet Man in 1952 is a formidable span
5 of movie history, and Wayne was an important part of the
4 studio's success.
_‘ Of all the movie studios past and present, a cult has grown
<1’ up around the lms of Republic, and its players, directors,
» composers and various human and theoretic factors that be-
‘ come components of moviemaking. Although still in exist-
, enoe, at least on paper, Republic Pictures lasted about 25
' years. This isn't a long time, compared to such timeless
j- entities as Paramount and Universal; but looking at it another

' way, it's a quarter of a century. The Republic heyday, when
'3 the lm makers found their niche and the product became the
' Republic product its fans know and love, is generally consid-

ered to be in the period from the late 1930s to the mid-1940:.
There are extant Republic fanciers who weren't born when

1- the plush period ended, having caught up with the lms after
the fact via television and 16mm ftlrn rentals. But they are no
less rabid. The Republic credo is contained in three words:

‘- _Westerns, serials, action. They were good at all three, better
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than any other studio. They were beat because everyone knew
his business. Actors were rated for agility as well as, perhaps
in preference to, their artistic skills. Directors were experi-
enced veterans or new hands from the cutting rooms, where
the most elusive aspect of making a movie is learned most
readily, the ability to pace your picture. Camerarnen were
topnotch, among the most skilled in the industry. The sound
department set the standards for lm recording. Composers
like William Lava wrote denitive chase music. At the
box oice, Gene Autry and Roy Rogers became highly prota-
ble Western name draws; as the John Wayne name grew in
stature, so did the receipts; serial picturizations of famous leg-
endary heroes Dick Tracy, The Lone Ranger and Captain
Marvel made the till swell on Saturday matinee days.
Republic's feature lms were somewhat different, but no

less fascinating.
In the beginning, or prior to 1935, there wu Mascot. Run

by Nat Levine with both eyes on the dollar, Mascot's main
output since its inception during the late 1920s was serials.
These chapter-plays were big in the silent days, but sound had
removed some of the headlong excitement from them—dia-
logue slowed the action. Serials were relegated to berths on
Saturday matinees. Seeking to bolster their schedule, Mascot
cautiously entered the eld of feature production in 1932 with
Pride of the Legion, a police adventure with Victor Jory, ca-
nine star Rin Tin Tin Jr. and a covey of veteran familiar
faces hired for their familiarity, by the day for their services.
Thus would Mascot eke out a few feature lms to comple-
ment their serial releases. Former and near-greats would be
cast according to their availability. Erich von Stroheim sur-
vived by accepting a stereotyped role in a World War l aerial
drama, Crimson Romance (1934). William Haines, once a top
star at MGM, quietly left the scene after Young and Beauti-
ful and The Murine: Are Corning (1934). When Victor
McLaglen‘s screen career was in temporary eclipse, he made
ends meet with a role in Laughing at Li/e (I933).
Mascot went classical briey, and to good returns, with Lit-

tle Men (1934). a perfectly respectable version of the Louisa
May Alcott confection, with Ralph Morgan, Erin O'Brien-
Moore and just about every child player in Hollywood, and
Harmony Lune (I935), with Douglass Montgomery portray-
ing the songwriter Stephen Collins Foster in a drippy but gen-
erally passable biography. They released four unpretentiously
enjoyable modern action lms that year: Ladies Crave Excite-
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fblenl, Condential, Behind the Green Lights and Waterfront
'_.' hdy; then suddenly, Mascot was no more.
5 'Onnsolidated Film Laboratories had clients including Mas-

out, end Monogram, and Liberty. Herbert J. Yates was head
‘- of Consolidated and had already taken over Majestic Pio-
_' lures. With a strong desire to get in on the action, the actual

-~ Ezduction and distribution of movies, Yates had his chance.
" _» foreclosed on all three companies, wadded them together,
. modeled the lumpy remains into a smooth unit and christened
f = it Republic Pictures.
.- Unlike most of the new independents, fomted half-baked,

» tagged, with product of impromptu conception and of ques-
. tionable quality, Republic had the look of a company that
1 knew where it was going right from the rst, and this was
~ probably their greatest asset as far as selling their pictures‘ was concerned. For the most part, the company “look” was
. Mascot, since they used the fonner studio's facilities and tech-
} Ilidans, and Nat Levine continued on as production chief for
.- the rst year or so. In fact the Mascot serials—now Republic
lerials—if anything, improved. But the features had the pro-

_' duction appearance of the better-grade independent. Photog-
raphy, sound and the technical operations were rst-rate., Content of the features was varied, but geared mainly for

klamall-town and neighborhood reception; within this frame-
~ work, the results were more often than not pleasing. Before
‘long Republic, with its steady program of features, Westerns,
lerials, advertised itself as “the whole show," not without
fication. .
At rst, vestiges of the original antecedents could be spot-

__ ted in Republic features. M. H. Hoffman of Liberty and AI-
~lied had shown a preference for mysteries; therefore it was

“_ not by chance that he produced Forced Landing (1935), with
» its plot concerning murder committed on an airplane, and" The Spanish Cape Mystery ( I935), the rst Ellery Queen puz-

zle to reach the screen, with Donald Cook acceptably imper-
J aonating the ctional sleuth. The prc-Republic Monogram had
_ been drawn increasingly toward the simple, folksy drama,

» verging upon outright tearjerkers de luxe. The early Republic
7 continued this strain. Veteran Reginald Barker, who had di-' tected a commendable version of The Healer as one of

Monogram's last releases, did Forbidden Heaven (1935) for-, Republic, with Charles Farrell, Charlotte Henry and Beryl
T Mercer, a weepie unabashed, and a successful one. Mono-

_- gram had been specializing in screen versions of Gene Strat-
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ton Porter's romantic countryside novels; in 1935 they had
produced Keeper 0/ the Bees. Republic continued the Mono-
gram trend with The Harvester and made it one of their
"prestige" lms for 1936. It was suitable entertainment for its
undemanding market, but may be more important in that it
gave Alice Brady an opportunity to play a dramatic role.
Miss Brady had been seen mostly as a tlighty, bird-brained
dowager of the Billie Burke variety. Her role in this lilm may
well have caused her to be cast by 20th-Fox in In Old Chi’-
cago a year later, for which she won an Academy Award as
Mrs. O'Leary.
But primarily Republic followed the course of Mascot,

and by their second season the last remnants of the old Mon-
ogram and Liberty had disappeared. For the rst few years,
Republic left the action for the most part to the serial and
Westem producers. The chapter-plays were accounting for
themselves nicely, and in the saddle section John Wayne was
making the transition from Monogram in good fashion with
the Trem Carr unit, although he would be leaving the studio
for a while at the end of 1936; Gene Autry's acceptance as a
singing cowpoke had been phenomenal; the trigger trio
known as the Three Mesquitecrs had built a following within
a short time; and the company would soon take over the
Westerns made by A. W. I-lackel's Supreme Pictures, which
would add Bob Steele and Johnny Mack Brown to the roster.
Action lms were made at Republic, but not exclusively—-
they were trying anything, and everything, to grab the mass
audience.
By and large, their aim was accurate. In a ditcult area not

conducive to happy results on limited budgets, the Republic
musical ventures had nothing of which to be ashamed. In
1936, less than a year after they came into existence, they
had operatic thrush Marion Talley in Follow Your Heart, as
a potential threat to Grace Moore, Lily Pons and Gladys
Swarthout. The Talley experiment didn't quite work, hut mer-
ited good marks for trying. And early the next year, they had
The Hi! Parade ready. The title alone was box otce, stars
Frances Langford and Phil Regan were known factors, as
were specialty acts including the orchestras of Duke Ellington
and Eddie Duchin, the songs hummable, the reception buoy-
ant. Republic had already commenced a series of pocket mu-
sicals starring Regan, a pleasant personality, which were well
received. Occasional musicals such as Sitting on the Moan
(1936), with Roger Pryor and Grace Bradley, were superior
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-‘.= in entertainment value to their big-budgeted brethren from
‘ '~" the majors.

Pryor had appeared in a couple of neat comedies, $1000 n
Minute (1935) and Ticket to Paradise (i936) as well, but left

' lms temporarily at the end of l936.
In the eld of more obvious comedy, Republic was trying

hard. They signed the madcap team of Olsen and Johnson for
a pair of features, but the seasoned vaudeville gagsters had
failed in lms before, and were as yet unable to transfer their
brand of cornball, audience-participation huoonery to cellu-
loid. To hamper them further. they were supplied with sce-
narios without discemible traces of originality. Eountry Gen-
tlemen (I936) and All Over Town (1937) did little for them,
or for the studio. In a more folksy vein, Peter B. Kyne‘s iras-

;. cible old Cappy Ricks character was tried on Robert
Mcwade for Cappy Ricks Returns (1935) and Walter Bren-

‘-“-- nan for Aairs 0/ Cappy mm (1921), but the part at neither
actor; in I937, Wamers cast Charles Winninger as Ricks in
The Go-Getter and did an all-around better job, including
some smart direction by Busby Berkeley. Republic had some-
what more success with the teaming of Alison Skipworth and
Polly Moran, patterning their material after the successful
MGM lms with Marie Dressler and Miss Moran several

~ years prior. Two Wire Maid: (l937) had a sturdy cast: Hope
(later Irene) Manning, Donald Cook, Jackie Searl, Lila Lee,

- Luis Albemi, Maxie Rosenbloom, Marcia Mae Jon, and a
~- nice family story about an attempt to dismiss an elderly

schoolteacher. Ladies in Distress (1938) was even better, with

out the racketeering clement. Gus Meins, a Hal Roach com-
edy veteran, directed the latter.
Meins was assigned to a series designed to oompete with

the l-lardys at MGM, and to keep up with the Joneses at
20th. The opener was The Higgins Family (1938), and a pos-
sible subliminal advantage was that father, mother and son

' were related off-screen, being James, Lucile and Russell Glea-
i son. Russell had been a member of the Jones family but had

learned little, since he was if anything dumber as one of the
Higginses. Meins may not have been subtle, hut he knew what
made the people laugh. Absent was the Hardy pathos and the
Jones aability. ln their stead was unadulterated, hectic situa-
tion oomedy, ipping over to slapstick for a rousing nish.
James Gleason would always he the dupe, becoming en-
meshed in some apparently inextricable dilemma until the
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very end, when all would be righted just in time. Added fam-
ily members were Harry Davenport as Grandpa Higgins,
and a great asset he was; Tommy Ryan, the youngest: and a
succession of comely daughters, including Mary Beth Hughes,
Lois Ranson and Mary Hart. Miss Hart was also known as
Lynn Roberts; later she reverted from Mary Hart to Lynne
Roberts, adding an extra "e" to her rst name. By any other
name, she was just as sweet. Good examples of Higgins fun
were My Wife‘: Relalives (1939) and Money I0 Burn (I939).
The series was curtailed with the death of Meins in 1940, to
be revived briey the next year with Roscoe Kams and Ruth
Donnelly replacing the Gleasons and Mal St. Clair directing.
But it wasn't the same and the series was allowed to lapse. All
but forgotten now, the Gleason—Higgins family were nice
neighbors to meet at the neighborhood theatre.
For romantic comedy, Ramon Novarro was persuaded to

come out of retirement for a couple of tries, The Sheik
Step: Our (I937) and A Desperate Adventure (I938). In the
former he burlesqued himself and the Valentino craze of the
preceding decade, but the rtsults were mild indeed. His sec-
ond tllm was a considerable improvement, with Novarro as a
painter after an elusive purloined portrait. Eric Blore and An-
drew Tombes added to the fun, and Marian Marsh and Mar-
garet Tallichet were treats for the eye. Miss Tallichet, an
eye-lling, delicate-featured Southern belle, left the screen
when she became Mrs. William Wyler, to our great loss.
Try as they might, comedy tinged with sophistication was

not Republic's forte. When it came to shucking corn for the
sticks though, they were without equal. What Bette Davis was
to Warners, what Garbo was to MGM, Judy Canova was to
Republic. The Canova capers were money-makers, and were
handsomely mounted productions, so do not properly belong
here. Let us tum instead to a grotesque clan known in tandem
as the Weaver Brothers and Elviry. Their real names were
Frank, Leon and June Weaver; Leon was usually Abner,
Frank was Cicero and stayed mute, it la Harpo Marx—it has
been said that Cicero usually had the best dialogue in their
lms. In later times, Leon and June‘s daughter Loretta joined
the family on screen, playing a sort of compone Marie Wilson
character. The only sound usually heard from the audience in
big cities when these Weaver sagas were showing would be
the slow gnashing of teeth in impatience with the bucolic
goings-on. So be it. The Weavers were for the rural areas,
which was where they belonged. Their rst was Down in "Ar- ‘
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kansaw“ (I938) and shared billing with Ralph Byrd, June Sto-
rey, Pinky Tomlin and Guinn Williams. Afterward, they stood
alone, their names all the drawing power needed for the rustic
situations. But to bolster them even more, they were allotted
a couple of "specials" in which the studio‘: number two cow-
poke Roy Rogers appeared out of costume, and also out of
his meIier—he seemed uncomfortable away from the prairie.
The Weavers would perform hillbilly numbers several times
throughout the course of each lm, and would be assisted by
some fellow artists. Although they preceded the national
country-and-westem boom, they went over gigantically in re-
gional locations. When they made Grand Ole Opry in 1940,
the grosses rolled in. Of interest today is In Old Missouri
(1940). merely for a glimpse of young Alan Ladd, on the
threshold of stardom in the thankless role of the romantic
lead.
From the beginning, Republic fared well with melodrama,

of all varieties. They seemed to almost take these lms for
granted, as if to say they were capable of fashioning them any
time they pleased, while experimenting with more diicult
forms such as comedy and musicals. But when director Ar-thur Lubin could turn out House of a Thousand Candles(I936), an old wheeze of a novel, and make it seem fresh and
original, it was worth more notice than the lrn eventually re-
ceived. Tight and suspenseful, it had good players in Phillipe
Holmes, Mae Clarke and Irving Pichel (who became a direc-
tor for the studio later). Miss Clarke wore a low-cut evening
gown in the lm that alone was worth the admission price,
particularly the way in which Miss Clarke wore it. The Pred-denfr Mystery (I936) was lacking on several counts, but the
built-in publicity partially overcame this. It was an adapta-
tion, not too close for all that, of a "trick" mystery novel,
concocted by several well-known writers based on an idea
propounded by Franklin D. Roosevelt. Hence the title. The
movie, directed by Phil Rosen from a script by Nathanael
West and Lester Cole, was overlength and clumsy in its
political progressiveness, submerging the eorts of the cast,
including Henry Wilcoxon and Betty Fumess. Although pro-
duced cheaply, it was sold, and in most instances played, as Ihigher-bracket attraction.
Another ambitious attempt of 1936 was the Civil War taleHeart: in Bondage. Considering the limited funds available, it

presented a consistently interesting account of the events
' g up to and including the battle between the MONITOR
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and the muuunrtc. The nautical conict was moat e'ec-
tively screened, aided by excellent special eects work. In
years to come, Republic was to become one of the leaders in
trick photography and model and miniature work, with a
splendid department headed by Howard Lydecker. Heart: in
Bondage represents the sole directorial eort to date o!‘Le'w
Ayres, who was in his late twenties at the time and did not
appear in the lm. Contemporary critics met the lm coolly
and blamed Ayres‘ direction, unfairly. lt was miscast (James
Dunn, Mae Clarke), but allowing for this, Ayres handled mat-
ters quite well for the low budget, and" gave ample evidence
that he knew how to place his cameras and get the most from
a scene. lt is a pity that he has not seen t to try directing
again.
Republic became the end of the line for James Cruze. In

lms since practically the beginning, the director of The Cov-
ered Wagon, Beggar on Horseback and similar memorable
successes had been on the downward path for some time. The
Wrong Road (I937), a crime yarn with Richard Cromwell,
Helen Mack and Lionel Atwill, was his rst directorial chance
in nearly two years, after the asco of Su!!er's Gold at Uni-
versal. There followed Prison Nurse, Gangs 0/ New York and
Come 0n Lealhernecks (I938), and Cruze would direct no
more. His nal efforts were entirely satisfactory, and Gangs
0/ New York would prove to be one of the better_grossers of
the year because of its exploitable title. But the fact remained
that the lms were still budget items from an independent stu-
dio; and while good movies, they could have been directed, as
well if not better, by any of the workaday men on the lot.
Another surprising directorial name to nd at Republic was
Dudley Murphy. maker of avanl-garde lms and esoterica
like Emperor Jone: (1933) with Paul Robeson, now directing
a competent but undistinguished vehicle for Edward Ellis and
Anita Louise, Main Slreer Lawyer (I939).
As much as any company and more than some, Republic

kept abreast of the headlines, in their own way. Patrons ex-
pecting to see a topical story in Exiled I0 Shanghai (1937)
would be pleased to nd a wartime setting—at the very end
of the lm, which was mainly about Wallace Ford outscoop-
ing Dean Jagger and romancing June Travis. As if to atone
for the lack of war footage, a glimpse of’ the not-so-
immediate future was interjeeted by having newsreel man
Ford working for a television company. ln I937, television
was but a gleam in the eye of the radio networks. On a more
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-» mrlous note, Republic was there with one of the early Am-; tericao-made lms to deal with World War ll in Britain.' Women in War (I940) told the familiar tale of two volunteer
'. -nunes (Wendy Barrie, Mae Clarke) in love with the same ier
,_ -.(Pltric Knowles); but it was one of the rst films to depict
~.Nazi air raids and London blackouts. lt also brought back to
»the screen Elsie Janis, “Sweetheart of the AEF" in World

_ War I, and acquitting herself in fine fashion. John H. Auer di-
- rected. Auer had directed one of the rst Republic releases, a

, strange New York-made thriller with Erich von Stroheim,- called The Crime of Dr. Crespi (I935), based vaguely on~ Edgar Allan Poe's “Premature Burial." Stroheim referred to
. it as The Crime of Republic, but Auer stayed on with the

company and would occasionally turn out lms of momentary
-_ interest
.. Republic, in a further topical mood, and operating on thei theory that second best is adequate if rst be not attainable,, would sign up the losers of the Joe Louis heavyweight chant-
.-; pionship boxing matches. Arturo Godoy, the bouncing South
_ American whose unorthodox ring manners nearly took the

crown from the befuddled Louis once, appeared as a "guest"
.4 in Grandpa Goes to Town (I940), a Higgins family entry. In
_ his second encounter with Louis, Godoy was pulverized, but
‘ the movie probably had nothing to do with it. A pleasant sur-
prise attached to Godoy's film venture was that he brought

“ along his wife, Ledda; she was extremely photogenic and an
accomplished dancer, and doubtless could have had a contin-

..» ltattce of her cinematic life had she so wished. During the
next year Billy Conn, who also came close to dethroning

- Louis until he became fatally careless in the l3th round, wasI signed to star in a drama entitled The Pinxburgh Kid, sup-3 ported by Jean Parker, Alan Baxter, Dick Purcell, Veda Ann' Borg and a good cast. The story was most unfortunate, unless
5.. one can swallow a tale that has Conn managed by Miss Par-

ker. But the sticuffs were well staged, and "guest" appearan-
._ ces were made by Arthur Donovan, the referee, playing Ar-

thur Donovan, the referee; Henry Armstrong, the great
-' ghter who had starred in an all-Negro lm, Keep Punching
' (I940); Freddie Steele, who took his thespic chores seriously

and became an actor, notably in Slory 0/ GI Joe (I945) and
I‘ Hail the Conquering Hero (I944); and Jack Roper, by'vom-. tion pugilist, bit player, and himself a former ring victim off Joe Louis.

Republic had done the unprecedented by 1941. They werelll



F independent company, yet they would produce one or two
class A" pictures each season, and not just by accident. Since
1937, the Republic specials had. been planned, would appear,
and usually paid o critically and nancially. That year it had
been The Hit Parade and Manhattan Merry-Go-Round, musl-
cals. ln I938 it was Army Girl, a service story with Preston
Foster, Madge Evans, some spectacular action scenes of mili- ,
tary maneuvers and a wealth of.material for stock footage, _.;

which in fact did wind up in later Republic lms, lms with
the customary limited budgets. Mun 0/ Conquest (1939), with
Richard Dix as Sam Houston and Edward Ellis as Andrew
Jackson, was a legitimately big production, and most capably
executed; the Alamo battle was superbly staged by directors
George Nicholls Jr. and B. Reeves Eason. Dark Comntand
was the topper for 1940, and could boast of direction.by
Raoul Walsh, a tidy Lionel Houser script based on Quantrill
and his Civil War raiders, and a ne cast with John Wayne,
Claire Trevor, Walter Pidgeon, Marjorie Main, and Roy
Rogers, the latter quite good in a dramatic role. There was
I130 I musical sequel, Hit Parade of I 94] , released late in the
year that drew the expected critical re but did have excellent
Jule Styne-Waller Bullock songs, expressively sung by Frances
Lnngford and Kenny Baker; Hugh Herbert's hypertense
brand of comedy; and the gorgeous gams of Ann Miller.
Republic had moved up fast to become contenders. Their

more elaborate lms were good and solid. But the studio sub-
aisted on the bread-and-butter movies, and after the attempt
at versatility in the beginning, turned inexorably toward the
action, mystery, adventure type of mass-audience budget job,
sure to please the paying customers if not the critics. None of
them were world-heaters, and more than a few would have
been better off buried in quicklime in the dark recesses of
some back lot. However their average was good and the pic-
tures accomplished what they set out to do.
Straight whodunits are not easy to put on lm, and Repub

lic got otf to a few false starts. The Leavenwarlh Case (1936)
was based upon a literary curio, one of the earliest examples
of the American detective story, written by Anna Katherine
Green way back in the 1870s. It was modemized for the
screen, and the plot altered, but not improved. Since the cul-
prit was known to the audience all the time, it became a mere
matter of waiting for Donald Cook to be found out. lt shall
remain for whodunit butts as the sole picturization of an his-
torically important mystery novel. The unknowing customers
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-_']Iobably thought it was a movie about prison life. They weremisinformed. Culprit Cook had been an acceptable Ellery
_‘Qseen in The Spanish Cape Mystery, but Republic erred in

‘ mating the next Queen puzzle. The Mandarin Myrtery (1937)
_- was suggested by Queen's novel The Chinese Orange Mystery.
' Whoever suggested Eddie Quillan to portray the sleuth knew
t not his casting directory. Quillan, a popeyed little comedian,
‘ wu ne for character roles or breezy leads, but as a brain-
ia mer he was far out of place. Not that it mattered—fou.r
. acripters had mangled the story beyond repair and the lm
would have been a turkey no matter who was doing the

' deducing.
_‘~ After the mistakes, Republic caught the knack. Hollywood
. Stadium Mystery ( I938), in which a prizeghter is murdered
- in full view of a packed house at the Legion Stadium, is n
neat mindteascr by Stuart Palmer with a well-concealed killer.
nice work by Neil Hamilton and Evelyn Venable as the

_" Ileuths, and properly valued direction by David Howard, nor-. malty associated with George O'Brien Westems. And by I940
v- they were mixing their comedy and mystery in pleasant pro-
- portions in Who Killed Aunt Maggie? with director Arthur' Lnbin right on target and the cast, John Hubbard, Wendy
Barrie, Walter Abel, Mona Barrie, Elizabeth Patterson, Willie

- Best, Joyce Compton, Onslow Stevens and more, responding
' expertly.

1__ Rapid movement became the key to Republic's success..Despite scripting deciencies, the headlong pace and exem-
- ~ plary action sequences were soon realized as the crowd pleas-j en, and the sort of thing the Republic crews accomplished‘ best. Nor was it a small accomplishment. Action sequences are
tough, time-consuming to stage, and wcnc usually not fully

1 appreciated by audiences for their worth. A lm without lags,‘ even an action lm, is a rarity; pacing is one of the hardest' aspects of lm making to overcome. Credit or blame is shared
by writer, director, cutter, producer. And to their credit, Re-‘ public pictures began early to move, and fast.
Sometimes a minor slipup would conceal the true nature of

- an action lm. For instance, a few would attend a showing ofsomething called Paradise Express expecting slam-bang melo-
drama, but that's just what this I937 e’ort was, a swift tale

' of rivalry between a railroad and a trucking outt. DirectorJoseph Kane had been a lm editor, and was experienced
1_' with Westems and serials, so knew how to keep the narrative
~ .\1wing. In the leads were the reliable Grant Withers, and
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Dorothy Appleby, one of the more intriguing actresses of the
time, who seldom would be cast in a sympathetic role. Also
noticeable was the photography by Jack Marta, whose indi- ~

vidual style of low-key. sharp-focus outdoor camerawork has
been immediately recognizable over the years.

Busiest leading man on the lot was Robert Livingston. They
couldn't make up their minds about Mr. Livingston, shifting
him from Westems to civilian fare and hack unhesitatingly.
He was already a member of the Three Mesquiteers Western
trio when cast as Zorro in an early Republic attempt to pro-
duce a feature in color, The Bold Caballero (1936). Living-
ston was put upon to retain his Zorro-like characteristics in a
aerial, The Vigilante: are Coming; cast in a string of easy-to-
take features for three years or so, including Larceny on the
Air (1937), Arson Racket Squad (1938), Federal Man-Hunt
(I938); and even impersonated The Lone Ranger in a 1939
serial. He was relieved from his Mesquiteer stint for a season
by John Wayne. When Wayne hit it big with Stagecoach,
back came Livingston in the Mesquiteer role. He was a handy
actor to have around. His brother was also making a Western
name for himself at Monogram then, as Jack Randall.
Once when Livingston was indisposed, he was replaced in a

Mesquiteer story, Trigger Trio (1937) by Ralph Byrd, a fel-
low utility actor on the lot. Few probably would recognize
Byrd by his name—no matter the role, when he would make
his screen entrance a murmur would drift through the audi-
ence: "There‘s Dick Tracy!" Having portrayed the comic-strip
character in serials, Byrd was stuck with the identication.
Not especially adaptable to horse operas, Byrd nonetheless
was action-oriented, and played in other serials as well as
starring in Republic features. He was a truck driver in Born
to be Wild (I938), a simple screenplay by Nathanael West,
with Ward Bond as his crony and Doris Weston, fresh from
Dick Powell musicals at Wamers, as the heart appeal. He
also gured in a horse-racing drama, Fighting Thoroughbred:
(I939), with Mary Carlisle and George Hayes.
Gangs 0/ New York (I938), mentioned earlier, was a popu-

lar lm with Charles Bickford and Ann Dvorak, although the
plot was the one about an undercover cop able to pose as a
gangster because they're look-alikes. The lm's success
prompted a followup title, Gangs of Chicago (1940) which
was an improvement, with Lloyd Nolan excelling as a crimi-
nal who uses his knowledge of the law to thwart it. The
supporting cast, with Lola Lane, Barton MacLane, the de-
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I huting Ray Middleton and Astrid Allwyn, was helpful, and' Arthur Lubin‘s direction achieved much from the good script
’. and-small budget. Bicltford continued his tough portrayal to

, ' lesser elfect in Siren of Mining Men (I939), nally seeing the
~_ error of his ways and taking the cloth in Thou Shalt No!_K|'ll
' -(1939), making a convincing priest. Lloyd Nolan made a good

.. - _-cynical newsman in Behind the New: (I940), which also had' Q creative performance by Frank Alhertson as the erstwhile
_' young cub. The reporter yarn was a nice mixture of old and

inventive plot elements. Barton MacLane, more often on the
' reoeiving end of meted-out justice, showed how a hood could

tum to the straight and narrow in I Was a Convict (I939),_. wherein he aids a rich man (Clarence Kolb) sewing time for
i mt evasion, becomes an employee upon parole. Often humor-

‘. ous dialogue was well showcased by director Aubrey Scotto
_' and delivered by Horace MacMahon, Ben Welden, John Har-
~' moo and other cinema criminal types.

Republic achieved considerable mileage from stories of the
' frozen North. Call of the Yukon (1938) had Richard Arlen,

.'_; Beverly Roberts, a dog or three, bear cuhs, a smart crow, and
snow footage that was to see yeoman service in future Repub-

\ . v_ lie ice epics. Girl from God’: Country (1940) concerned a

I

I

_- doctor (Chester Morris), a nurse (Jane Wyatt) and a lawman
(Charles Bickfcrd) who comes looking for the doc when it's

_> discovered he's wanted for a mercy killing. It played better
v than it reads, no small thanks to the three leads.
1, Pride of the Navy (1939) gave James Dunn a chance to

display his brash personality to good retums in a service yarn
' that didn't take itself too seriously, but of interest for its fore-
" seeing the use of the torpedo boat, which was still in theI drawingboard stages at the time. SOS—Tida! Wave (1939)
‘ had an explosive title, but was just a human interest story

x with Ralph Byrd garnished with some stock trick footage of
F New York deluged by a tidal wave used as a hoax in the lm.
_ Smuggled Cargo (I939) had a dierent angle in its concern
-= with desperate attempts to save the Califomia fruit crop from‘ killing frost, with English import Barry Mackay racing like
‘_~ mad to keep the old smudge pots a-burning. Turned out in- a
g. hurry, The Gmu Train Robbery (1941) bore no relation tof the pioneer Porter one-reeler but told a tense tale of a train

K Y full of loot that disappeared right oi! the line. Bob Steele
.3 .' llighted from the saddle to make a convincing hero, and Jo-» seph Kane seemed to have good luck with trains, as witness

1'. Paradise Express.
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There are of course many other Republic features too
numerous to mention, including a couple of drawing room
dramahs with suering Frieda lnesoort, and the studio's can-
didate in the tough-kid handicap, Tommy Ryan. Perhaps
worth noting is the fact that Republic instituted a policy in
1939 of listing most of their screen credits at the end of the
lm. Audiences probably preferred this method, but it fast be-
came an irritant to the deep-dyed fan who wished to see re-
sponsibility delegated-—-projectionists would invariably change
over to the next attraction before the end-credits to save
time. Republic persisted with this until 1945, when credits
were returned to the beginning of the lm. Today it's a mat-
ter of form on TV, and is becoming increasingly common on
theatrical features as well.
Perhaps Republic's biggest disadvantage or weakest point

was the writing department. Hardly a profound observation,
since the scripting chores were usually the weakest aspect of
any studio. Republic's contract writers included hardened vet-
erans of the movie cliches like Jack Natteford and Wells
Root; left-wing thinkers like Samuel Ornitz and Lester Cole;
one bona de surrealist in Nathanael West; and rustic special-
ist: like the McGowan brothers, Dorrell and Stuart. All were
familiar with the intricacies of screen writing. Although there
may have been faults in story construction or dialogue, there
was never a lack of story material. There didn't have to be. in
reference to studio relakes, Thalberg at MGM once said that
movies there weren't made, they were remade. Republic took
this literally. A plot seen a year or two ago might suddenly
reappear with perhaps a change of locale, but situations and
in many cases the dialogue intact. Republic was not the only
offender, not by a long shot. But at Republic it just seemed
more obvious. One particular plot was done or redone, at
least ve times in seven years. There may have been more
versions, but ve can be documented. -

It started with an original story by Wellyn Totman and
James Gruen, scripted by Seton 1. Miller as The Learhzrnecks
Have Landed (1936). Three U.S. Marines in China: reckless
but likeable (Lew Ayrcs), eamest (James Ellison), chubby and
naive (Maynard Holmes). Reckless Marine gets into a ght in
a night spot, chubby friend is killed, reckless gets the blame, is

Killing was perpetrated by members of a smug-
gling ring; hero pretends to join the gang, gets the goods on
them, avenges his buddy's death, all ends well. By no means
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‘_‘ an earth-shattering literary invention, but a simple peg tol hang an hour's worth of lm on.; ' In February 1939 we get Forged Pam-port, original story,> by James Webb and Lee Loeb, screenplay by Franklin Coen' and Lee Locb. Locale Changed to the U.S.-Mexico border.immigration officers instead of Marines. Paul Kelly is #1,
- - Clilf Nanaro #2, role slightly changed for comedy relief,
: and Maurice Murphy the unfortunate #3.
., A mere month later, along comes Rough Riders’ Roundup,

__: t a Roy Rogers Western, original screenplay credited to JackNalteford. Time, just after the Spanish-American War; place,
~’ the border, with border patrolmen the heroes. Roy Rogers. .‘, has the rst slot, Raymond I-latton the second, Eddie Acu
> the odd man out.

After a hiatus of a year, the well-seasoned plot appearedfor the fourth go-round. Girl from Havana (1940), an “origi-* nal screenplay" by Karl Brown, took place in the South> } American oil elds. The cast names were the same as those ofT Leathernecks. Dennis O'Keefe-Victor Jory-Gordon Jonescomprised the trio.
5 Finally, Republic had registered a hot title, beating other
_= studios to the copyright oice. but had no story to go with it.
- So without hesitation, out trots indestructible, and l942's Re-
~ member Pearl Harbor took place in the Philippin, the~ smugglers were changed to enemy agents, the three main‘ characters are back in the service, this time the Amy, and' the reckless one, properly patriotic, pays with his life in eon-
l quering the enemy. The trio is Donald M. Barry, known as

. Don "Red" Barry in Westems; Alan Curtis; and, repeatingthe role he had-the rst time the plot was lmed, Maynard~ Holmes. The “original screenplay" was by Malcolm Stuart_' Boylan and Isabel Dawn.
' Republic . . . l like the sound of the word. And the soundQ of the familiar plots.

i;
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MOVIES IN THE MONOGRAM MANNER

E] Phoenixlike, the new Monogram Pictures rose from the
shes of its former self. In I935 it had become a part of Re-
gtblic. No Monogram lms appeared on the 1936 screens.
owever, W. Ray Johnston had re-formed, and by 1937 was

ready to return. He became ailiated with the English Pathe
company and'would distribute some of their lms in the US,
and vice versa. Working with Vice-President Scott R. Dunlap
and sales supervisor Edward Golden, he set up a sturdy net-
work of branches and exchanges throughout the country be-
fore the rst new Monogram release, thus assuring wide dis-
tribution of product. Now there were three formidable
independents in the eld: Republic, Grand National and Mon-
ogram ll.
That Monogram was about to launch an ambitious pro-

gram of features was evident. By the end of 1937, that they
had succeeded in delivering was obvious. What was also clear
was that Monogram product thus far lacked the nesse of Re-
public, and the novelty of Grand National. They were receiv-
ing playdates, largely because of the shrewd pre-planning by
Monogram executiv in establishing and maintaining lm ex-
changes. Their lms could be called, charitably, promising-
hut little more.
From August 1937 until the end of the year, Monogram

released fourteen features. discounting the Western series of
Jack Randall and Tom Keene, and a reissue of The Thir-
teenth Guest because of the popularity of Ginger Rogers. Of
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-u » fourteen, ve were directed by William Nigh, then in his
late fties, whose career reached back deep into the days of
‘the silents. Nigh had directed some Lon Chaney lms for
, Metro; since sound, his career had shown resiliency if nothing
‘else. He would blithely hop from an ambitious independent
_'product that didn't quite live up to its promise, to a moderate
{major production, to a Ken Maynard Western for Tiffany, to

about any type of production. He was not an innovator.
1 or the most part, his lms were devoid of interest. But he
. kept working. Of his quintet of new Monogram features, one

was the company's special for the season, their prestige pic-
'ture; another was an exploitation special taking advantage of
current events; a third was aimed at- the family trade; a

=fourth was an attempt at sophisticated romantic comedy, I
re Monogram soon forsook; the fth was Monogram‘:
" t release on their new schedule.' The Thirteenth Man was a gangster story spioed with a bit
Q mystery, with a cnisading columnist trying to smash the
,gang and expose its leader. lt was to typify the sort of prod-
‘uet Monogram was to turn out in the future-—poteutial in the
story, often catchy titles, frequently competent players, but
ultimately missing out because of lagging direction, insuffi-
"u'ency of action or other slipshod production defects. In the

_ leading role of The Thirteenth Man was Weldon Heyburn, a
=Gable look-alike who was nding out that a resemblance to
~the MGM star was not necessarily a passport to fame.
,1ortcornings in the lm were glossed over in view of the fact
thatit was Monogram's initial release.
_' Monogram's second offering was The Hoosier Schoolboy,
also directed by Nigh. lt was a considerable improvement
over the inaugural feature, was happily blessed with an under-
standing performance by Mickey Rooney in the title role, and
had a simple, down to earth story with elements appreciated
glry small towns and neighborhood localities. Young Rooney
had appeared in one of the old Monogram's last releases in
' I935, a picturization of Robert Herrick's novel The Healer,
I tearful tale of infantile paralysis victims and the doctor who
tries to help them. It was one of the studio's better films, with

. sympathetic handling by old-time director Reginald Barker.
1 Rooney was billed fourth in the cast, after Ralph Bellamy, Ju-
dith Allen and Karen Morley; a few years later his popularity

_ was such that Monogram dusted otf the print and sent it out
[again with the title changed to Little Pal. and Rooney's name
lrst-billed. Similarly, The Hoorier Schoolboy was to receive

5-
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periodic reissues solely because of the Rooney name draw. In
it, he played a pugnacious lad, constantly becoming embroiled
in battles to lpgotect his father's name. Dad, a former war
hero, is now town drunk (a good periormance by the re-
liable Edward Pawley). Cmx of the tale is the eort by Rooney
‘and his schoolteacher (Anne Nagel) to rehabilitate the father,
who eventually performs an act of valor during a local milk
strike that sets I e stage for a relatively happy ending. It was
all small-town stu’, but as such, rather good.
Dick Merrill was an air ace whose record-breaking exploits

were making news. Monogram promptly signed him for a
lm, and Atlantic Flight became director Nigh‘s third lm for l

1937's new company. Unfortunately, Merrill failed to take oti
as an actor, the script was ying blind most of the way,
Nigh‘s direction failed to make contact, and the whole lm
crash-landed at the conclusion. It all had to do with Merrill
trying to save the life of a pal (Weldon Heyburn again) by
ying to England for some serum and back in 48 hours. Mer-
rill bowed out of further movie ventures after the tepid
reception oi Atlantic Flight, wisely so.
A Bride /or Henry was cute, showing that an independent

company could make a comedy in the My Man Godfrey tra-
dition with no reason to feel inferior doing so. The three-on-
a-honeymoon frappe was engagingly played by Anne Nagel,
Warren Hull and an impressive actor from England, Henry
Mollison. Hull had been at Wamers, and was now about to
put in a season or two battling the scripts more often than not
at Monogram. He had a singing voice, which was not capital-
ized upon: could hold his own in the handsomeness depart-
ment, and was a satisfactory performer. He escaped Mono-
gram to serials, as The Spider and Mandrake the Magician,
before packing it in and retiring to radio, with “Vox Pop,
then to television with “Strike It Rich.” A Bride for Henry
gave evidence that Hull, receiving the proper script material
and direction, could have been one of the better light comedi-
ans on the screen. The lm also represented one of Nigh‘s
better chores.
Fifth of Nigh‘s lms was the studio‘s most elaborate pro-

duction to date, released at the end of 1937 to catch the
holiday trade. Boy of the Street: was an original by Rowland
Brown, a brilliant hut individualistic writendirector whose
skimpy career was dotted with half-realized projects, incom-
pleted lms and sudden removals. ln I936 he had begun The
Devil I: n Sissy at MGM, a story with a similar theme of
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crime, slum life and their etfect upon the young; when the

lm was released, Brown was credited with the story only,
having been replaced as director by \Y.S. Van Dylte, although
there remained recognizable scenes with Brown‘; directorial
Imprint. Brown was assigned to write and direct Boy of the

t Struts, but relinquished direction to William Nigh, while his
story was adapted by others. The nished product bean
trues of Brown's outlook and style, notably in its unblinlting
look at the equation of tenement life and crime. The main
theme of a boy's worship of his father, in reality a cheap po-
litical hack. has antecedents in The Devil ls a Sissy, with
Jackie Cooper, appearing in the MGM drama, starring in the
present one. Alien to Brown's conception were some mis-

j placed lighter moments, hackneyed solutions to the diicult
problems depicted in the lm, and a pervading sentimental air
which Brown would not have allowed. Nevertheless, review!
were generally good, most praising Monogram's advancement
in production techniques, a few discerning ones mentioning
Brown's contribution, overt and otherwise. There were also

indications that Monogram was out to corner the market on
all juvenile performers not already signed with other studiol.
Mickey Rooney was by now safely encased in the MGM fold.
Bttt they had Cooper, and had signed Frankie Darro. Within
lyear they would have Jackie Moran and Marcia Mae Jone:
larder contract. booming on the horizon were the East Side

Kids. but they, as it developed, were a year or so away.
Monogram‘s non-Nigh features at the outset constituted a

mixed bag. Blazing Barriers was up to the minute with a sa-

lute to the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), a worthy or-
ganization treated cursorily in lms heretofore. Junior Cough-
lln and Edward Amold Jr. (more juvenile actors!) portrayed
a couple of delinquents reformed by the clean outdoor life;
the predictable plot was paced pleasantly. There were some
[ell-staged forest re scenes, and Aubrey Scotto‘s direction
was suitable.
Pamdire Isle had Warren l-lull as a blind painter marooned

with beautiful Movita (Movita Castaneda, Mexican actress
who was noticed in the 1935 production of Mutiny on the
Bounty, and who used her rst name only, during her Mono-
Em tenure), an idyllic South Seas tale precisely to order for

armchair wanderers in the audience. Former dialogue
with Arthur Greville Collins directed.
Not so tasty were three delivered by producer l. E. Chad-

Qwick. Legion 0/ Missing Men was a dour Foreign Legion ad-
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venture directed by Hamilton MacFadden, with Ralph Forba
and Ben Alexauderas brothers-in-anus, nothing to cause pa-
trons to forget the silent Beau Gesle; The Outer Gate was
changed to Behind Prison Bar: for a healthier title, but no
matter—Ralph Morgan tried his best as a conscience-ton
mented businessman who sent the wrong guy (Ben Alexander
again) to the pokey for embezzlement, but the turgid script
and Raymond Cannon‘: slow direction were insurmountable.
Luck 0] Roaring Camp was based on a Bret Harte story, its
sole claim to distinction. Or was it? About a baby bringing
good fortune to a mining camp, it might have been thrilling
in another day, but not in 1937. The sincerity of Owen Davis
Jr. and the attractiveness of Joan Wocdbury in the main roles
helped somewhat to offset the corniness. lt was the last direc-
torial elfort by Irvin Willat. ace of the silents who had ao-
complished little in the talkie era.
A relic produced by Larry Darmour rounded out the initial

bunch of Monogram l937 releases. Called Shadows of the
Orient. and with the capable talents of Regis Toomey, Esther
Ralston and Sidney Blackmer, it apparently had been made
some time before, and taken o the shelf as a dubious addi-
tion to the schedule. Burt Lynwood directed, as they say. '

Two late 1937 releases exemplify what Monogram could
do best, as opposed to the eventual trend their product took.
County Fair was a racing story with John Arledge and J. Far-
rell MacDonald, the former a youthful actor with an authen-
tic Southem dialect making him useful for this kind of lm,
the latter a griz7Jed character performer capable of stealing
any given scene by the mere twitch of an eyebrow. The sup-
porting cast contained still another juvenile, Jimmy Butler, in
an important role as a jockey. Nothing occurred during the
course of the lm that couldn't be foreseen well in advance;
but it was done with an unpretentious charm and good-
fellowship—you liked the characters, and wanted to wish
them well. Additionally, the racing scenes had a built-in eit-
citement, as racing scenes in lms are bound to have, even in
the most lamentable ineptitudes. Howard Bretherton directed
it well. County Fair, which by the way was reminiscent of a
previous, 1932 Monogram production, was ideal family fare.
Monogram would continue to make this sort of lm every so
often, and without fail it would be one of the superior entries
on the schedule. ln later years, the addition of color would
behzome an important asset to the general refreshing atmos-
p re.
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On the other hand, Federal Bullets is one of those crackling
titles which holds promise of careening autos in wild chases,
noisy and lethal shootoula between law and lawless, gangsters
talking tough from side of mouth. Something one would asso-
ciate with Wamer Brothers, Cagney and Robinson. With
Monogram, Federal Bullets was a plot conceming an old lady
(Zeie Tilbury) posing as a humanitarian while bossing a gangof hoodlums. Milbum Stone plays the undercover G-Man
posing as a crook to join the gang and bore from within. Alas,
the lm bored from without as well. It moved at a snail‘: pace
and contained just a modicum of excitement near the climax,
which in itself was maudlin. This was the lm fare that MOIP
ogram concentrated upon. lt made money, if not friends.
Monogram titles became increasingly crime-oriented in

1938 and 1939: Numbered Women, Female Fugitive, I Am a
Criminal, Gang Bullets, Convict’: Code, Undercover Agent.
Even the two Jackie Cooper specials, attempts to repeat the
success of Boy of rhe Streets, were titled in reference to the
shady side of life: Streets of New York and Gangster’: Boy.
In fact, family relations played a big part in Monogram‘:
scripting department, assuming on occasion Dickensian pro-
portions. More than once would a cmel hoodlum be revealed
as the long-lost son-—or taking it from the opposite end of the
sphere, the suering lovable father would mournfully discover
his ospring to be a dastardly gunman. On the dista side, the
heroine would marry the charming scamp little realizing he
was prone to stickups and heists. Then he'd get captured andlent up, to break out and confront her just as she nds happi-
ness with a new—and straight—love. The stories may havediered in details, but it was a sure bet that any Monogram
crime lm would end with a goodly share of the cast, surviv-
ing or ddled, keeping it all in the family. Nor would the de-
fects besetting Federal Bullet: be remedied. Most of theaction was contained in the titles. Players were good, but pro-duction work let them down.
Ubiquitously, William Nigh continued on his prolic

course. He directed the above-mentioned Female Fugitive(1938), in which Evelyn Venable prettily tried to help herno-good gangster husband, Craig Reynolds. He was responsi-
ble for a South-of-the-border swashbuckler called Rose of theRio Gmnde which had more laughs than many a comedy, al-
though the giggles were largely unintended. It commenced in
the very rst scene, with dashing John Carroll riding along,Iinging a song—and bobbing up and down in the ill-chosen
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camera angle like a oork on water. But never once did he lose
his robust baritone, re-recorded. Movita was in it, looking
gorgeous in her native habitat. So was a large segment of the
Hollywood Latin contingent whose names ended in “o"-An-
tonio Moreno. Gino Corrado, Don Alvarado, Duncan Re-
naldo. Corr-ado, whose specialty was playing headwaiters—-
and who practiced that profession off-hours—was a bit unsure
of himself in costume with a meatier role than usual. When
called upon to whip out his saber, he did so with the aplomb
of a maitre d‘ about to bone the brook trout.
Nigh used the talents of John Carroll slightly more advan-

tageously in I Am a Criminal, also in i938. Carroll had dark
good looks, a voice, and a manner to the Gable born. In fact,
MGM tried to replace The King with many contenders dur-
ing World War ll, Carroll among them. The contenders
proved pretenders, but the suspicion persists that Carroll, with
the right break, could have gone farther than he did. At that,
Republic treated him better than Metro. At any rate. Carroll
here played a shady gambler reformed by the devotion of a.
lad (Martin Spellman, of the Monogram moppet brigade),
and did so with suave good humor and a cocky nonchalance
that seemed to scream: "I Am a Criminal, and I am also one
hell of a lot better than this picture!”
Nigh made a hid for the I938 rustic trade with Romance

of the Limberlaxt, another adaptation of a dainty novel by
Gene Stratton Porter. The title was a guarantee of popularity
in rural areas, strange as it may seem. The Porter works, with
their simplicity and old-world charm, had spaces reserved on
every bookshelf, along with Harold Bell Wright, Louisa May
Alcott if one were a classicist, and the Bible. Eric Linden and,
instead of Cecilia, Jean Parker comprised the young team;
Marjorie Main and Edward Pawley contributed some hissable
characterizations, with Miss Main overdoing it in the ripest
tent-rep style; the believers labeled the lm wholesome, the
sophisticates were apt to laugh in the wrong places.
The two Jackie Cooper ctforts, both in the “special” cate-

gory for selling opportunities, followed the pattem set by Boy
of the Streets, perhaps too closely. Gangster’: Boy (1938)
whisked Jackie away from the slums, but further developed
the father-son angle along the lines of its predecessor. Cooper
was an honor student in high school who nearly throws every-
thing to the winds when the past of his gangster~father (Rob-
ert Warwick) causes talk, snobbery toward Cooper. The lad
stands by dad when the town turns against him. It was
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tnaudlin and sluggish in development, with Warwick
his role too hard, appearing gnrmeply rather than tough.
Sheer: of New York (I939) plunk Cooper down in the
slums again, gave. him a gangster-brother (Dick Purcell) this
time, but saw to it that young Cooper was entirely above re-
ps-ach——he studied law, idolized the life and deeds of Abra-

Lincoln, and watched over a crippled newsboy (Martin
Spellman). lt was an improvement over Gangster’: Boy, but
by now the formula was becoming obvious. Fortunately for
Cooper. he took advantage of an o‘er from Paramount and
Went to work there playing Henry Aldrich.
The preceding three lms directed by Nigh had been hailed

by the company as their "bigger" productions. Less elaborate
in production but just as valuable at the box oice was a se-
ties commenced by Nigh in l938, in addition to his other
eorts. Boris Karlo appeared as James Lee Wong, Oriental
sleuth extraordinary, in Mr. Wong, Derecrive. Wong had beenI creation of Hugh Wiley, the stories having appeared in slick
nrnganes for some time. Monogram may have been
prompted by the popularity of the Chans and Motos. What-
ever the case, the combination of Karlo, sleuthing, exotic
oriental tangents and exploitability gave the company their
rst successful series. Unsurprisingly, the lms themselves left
much to be desired. After the first, there came The Mystery0/ Mr. Wang. Mr. Wong in Chinatown. The Fara! Hour and
Doomed to Die. The rst two were 1939 releases, the latter
two released in I940. All shared common traits. Karlo was
restrained, urbane, his Chinese makeup fairly convincing. The
murders would usually involve some unique, and occasionally
farfetched, method of commission. The lighter moments pro-
vided by Grant Withers as the harassed cop and Marjorie
Reynolds (in the last four) as the snooping reporter were
hardly that-—especially in the case of Miss Reynolds, whose
kittenish characterization brought nothing but impatience on
the part of the viewer. More harmful in each lm was the al-
most complete lack of excitement involved in fcrreting out
the mysterious and clever killer. Scenes abounded in talk,
theorizing, the dumbness of Withers contrasted by the intelli-
gence of Karloff. Whatever merit the lms possessed were
imbued in Karloff. His association with the series terminated
in I940, at which time one further Wong mystery was made.With the character changed to suit a younger man. the role
was given to Keye Luke, better known as Charlie Chan's num-
her one son. In Phantom 0/ Chinatown, Grant Withers re-
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h V mained as the oicial detective, but the nosey sob sister of
Miss Reynolds was happily absent. In her place, “Jimmy”
Wong was given a romantic vis-a-vis, of sorts, in Lotus Long.
Miss Long had been victimized in entries #2 and #3 of the
Karloff series, and it was only tting that she not only be al-
lowed to survive but given one of the leading roles in this nal
puzzle. Phil Rosen directed in a manner not dissimilar to Nigh.
Grant Withers had been an actor for years, and had recent-

ly tried his hand behind the cameras on production details. He
was credited as associate producer on the most elaborate
1939 Monogram release, and in many ways one of their best.
Mutiny in the Big House was based on fact, an occurrence
about ten years prior to the lm, when a prison chaplain was
instrumental in stemming an outbreak of violence by malcon-
tented convicts. As a warmup for his clerical duties at Repub-
lie, Charles Bickford portrayed the priest, Banon MacLane
the leader of the potential jailbreakers, and William Nigh di-
rected from a solid script by Robert D. Andrews, based on an
original by Martin Mooney. As soon as one overcame the
feeling that Bicktord looked more at home as a con than a
priest, the sincerity of his performance wa most persuasive.
Machine was more or less in his element rasping out ultima-
tums and threats. There was a beautiful cameo by George
Cleveland as an elderly prisoner who, when nally paroled,
failed to cope with the noise and bustle of city traic and
terrorized, came back to prison, pleading to be let back in.
Nigh only on rare occasions let the directorial reins slacken,
and Edward Kay's music becomes a cliché in retrospect only
because it was used in so many later Monogram crime lms.
B_ut in all, Mutiny in the Big House was commendable workfor Nigb, for Monogram, and for Withers as a producer.
Withers had also been associate producer on a Frankie

Darro vehicle, Irish Luck (1939). It was the beginning of a re-
markable set of lms with negligible artistic values, but of im-
pressive sociological implications. To start at the beginning,
the Frankie Darro lms began in 1938 with Wanted by the
Police. continued with Tough Kid and Boys’ Reformalory.
These attempted to place Darro in a Dead End-type setting,
emphasizing the delinquency elements—like the Dead Enders,
Darro was in his early twenties but looked several years
younger. With Irish Luck however, the tough elements were
dismissed in favor of the amateur boy detective theme, which
continued through Chasing Trouble. On the Spar, Up in theAir and Laughing at Danger, the latter four all I940 releases.
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You're Out 0/ Luck resumed the theme for I941, but The
Gang's All Here and Let‘: Go Collegiate broke the string. But
in various professions such as bellhop, small-town countemtan
in a drugstore, ower—shop delivery boy, page in a radio-sta~
tion, handyman for a beauty shop, apartment house elevator

v operator, Darro would invariably become snarled in a murder
mystery and attempt to play Sherlock. Howard Bretherton
directed each one (Jean Yarbrough directed the last two
non-stereotyped Darros), and Ed Kelso usually had a hand in
the scripting.

To repeat. as lms, of low-budget or any variety, the Dar-
ros are worth little more than passing mention. But in each
one, Darro was assisted, albeit reluctantly, by one Mantnn
Moreland. Mr. Moreland is black. Mr. Moreland was, and is,
one of the more disciplined comedians extant, with impecca-
ble timing and any number of ways of getting a laugh from
mildewed lines. Moreland was simply great in these Darroa,
and audiences realized it. His continuing role was meant as
the stooge, presumably to be played along the accepted (to
whites) lines of a Willie Best. But Moreland. while using the
standard expressions to denote fear in sinister situations, and
on occasion approaching the questionable areas in t'eet-do-
yore-duty dialogue, gave his part something more, and
whether by accident or design Darro seemed to sense it. wel-
come it, and worked with Moreland as a team, not black-
and-white. but friend-and-friend. There was no aura of
supremacy and none whatsoever of condescension. As a toot-
note it might be added that some of the Darro plots were re-
made in later years, though little changed, even to the dia-
logue. lnvariably Moreland's role would be played by a white
actor.

The Darros were neighborhood fare. In Harlem, a black
section of New York, the theatre marquees would always bill
Mantan Moreland over the title, and over Darro's name.
Business could be expected to reach above-average propor-
tions. Moreland was an asset in non-Darro films of the period.
Drums of Ihe Desert (I940) dealt with the training of Sene-
galese parachute troops for the French Foreign Legion, a
novel and topical idea that was marred by the low budget
rush job necessary to Monogram's producing method. Besides
Moreland, the cast included Ralph Byrd and Lorna Gray
(later Adrian Booth). King of the Zombie: (l94l) was as the
title would indicate, a horror show which took a bit of pa-
tience to sit through without inching; but Moreland's come-’ 127



dy relief stole the center of attention from leads Dick Purcell,
Joan Woodbury and John Archer. As has been stated More-’ \
land also starred in several all Negro independent productions
which were extremely popular in ethnic houses.
Another Monogram juvenile series began with Jackie

Moran and Marcia Mae Jones in Barefoot Boy (1938), with
the Whittier poem recited at length at the opening, after
which the story was purely a concoction of the scenarist. For
some reason Moran and Jones were overlooked in 1939-
maybe school was in session. But in I940, the team appearedit three: Tomboy, The Haunted Hour: and The Old Swim-
ndn! Hole, all directed by Robert McGowan, long a steady
member of the Hal Roach-“Our Gang" contingent. Moran
had a curly-headed youngmanliness and Miss Jones was a
good actress and increasingly attractive as she entered adoles-
cence, but their lms were soggy with sentiment and not par-
ticularly well made. After the latter lm, they were added to
the Frankie Darro entries to form a sort of catchall, and
proved to catch little. Miss Jones remained in lms, but the
career of Moran entered some unfortunate phases from
which he was unable to extricate himself.
Primarily for children, hut with a cast comprised mainly of

adults, was the Tailspin Tommy series: Mystery Plane, Stunt
Pilot, Sky Palm! and Danger Flight, all released in l939. The
comic-strip characters were represented by John Trent‘
(Tommy), Milbum Stone (Skeeter) and Jason Robards Sr.
(Paul). Marjorie Reynolds was Betty Lou, adding to her
chores in the Mr. Wong series. Tailspin Tommy had been the
subject of a couple of Universal serials, but this was the rst
time he had been portrayed in a feature. For some unfathom-
able reason the series did not catch on with the public. Dou-
bly curious, for each episode had something going for it—the
introductory member was well-publicized, for an independent
product; number two had a good plot; number three featured
a comeback attempt by Jackie Coogan, then in the news as
husband of Betty Grablc; and the last was practically a lmed
hallyhoo stunt centering around a Scouts of the Air organiza-
tion. But despite the publicity,’ the series zzled. Actually, the
worst to be said about the series was that it was routine, nei-
ther outstandingly good nor abysmally bad. Trent, a former
pilot before turning actor, certainly lent an authentic touch;
but Trent had been given a buildup at Paramount a few years
prior, and hadn't made much of an impression. Perhaps it was
just that the series lucked that certain something extra to keep
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5 it aloft. The second, Stunt Pilot, was most entertaining. with
3 its mystery angle of murder committed in the air by substitut-

mg real cartridges for blanks during the lming of a war
movie.
'Monogram's last, but far from least kiddie series had its

rst release in February 1940. Incidentally, a good stumper
for any prospective quiz game would he simply: who were the
original East Side Kids? Not to belabor the rtspenae. they
were I-ially Chester, Harris Berger, Frankie Burke, Donald
Hnines, Eddie Brian and Sam Edwards. Hally Chester bee
came more of a benefactor when he stopped acting and
turned producer as Hal E. Chester. Frankie Burke was the
image of James Cagney, and portrayed Cagney as it boy in
Angel: with Dirly Faces; Burke's faee was his fortune only
briey, for one Cagney was all that was needed. The rest of
the gang's familiarity depends upon one‘s memory for forgot-
ten faoes. Monogram didn't know it at the time, but they
were in for a long and protable siege of tough “kids” and
variations on a single limited theme.
It all began with the lm version of Sidney Kingsley‘: play

Dead End. Six young hooligans captured the fancies of mo-
viegoers'and Warners wisely snapped them up for employ-
ment after Samuel Goldwyn had introduced them. For the
rword, the original six were Billy Halop, Leo Goreey, Bobby
Jordan, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell and Bernard Punsley. The
saga oi’ the Dead End Kids, as they were called, is labyrin-
thine, and the family tree has far too many branches to ex-
plore in the allotted time and space. Sulce to say that War-
ners used them, while segments of the clan detoured to
Universal for Little Tough Guy (1938), after which that stu-
dio used the title tag for subsequent lms, eventually becom-
ing_'so bold as to announce them as the "Dead End Kids 8:
Little Tough Guys" in one allstar swoop. But the East,Side
Kids were originals, Sam Katzman's brainchildren.
Katzman had used up his Victory schedule via a brace of

Tim McCoy Westerns. His initial Monogram release, as a
producer, seemed to be a limited deal, for it was the rst of
hut two productions on the 1939-40 schedule. East Side Kid:
focused its plot mainly upon Leon Ames and Dennis Moore,
grownups, involving a junior boys‘ club and its members run-
ning afoul of a counterfeiting ring. it was typical of previous
Katzman productions, possibly a bit superior to most of them,
which is faint enough compliment. But Katzman had hit upon
the public pulse, and it was pounding away for more of the
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same. A few months later came the second in the series. Boys
0/ the City (I940) could hardly be called an improvement, al-
though there was ample room for it. However, it did set the
formula for the future East Side Kids pictures, and added two
members of the original Dead Enders in Bobby Jordan and
Leo Goroey. lt also relied upon the ancient gimmick of hav-
ing the boys stranded in a creepy mansion with sliding panels,
secret passageways, bodies falling slimy from behind doors
and all the sinister trappings, always good for unsophisticated
thrills. In some situations the title was changed to The Ghost
Creeps.
The rst in the series had been directed by Robert Hill, a

Katzman standby. For the next three, since the East Siders
were pmvcn successful, the directorial reins were held by Jo-
seph H. Lewis, a former film editor who had previously done
some Bob Baker Westems at Universal plus a few unmemora-
ble low-grade action lms. Even despite the meager values of
these, Lewis showed that he had, in addition to rough edges,
denite and original conceptions of how to use a camera, and
the ambition to experiment on limited budgets. His trio of
East Side lms——Boys of Ihe City, That Gang 0/ Mine, Pride
of the Bowery—contained some creative uses of the camera,
with the close-ups, and their deployment, especially worthy of
note. The appeal to the eye was more than sufficient to par-
tially offset some banalities inherent in the scripts, and draw-
backs brought on by production defects. Large portions of
the latter two were shot out of doors, not only saving money
but giving the scenes a clean, sharp look, and adding
considerably to the realism. When Lewis left the series, the re-
version to routine was evident.
With the rapid acceptance of the East Side Kids, Mono-

gram by mid-1941 had developed several series and star ve-
hicles of strength for the intended audiences. Additional assets
were Karloff and Lugosi taking advantage of the horror-trend
revival, though they were not cast in the same lm by the
studio. Karlo set aside his Wong-makeup and appeared in
The Ape (1940), with an exploitable title and little more be-
sides the star. Karloff was again cast as a kindly old doctor
doing what he's doing for the benefit of mankind. lt was labo-
rious, stilted, but drew the customers. The director? William
Nigh.
Joseph H. Lewis undid.much of the favorable impression

left by his East Side Kids pictures with his direction of The ht-
vilrible Ghost (I941), a ridiculous affair with Bela Lugosi as an
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ordinarily nice fellow who goes berserk when he thinks he
~ sees visions of his deceased wife. At that, Lewis didn‘t stand

much of’ a chance against the silly story. Lugosi had been
bouncing back and forth from major studios to the depths of
the indies since his Dmculn success, and seemed unlikely to
get better treatment from Monogram and producer Katzman.
A couple of remakes provided eeting moments of interest

during the summer of '41. Father Step: Out was a new ver-
. ' sion of 1934's City Limits, with Jed Prouty_'in the origi|pal_

Frank Craven role as a tycoon who falls off aitrain and ds
the happy side of life assisted by two hoboesi James Burke
and Jimmy Conlin liad these roles in the original, with Frank
Faylen and Charlie Hall repeating. Faylen and Hall were
good-—so_ good, in fact, that they relieved the tunerealgpace
and uneventful comedy of the lm. They were slated to be
teamed for further lms by Monogram. Redhead was also a
remake of a 1934 lm. The original starred Grace Bradley'
and Bruce Cabot, the remake June Lang and Johnny Downs.

Iv‘ The new version would be unmentionable, except for the
marvelous photographic job_done on Miss Lang by Andre
Barlatier and Benjamin Kline. One of the true beauties of the

~ screen at the time, Miss Lang here was breathtaking, even in
black and white. .

Heanening was the quality of Monogram's annual Christ-
mas attractions in I939 and I940. First there had been a
Cinecolor Western story. Gentleman /ram Arizona, with John
King, Joan Barclay, I. Farrell MacDonald, nice scenery, ne"

_j horseesh, and an unusually palatable tyke named Ruthie
I Reece. a local girl recruited for the lm. Shot in and around

Phoenix, it was wholesome family fare. A year later the Yule-
tide release was .Her‘Ft'r:t Romance, a Cinderella talewith
Edith Fellows as the ugly-duckling college girl who blossoms

~ into a heart-stealer, wooing and winning a concert singer
— (Wilbur Evans). It was an engaging little ‘lm, with a pleasing

script by Adele Commandini, who had written Three Smart
Girls for Deanna Durbin a fev7 years before. The diminutive
Fellows was a proven actress and extremely capable singer

- who had riscn steadily in low-budget'o’erings from Colum-
bia. Not the Hollywood type of child beauty, she nonetheless

-. was pretty, with a great deal of personality, and her transfor-
mation here was believable. Evans possessed a robust voice,
in the Nelson Eddy manner.
Her First Ramttnce was one of the better Monogam pro-

ductionsand would continue to be a protable venture for
131



them. Several factors insured its perennial reissue. Jacqueline
Wells had the third lead, playing Miss Fellows‘ more glamor-
ous sister. When Wells went to Warners and changed her
name to Julie Bishop, becoming a eeting popular star, Mon-
ogram billed her as such for the reissue. Even more important,
B young leading man, Alan Ladd, had fourth billing. Ladd's
phenomenal popularity during World War ll brought on a
spate of old budget lms he had appeared in, removed from
the vaults and dusted off, sometimes with new titles. ln time,
Her Firs! Romance lost practically all vestiges of its former
identity. It became The Right Man——starring Alan Ladd and
Julie Bishop. Even the lm credits were altered, with this
unique title panel: “directed by Edward Dmytryk (direc-
tor of Hizlt-r’: CIiiIdrcn)." They weren't missing any bets.
The most entertaining film to come from Monogram dur-

ing its earlyqlperiod of renaissance was not seen by the public,
nor by the critics, nor by any but a select furtivc few. It was
a short of approximately l5-20 minutes in length, archly ti-
tled Things You Don’! See in Movies and consisting of a pa-
rade of actors‘ mistakes, misread lines, hlowups, and the on-
rush of profanity that would nom-tally accompany the errors.
Evidently they were saved by some astute editor and com-
piled for the amusement of friends and fellow workers. Thus,
we would have Jack Randall galloping into view, with a
hearty “Why, you son-of-a-bitch!" as his horse stumbles;
Karloff, as Mr. Wong, daintily turning the combination of a
safe, with a nonplussed “Why, the goddam thing's lawked!" in
his genteel English tones; Jackie Cooper in Srreelr of New
York in a homely domestic scene, reciting Lincoln while iron-
ing his trousers, and erupting painfully when he accidentally
bums his ngers; Frankie Darro in Bays’ R0/onnutory, at the
wheel of an automobile supposedly at top speed, blowing a
line, removing the steering wheel and saying: “Here,,you
drive" to the actor in the back seat; and John Carroll in Rose
0/ the Rio Gmnde rushing in to tlntie Movita. fumbling with
the ropes and muttering "What the hell'd the guy do with these
god . . . damned . . ."
As a further enticement, clips of Carole Lombard at her

profane best in the non-Monogram My Man God/rey were
included. lt is said that every studio had its own reel of howl-
ers, but Monogram's has been to this day the only one to re-
ceive wide, if sub mm distribution. Which may be the secret
of their success in those days. The pictures may not have been
much, but they got playdates.
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THE GREAT $250,000.00 MOVIE QUIZ '

_ CONTEST CAPER plus RETURN OF
RAMBLING ’ROUND THE MAIORS

best entertainment." To hack it up, the industry_ was laying
money on the line. In movie houses across the nation, book-

"' \lem were stacked and waiting in the lobby. They contained
' i simple questions concerning current releases, easily answera-

ble provided one had seen the lms. -Answer the questions,
write a short paragraph airming faith in the" movies as
America's greatest contribution to world culture, send in the
entry, and await the call for cash prizes totaling a quarter of
a million dollars. To make it easier, four of the questions in
"the booklet were discovered to be faulty, so'they were added
to the contestant's credit no matter what the answer.
Time has obscured the winners of the contest. According to

' one report, the contest slogan was originally “Movies are your

ca

~ best entertainment," resulting in _the initials M.a.y.b.e. Apoc-
ryphal perhaps, b_ut prophetic.'As it happened, 1938 was by

. most standards a _lousy year. The business upsurge of the pre-
ceding years declined. Complaints were rife about the routine,

I; his if not low quality of lms. The double feature program eon-
tinued to be a target of dissatisfaction, and continued preva-
lent. ln some quarters, the Movie Quiz Contest only served as
a reminder that movies really weren't as good as they could
or should be; they were in a nit.
What becomes apparent in retrospect is that although I938

was disappointing in that the important lms weren't alkthat
' important, or worthy of acclaim, it was the year in which the
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low-budget or "B" picture not only came into its own, but at-
tained stature. True, lms of merit had been produced econo-
mically before this; but now the "B" -ranks seemed to solidify
at nearly every major studio. They made lms cheaply, but
obscuring and overcoming budget deciencies were the
tightly-knit stories, often creatively directed, enacted by cast:
comprised of newcomers gaining experience for bigger things,
and movie veterans comfortably settled in their strata, work-
manlike at their craft. Youthfulness pervaded the writing and
directorial departments too; often the fact that a number of
writers and directors come to the forefront while relatively
young is glossed over in the wake of the big-name artists with
lengthy careers already behind them.
Even the "B" lms were becoming more socially responsi-

ble, aware of the world outside the sound stages. In times
past, left-wing scriptcrs would inject notes of social protest—
in Depression times they were all but mandatory, they were
generalized suiciently not to adhere to strict party line, and
.they did little harm. Except, in years to come, to the writers,
whose radical moments would come back to haunt them in
committee rooms a decade later. For low-budget scripting
jobs, even the propaganda would be shunted aside when the
objective was to “cut to the chase," and spread it on the
screen within an hour's time. Not so much boy meets girl, boy
loses girl, boy gets girl in the quickie lms, as it was cop
meets crook, cop chases crook, cop catches crook.
Now the "B" pictures were growing up, and growing con-'

sistently better. It began with a remake of a tearjerking tale
about a small-town doctor, A Man to Remember. No names,
few if any exploitable selling angles. First time out for the di-
rector. All it had was quality. And critics noticed. And from
that point on, critics kept noticing minor lms, and seemed
pleased and surprised that they were better than many of the
heralded big pictures. The "B" pix were branching out in
subject matter, too. At rst it was a reversion to the headline-
grabbing expose, usually reserved for Wamers—who did
themselves produce a few low-budget topical movies with
high entertainment and artistic values. But now, thought was
complementingthe standard action or comedy situations. The
crime story had been graduated to the psychological study of
the criminal, or semi-documentary reconstructions of fact-
based cases from a source no less authentic than a book by J.
Edgar Hobver. There appeared newspaper stories minus the
usual hot-shot reporters hollering “Scoop!” A dramatic-comic
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yarn glorifying a mailman‘ from Damon Runyon, strange
combination, made one of the more poignant pictures of
1939. And earlier in the year, when the rumblings in Europe
were still an ocean away from America, it came as a distinct
revelation to nd a Wamer 60-minute drama, The Man Who
Dured (originally titled I Am Not A/mid).
It was a remake of a 1931 lm, Smr Witness, about gang-

sters terrorizing an average citizen (Henry O'Neill) and his
family when they become witnesses about to testify on politi-
cal corruption. The grandfather (Charley Grapewin), a Civil
War vet, shames them When they knuckle under to the
threats, claiming it is their patriotic duty to testify--that the
lawless element is no better than a dictatorship run by “Hitler,
Mussolini or Stalin." Grapewin's speech elicited fervent

1;: applause at two separate showings of this little lm, seen in a
small, "average" town in the early spring of 1939. It was one
oi the rst, if not the very rst time the names of the three
totalitarian leaders had been mentioned in a ction lm.
Excluding newsreels and documentaries, the American

screen had maintained a hands~otf policy in international
aairs. Few “A” productions touched the conict in Spain;
the most outspoken had been Blockade (I938), Written by
John Howard Lawson, which copped out by staying neutral
while haranguing against war. One or two others used the
struggle as a backdrop for personal drama-and even
romantic comedy (!). Oil /or the Lamps of China ( l93S) tookI comparatively brave look at the conagtation, and a Uni-
versal “B” called Chinau»_w| Squad (1935), written in part by
Dore Schary, evenrmade so bold as to mention the Chinese
Communists. The remainder of lms localed in war-torn
China were content to use clips from the newsreels showing
’bombing of cities, without directly indicting or naming the ag-
gressors. The ltalian conquest of Ethto ta was bypassed;
Austria vanished, as did Czechoslovakia, hut by- then events
moved too swiftly for ction. But at least in the spring of '39,
Hollywood was beginning to assume some neglected reQonsi-
bilities.\-

| " As stated. the “B"- breakthrough was A Man to Remember.
The story, by Katharine,Haviland-Taylor, had been lmed by
l_ll(O in 1933 as One Man’: Journey, with Lionel Barrymore,
directed by John S. Robertson. Edward Ellis assumed the
Barrymore role; Ellis, a character actor of rather dour couni
tenance, was best-known to movie audiences as portrayer of
the title role in The Thin Man. Directing the remake was 26-
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year-old Garson Kanin, from the legit stage in New York. ‘
The new screenplay was by Dalton Trumbo: Opening unher-
alded in small locations, word of its -quality quickly spread,
and by the time it came into New York City, it hard been
booked for the Rivoli, one of the more prestigious houses. For
those who were unaware, it became the model of what could
be accomplished on a tiny budget wi_th no box oice star
names (closest was Anne Shirley, second lead, in marquee ai-
lure) and little publicity fanfare.-
A Man ro Remember dared all the odds by commencing

with a funeral. lt‘s rather impressive for a small town, com-
ments an onlooking stranger, young salesman type (Vinton
Hayworth). Must have been somebody important. Was he
Eye-talian‘! Eye-talians have big funerals, that's why. . . .
No, responds a townsman, he was just a doctor. . . .

The late Dr. Abbott's strong box is opened—as his credi-
tors gather round, greedily hoping to recoup their loans:
banker, publisher, merchant. As the contents of his strong box
are examined, the lm ashes back to unfold the doctor‘:
story. How he brought up an abandoned orphan girl; how he
wanted his son to follow in his footsteps; mainly of how, asan
old-fashioned family medico, he was cast aside as the towns-
people came to prefer doctors using "modem" methods, and
how he was left with only the poor to attend and the debts
mounting. Despite the obstacles to overcome, he managed to
get a hospital for the town. And the unassuming country doo-
tor rises to heroic proportions when an infantile paralysis epi-
demic hits the community. At the conclusion, his detractors
realize Dr. Abbott will be missed. '

Ellis was superb in the role, in what amounted to a
one-man lm. Admirably lending support in minor roles were
character performers Granville Bates, Charles Halton, John
Wray, Harlan Briggs and Frank M. Thomas. Miss Shirley and
Lee Bowman contributed nicely as the doctor's adopted and
actual ospring. But it was the Trumbo script and Kanin's di-
rectlon of it that accounted for the lm's impact. Trumbo
‘packed the narrative with human interest, acute observations
of -character and valid dramatic insight. Kanin directed force-
fully, never calling undue attention to his work but always
building the story and highlighting the -key sequences. RKO
made two further eorts to recapture the success of A Mari
ID Remember by casting Ellis in rst a Phil Stong story, Cn-
ren (1939), then in another remake of a Lionel Barrymore
vehicle—Swe¢ping.r (1933) became Three Sam (1939). Nei-
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ther made the same impression, although Trumbo had
worked on the script of the former lm, and Robert Sisk, pro-
ducer of Remember, had assumed the same chores on the
subsequent two. -

An overnighrsuccess in lms, Garson Kanin was still as-
signed to the "B" contingent for his second feature. Without
ado, he made a complete about-face in subject‘matter and
whipped together a madcap comedy with the fast-rising Lu-
cille Ball. Next Time I Marry (1938) is mere froth about an
heiress‘ who picks up a WPA worker (James Ellison) and
offers him a cash settlement if he will marry her (so, as it
develops, she can meet the provisions of her father's will, then
divorce the guy to marry her Count). Kanin takes the story,
or ignores it, through a breakneck pace, nishes with the
whole thing in'65 minutes and clocks more laughs along the
way than did most 90-minute screwball comedies. Blithely by-
passed by critics in the wake of A Mun to Remember, itg
showed Kanin was more than’ capable of handling all types of
stories. His next, The Great Man Votes (i939) starred John
Barrymore in a mixture of politics, human comedy and ten-
der drama that was a critic's picture. Kanin was now one of
the top directors on the RKO lot. . ’ -

Dalton Trumbo was under contract to RKO as a writer, so
it is safe to assume that his scripts were taken as assignments
and little more. if so. his work was remarkable, or fortuitous,
or both. Concurrent with A Man to Remember in release, ‘
Fugitive: /or a Night (1938), while a far less irispiring subject,
proved well above the norm for a low-budget lm to meet re-
quirements. It was a murder mystery in essence: who killed
‘the hated producer? But Trumbo surrounded this threadbare
plot with a fresh, accurate, insider's view of Hollywood, its
denizens, and lm making. Frank Albertson was perfect as I
stooge for a fading matinee idol (Bradley Page) who becomes
implicated in the sudden demise of the producer (Russell
1-licks), and with the suspicion cast his way, uncovers the cul-
prit. Contrasted with this whodunit was the efforts of Albert-
son's girl (Eleanor Lynn) to get him to become a man, and
cease living in the shadows of lesser men. Deftly directed by
Leslie Goodwins, the lm slipped by on its double-feature
course, pleasing those fortunate enough to catch it:
Trumbo‘s next was some work on The Flying Irishman

_.;£' (1939), a gimmick pic hailing the life and times of Douglas
- Wrong Way Corrigan who, it is said, ew the Atlantic irr his
own crate under the impression he was headed for California.
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Mr. Corrigan portrayed himself aptly. Then came Sorority
House (1939), a tract warning of the hazards of upper-crust
college life which tended to overstate its ease, although the
performances by Anne Shirley and Adele Pearce (later Parn-
ela Blake) were adept, as was the direction by John Farrow.
Then, another breakthrough.
Five; Came Back (1939) was denitely a low-budget

production. But as such, it could be looked upon as a sort of
"all-star“ "B" lm. Chester Morris, Wendy Barrie and Lucille
Ball were familiar faces in many RKO productions, big and
small. Kent Taylor was a new arrival at the studio but al-
ready. well-seasoned with work at Paramount and Universal.
The rest of the cast consisted of rst rate character players:
John Carradine, Allen Jenkins, Joseph Calleia, C. Aubrey
Smith, 'Patric Knowles, Elisabeth Risdon. In chargetof pro-
duction, with an increasingly impressive record, was Robert
Sisk.
' The story, an original by Richard Carroll, concerned a
planeload of twelve passengers forced down in the dense
South American jungle. As the plane is repaired, the varied
traits of the passengers come to the surface, show them at
their best, and worst. When the plane is repaired, it is found
that only ve will be able to board and return in safety.
Screenplay credit is shared by three writers. From reports,
Nathanael. West did theioriginal draft. Jerry Cady, fonner
radio writer, was brought in for revisions. The script was
then assigned to Dalton Trumbo, who, it is said, retained
most of West‘s work while discarding Cady‘s and add-
lug touches of his own, notably building the character of an
anarchist, played by Carradine, into a sympathetic one, in
contrast to West's conception. The bromide that too many
cooks spoil the broth did not prove true in this case. Char-
acterizations Were nely drawn and the situations suspense-
fuliy constructed.
John Farrow, who had shown promise at Warners directing

"B" lms for Bryan Foy, had made a favorable impression at
RKO with‘ a "Saint" picture with George Sanders. Five Came
Back established him as a director, and was instrumental in
obtaining him top assignments less than a year later. Farrow
was a resourceful craftsman, straightforward in technique, ex-
tremely adept at covering any traces of budgetary tightening.
He was nd of using long single takes of a scene, with intri-
cately planned camera movements. The opening sequence of
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Five Came Back takes place in the waiting room of an air-
port; by adroitmaneuvering of the camera and several care-
fully placed dress extras, Farrow manages an impression of
vast space and bustling crowds, even though the scene is eco-
nomically done. His direction maintains the suspense without
letup and elicits exemplary performances, particularly by
Morris as the pilot, Carradine, Allen Jenkins as a hoodlum,
and C. Aubrey Smith and Elisabeth Risdon as an elderly
couple.
The lm met with praise from the critics, most of it in a

surprised tone. Originally made for the double bills, the ac-
claim proved valuable at the box oice, and for the second
time in less than a year, RKO had a modest picture
transformed into a modest hit.” A previous RKO drama had been noticed by a few critics,
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but the nancial returns were not suiciently promising to
mark it in the “sleeper” class. Boy Slaves (1939) was a story
of the turpentine camps, more specically of the underhanded
way in which a company exploits child labor by keeping the
young workers constantly in debt. A tough, uncompromising
indictment reminiscent of early-thirties Warner lms like Wild
Boy: of the Road, its lack of well-known players (onoe again,
Anne Shirley was the only name for the marquee, and with
Alan Baxter the sole familiar face) and grim treatment of a
downbeat theme prevented it from gaining wide acceptance.
But as a low-budget lm, it was able to play the usual
double-bill situations and thus was not a loser for the corn-
pany. Directing his rst, and as it evolved only movie, PJL
Wolfson presented the story realistically (original by Albert
Bein, screenplay by Bein and B.H. Orkow). Wolfson was a
former novelist who had been screenwriting for some time,
with a particular aptitude for comedy. Apparently he had
wanted to do something off the beaten path and had con-
vinced executive Pandro S. Berman he had the wherewithal.
Berman allowed Wolfson to function as his own producer.
Wolfson was to produce more lilmsfand retum to scriptwrit-
ing. But there would be no further efforts along the lines of
Bay Slaves. Thereafter, Wolfson adhered to the lighter side of
movie making.
Along more accepted lines, RKO did well with their mod-

est but entertaining films. Two dog stories made nice imprey
sions in 1939. One, The Rookie Cop, was done in the predict-
able way, with Tim Holt in the title role aided by his dog,
Ace, in tracking down payroll robbers. Saturday matinee
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stutf, but produced and performed with llarl. The second,
released at about the same time, was Almost a Gentleman,
featuring Jams Ellison, Helen Wood and Robert Kent, in a
story with several unusual twists, dealing with the training of
dogs for best in show. lt was neatly directed by Leslie Good-
wins. Goodwins also directed Sued /or Libel, a n'ppy murder
mystery with Kent Taylor and Linda Hayes, with a clever
script by Jerry Cady. Both _Goodwins eorts suered from the
same malady—-poor titles, giving little indication of what the
lms were about. Another Goodwins-directed “B,” Tarnished
Angel (1938), had good possibilities with its story of a shady
lady (Sally Eilers) turned evangelist, but the pacing was too
slow and the script not strong enough to carry through.
RKO“s workhorse, Lew Landers, continued with some in-

teresting if minor work. Pacic Liner (1938) had Victor
McLaglen, Chester Morris, excellent production values for a
"B" and a potentially good story frittered away with too
much padding. Twelve Crowded Hours ( I939) was a newspa-
per yam with some punchy action moments and the always-
weloome presences of Richard Dix and Lucille Ball. Conspir-
acy (i939) was a behind-the-Iron-Curtain thriller, before
there was an Iron Curtain-—-accents, but no names, please. If
nothing else it proved that Linda Hayes was a starlet worth
cultivating. Miss Hayes waited a couple of years, then retired.
Film editor lack I-lively received the opportunity to direct,

and his rst, They Made Her a Spy (1939) was topical, al-
though the foreign agents were still stateless. Sally Eilera
played the subject of the title, and the conclusion resolved
matters by having the espionage boss take a header oli the
Washington Monument. Hively‘s second, Panama Lady
(1939), gave a dramatic role to Lucille Ball, who was happier
in comedy; but l-lively used some rather novel camera ellects
to denote a subjective point of view in one sequence, some re-
freshing ingenuity which unfortunately was not maintained
throughout the lm.
Mis Ball returned to comedy in 1940 with a little "B"

called You Can’! Fool Your Wile, briskly directed by Leo
MoCarey's brother Ray. It was a trie about a dull domestic
couple (Ball and James Ellison) whose marriage nearly col-
lapses when he becomes involved in a project to entertain an
English client (Robert Ooote). lt served pleasantly to ll an
hour's void, and added one more laurel to Miss Ball's already
overowing wreath.
One of the delights of 1940 was an unheralded little com-
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edy. Curtain Call. It" concerned a Broadway producing-’ directing team (Donald Macliride, Alan Mowhray) who pur-
1 chase a dog of a play solely to get even with a temperamental

star (Helen Vinson), then find the are forced to produce the
- shoddy manuscript at the risk oi, mining their reputations.’ Howard J. Green‘: story was adapted by Dalton Trumbo, one
I\
1
»I

app»

of his few comedy scripts. From the results, it's a pity
Tnrmbo didn't do more comedy. His lines sparkle and the
situations are brightly crafted. The suave Mowbray and rub-
ber-faced Macliride were a delightful duo, and made such a
favorable impression that they were teamed again the follow-
ing year in Footlight Fever, which lacked the pace and wit
of its predecessor. Curtain Call was directed by Frank Wood-
ru, from radio, who never again received a suitable screen-

:-. ' play with which to work.
_ Irving Reis, also from radio, had collaborated on several

- scripts, but his rst chance at directing came with an odd
I940 item, .0ne Crowded Night. The entire action takes place

l

" at a tourist court and includes the usual devices, including
‘t marauding gangsters invading the court, pregnant woman

__ about to give birth, etc. Reis managed to keep the familiar
' doings within bounds, and the lm was given a fresh look by.~,i
v

. the cast of little-known (by name) but capable (by talent)
' character actors, among them Don Costello, George Watts,I William Haade, Billie-Seward, Paul Guilfoyle, Gale Storm

~ and Anne Revere.
.- An outlandish grotesquerie, the independently-rnade The
*?' Villain Still Purrued Her (I940) was an experiment that failed

r A
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ix-1 4 to click properly, but afforded some laughs. It was a hokcd-up
§ version of The Drunkard, hammed to a fare-thee-well‘ by

I Richard Cromwell and Anita Louise (the good 'uns), -Alan
Mowbray (the villain) and funsters Hugh Herbert, Buster
Keaton, Joyce Compton, Margaret Hamilton and Billy
Gilbert, who in a spoken foreword invites the audience to join

_ in the festivities and hiss the villain, cheer the hero. Most of
the movie-theater patrons refused to go along with the joke,
remaining for the most part rather silent. But Eddie Cline, a
former Keystone Kop himself and longtime pacier of W. C.

til Fields on Uncle Claude's Universal movie excursions, injected
» some pure visual fun, even a pie-throwing sequence. Cline

l)‘ also received clever cooperation from Lucien Ballard on the
cameras, notably the sequence where Cromwell and Louise

it"_ spy each other for the rst time. For the novelty it was, it
played mostly on a specialized basis and was used for a num-
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ber of years after its release as the main attraction on all-
comedy or nostalgic bills.
Another independently produced novelty, Li’! Abner

(1940), \VBS'diS£tpp0i|'|ting at the box oice too. However, de-
pending upon one's reaction to Al Capp‘s comic-strip charac-
ters, it was a broad. often quite funny farce, well directed by
the reliable Albert S. Rogell and played by reasonable replicas
of the Capp crew of bumpkins. Granville Owen performed
Abner in wide-eyed open-mouthed bucolic naivete, and
Martha O‘Driscoll made a statuesque Daisy Mae. Mammy
and Pappy Yokum were ably represented by Johnny Morris
and Mona Ray, and Rogell saw to it that the supporting east
was lined with seasoned comics, including Buster Keaton,
Edgar Kennedy. 'Al St. John. Eddie Borden, Renie Riano,
Maude Eburne, Walter Catlett, Bud Jamison, Johnny Arthur,
Chester Conklin, Vic Potel, Eddie Gribbon and Lucien Lit-
tleeld. The Sadie Hawkins Day race highlighted the frantic
conclusion. Not remembered in the rst place. the 1940 Li’!
Abner has been further obscured by the popularity of the mu-
aical stage success of the fties, and its screen adaptation.
Out of nowhere in I940 came Stranger on lhe Third Floor,

a highly original. brooding little gem directed by Boris Ing-
ster, a Russian with no ear for American speech pattems but
great facility with story construction who had labored for sev-
eral years as a writer. His directorial debut was auspicious,
especially for a low-budget lm. The screenplay was an origi-
nal by Frank Partos; reportedly, Nathanael West polished the
script but did not receive screen credit. lt was about a young
reporter (John McGuire) who is instnimental in condemning
an innocent man (Elisha Cook Jr.) for murder, although the
reporter's girlfriend (Margaret Talliehet) has an intuition he's
innocent and tries to dissuade him. Eventually the reporter
nds his own life in jeopardy when he is implicated in a sec-
ond killing, with the evidence pointing cireumstantially at
him. Ultimately it transpires that a mysterious stranger (Peter
Lorre) lurking about throughout the lm is guilty of both
cnmes.
The Panes script, obviously a homage to Dostoyevsky,

contains a lengthy sequence of the reporter imagining his own
conviction and execution for a murder he didn't commit,
while much of this latter halt of the lm is narrated in
stream-of-consciousness dialogue by the reporter. lt‘s a care-
fully wrought screenplay: but it's likely that, good as it is, it
would be far less eifective in the hands of an ordinary direc-
tor. Ingster contributes immeasurably to its success.
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As the murderer, Lorre received top billing, but his part,
though important, occupies relatively short screen time. He
does not have a line of dialogue until the very end, and for
the majority of the lm is a sinister gure with a long white
scarf, tleetingly seen as he furtively retreats into the shadows
to avoid detection. McGuire has the lion's share of footage as
the reporter and does excellently by the role, a diicult one.
Mix Tallichet is attractive as usual, and gives her part a win-
someness that evokes sympathy. Cook's limited scenes have
him doing his specialty, the frightened weasel ripe for slaugh-
ter; Charles Halton also gives one of his erabbed portrayals as
an_ obnoxious boarder who becomes the second victim; Cliff
Clark makes a ne cynical reporter. ' '

lngster collaborated with photographer Nicholas Musuraca
and special etfects man Vemon L. Walker for some striking
camera images, all the more unusual to be on display in -a
limited-budget “B” lm. One notable shot has McGuire pass-
ing the empty courtroom after.Cook's conviction, where the
blindfolded gure of Justice stands high in mocking relief.
The fantasy sequences imagined by McGuire also contain ex-
amples of Musuraca‘s agility with balancing light and shadow
for effect. Another plus was Roy Webb's quietly evocative
music score. Webb, RKO's house composer. used theme!
from the score a few years later for the Dick Powell detective
story Murder, My Sweet.
Stranger on the Third Floor received a mixed reception

from the critics. Most of them were content to ride with the
trend, since RKO was advertising it as a horror thriller, and
comment briey that it had moments of suspense but was in
the main too downbeat and farfetched. A few took note of
the out of the ordinary directorial touches and Musuraca’s
camerawork, then complained that it was too arty. One would
assume that, had it been spoken in French and dubbed with
subtitles, it would have been heralded with raves, such was
the critical climate at the time.
Ingster‘s following lms, although entertaining, showed

none of the bizarre and different, being conventional in tech-
nique. He then went to television as a producer. Stranger on
the Third Floor remains a standout in a rather uneven lm
career.
RKO instigated several film series, and distributed a few

more that were produced independently. With the success of
The Sainl in New York, the studio decided to continue the
adventures of Simon Templar. Louis Hayward was no longer
available, so the role went to the urbane George Sanders. His
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rst was The Saint Strike: Back -(1939) and proved to be a
good one, thanks to John Farrow's slick handling of "John
Twistk script. Jonathan Hale continued in the role of Fer-
nack, Templar‘s policeman-friend, while the supporting cast
had’ Wendy Barrie, Jerome Cowan and Bany Fitzgerald to
help the story along. Sanders was moved overseas for The
Saint in London (1939), then back across the Atlantic. lack
Hively assumed direction of the series, and Paul Guilfoyle
was added to the cast of regulars as a comedy foil.
The Saint lms tended to resemble one another too closely,

but they were fairly well produced and had the advantage of
the suavity of George Sanders, who said he disliked the role
intensely. If a choice were to be made, The Saint Take: Over
(l940) is probably the best, or the closest to the original con-
ception of the Robin Hood-like character. RKO discontinued
the series in 1941, although their English counterpart pro-
duced two of their own under William Sistrom, with Hugh
Sinclair in the role. Oddly enough, the most memorable as-
pect of the, series was the melodious’ whistling theme
composed by Roy Webb, which was used, albeit scrappily, as
late as the television series with Roger Moore.
In 1939, RKO had on their schedule a diverting little com-

edy called The Girl from Mexico, with Lupe Velez in the title
role. Donald Woods played the young radio talent scout who
discovers her, much to the dismay of Linda Hayes, playing his
-ancee; and Leon Errol shared the laughs with Velez and
Donald MacBride. The lm was in the nature of a comeback
for Velez, who had not been seen, except for a British-made
indie-released lm. since l937; while not overwhelming. as a
comeback lm it was a success. Pleased with the results, the
studio decided to make a sequel, titled Mexican Spitre (1939)
—which in tum became the identication of the series. Velez,
Woods, Hayes, Elizabeth Risdon (as the ancée‘s mother) and
Errol all repeating the roles from the original. The sequel had
Woods and Velez returned from their honeymoon, with
Hayes and Risdon trying to break up the marriage and Errol
(as Uncle Matt) striving to save it. Errol also played the role
of Lord Epping, about to consummate a big deal with Woods,
whom Uncle Matt is forced to impersonate during the course
of the proceedings. The double-identity mixup involving Errol
and the slapstick situations held the comedy together, and
would continue to do so until I943 when, with Mexican
Spitre’: Ble.r.\-ed Event, the series was allowed to lapse. By
that time, already thin situations were positively anemic from
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repetition. Errol had long taken the center stage away from
Velez witlxhis clowning in a dual role (Uncle Matt and Lord
Epping were retained for him), and the end results were im-

~ mediately foreseeable with each new series entry. Errol was
as funny in his two-reel shorts for RKO, as well as a few

' minor comedies of feature length, but which seemed exten-
sions of his two-reelers. Of these, Hurry, Charlie, Hurry
(l94l) contained some genuinely rib-tickling broad humor. '

No less than three independently produced series, all aimed
Qirectly at the small town trade, were released by RKO. First
came Meet Dr. Christian (I939), with Jean Hersholt portray-
ing the wise medico in a characterization already made popu-
lar on the radio airwaves. Dorothy Lovett appeared as the
good doctor's pert and pretty nurse. William Stephens pro-
duccd. The introductory member‘ of the series was leisurely,
_but rather charming, thanks to a pleasing story by Harvey
Gates, who did the screenplay with the liberal aid of Ian

- McLellan Hunter and Ring Lardner Jr., and suitable direction
by Bernard Vorhaus. Thereafter, the series was just leisurely,
with an overdose of saccharinity jeopardizing the patient au-
diences. The series ended in 19-ll, to few regrets.
Lum 'n' Abner, as personied by Chester Lauck and Norris

Golf, two young men who could sound like old men,_ were
i similarly favorites of radio listeners. and made their lm
debut for a production company headed by Jack Votion and
Sam Coslow, former songwriter, now lm executive. Dream-
ing Om Loud (1940) possessed better than average produc-
tion values, and solid support from Frances Langford and
Frank Craven. in fact, it was Craven's show as the town doc-.
tor; Lum and Abner ran their cluttered general store and

_'_ made with the philosophy encased in heavy makeup, but it
failed to advance the story to any great degree. The lm was
dreadfully slow, and unpromising as a series. However, the
boys kept at it undaunted,‘ and were still trying well into the
1940s. But the radio show never did transfer satisfactorily to
the screen.
' A nal radio series, Soatiergoad Bnines, produced by Jer-
rold T. Brandt, made the RKO release schedule in 1941. Guy
Kibbee impcrsonated the genial rustic do-gooder and philoso-
phizer with his usual heartiness, but the series never really had
any place to go. The writers tried all the accepted predictable
tricks by having Scattergood make a trip to the big city; be-
coming involved in a murder mystery; discovering a young
singer. And with the last. Cinderella Swing: It (1942), patrons
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could bid a not so fond farewell to Scattergood on the screen.
Or could they? RKO relinquished the rights to the indie-made
Baines lms. A small distributor acquired rights to Scatter-
good Survive: a Murder (I942) and reissued it as Cntspaw
_Murder Mystery, with no mention of its source. Few were the
wiser, until they had bought their tickets and the show began.
Practically every movie company went series-happy in the

late 1930s, but none so vehemently as 20th Century-Fox. Of
course, they certainly did have the right, since the conception
of the series lm as it came to be accepted originated at the
old Fox studios with Charlie Chan. The Chan series had been
in limbo since late l937. Warner Oland had died in mid-1938,
and audiences were clamoring for more Chans. The Mr.
Moto series, while popular in their own way, failedto ll the
void. After a rather well-publicized hunt for a new acceptable
Chan, it was announced that Sidney Toler would assume the
role. Charlie Chan in Honolulu (1938) proved the choice had‘
been a sagacious one. Toler t the role in ne fashion. He
looked Oriental (actually he was Missouri-bom), had played
many character roles on the screen and was a certied per-
former of resourcefulness and experience. Missing was Keye
Luke, who played Chan's number one son. Number one son
had too many numbers in his contract negotiations with the
studio, and was unable to come to terms. In his stead came
(Victor) Sen Yung, number two son of Charlie Chan, and
equally inquisitive about the art of detection. -

Off to a good start, the new Chan series retained its hold on
the followers of the Oland lms. There are those who claim
that Charlie Chan (II Tr:-arure Island (1939) is the best of all
Chan whodunits from the standpoint of mystication and
story values. Charlie Chm: in Panama (1940) is no less clever
in its surprise solution to the baffling crimes. What is certain
is that the standards of the series were kept on a high plane
by its most commonly-used directors—Norman Foster, re-
lieved of his Mr. Moto series and transferring his talents to
the Chans, and ‘Harry Lachman, who had directed Wamer
Oland in the role, and whose penchant for dramatic closeups
served him well; Lachman directed most of the Toler Chans
toward the end of the 20th-Fox series, when budgets were
tighter, and squeezed a lot from the restricted outlay. The
studio failed to renew the series after the l94l-42 season. ~

None of the Sol Wurtzel-inspired series had the longevity
of the Chan series. Some of them lasted for the opener and
the followup, only to vanish into that lm-series oblivion re-
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served for those that didn't make it. The rst series newcomer
that came prancing out for display -in mid-I938, Speed to
Burn, was a racetrack yam that, had anyone been willing to
make book, would have_been a long shot as a series conten-
der. A very. very long shot. Top-billed were Michael Whalen
and Lynn Bari. he as an honest cop, she as his sweetie, who is
framed by some crooks. To their aid comes a jockey, Marvin
Stephens, who outwits the baddies, wins the big race and
paves the way for a happy, law-abiding future for the lovers.
It was one of those harmless hours that one would be inclined
to forget shortly after leaving the theatre, unless one recalled
with amusement the antics of Henry Armetta with his har-
assed Mediterranean mannerisms as the owner of a delicates-
sen. Somebody over at Fox saw possibilities. so Armetta,
playing Poppa Gamhini. and his multitudinous family,
including spouse (Inez Palange) and offspring (Johnny Pi-
ronne, Eleanor Virzic, Betty Greco) were pressed into service
for another sports story. this time substituting autos for horses
ln Road Demon (I938). Gambini owns a share in a racing
buggy that's a long shot. naturally. Henry Arthur, a novice
with a negative personality for a lead. was the young driver,
Joan Valerie the heart interest. Bill Robinson's dancing genius
was wasted in a mechanical role, both senses of the word, and
Lon Chaney Jr. was still struggling upwards in a minor part.
Third in the series was Winner Take All (I939). and it was by
far the best. Tony Martin, sans songs, played a penniless cow-
boy waiting on tables in the Gambini joint, who is discovered
to have stic abilities. Ere long, he is battling his way toward
the championship. Gloria Stuart was the sportswriter-heart in-
terest, Kane Richmond the present champ, Robert Allen the
shady ght promoter. Nothing new in the plot, but everything
had the comfortable look of old and pleasant friendly com-
pany. No further Gambini-sports lms were made. Otto
Brower had directed ‘all three. Amazingly. the series wasn't
extended to include a football story. without which no studio
felt justied then.
Meet the Girls (1938) had Lynn Bari and June Lang as two

chorines—one brunette and worldly-wise, the other blonde
and dumb, losing their jobs, becoming shipboard stowaways
and tangled in the messy matter of a diamond robbery. It was
announced that it was the rst in what was to he known as
the "Big Town Girls" series. After the rst, it's a wonder the
second one got past the planning stages. Merl the Girl: was
an obvious attempt to capture the racy avor-of the Joan
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Blondell—Glenda Farrell Wamer farces, but it came nowhere
close. Dlrection and writing were at, and while Bari and
Lang were good to peruse, gure-atively speaking, the res_t_ of
the cast of stalwarts, Gene Lockhart, Erik Rhodes, Ruth
l_)onneIly, Wally Vernon, Jack Norton, all ne under favora-
ble conditions, were here stymied. But in a dazzling turn-
about, Pardon Our Nerve (1938) was as enjoyable as its
predecessor was weak. June Gale (one of the Gale triplets,
she retired from the screen to marry Oscar Levant) replaced
June Lang as the gal with a paucity of brains, and H. Bruce
Humberstone assumed direction from Eugene Forde. The se-
quel was a swift and funny aair that had the girls hiring a
pugilist (Guinn “Big Boy" Williams) to stage a phoney ght at
a party, and when the pug k.o.s the champion by mistake,
they switch their vocations from society-catering to ght
managing. The laughs came thick and fast, Williams was a
delight in a role reminiscent of the one he played in Kelly the
Second two years previously, and the two girls were cute and
givensome breezily ippant dialogue written by Robert Ellis
and Helen Logan. The “Big Town Girls" had a brief run, but
at least they went out in a minor blaze of glory.
H. Bruce 1-lumberstone, who was fast living-up to his nick-

name of "Lucky" because of the increasing number of sur- ~

prisingly good “B” lms he had directed, kicked o the "Rov-
ing Reporters" series in 1938 with Time Out for Murder, thus
keeping his reputation for good small-budget work intact. It
was originally titled Meridian 7-I212, which is the New York
exchange to dial for the correct time; a clever title, but one
that might confuse audiences in the hinterlands, hence the
change. Michael Whalen played the debonair newshound,
with Chick Chandler as his cameraman-assistant. Both were
Fox contract players who really earned their keep by ap-
pearing in lm after lm. They teamed well, as they investi-
{zted the murder of a rich woman (Ruth Hussey before her
etro reign, even at this early date essaying roles calling for

maturity), with Humberstone‘s direction pacing the action
succinctly. Second in the-series, While New York Sleep:
(l938) made matters even more promising because once
again Humberstone kept the speedy pace adlfered to in the
rst one, Whalen and Chandler continued to complement
each other, and the supporting cast of Jean Rogers, Sidney
Blackmer, Marc Lawrence, William Demarest and Joan
Woodbury among the familiar faces, was better’ than stand-
ard. Inside Story (l938) held to the level of the rst two, al-
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though Humberstone had relinquished directorial chores. Re-
placing him was Ricardo Cortez, former matinee idol, leading
man to Garbo in her US debut (and billed above her), re-
spected dramatic actor, now trying his fortunes behind, the
cameras. As a director, Cortez gave the same quality found in
his screen perfom1ances—smooth, workmanlike, steady, es-
chewing amboyancebut making certain everything was in
place, all details attended to in good order. This time Whalen
and Chandler come to the aid of a girl who has witnessed a
gangland killing and is hiding out, fearful for her life. With a
trio of good “B” lms in a row it would seem wise to coa-
tinue, but the studio had other ideas and the Roving Report-
ers roved no more.
Frqm newspaper reporters to newsreel cameranjen was an

easy jaunt for the Wurtzel series contingent. Sllarpshoqtérs
(1938) inaugurated the “Camera Daredevils" series, with
Brian Donlevy and Wally Vemon. They were covering the asp
sassination of the king of a (mythical) foreign country and be- '
came embroiled in a plot to do the same to the young crown
prince. It was sappy material, but Donlevy and Vernon
waded through it gracefully as did feminine interest Lynn -

Bari (again!) and villain Douglass Dumbrille. Despite a host
of technical errors and the seedy plot material, it whiled away_
the time adequately. The followup, Chasing Danger (1939),
was more of the same except that Preston Foster replaced
Brian Donlevy. who was doing betterwith supporting villainy
than with "B" leads, and Ricardo Cortez was shifted from the
Roving Reporters to the Camera Daredevils, in licu of James
Tinling. Almost expectedly, Lynn Bari supplied the pulchri-
tude. This one involved a revolt by Arab tribes against
France, and Cortez guided it through excitingly enough.-But"
world events were becoming too real by the spring of 1939!
and there were more actual hot-spots on the globe for news-'
reel cameramen than Ruritanian kingdoms and remote desert r
outposts. The inexorable world events of the late 1930s cur-
tailed the series.
Wamer Baxter had won an Academy Award for his por-'

trayal of The Cisco Kid, and had assumed the role again in
193i. After a hiatus of some eight years, it was thought
propitious that Baxter should resume his accent, his
horsemanship, and his Robin Hoodish helpfulness, especially '

to beautiful ladies in distress. That the lady should be Lynn
Bari goes without saying. The Rerurn 0/ Ihc Cisco Kid (1939)
was what might be termed a lower-case "A" production—in
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the top bracket, but no lingering over unnecessary tangents.
The Cisco Kid was greeted with enough approval to start the
series‘ mills grinding, but Baxter was having none of it. There-
fore Cesar Romero, who had played his aide in the Return,

' was promoted to full-edged Ciscodom, beginning with The
Clrco Kid and the Lady (I940) and continuing into the next,
year. They served to gain experience for some of the studio's

, younger players, including Dana Andrews and George Mont-
‘ gornery, and the production? given them were superior. But
the romantic elements interfered with the mandatory Westem
action and vice versa. Horse opera fans resented the dull ro-
mantic byplay, while the material was not good enough to
overcome the paucity of excitement. It was on those few occa-
sions when they moved closest to the traditional Western, as

with The Gay Caballero (1940), directed by action specialist
Otto Brower, that the Cisco Kids were enjoyable. Despite the
serious aws, Romero cut a ne gure as the dashing Cisco, .

and Chris-Pin Martin had some amusing moments as his com-
panion on horseback.

ELva Maxwell's Hole! /or Women (1939) introduced Linda
Damell to the moviegoing public and inspired two sequels in
1940, Free, Blonds and~2I and The Girl in 313. Both the lat-
ter were directed by Ricardo Oortez. The original premise of
a hotel lled with luscious gals and their adventures would
seem to have the makings of a good television series, but this
was the movies and the brief series attracted scant attention.
With. the arrival and departure of so many erstwhile series

lms, 20th-Fox still sought a companion series for the Charlie
Chans in late 1940. Purchasing the rights to the Michael
Shayne books written by Brett Halliday and casting Lloyd
Nolan as the private eye looked like the answer. Halliday
(real name: Davis‘Dresser) had developed the character of

. the red~headed hard-as-nails sleuth into a gure with a liter-
ary following in a short time; although Nolan did not t the
physical requirements of the detective, he was one of the best, ~

most versatile actors in Hollywood, an accomplished scene
, stealer in major productions, an engaging leading man in "B"
lms for Paramount and now 20th-Fox. Introducing the char-
acter to movie audiences was Michael Shayne, Private Detec-
tive (l940), based on I-Ialliday‘s Dividend on Death. Equipped
with a more elaborate looking prodygtion than 'h1any "B"
lms,‘ with a ne cast including Marjorie Weaver, Walter
Abel, Elizabeth Patterson, Donald Macliride, Clarence Kolb,
Douglass Dumbrille, and a script (Stanley Rauh and Manning
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O'Connor) with superior dialogue, the opener was well re-
ceived by the trade press and local lm critics, seemingly ov-
erpraised in retrospect. Eugene Forde‘s direction was a bit
tentative, and the story tailed to move as swiftly as it should
have; but the reaction was more than enough to instill con-
dence, and the series would continue for several years with
Nolan staying with the role of Shayne.
lt is one of the curiosities of motion picture literary ordi-

nances that except for the rst, the Michael Shayne series for
20th-Fox used no further Halliday novels as sources for lms,
even though the author was having Shayne novels published
at a prolic rate. Contradictorily, most of the Shayne movies
were adapted from novels by other authors about other detec-
tives: Slez-pers Wes! (l94l ) was taken from a Frederick Nebel
_novel, Sleepers Elm, with a reversal in itinerary. Under its
original title, the book had been previously lmed by Fox.
Richard Burke's The Dead Take Na Bows (sleuth: Quinny
Hite) was altered to t Shayne as Dressed ID Kill (1941).
Blue. White and Per/ecl ( I941) was a retread of an old Borden
Chase pulp-ction novel. Further adventures of Shayne were
taken from Raymond Chandler's Philip Marlowe (The High
Window becoming 1942's Time to Kill) and Clayton Raw-
son‘s The Great Merlini (No Cnn /or the Corpse becoming
1942's The Man Who Wouldn't Die). Preferred Shayne mov-
ies were the aforementioned Dressed to Kill, with its eerie
backstage theatrical setting, and Blue, White and Perfect, eit-
cellently-\ scripted by Samuel G. Engel and directed by
Herbert l. Leeds for maximum suspense and fun. Just as he
did in his non-series-lms, Nolan always seemed far better
than his material, though never once did his performances ap-
pear condescending.
The studio also had Jane Withers as a personality series

star, prolonging her appearances since 1935 as the economi-
cal Shirley Temple. Miss Withers actually outlasted Miss
Temple at 20th-Fox, a feat of endurance if not a benecial
contribution to the art of lm. Perhaps there was a protective
instinct harbored by Sol Wurtzel. or Zanuck, or somebody _Up
There in the executive ranks; perhaps it was merely that Miss
Withers was a proven box otce draw. Whatever the reason,
she could be counted on to be seen once or twice, or more,
each season. Taking them for what they were, the Wither!
vehicles weren't bad, especially during the latter part of the
1930s. A quartet of 1938 lms: Rascals, Keep Smiling, The
Arizona Wildcat, Always in Trouble, were indeed completely
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entertaining. well made, and for the most part suitable for
‘adults as well as the juveniles. Keep Smiling was a Hollywood

~ story with as much insight as any of the cinema exposes. And
in The Arizona Wildcat she teamed with Leo Carrillo for a
genial Westem comedy, with more movement than many a
bona tide sagebmsher. She was joined by The Ritz Brothers in
1939 for n World War I tnelange, Pack Up Your Troubles,
and by Gene Autry in I940 in Shooting High. Neither lm
was particularly successful as entertainment—the Ritzes were
used to more splendiferous surroundings, while Autry was ill
at ease away from Republic. But the nancial returns were to
compensate for that, and it did show the studio maintained an
interest in the growing-up child star. Thereafter, the Withers
lms hit a snag. From a hoydenish tomboy, they tried to
make Janey a lady, and it just didn't work. The pace became
stately, the plotamild and uneventful. Productions remained
sturdy, but the inspiration was no longer there. Jone Withers
left the studio after her 1942 obligations were fullled.
"From bad to Wurtzel,“ in Harry's phrase, may have been

the Ritz attitude at the time. But although the "B" executive
had his name on it, Pack Up Your Trouble: had ambitions.
The war background was timely, to say the least—it was
oicially released October 20, l939—and the production
looked costly enough to enable the lm to play the top half of

._ I dual bill without question. The Ritzes may have felt slighted
playing second billing to Jane Withers; if so, the feelings of
Joseph Schildkraut must have plummeted to the depths. He
was fourth-billed. As a matter of reporting, third was the
ever-present Lynn Bari. From a production standpoint, the
lm looked as good as two previous Ritz nervous “A” ‘lms,
The Gorilla and The Three Musketeers.
Of the few non-series 20th-Fox low-budget offerings made

during the era, some managed to be unexpectedly good, in
their own unpretentious way. Stuart Erwin, the meek
average-man comedian, starred in several, of which easily the
best was Ir Could Happen To You (I939). lt had Erwin doing
his customary turning-worm act, as an ad agency man whose
ideas were constantly purloincd by a more aggressive huckster
(Douglas Fowley). Midway, a murder mystery subplot is
dragged in for interesting if more conventional viewing. But
the lm's value lies in its pointed screenplay by Allen Rivkin
and Lou Breslow, especially in the early passages of domtic
turbulence brightly played by Erwin and his wife (Gloria
Stuart), who keeps needling him to assert himself and push
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ahead. Alfred Werker saw to it that the blend of comedy and
drama was not unsettling, maintaining the last half of the lm
on an even keel.
A 1939 miniature comedy, Slop, Look and Lave, seemed

like a ll-in for a spot vacated by the Jones family. Would
that it were tme, and that the Hallers had replaced the
loneses! From the play The Family Upstairs, by Harry Delf,
previously lmed by Fox in i930 as Harmony at Home, it

— came across as 57 minutes of believable, lilteable fun. William
Frawley and Minna Gombell as the parents, Jean Roget! and
Cora Sue Collins the daughters, Jay Ward the young son, with
support by Robert Kellard and Eddie Collins, all in ne fettle,
directed by Otto Brower without over-emphasis, the short
feature abounded with many casual, everyday humorous
touches not often found in lms big or small. It made a nine.
and in more than one instance important addition to the pro-
gram. (One recalls seeing it on the lower half when the main
attraction was Beau Gene, a highly touted and, as it devel-
oped, highly overrated adventure epic.) '

Aside from his series lms, Ricardo Cortez seemed bent on
carving a small but honorable niche for himself among the
lower-case lms. Both The Escape and Heaven with a
Barbed-Wire Fence (1939) stood practically no chance of
gathering notices, favorable or otherwise, since they were all
but buried in the tiniest of situations, far from the fangs of
the critics. But the former, "story of a criminal (Edward Nor-
ris) told in ashbacks, gave evidence of the~Cortez agility at
handling what could have been a maudlin tale in l tal-
ented hands; and the latter, a curious tale of a Spanish
refugee (Jean Rogers, whose attempt at dialect was a gallant
failure) and two vagaboncls, was notable for the sincere per-
formances of two promising newcomers, Glenn Ford and
Nicholas (later Richard) Conte. Also worthy of mention was
Henry Armetta’s successful delineation of a dramatic role
under Cortcz in The Escape. Cortez directed one further
minor film of note, City of Chance (i940), a gambling-house
Grand Hotel plot device with Donald Woods, C. Aubrey
Smith . . . and Lynn Bari.
In I940, Lucien Hubbard headed a production unit de-

signed to give experience to novices behind and in front of
the cameras. Nothing much came of it, the critical reaction
being especially negative. However Street 0/ Memories ( i940)
had some good things going for it. lt was the directorial debut
of Shepard Traube, the rst feature script for the team of
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Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo. and the two leads were famil-
iar, but as yet of no marquee strength. The simple story of an
amnesiac-(John McGuire) and a waitress (Lynne Roberts)
who comes to his aid played otf with a tenderness and tinder-
standing not often found in "B" product. While paced in lei-
surely fashion, it did not dawdle over details, and was graced
by sympathetic performances by McGuire, the winsome Miss
Roberts and Guy Kihbee as a friendly hobo. Such was the
lack of name value that Kihbee, in a role subsidiary to the
main narrative, was nonetheless hilled above the younger
players. The drama received even less than the usual attention
from Fox bonkers, and went largely unnoticed. Traube, after
a few more equally obscure lms for the studio, returned to
Broadway where he accomplished considerably more with his
staging of Angel Slrecl.
A pleasant sidelight of 20th-Fox features, and not only

the low-budgeters, was the plentitude of feminine charm par-
ading through their product. Marjorie Weaver, Amanda Du,
Pauline Moore (a personal favorite), lune Lang, Jean Rogers
and of course Lynn Bari were but a few of the many. Of the
males, Michael Whalen, Preston Foster, Cesar Romero _and
Lloyd Nolan invariably equalled, often surpassed their mate-
rial. Nolan came off exceedingly well, not only as Michael
Shayne but in several earlier 20th-Fox low-budgeters, best of
which was The Man Who Wouldn't Talk (I940). It too was a
remake; formerly The Valiant, it had served as a 1929 early
talkie for Paul Muni. and was based upon a one-act play used
for years as a vaudeville sketch by Bert Lytell. Nolan was su-
perb as a man arrested for murder who steadfastly refuses to
defend himself or divulge any infonnation about his past or
his motive for the crime. As a concession to the times, the
playlet was signicently altered to provide a happier ending,
and a motive in tune with the times (February, 1940 was the
lm‘; release date). in this version, the deceased was a Ger-
man spy.
At Warners, as we have seen, the "B" lms were as

topical-minded as the studio‘: headline-smashing big pictures.
The Man Who Dared dared to name names. And after all,
didn't Warners have the courage to make Confessions 0/ n
Nazi Spy? Well, the Nazis were insensitive brutes. Let them
holler.
The govemment of France was sensitive, however--and

when they thought their good name was being tarnished they
would protest vchemently, and they would get their way.
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Bien._At the end of 1938, Warners had ready for release a
pot-boiler from the Bryan Foy unit which continued Boris
Karlotfs annual appearance under the Warner trademark.
With explicit explosiveness, it was titled Devil’: Island and
was the recipient of the patented Warner blatant publicity
campaign, "Now! It Can Be Told!" and that sort of thing.
Only as it evolved, it couldn't be told. A blot on the fair name
of La Belle France complained high sources in no dainty

. terms. An unfriendly act by a supposedly friendly countrykln
these troubled times, we must stand together . . . and so on.
Before the Statue of hiberty should be refunded, Warners. ca-
pitulated. Devil’: Island was withdrawn early in 1939. It had
received a few playdates, mostly in the midwest, hut not in
most of the metropolitan centers, including New York City.
So from the standpoint of oending France, little damage was
done.
Karloff played a doctor in the film, sewing time in the

penal colony for having attended an escaped criminal. Endur-
__ ing the brutality of prison life, he eventually saves the life of

the commanding Colonel's daughter, escapes, is recaptured,
but saved from the guillotine by a last-minute pardon. All
strictly according to formula, reminiscent of many a prison

5' ' film, notably John Ford's Prisoner 0/ Shark Island. However
the direction (William Clemens) kept it all within bounds and

- Karloff gave his not inconsiderable authority to the role. He
was ably assisted by James Stephenson as the martinet and

', Nedda Harrigan as his wife. It was a denite "B" picture, but
a passable one.

‘ .- Devil’: Island stayed on the shelf for over a year._ The fate
’ of the govemment of France was settled in a railway car at

Compiegne on June 21, 1940, when the conquering Herr
llitler enjoyed dictating an armistice to the downtrodden Re-
'public. Warners isued a hasty announcement that they were
no longer obligated to enforce the retirement of Devil’:
Island. By July 11, it was playing a first-run house in New
York City, complete with garish lobby display and bold news-
paper advertisements. Such are the fortunes of war.
Moving without hesitation to our own shores, Warners

- cashed in on crime headlines with Blackwell‘: Island (1939)
on the heels of the startling news that prisoners had been re-
' eeiving what, for lack of a better description, was described
as "preferential treatment" at a New York prison located on

. Welfare lsland. Understandably impressed with the deft work
-, at getting a version of the story on the screen, the critics gave
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it notices normally reserved for prestige lms-—_or maybe it
was because of John Gareld‘s presence in the cast. Crane
Wilbur's script was batted out on a rather mundane level,
with Stanley Fields as a racketeer of childlike demeanor with
a fondness for practical jokes, who gets sent to stir and turns
his incarceration into a hood's paradise by political pull, even
making sure he is free to come and go as he pleases. Gareld
plays the reporter’ who is on to Fields, eventually causes his
downfall. It had~ been told countless times before under dif-
ferent titles, but the topicality and attendant publicity from the
Warner pressure-cooker turned the “B” into a fair-sized hit.
Gareld was in the picture as a form of studio jail sentence
betting the subject matter. Rebellious from the start, he was
periodically placed in minor lms to do penance for daring to
buck the Wamer pronouncements. Gareld was lucky in that
his exiles would usually result in better than average, or help?
ful lms for the performer.
Not so fortunate was Humphrey Bogart. As chastisement

for one of his many heated arguments with Wamers, he
served penance in The Return 0/ Dr. X ( l939). a gruesome
thriller more suitable for Boris Karloff. in fact, Bogart‘s role,
with chalk-white makeup as a resuscitated scientist who needs
fresh human blood to continue his resurrection, might well
have been on K.arlo‘s Warner schedule, since he had essayed
a retum from the dead three years before in The Walking
Dead. Since the lm was taken at a rapid clip by Vincent
Sherman in his debut as a director and enacted by a typically
competent Warner cast of regulars, including Wayne Morris,
Dennis Morgan, Rosemary Lane, John Litel and others, it
was not damaging to Boga:-t‘s career—and his role consisted
of just a few limited scenes. Sherman, former actor, had risen
quickly at Warners as a writer and dialogue coach. A minor
but compact little racing story, Pride 0/ lhe Blue Grass, which
he had written, had been instrumental in persuading the exec-
utives to entrust a directorial job to him: in short order, Sher-
man became one of the studio's dependables, guiding Bogart
gangster yams and Bette Davis dramas with equal facility.
The R:-tum of Dr. X was written by Lee Katz, who had col-
laborated with Sherman on the script of what was the rst"B" picture lmed in the then-new multiplane Technicolor, a
mounted police action adventure called Hz-arr 0/ the North
$1938), with Dick Foran. Action was indeed the keynote, and
rt contained more excitement and derring~do than most of its
type, with the color highlighting the outdoor scenics. Mr.
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Katz was responsible for a great many of the lower-rung
Warner scripts during this period of the late thirties and hit a
pretty fair average—although his dialogue for John Litel in
The Return 0/ Dr. X_ has a line that is, excusing the subject
matter of the plot, deathless. Medico Litel holds aloft a test
tube, peers at the enclosed uid and philosophizcs: “Interest-
ing stuff, blood." Somehow at the time, to the uneducated
viewer, it seemed a momentous pronouncement, a singularly
wise diagnosis giving impetus to the march of _medicine. Mr.
Katz soon deserted scriptwriting to become a production
manager.
Bogart had been exiled to "B" pictures before. The begin-

ning of I939 saw him second-billed to Kay Francis in King 0]
the Underworld, which was a slight switch on the plot of Dr.
Socrates, a Paul Muni venture of a few years before. Ostensi-
bly a starring vehicle for Kay Francis, as a female practi-
tioner out to apprehend gangster Bogart, the show was thefted
by Bogart's humorously tinged portrayal of a potentially mur-
derous but essentially likeable thug, who preeoed when told
he was the "moronic type." Lewis Seiler directed, from n script
by Vincent Shen-nan, in collaboration with George »Bricker.
Miss Francis, once a top star on the lot, had been victimized
by some lamentable properties of late, and was drifting down
to low-budget status. The preceding lm and an aviation
drama, Women in rhe Wind (1939), briskly directed by John
Farrow (and cowritten by Lee Katz), had been her best for
some time, but not strong enough to revive her prestige.
Upon her contract's termination, she left the studio.
A couple of “B” series gave Warners some superior sup-

porting features. Obtaining the rights to the Nancy Drew ju-
venile books, Bonita Granville was cast as the girl detective.
The ensuing lms satised adolescents and entertained their
elders as well, possibly because of the unanimity of the staff.
In each of four lms, John Litel played Nancy's exasperated
father, and Frankie Thomas her dubious accomplice in crime-

' solving; Kenneth Gamet wrote the scripts; William Clemens
directed. Heinz Roemheld composed some effective (and urt-
credited) background music. This teamwork accounted for a
smoothnes not often found in series lms, and the Nancy
Drews might have been continued had not Miss Granville and
director Clemens gone on to better, or at least bigger things.
Since his debut in 1937, the_ studio had been bringing along

Ronald Reagan slowly and carefully. Reagan had been top-
spotted in "B" pictures like Accidznlr Will Happen (I938) to
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advantage, and featured in more eglpensive product. Other
studio contractees receiving this treatment were Jane Wyman,
usually cast opposite Reagan for romantic interest in the
bigger lms; Wayne Morris, Priscilla L'ane. John Payne and
later, Dennis Morgan and Eddie Albert, Arthur Kennedy and
Alexis Smith, among others. But in l939, Reagan got a series,
portraying the valiant undercover FBI agent “Brass” Ban-
croft, abetted by his comical aide “Gabby,” played by Eddie
Foy Jr. This would lead one to assume that the lms were
geared to the lowest common denominator, and they were.
But they had a kind of wild, devil-may-care sort of headlong
movement about them that, it‘ not great reection on the
G-men, surely provided an hour's worth of excitement guar-
anteed not to lull the audience to sleep. Reagan's casual
underplaying lent some credibility to the narratives, and while
Foy was far from his best with the supposed funny material
given him, it was pleasant to have this underrated clown to
the forefront. Code of the Secret Service _(l939), second of
the series, unwinds like twelve chapters of a serial rolled into
one, with the accelerated pace on high from rst frame to
last. Of the four produced in the series, it's undoubtedly the
best.
Two further attempts for series in 1939 misred, all for the

best. Based on the popular comic strip, Adventures of Jane
Arden had Rosella Towne in the role of the ace reporter, but
was tiresomely produced: a hint of the Jones, Hardy and
Higgins families pervaded Everybody’: Hobby, with Irene
Rich and Henry O'Neill heading what was advertised as “The
Hobby Family,“ who were not secure tenants, since they van-
ished after one-endeavor.
Warners product of the Hobby ilk undermined the compa-

ny's reputation for fast, brassy action. Undeterred, a spate of
lusterless, listless little lemons were soon nding their way on
the market. 'Most of them were remakes, many stemming
from the early talkie days. All would have one character
player to bolster the sagging adaptations and stilted direction
—a Roscoe Karns, Ernest Truex, Grant Mitchell, George To-
bias. Bert Wheeler or Fred Stone. Contractees would gain ex-
perience, if not honors, in the secondary roles reserved for the
romantic pairings. Chief advantage of these lms was that
they were mercifully short, usually under an hour in length.
But too many aspects of them smacked not only of cheapness,
but in more than one instance of a tent-rep level in .perform-
ance, writing and direction. Through 1939 and I940, into
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1941 Warners inicted titles like No Place to Go, The Cow-
boy Quarterback, Ladies Must Live, Here Comes Happiness,
Father I: a Prince, Father’: San. Calling All Husbands and
Always a Bride upon the lower half of double features. with
commensurate lack of quality evident during the unreelings.
Some were billed as comedies, some as human-interest dramas.
All were old-hat and inept.
Mysteries suffered in similar fashion, with most of_them re-

makes of early-thirties Wamer lms. Shadow: on the Stairs,
The Case 0/ the Black Parrot and Passage from Hang Kong
felt the weight of years in the plot departments, the lack of
nesse in the writing and direction, and the curse of the‘stock_
company in performances. However. when the studio stuck to
its forte, which was the tough and speedy crime yam, the re-
sults were far more gratifying. Terry Morse and George Amy
were graduated to the directorial ranks from the cutting
rooms, and both did well with stories requiring rapid pace.
Morse did A Fugitive /ram Justice (I940), with Roger Pryor
as an insurance investigator trying to nd a criminal lawyer
(Donald Douglas) before the mob rubs him out. Morse neatly
displayed the 54-minute action story, helped no end By a bet-_
ter. than average screenplay by Alex Gottlieh that didn’t go
overboard on the usual gangster machinations. Amy, who
used to get the plum editing jobs on the Wamer epics. never_
received an opportunity to work with a large budget himself,
but did direct a few unassumingly tidy ctforts, notably-Gan»
bling an the High St-as (1940), with Wayne Morris, Jane
Wyman.and Gilbert Roland in a reporter-girl—gangster fable
explained to great extent by the title but presented with elan
by Amy and company. Amy soon returned to the editing
ranks, but Morse remained as a director for some years,
though gradually descending into the lowest budgetary depths
after leaving Wamers.
One of Morse‘s Warner lms deserves mention as me‘

height of something-or-other, probahly ridiculousness. British
Intelligence. a remake of a I930 drama. Three Faces East,
with Constance Bennett and Erich von Stmheim, was put on
the "B" market in January I940 with Margaret Lindsay-and
Boris Karlo’ in the principal roles. The spy thriller didn't
have much going for it, but in the Warner tradition of updat-
ing even World War I settings, a scene was created showing a
clumsy German corporal upsetting military routine, The cof-
poral had his hair combed over one eyebrow and sported an
absurd little moustache; presumably the audience was sup-
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posed to applaud the quaintness of the insertion and consider
the scene u ironic. It was merely ludicrous, but Wamers was
keeping abreast of the times.

In contrast to the novice directors, an accomplished and
acclaimed artist was undergoing a siege of ill fortune. William
K. Howard, one of the top men at Fox during the early
thirties, had been drifting downwards for several years, from
Fox, to MGM, to Paramount, to England for Alexander
Korda, back to the U.S. and independent production work in
New York. Now he was with Warners, and back where he
had started, on low-budget lms. The tragic thing about How-
ard's downfall is that, discounting failures in scripting and
other factors for which he can't be held accountable, his lms
over this period were not that bad-in fact, for what they
Were, they were taut, well made, directed unostentatiously
but with full regard for the niceties of pace and interest. He
directed two lms for Warners. Money and the Woman
(1940) was adapted from The Embezzler, by James M. Cain,
a quietly effective tale of underhanded doings at a bank.
Howard screened it all authoritatively, and elicited good per-
fonnanees from Jeffrey Lynn, Brenda Marshall, Roger Pryor
and Lee Patrick. In I941 he directed Bullet: /or O'Hara, acre-
make of the 1936 Public Enemy’: Wile. Roger Pryor, Joan
Perry and Anthony Quinn had the roles originally played by
Pat O‘Brien, Margaret Lindsay and Cesar Romero. Howard
played off the whole thing in a rapid S0 minutes and the lm
was entirely satisfactory as lower-half fare. But Howard's
contract was not extended.‘ Fortunately James Cagney gave
him an opportunity to direct the rst Cagney production for
United Artists, and thereafter Howard received a few further
assignments for small companies before his death.
Another director receiving his feature debut at Warners

was Jean Negulesco. He had won some intra~trade notice as
the man who, when given the placid Wamer brand short sub-
jects to make, quickly elevated them from their standard rut
by lavishing all manner of biurre camera angles as the or-
chestras would play, thus presenting ten minutes not only of
the latest song arrangements. but of novel and eye-catching
photography. ln 1941 Negulesco W85 given a re-tread of the
Bette Davis lm Dangerous, with locale and incidents shifted
so that it could be, and was, called Singapore Woman. The
cast was good, with Brenda Marshall in the Davis role, and
David Bruce, Rose Hobart, Heather Angel, Jerome Cowan
and Virginia Field lending support. Surprisingly, Negulesco
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eschewed the fancy camerawork and spun off the tale in
straightforward fashion, which was perhaps the wisest move.
Script and performances were sutcient to allow it to pass
muster, and Negulesco became a double-duty director, work-
ing on shorts and eventually, top-bracket features. .

The best, Wamer "B" of 1941 was Kriackout. The thread-
bare tale of a boxer who acquires a big head and
subsequently gets his comeuppance seemed fresh and original
because of M. Coates Webster‘s.screenplay and its handling
by director William Clemens. In the main role, young Arthur
Kennedy notched another ne performance. Kennedy had
won notice as Cugney‘s brother in |940's Ciiy for Conquert,
and was obviously not slated for the "B" pictures too long.
With him were Olympe Bradna, Virginia Field, Cli Edwards,
and Aiithony Quinn and Comel Wilde, whose names would
mean much more in future years, although Quinn had already' " achieved a following as a reliable menace.
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Quinn had served his time, in a literal sense, at Paramount.
Paramount had, during the late l930s, some of the nest
character players in the movies on its payroll, and juggled
them with dexterity. There were Quinn, Lloyd Nolan, Lynne
Overman, J. Carrol ,Naish. Larry "Buster" Crabbe, Akim
Tamiroff, Robert Preston, Richard Denning and more. Mostof them were versatile in that they could be cast for v_illainy
in one lm, converted to heroism in the next—win the girl at
the end of one picture, play the girl's father in the following
one. Quinn, less of a utility man because of his sinister looks,
would usually be the hood, the menace. Tiimiro’ would be
the character leading man-villain, the big-shot immigrant who
controls the city's mckets—and loses everything, includinghis
life, because he Jalls for a dame. Ovemian was ideal as the
head of a family, hut could do sleuths with an eye for a pretty
ankle as well. Buster Crabbe seemed to have been wasted-—
his usually brief stints as secondary hoodlum: were a long
way from the heroics of Flash Gordon. Tarzan and the vari-
ous Westem good-guy rules. J. Carrol Naish could be anybody
and often was, having developed a dialect of sufficient neu-trality to t any ethnic line. Denning was a comer, hut Pres-
ton had already arrived, having been given the leading role in
his second lm, and yet not old enough to vote. Nolan was
the consummate actor on either side of the law, with the fa-cility of making the most hackneyed line sound realistic.

The relatively vast number of superior "B" pictures emerg<ing from this roster is quite impressive. More impressive is the



number of crime and gangster lms of note, each ditferent
and original within the restricted framework of “crime
doesn't pay." Examples: King of Gamblers (1937), Tamiro-
Nolan-Crabbe; Tip-O GirLr (1938), Nolan—Naish—Quinn-
Crabbe; Hunted Men (1938), Nolan-Overtnan—Naish-Crabbe-

< Quinn; Prison Farm (I938), Nolan-Naish; King of Alcatraz
(1938), Naish—N0lart—Preston-Quinn; Illegal Traic (1938),
Preston-Naish—Crabbe—Denning and so on, culminating in the
rather remarkable quartet derived from J. Edgar Hoover's
nonction bestseller “Persons in Hiding.” The lms listed
above graced many a _double feature—--and saved a goodly
nu_mber by bolstering the weak main attraction. Of the half
dozen, four were directed by Louis King, two by Robert Flo-
rey. All had distinguished supporting casts, practically a
trademark of the studio along with its star-encircled moun-* tain; even in the 55 minutes of King of Alcatraz it is possible
to jot down gleefully each familiar face making its appear-
'ance throughout, from Harry Carey to Gustav von Sey'ertitz,'\
from Monte Blue to Tom Tyler, a film bu"s paradise, and by
the conclusion of the lm the list will be a lengthy one. Aside
from the actors, the productions looked good physically, both
in settings and photography. The scripts were always capable,
in one or two instances more than that. Most of all, the lms
moved.

—If one had to'choose from the six, the most offbeat, and in
many Ways most satisfying, is Hunted Men. Here the twist
given a formula gangster story is not only welcome but be-
lievable, largely because of some excellent playing on the part

" of Lloyd Nolan and Lynne Overman. The plot is about a
raeketeer (Nolan) who murders a doublecrosser (Crabbe).
Making a getaway, he is picked up by a tipsy suburbanite
(Overman). Posing as a fellow conventioneer-celebrant, Nolan
uses Overman's home as a hideout. The truth is discovered,
with Nolan ultimately sacricing himself. Among the many
points in the lm's favor, foremost was the refusal to compro-
mise with a happy ending by scenarists William R. Lipman
and Horace McCoy, even though Nolan‘s portrayal was sym-
pathetic. His performance, and the writing of his role, delved
considerably more deeply than most routine hoodlum charac-
terizations, a'nd did so without resorting to any psychological
Freudian ummery—that would be foisted upon moviegoers
somewhat later. Next in importance was Overman's deft
playing of Mr. Average Man, especially his intoxication scene
at the beginning. Overman's screen family also was the result
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of sagacious casting, with Dorothy Peterson as the wife, Mary
Carlisle the daughter. And without making undue fuss about
it, director Louis King managed to capture the look and feel “
of a suburban household without aring otf into Hollywood
amboyance in the sets or feminine costuming. Perhaps indic-

‘ ative of the worth the studio put on Hunted Men was that the
Photography was by Victor Milner and the lm was edited by
Anne Bauchcns. Coincidence or no, both were normally asso-
ciated with Paramount's top product, notably the Cecil B.
DeMi|le annual epics.
Nearly as good was Prison Farm, also directed by King,

and released almost at the same time as Hunted Men. It was
the usual prison story—-in fact, it was all the prison stories
ever seen on the screen rolled into one, and done in 69 min-
utcs. And done so well, it became a wonderment that similar
yarns weren't as satisfactory, including the more expensive
productions. Again Nolan was a heel, this time with few re- -

. deeming qualities. He takes a six-month rap on a prison farm
» - to cover a far more serious crime he has already committed,' and forces his innocent sweetheart (Shirley Ross) to serve

time as his accomplice. Once inside the gates of the prison
‘ farm, we encounter all the standard types, including brutal
~‘ guards J. Carrol Naish (male) and Marjorie Main (female);
> weaseling warden Porter Hall; cynically wise old-timer inmate
- ' May Boley; eamest young prison doctor John Howard;
‘T ‘planned escapes. doublecrosses, violent death. with all the
4' precarious situations resolved for a happy ending. And it .

' worked beautifully, thanks to King, the cast, and some
_' exceptionally realistic photography by Harry Fischbeck.

Florey's King 0/ Gambler: was the earliest in the set and
‘ the most elaborate. Tamiro was the menacing big shot,
' Nolan the likeable hero. Claire Trevor the nitcry singer inno-

_~ oently involved through the death of a sister (Helen Burgess).
-_ Florey freshened it with his peculiar knack of inserting a .

»_ novel camera angle or bit of editing business here and there
< to overcome any possible lulls.
. ' A Paramount oddity appeared at the very beginning of
I V1939. The title was Ambush. promising little more than an-

other gangster picture, or perhaps even a Westem. As it
' tumed out it was the former, but with several differences.

» First, the matter of the feminine lcad. It was played, and
well, not by a studio starlet or contract player, but by opera1 star Gladys Swarthout, and without singing a note. Miss

§"$\wmhout‘s career had begun at Paramount as direct3 ts:



competition to the Grace Moore vehicles of Columbia and
the Lily Pons songfests at RKO. Aside from her personal
beauty and not inoonsiderahle ability with an operatic aria,
her lm appearances were not greeted with thunderous ap-
plause; her stories were trite, support on both sides of the
camera not of the best, and the star herself somewhat limited
in expressing emotion, tending to be beautiful but frozen-
faced. Agnbush did not place any great strain upon her acting
abilities but it did make her a more accessible personality; as
luck would have it, it was her last role, since she retumed to
and remained with the more favorable connes of the Metro-
politan Opera House. And she still did a mean Carmen. The
script of Ambush was written by SJ. and Laura Perelman,
another curious assignment. Perelman, one of the unier
humorists, was better known for his scriptwriting forays into
Marx Brothers territory. Without any discemible attempt to
explore crime‘s farcical aspects, the script was a rather intri-
guing straightforward melodrama of the “chase” school which
‘started with a bang and speedily spun o its tale, which had
Miss Swarthout‘s brother implicated in some bank-robbery
details, Miss Swarthout trying to help the brother and forced
to accompany the gang, and eventually being aided by Lloyd
Nolan as a stalwart truck driver who is drawn into the dan-
gerous proceedings by accident. A clever character touch in
writing and playing was the gangleader, played as a dapper
but lethal little man by Emest Truex in a departure from his
milquetoast roles, and seeming to be enjoying himself in un-
accustomed surroundings. Keeping the action owing was
Kurt Neumann‘s direction.

Because of the popularity of Hoover's book, Persortr in
Hiding (1939) was blessed with more than ordinary notoriety
upon its release. At the time it seemed wasteful of Paramount
to give a bestseller no more than “B” picture trappings. But ii
Paramount, always pcnnywise, squeezed three additional fea-
tures from the book‘: chapters. And the inaugural lm
evolved as one of the better G-Man yarns. The screenwriting I

team of William R. Lipman and Horace McCoy once again
fashioned a suspenseful, realistic tale, based remotely on the
infamous exploits of Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow, al-
though with many ctitious trimmings. Lipman and McCoy
would write the scripts for the subsequent three lms based
on Hoover's book.
Persons in Hiding introduced Patricia Morison to lm F

audiences, as the greedy young lady who teams with a small

S
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time hoodlum (I. Carrol Naish) to become a pair of the coun-
try's most-wanted lawhreakers. Attractive, but not in the
manufactured Hollywood way, Miss Morison possessed an in-
sight into character far in excess of her tender years, and
gave her part a cold viciousness that was chillingly eective.it contrasted with Naish's evocation of brute force uncom-
pensated by hrainpower, so that by the fateful conclusion one
could almost, but not quite, sympathiu with him. Miss Mori-
son was sadly mishandled by Paramount. Thereafter she
would be cast as “the other woman," or receive co-starring
roles beneath her talents. Her trained singing voice was com-
pletely overlooked. She is best known today as the star of the
Broadway stage version of Kiss Me, Kare. However in her
rst lm, she accepted an unusual role and dominated it thor-
oughly. Representing the law were Lynne Overman, exem-
plary as always, and William Henry, once a child actor, now of
leading man caliber, who would be used by Paramount and
other studios prolically throughout the next decade, and who
appeared not to age one whit. Adding to his directorial laurels
was Louis King, and the supporting cast constituted a Para-
mount specialty, what with Helen Twclvetrees, William Col-
lier Sr., William Frawley, Judith Barrett, Richard Denning,
Janet Waldo, John Eldredge, Richard Carle, Leona Roberts,
Richard Stanley (once Stanley Momer, subsequently Dennis
Morgan) and Dorothy Howe (the future Virginia Vale) on
hand.
King directed the followup feature, Undercover Doctor

(1939) in a similarly capable style, although the meatiness of
the preceding lm‘: plot was absent, as was the striking Patri-
cia Morison. But in contrast to the output of other studios in
the cops-and-robbers field, it had nothing of which to be
ashamed. This time Naish played a physician, who became
wealthy by offering his medical expertise to a public enemy
(Broderick Crawford) and whorls. Lloyd Nolan played the
G—Man who got the goods on both mobsters and medico.
Parole Fixer (1940) told its story in the title, dealing as

did with shady political maneuverings in springing dangerous
criminals from the pokey. Weakest stmcturally of the four
Hoover lms, it was saved largely by its east, another Para-
mount example of loading the screen with familiar faces: An-
thony Quinn, Jack Carson, Lyle Talbot, Richard Denning,
William Henry, Gertrude Michael, Robert Paige, Fay Helm,
to name just a few. Actually the biggest role in the lm was
played by Paul McGrath as a crooked lawyer, probably the
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least-familiar name in the lengthy cast. Robert Florey di-
rected, doing his best to maintain some sort of pace, and
succeedingpmost of the time. "
Lust of the Hoover quartet was Queen al the Mob (I940),

clearly based on the late and unlamented Ma Barker and her
murderous reign. Blanche Yurka was persuaded to take the
role, and did well with it, within the connes of the script.
Her equally lethal sons were played by Paul Kelly, Richard
Denning, Willium Henry and Jack Carson-—with Henry an
exception, a law-abiding gent with a wife (Jeanne Cagney,
Jimmy's sister) and family. J. Carrol Naish was in for the
ride, as was Hedda Hopper, and Billy Gilbert. Representing
the FBI was Ralph Bellamy. It was all up to standard, well di-
rectedby James Hogan.
Paramount excelled in crime lms, but made its mistakes.

Some of the Akim Tamiro’ vehicles for instance, were not
quite what they should have been, and Tamirotf often had to
strain lo get anything denite from his roles. And there were
various other routine entries, either of substandard quality or
not quite good enough to merit discussion. Additional errors
were made by accepting for release an independently made
production of Linle Orphan Annie (1938), with little Ann Gil-
lis valiantly struggling to survive in a lm notable for its
nearly complete ineptitude in every department. An ill-starred
attempt to remove Buck Jones from his natural habitat
(astride his horse Silver) occurred in Unmarried (1939), a re;
make of Lady and Gen! with Jones in the role essayed by
George Bancroft in the l932 version, and Helen Twelvetrees
in the role originated by Wynne Gibson. As a hasbeen pugilist
and his nightclub ladyfriend, both tried to overcome the odds.
which were denitely set against them. Charlie ltugglcs would
appear frequently in "B" pictures sometimes with his familiar
vis-5-vis Mary Boland, sometimes without. At rst the stories
were slanted for heart-tugs but eventually gave way to more
obvious hokum, even to the Harold Lloyd-type of situations
involving dangling from high buildings.
On the lighter side, Paramount produced its share of sports

features and did better than one would expect with them. A
formula football st_ory of Annapolis life, Hold ‘Em Navy
(1937), was repeated the following year, thus balancing the
services, in Touchdown Army (1938). Both were directed by
Kurt Neumann. The latter lm provided a surprisingly large
number ‘of honest laughs, mostly centering around John How-
ard‘s characterization of a courtly Southern gentleman. The
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climax was based on an actual occurrence, and _had Howard
running the wrong way toward the opposing goal in the nal
moments of the big Army-Navy game, only to be warned of
his errant course in time to reverse himself and throw a phe-
nomenal winning pass to his teammate (Robert (hrmmings)
and rival in romance.
One of the few studios to take advantage of the popularity

of basketball, then making rapid inroads on other sports in at-
tendance, Paramount had Campus Con/essicru ready for the
1938-1939 season. Devotees of court action would be satised

~ by watching Hank Luisetti, one of the current stars of the
game, do his stuff. For less sports-minded males, there was
Betty Grable, as the college reporter, well in evidence, not t0
mention petite Eteanore Whitney. Direction was by George

' Archainbaud, a Frenchman then in his late forties, who may
or may not have been familiar with the game.
In the eld of boxing, a little 1940 "B" called Golden

' Gloves caused Edward Dmytryk to be noticed in some quar-
ters as a director to watch. Dmytryk was a top Paramount

‘ lm editor who had done a few undistinguishcd “B" lms.
Some critics picked Golden Gloves as a sleeper, while others
considered it merely routine. Whatever the verdict, it did help
Dmytryk's career. Richard Denning played the honest ama-
teur ghter, J. Carrol Naish the not-so-honest promoter,
Jeanne Cagney the heart interest, Robert Paige the crusading
reporter. blot noticed to any great extent was a supporting

'- player named Robert Ryan, who would wait until a few years
later for his chance to tum in some outstanding characteriza-
tions in top features for RKO—some of his best directed by
Dmytryk.

.. Football took a beating in 1939 from Paramount with
$1000 a Touchdown, with even the pairing of Joe E. Brown
and Martha Raye, and the pulchritude of Susan Hayward, not
enough to offset deciencies in script and direction. Brown,
once one of the most popular comics while at Wamers, had
never quite managed to climb back into the higher echelons
since leaving that company. He had signed with David Loew
for some independently-produced comedies, which would be
distributed by RKO, MGM and Columbia in tum. At rst
they were given preferred playing time in theatres but gradu--
ally descending to the lower-grade category. Away from
Loew, Brown was at the mercies of company policy and be-

" came merely another workaday comic. After one Paramount
" lm, he returned to Columbia. Similarly, Martha Raye was
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not receiving the best of the studio's ‘properties, and would be
hampered in some unfunny comedies with music.
Bouncing back the next year, Paramount released without

any fanfare a most unusual, entertaining football yam, The
Quarterback (I940), starring Wayne Morris as twins, one a
studious dnrdge, the other a brash football hero. The screen-
play was by Robert Pirosh, who obviously took great glee in
using all the predictable situations-—and giving them a llip to
throw the unwary onlooker happily off balance. One suspects
Pirosh of satirizing all the routine football stories that would
drench the screen come each fall. Whatever the case, The’ |

Quarterback had enough football to keep the fans in an amia
bl'e frame of mind, and plenty of laughs for the rest. On a
loanout from 20th-Fox, H. Bruce Hurnberstone scored an-
other win.
Easily the most talked-about "B" picture of 1940 was a

sentimental tale of a boy and his bird-dog. The Biscrrit Eater
was adapted from the story by James Street, lmed economi-
cally and quietly by Stuart Heisler, and released without ex-_
pectations. Critical praise grew right from the -earliest
screenings, the lm receiving kind words usually reserved for
the top attractions of the yearl While not a great lm, or even
an inventive one, The Biscuit Enter did have appeal in its sim-
plicity, warmth and excellent play-acting by Billy Lee, the boy
and Cordell Hickman as his friend. The time also was ripe for
a good "family" lm, what with the uncertainties of the world
situation and the unsettling bulletins from abroad now seem-
ingly ashed by thc hour. A newly-minted word was put into
use, one that would apply to The Biscuit Eater ‘and its com- _

panion lms. The word was “escapism.”
Like so many capable directors, Stuart Heisler was a grad-

uate of the cutting rooms. He had been Samuel Goldwyn‘s
chief editor, had worked on many Paramount features. and
had directed a few lms himself, most notably the spectacular
storm sequences for Goldwyn‘s The Hurrirane (1937). With
The Biscuit Eater he was rmly established as a director, but
before he could commandeer a top product he served his ap-
prenticeship by handling a couple of horror thrillers suggested
by Paramount in an effort to take advantage of the sudden
revival of the scream-and-fright craze. For his rst, Heisler
was assigned a moderately budgeted production, but was
given the advantage of what amounted to an all-star cast,
what with Ellen Drew, Paul Lukas, Robert Paige, Joseph Cal-
leia, Rod Cameron, Onslow Stevens, Philip Terry, George
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flucoo, Marc Lawrence,'Gerald Mohr, Tom Dugan and Cli
Ztlwards comprising the players. The Monster and the Girl

(1941) was an original by Stuart Anthony, a‘rather adult
~ story at the outset about a young innocent (Miss Drew)Q tricked by gangsters into prostitution, and her brother (Terry)
--l out to avenge her downfall. From there the plot settles into
" _.,tl|e horror groove. The brother is framed for murder, exe-
'_ cuted, his brain transplanted into an ape, with the beast set-
_' ttng out to do away with those responsible for all the dirty
,4 Work. Heisler kept the incredible yam moving swiftly, and
_§, was helped by the more realistic opening scenes detailing
>.'Drew‘s shame, and by the superb cast. .. Heisler followed this with Among the Living (1941), a
‘I suspensefully-wrought script by Lester Cole and Garrett Fort
.4 '- in which an insane patient escapes his asyluni and commit-a
' .3 two homicides, which are blamed on the psychotic‘s sane twinI brother (both roles played by Albert Dekker). Heisler guides
.-, theopening quarter of the lm through some horric touches-
." 7e.g. a shock cut of a murder victim with hands clasped over
1. can, mouth agape in a last silent scream—which outdo any-
‘ thing in his previous excursion into terror. Thereupon the lm‘ ‘nets to a “chase” pattern, with a bit of anti-lynch philosophy
.~talted in. Performances by Dekker, Susan Hayward, Frances
__Fanner and Harry Carey were good, critical notices were
I svgenerally favorable. But for some reason, Paramount's thril1- ‘
-;ers failed to summon audience interest in the same manner as
\,aUniversal‘s or Columbia's, and both l-leisler lms were in the*'jnain overlooked. Small matter to Heisler—before his call to
I military duty he had become a top Paramount director with

'~ The Remarkable Andrew and The Glass Key (1942).
‘V ' Two new names to American directorial ranks appeared at
_Paramount in 1941. Actually, both were already respected

' Ind creative artisans. Robert Siodmak had directed in Ger-
_. many and France. His last lm before emigrating to this. country had been Piege: (Persona! Column), with a distin-
j' guished cast including Maurice Chevalier, Erich von Stroheim
1, and Pierre Renoir. From Pieges in i939 to West Point'_Widow in l941_would seem an insurmountable leap, but Siod-
. mak managed IL So well in fact, that during the early yearsif of his stay in the U.S. Siodmak appeared typed as a director
. of romantic comedies and light melodramas. West Point
-_ Widow had a further distinction, since it was one of the few,
I ifnot the only lm, to present a member of the military acad- '~-- in a less than heroic light. The story by Anne Worrnser
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dealt with the secret marriage of a cadet (Richard Denning)
and a nurse (Anne Shirley), with an annulment and a baby on
the way simultaneously. The nurse is presented with complete
sympathy in the script by F. Hugh Herben and Hans Kraly,
while the West Pointer is made out a stuffed’ shin and a snob.
Upon graduation, the West Pointer becomes engaged to an-
other girl, while the nurse nds her tnie love with a young
doctor (Richard Carlson) who has helped her all the while.
Mnwkish as it sounds in outline, the picture reeled off quitewell, with Carlson’: characterization of tremendous aid, a
_' humorous portrayal. Siodmak adhered to lightness in,' ‘handling of the plot, without any of the Germanic heavi-

-*.»".'A. ees to pervade (successfully) his later work. A few critics ob-

~,__E.

served, wrathfully, that the traditions of the old military insti-
tution were being given somewhat of a shafting, especially as
"represented by the Denning character, and this aspect aroused
the ire of at least one conservatively-inclined, and isolationist,
newspaper. However audiences of mid-1941 were unaccus-
tomed to in-lighting and tended to blithely ignore whatever
may have been the propagandistic intent of the lm. If any.In addition to Siodmak's American debut, it was the rst Par-
amount lm for producer Sol C. Siegel, formerly of Republic,
later of the MGM prexy oices. . 'Ted Tetzla’ was _the director of photography on many aParamount big picture. Carole Lombard usually saw to it thatTetzla’ would photograph her, dating back to the days when
she was doing programmers for Columbia and Tetzla wasgrinding away for Harry Cohn. He t in well with the Para-mount glamouristic style of camerawork, so well maintained
by Charles Lang, Victor Milner, Karl Struss and others. Un-like the others, Ted Tetzlaff wanted to direct a lm and re-
ceived the opportunity. What his thoughts were when in-
formed of the story and cast has not been recorded, but the
prospects may have been enough to cause one of a weakerconstitution to have second thoughts. For World Premiere
had a dizzy narrative conceming a madcap Hollywood pro-ducer and some Nazi spies, and was to be enacted by JohnBarrymore and Frances Farmer in the leading roles. Near theend of his life ~now, Barrymore had gone, as Gene Fowlersuccinctly put it, over Niagara Falls in a barrel. Unable to re-member lines, unwilling to care, the great Shakespearian per-former ha_d descended to The Monster. His alcoholic andmarital peccadilloes kept the tabloids awash with copy, andhis travesty of his former self became all the more excruciat-
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"ring when the audiences would applaud his antics on stage or
- 'lerc'en. Banymore bulled his way through the producer role.'3" performance, for lack of a better word, was the main sell-- ing point for the lm, and those who paid to see it were
I paying for a seat at a self-immolation, as they did for the pre-

. 3. vlous The Great Prole (I940). To his credit. Tetzla tried to
;; IITICI some legitimate wacky fun from the proceedings, and'; succeeded with the burlesque Fascists played by Sig Rumann
".- and Luis Albemi and their commandant, Fritz Feld with a"i Hitler haircomb. More eyeeatching was Tetzlalfs mobility
with the cameras, not just for the sake of ashiness' but to

C‘ make comedy points. Despite the_obstacles, his future as a di-,, rector was promising. War intervened however, and it was all
_= of six years before he would resume his career.
y‘ ‘ Paramount's rst contribution to the topical situation came
7. _in mid-1940 with an overlength but otherwise typically com-

petent "B" called Myriery Sea Raider. Onslow Stevens played
"}lIl importer who rather surprisingly becomes a German
,"0cer, who commandeers a ship in mid-ocean and tums- it
_;_into a raiding vessel preying upon British shipping. The side of
Lgood was represented by Henry Wilcoxon as the deposed
‘, lkipper and Carole Landis as an innocent duped by Stevens.
._ It all smacked of Eirst World War romantic ction even to its
;'~.'llIlrilim€ locale and sense of chivalry shown on both sides;fbut it was treated seriously, nay gravely; and while it did not

the stage of a preachment for preparedness, the impli-;.utions were clear to American audiences.
Mystery Sea Raider was directed by Edward Dmytryk, re-

'_', leased one week after his Golden Gloves, and was the last
“Paramount picture for him. with a stepofl‘ at Monogram
‘,cite'd earlier, he moved 'to Columbia and began
-Ymantrfacturing several of that company's low-budget llers,j from musical to mystery, from exotica (The Blonde /rom Sin-yore) to expose (Under Age), from The Lone Wolf to Bos-
igton Blacltie. This was the path usually trod by Columbia di-
-Q rectors until they either made the big-time or parted com-
, '_ puny, in most cases the latter following the former. Consider-g Harry Cohn‘s steadfast dedication to “those lousy little

‘B’ pictures," some fringe benets did develop, a few of more
‘than passing merit.

; ' Dmytryk‘s Under Age (I941) was one of these. although
"_-the merit was not in any way attributable to the story. lt was
_,from the le marked "exploitation," the formula about thejiter of a slain girl out to avenge her murder, and getting the
. 17l
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goods on a vice ring using shapely loolrera to lure customers
to clip joints. As a novelty in such tawdry affairs. Dymtrylt
treated ‘the material as if it were contaminated and wafted
through it as if he were late for an appointment, leaving no
time for details or involvement therein. Luckily he had a pro-
fessional cast-Nan Grey, Tom Neal. Leona Maricle, Alan
Baxter, Mary Anderson-—to lend aid, so in general it came o
fairly well. Columbia had been producing these semi-
exploiters for some time, with the titles telling most of what
one needed to know: Missing Daughlers (l939), Parents on
Trial (1939), Babies /or Sale (1940), Girl: 0/ the R004
(1940), GirLr Under ZI (1940). Nothing to herald a new era
in movies, and at the same time far more palatable than the
indies had been. Besides, independent production of this na-
ture had petered out and Columbia would seem to be alone in
the eld. The lms also gave their group of ccntractees a day's
work and more. Some were denitely worth the watching, un-
less one were immune to the charm and talent of Rochelle
Hudson or Helen Mack, or new faces like Linda Wintera
(Dorothy Comingore) and Evelyn Keyes. A recent arrival in
the male lead department looked to extricate himself from the
“B” movies before long, Glenn Ford. If there was any draw-
back to the setup, it was one that could also be an advantage
—familiarity. Through frequent display, a face would become
known, an advantage. Through frequent display, a motheaten
plot would become known, a drawback. But obviously the

- Columbia executives discounted any adverse reaction to an
oft-told tale, calculating that the audience had probably seen
the device in the other studios’ pictures as well, so what harm
would one more time do? Despite the cavalier treatment of
literary variety, similarities were pronounced. Counsel /or
Crime (1937) and Scandal Sheet (1939) had aspects that not
only were familiar hut disconcerting to the viewer with a
good memory, even though one was about a ruthless lawyer
and the other about ,a mthless newspaper tycoon. The fact
that both roles were played by Otto Kruger didn't help any.

- In each lm, the writers saw t to construct an ironic nal
scene, and when seen for the second time in a short space of
time it detracted from the more recent lm even further. In
an even greater scripting economy move, Columbia released
My Son ls a Criminal in 1939, My Son ls Guilty less than a
year later. Both were concerned with a cop with a bad-guy
offspring, though the details did dilfer in some respects. It was
Willard Robenson and Alan Baxter rst, followed by Harry
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' Carey and Bruce Cabot; here's to the sincere hope that some
grindhouse somewhere played them on a double feature. It
could have happened. -

Columbia's contribution to current events amounted to lit-
' ' tlein the "B" eld, the company allowing the English imports

to cover that territory. North 0/ Shanghai (1939) did have a
background of the Chinese conict, plus an unwieldy combi-
nation of romance between Betty Fumess and James Craig,
and espionage skulking with Morgan Conway and Joseph
Downing, all quite mediocre.‘ Occasionally the standardized
unnamed foreign power, with little doubt left as to who it
really was, would be responsible for dastardly deeds, as in
The Phantom Submarine (I940). Most of the spy material oe-

’ curred in the several series lms of Columbia, discussed
shortly.
As a further sign that the "B" lms were being taken seri-

ously starting in I939, add Columbia's Blind Alley to the list.
:_~ As a production it was in the top bracket of the category but
{,. still a “B" picture. As a lm, it bowed to none. Expertly fash-
t.‘ ioned from James Warwick's play about a killer who invades
' the home of a psychiatrist, Blind Alley had an excellent cast
_ of Chester Morris (the killer), who must surely be a contender
f for all-time king of the "B" pictures; Ann Dvorak (the moll),ti Ralph Bellamy (the psychiatrist); and Melville Cooper, Joan

Perry, Rose Stradner, Marc Lawrence and others, plus taut
and at times creative direction by Charles Vidor. It was one

ti, of the rst low-budget crime lms to attempt what has since
21 .“- become a cliché the ‘exploring the killers sick mind idea.
‘Ii. The killer has fears of insanity. The psychiatrist digs at his
*. subconscious for a cure. These dream sequences are clone in

remarkably gripping manner, and by the simplest movie de-
vice imaginable. As the killer narrates his nightmares, they

ll ’ are shown on the screen in negative for eerie eect. Years
later, Blind Alley was remade as The Dark Pasl, with few
changes except for an increased budget and a stronger cast,
‘with William Holden and Lee J. Cobb taking the roles of kill-
er and psychiatrist. Director Rudolph Mate. himself a former

- cameraman, used many setups from the original version and
staged the dream sequences in negative again. As so often
happens, although the remake was capable the original was
still preferable.
One of the best Columbia "B" pictures was released early

in 1941. The Face Behind the Mask was a vehicle for Peter
__;._' Lorre and a strong one. As a naive immigrant whose face has
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been horribly burned in a tenement re and turns to crime,
Lorre excelled. It was immeasurably superior to his previous
Columbia encounter, a pot-boiler called Island of Doomed
Men (1940) which had him doing little except to stand around
and look sinister as the brutal overseer of a prison colony. The
merits of The Face Behind the Mask, which were many, also
had built-in pitfalls, as stated by a contemporary trade review
while acknowledging the latter; the point was made that few
audiences would enjoy watching a little man with a damaged
face make love to a blind girl, which is what eventually tran-
spires in the story. Lorre, the disgured crime boss, meets a
stghtless girl (Evelyn Keyes), assists her, falls in love with her.
She is unable to see him, relies upon her instinct to recognize
his true goodness. Their romance is tragically resolved when
the mob, thinking she has betrayed them to the police, kills
her; the boss grimly attains his revenge by eliminating the
gang, perishing himself in the process. Powerful, but another
barrier to acceptance by average audiences. Nevertheless, the
lm won praise, though it failed to attract attention out of its
"B" bracket. The script (Allen Vincent and Paul Jarrico) was
well constructed, Robert Florey‘s direction rated with his best
—-he had recently moved to Columbia after a long tenure at
Paramount—Franz Planer‘: photography was evocative, and
performances were entirely in keeping. Evelyn Keyes was
especially noteworthy as the blind girl, indicating a prospect
‘for a distin'guished career, unhappily unfullled.
It was in the series "B" lms that Columbia found its great-

est popularity, both series based on ctional characters, and
series of star vehicles. Nor did these series necessarily have to
be good. For example, Boris Karloff starred in a group of
thrillers beginning with The Man They Could Not Hang
(1939) which, differing in certain plot aspects, seemed to he
out from the same stencil, with Karlo perennially the misun-
detstood scientist who experiments “for the benet of
mankind“ and manages to knock off several citizens'while
doing so. Slightly above the norm was The Devil Command:
(1941 ), with some macabre scenes directed by Edward Dmy-
tryk showing Karlolfs attempt to communicate with the
dead, and a borrowing 'om Hitchcock's Rebecca for the
opening, with Amanda Du as Karloff-‘s daughter narrating
while the camera roams over the deserted grounds, that is
perfectly understandable in view of its eectiveness.
Comic Joe E. Brown arrived at Columbia after an unfortu-

nate Paramount lm. While starring in independently pro-
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duced (by David Loew) comedies, Brown had temporarily re-
gained his wobbly stature enforced by Warners at the end of
his contract, and his lms once more received preferential
treatment. But after a while, though without discernible low-
ering of Loew production standards, the Brown features inev-
itably wound up on dual bills. The Loew production unit wu
self-operated and did not tie in with studio facilities, so Brown
lms were distributed by RKO, MGM and Columbia. His
most popular lm, The Gladiator (1938) had been a Colum--
bia release. Now Brown was under contract to and working
for Columbia, albeit with a seasoned and familiar director,
Edward Sedgwick. His rst under the new setup was Beware,
Spooks! (1939), which had some fairly amusing moments of
Brown clowning, but was slipshod in production and direction
to an extent unheard of in Brown's golden days at Wamers.
The subsequent Browns failed for the most part to tum back
the clock. But one Western spoof, Shut My Big Mouth
(1942), had some genuinely rib-tickling scenes, with Brown as

* a meek Eastern dude who becomes sheriff and outwits the
bold desperado (Victor Jory). A lengthy portion of the farce
had Brown in drag, with an absurdly funny moment as Jory
penetrates the disguise. Brown was one of the few comics
who could resort to feminine apparel for laughs without un-
cmfortable vulgarity. Jory obviously was enjoying himself in
comedy; members of his outlaw gang included Forrest Tucker
and Lloyd Bridges before either became well-known; and
Charles Barton directed, getting the most from the situations.
Biggest surprise, to unaware audiences and most likely to

,C0lumbia execs, was the quality and all-around good fun to
be found in the series based on Chic Young's popular comic
strip. Blondie was released in the fall of 1938 with Penny Sin-
gleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms and “Daisy" comprising
the Bumstead family, Jonathan Hale played Dagwood's apo-
plectic boss Mr. Dithers, and Irving Bacon the hapless
letter-carrier victimized by Dagwood‘s morning rush out the
door to catch the bus. lt met with instant approval. The
screen characters were not exact replicas of the comic—strip
but they were reasonably close. More important, the screen
adaptation by Richard Floumoy was bright and filled with
clever visual and verbal gags, and director Frank Strayer
added some novel bits of business to enhance the proceedings.
At the nale of the second in the series, Blondie Meets the
Boss (I939), a special trailer was added, spoken by Larry
Baby Dtunpling" Simms, thanking moviegoers for the favo-
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rable reception and promising further comic adventures of
the Bumsteads. Produoer Robert Sparks and director Strayer
guided the series wisely and well. Using Columbia‘: contract
roster, they would cast future stars. such as Rita Hayworth or
Glenn Ford. Penny Singleton had musical talent (formerly
Dorothy McNulty, she had appeared in several musicals), and
Blondie Goes Latin (1941) offered her the chance to sing, solo
and in duet with Tito Guizar, and perform a few dance steps.
It was all but mandatory that every series devote one entry to
the haunted house-laughs and shudders school. Blondie Ha:
Servant Trouble (l940) did this and it resulted in one of the
best, if not the very best in the series. Some of the traditional
gags were brushed up and polished until they sparkled like
new, and a few actually were original, and Arthur Lake car-
ried the brunt of the laughs with his comically perplexed man-
ner as he tried with increasing lack of success to cope with
the gadgets in a house formerly occupied by a magician.
In each Blondie lm, the remarkably trained/dog “Daisy”

would come close to stealing the show, the canine reactions
embellished by some clever camera trickery. The Blondie:
rapidly moved to positions on the top of the bill, and made
many friends during the rst few years of their existence.
Producer Sparks tried a second comic-strip lm in l94l,
based on Russ Westover‘s Tillie the Toilzr, with newcomer
Kay Harris in the title role, William Tracy as Mac. George
Watts as the hos. It lacked just about everything the Blondie
series possessed, and no further Tillies were made.
Louis Joseph Vance had written about Michael Lanyard,

alias The Lone Wolf, jewel thief extraordinary. Columbia had
been happily associated with The Lone Wolf since the silent
days, and would occasionally return to the debonair cracks-
man. Melvyn Douglas took the part in l936, Francis Lederer
in 1938. Now Warren William, formerly Philo Vance and
Perry Mason, assumed the role in The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt
(l939). There was an espionage plot oating around some-
where in the narrative, but scriptwriter Jonathan Latimer
concentrated on the light byplay between Lanyard and his girl
friend (Ida Lupino). Lanyard was given a daughter, played by
Virginia Weidler, in this initial episode, but the role was dis-
pensed with in later stories, to the consternation of practically
nobody. The rst of the Warren William ser-in had, in addi-
tion to Miss Lupino, Rita Hayworth for extra glamour. Peter
Godfrey, former actor, made his directorial debut in capable
fashion. Following Lone Wolf entries would have Eric Blore
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Dorothea Kent in CARNIVAL QUEEN (Universal 1937)
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Lionel Atwill and Fay Wray in VAMPIRE BAT (Majestic 1933)

Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles in MAMA LOVES PAPA
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(Paramount 1933)
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Boris Karloff. Torben Meyer (second from left), and Henry
Roland (right) in THE BLACK ROOM (Columbia 1935)

Dolores Del Rio and Richard Dix |n DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND
(Columbia 1937)
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Jack Norton, Lynn Bari, and June Lang in MEET THE GIRLS
(20th Century~FOX 1938)

Carleton Young. Dave O'Brien, Thelma White (standing). Lil-
lian Miles. and Warren McCo||um in TELL YOUR CHILDREN,
also known as REEFER MADNESS (G&H 1938)
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Patricia Morison. J. Carrol Naish. and Lynne Overman in
PERSONS IN HIDING (Paramount 1939)

Dennis O'Keefe and Nat Pendleton in BURN ‘EM UP O'CON~
NOR (MGM 1939)
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Melvyn Douglas in TELL NO TALES (MGM 1939)

Greta Granstedt, Alan Ladd, Roland Drew, and Steffi Duna in
BEASTS OF BERLIN (Producers Distributing Corp. 1939)
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Cordell Hickman and Billy Lee in THE BISCUIT EATER (Para
mount 1940)

Chester Morris, Charles Wagenheim and Richard Lane in
MEET BOSTON BLACKIE (Columbia 1941)
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Astrid Allwyn in CITY OF MISSING GIRLS (Select 1941)

Wynne Gibson and Pauline Moore in DOUBLE CROSS (PRC
1941)
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Ann Miller in JAM SESSION (Columbia 1944)
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Iris Adrian, Jack Mulhall, Kane Richmond. Mary Healy, and

Jack LaRue in HARD GUY (PRC 1941)

Van Heilin and Marsha Hun! in KID GLOVE KILLER (MGM

19/12)
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Roscoe Ales, Dennis 0'Keele, George E. Stone, Ruth Terry,
and Roman Bohnen in THE AFFAIRS OF JIMMY VALENTINE
(Republic 1942)

Alice White, Ken Howell. Edith Fellows, and Vince Barnett in
GIRLS TOWN (PRC 1942)
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Angelo Rossito, Bela Lugosi, and Luana Walters in THE
CORPSE VANISHES (Monogram 1942)

Marjorie Lord, Andy Devine. and Leo Carrillo in TIMBER
(Universal 1942)
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Jean Parker. Chester Morris. and Richard Arlen in WRECK-
ING CREW (Paramount/Pine»Thomas 1942)

Simone Simon and Kent Smith in CAT PEOPLE (RKO 1942)



Warren Douglas and Joan Warfield in MURDER ON THE
WATERFRONT (Warner Brothers 1943)

Edward Norris and Ann Corio in THE SULTAN'S DAUGHTER
(Monogram 1943)
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Jane Frazee in ROSIE THE RIVETER (Republic 1944)
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Trixie in MY GAL LOVES MUSIC (Universal 1944)



Robert Lowery, Tim Ryan, Marjorie Weaver, and Dewey Rob-
inson in FASHION MODEL (Monogram 1945)

Constance Worth‘ Elisha Cook Jr., and Pamela Blake in WHY
GIRLS LEAVE HOME (PRC 1945)
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- in the continuing of Lanyard‘: valet, Thurston Hall and Fred
f’ ‘~ Kdsey as cops wise and dumb, respectively, and the usual as-

I sortment of felons. Main plot gimmick was that Lanyard had
§_ retired from thievery but the oops refused to believe him, ne-- eeasitating his emerging from retirement to trap the culprits.
l The main points of interest were the performances, by rote
' hut nonetheless watchable, of William, Blore and Hall.

Boston Blackie was a character created by Jack Boyle in
the Jimmy Valentine tradition, but when Columbia had

V nished refurbishing him, Boyle wouldn't have recognized his
creation. ln the person of Chester Morris, Blackie became a

' suave, charming ex-jewel heister in the Lone Wolf manner,
only a bit quicker with the action. Blackie had his nemesis

, too, Inspector Farraday, played by Richard Lane, who re-
? _ fused to believe Blackie had gone straight. It‘: diicult to

understand why Columbia saw t to develop the Boston
» Blackie seri, since it hewed so closely to the Warrui
. William works. But they did, and if only for the initial entry

I ' we should be grateful. Meet Barron Blnckie (l94l) had prac-
‘ tically no production, with settings cheap to the extreme. But
* it did have a neat script by Jay Dratler, achieving what few

similar screenplays achieved, the ability to chuckle while on
i,‘ the run—Dratler created a continuous chase but maintained
I, a sense of humor while doing so. It wasn't long before Dratler

was at work on "A" product. Robert Florey directed at
breakneck speed, once more using his ability with camera an-

' , gles to cover the production shortcomings. Chester Morris t
‘Q . the role like a glove, played it as if it were an easy assignment

- Ind great fun. Charles Wagenheim played his right-hand man,
‘ The Runt, in the rst; aftenwvards the role was done by
‘ George E. Stone. Ensuing members of the series had their

‘ moments, but none came up to the entertainment standards
set by the opener.
The lack Holt starring series had blundered out in a blaze

of no glory whatsoever, toward the end each becoming suc-
cessively worse than the last. Producer Larry Dannour lled
the void with an Ellery Queen mystery series, with Ralph Bel-

- lnmy the brainy sleuth. Charley Grapewin his father. and
Margaret Lindsay as secretary-heart interest Nikki Porter.
James Burke did his furrow-brewed dopey-cop act in each
one. The rst two had original stories by the Ellery Queen

, writing duo (Dannay and Lee) and adaptations by the
r normally capable Eric Taylor; supporting casts were well se-
', lected from the sturdy "B" ranks, directors Kurt Neumann
“ 177~¢..
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and Iames Hogan had proved themselves before. But the
Queen detection failed to register on the screen, as had hap-
pened at Republic before; nor was Bellamy a particularly in-
spired choice for the role. He was eventually "replaced by Wil-
liam Gargan, scarcely an improvement. When producer Dar-
mour died in I942, the Queen series was not continued.
One of the more saccharine group of lms poured by a stu-

dio began in 1939 with Five Liule Pepper: and How They
Grew, based on Margaret Sidney‘s stories of and for tots.
Edith Fellows was the leader of the noisome squad of young-
sters, with Dorothy Peterson the mother, two actresses of tal~
ent in thankless roles. A small child named Dorothy Ann
Seese was cute and drew murmurs of approval from the
tender-hearted; she was probably the main reason the series
was continued for a quartet of syrupy adventures. Charles
Barton directed each, and the writing chores were entrusted
to Harry Sauber, who upon occasion employed the radically
original disguise of spelling his last name backwards. The
screenplays of Harry Rebuas hardly constituted an advance,
however. The ve little Peppers stopped growing in 1940. It
was a small loss.
Children, or rather small fry, were in evidence in the

Universal "B" gardens too. From Baby Sandy to the Little
Tough Guys, all manner of pre-adult stories were in demand.
There were also some studio monsters with childlike charac-
teristics stalking about, although the Frankenstein series had
not descended this low as yet. Mummies, yes, and a Man-
Made Monster in the person of Lon Chaney.
ln some quarters the Little Tough Guys were considered

monsters, man-made or not. The difculties involved in fol-
lowing the various and sundry members of the organization
Fave already been explained. Suice to say that the rst one,
Little Tough Guy, came out in I938 and was the beneciary
of elaborate production values, courtesy of Ken Goldsmith,
and a pretty good screenplay, courtesy of Gilson Brown and
Brenda Weisberg. Leo Gorcey and Bobby Jordan had re-
mained at Warners but the remaining four Dead End Kids
were there, with Billy Halop assuming the major role as usual.
Added were David Gorcey, Leo's younger brother, and future
lm producer Hally Chester. Jackie Searl, the mean little kid
from countless movies, was even meaner, and much more
dangerous, as the snobbish rich criminal trying felony for fun.
Huntz Hall played a dramatic role extremely well, giving little
hint that he would eventually become a creative comedian.
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'l‘he lm had its moments, and the juvenile hoodlum type of
story was in vogue, so the returns were promising enough to
call for a sequel, which duly appeared in about three months
and was entitled Little Tough Guy: in Society. Hally Chester
and David Gorcey were still there, but the Dead Enders had
split. In ' their stead were Frankie Thomas, the ringleader;
Harris Berger, Charles Duncan and William Benedict, the
perennial messenger-boy of a thousand lms. Added startem
were Mischa Auer, Edward Everett Horton and Mary B0-
land, giving more than slight indication that the sequel was to
be a comedy, which it was. A change of producers had
brought a change of style, with Max Golden veering toward
laughs rather than crime. The boys are hired to do time--at a
country estate, in order to rehabilitate a lazy rich kid (Jackie
Searl again). They were aptly described by butler Horton as
“public enemies one through six ._ . . inclusive." The knocks-
bout comedy was strained at times, but generally inoensive
fun. As they appeared, the billing would be changed to The
Dead End Kids and lhe Linle Tough Guys, but each in
seemingly had a change of principals. For a time, they were
well made. Code 0/ the Street: (1939) had some better than
average dialogue written by Arthur T. I-lorman, most of it de-
livered expressively by Paul Fix as an innocently condemned
man. And You're Not So Tough (1940), with only Leo Gor-
cey missing from the original Dead End aggregation, came o
pleasingly as the lads pitched in to save a nice Italian lady‘!
fruit crop. Rosina Galli played the latter role for plenty of
sympathy, leader Billy Halop gave one of his better perform-
ances, Nan Grey was always welcome in any Universal lm,
and Joe May steered it in the right direction at the proper
pace. May, a pioneer German director, lamentably blemished
his career with an inferior series entry, Hi! the Road (1941).
By this time, Universal had evidently lost interest in theseries,
which was discontinued shortly thereafter.
Baby Sandy gurgled his . . . her . . . its way into the

hearts oi moviegoers in a 1938 Bing Crosby lm, East Side of
Heaven. Sandy's rcal name was Sandra 1-lenville, but was of
such tender age that proper sexual classication hardly mat-
tered, not even to Baby Sandy. Universal cast the tyke in two
fairly well-received and well-produced comedies in L939, both
directed by Charles Lamont and both surrounding Sandy with
seasoned perfonners. Unexpected Father had Dennis O'Keefe
and Shirley Ross for romance, Mischa Auer for comedy, Dor-
othy Amold, Joy Hodges and Anne Nagel for dressing. The
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nale had Sandy delicately perched on the ledge of a high
building, the old Harold Lloyd routine that would see exten-
sive serviee in the Baby Sandy lms. Although familiar, it
never failed to make an audience gasp, mainly because John
Fulton‘: special eects were so ingenious. Little Accident had
l-lugh Herbert, Ernest-Truex and Fritz Feld for comedy, and
the thrill ending with Baby Sandy onthe way to a laundry
machine. Thereafter the formula endured, with the title an-
nouncement in 1940 that Sandy I: a Lady clearing the air be-
fore matters became sticky. Sandy retired from lms in 1941,
and when last heard from was living the quiet unremarkable
life of a Califomia housewife and mother.
Universal's special stock in trade was the horror lms,

never really very horrible even in the plush days of James
Whale. A lot of coin had been spent on Son of Frankenstein
(1939) but the box oice response made it all worthwhile.
Later in the year, the invisible Man made a retum, also on a
more expensive budget. The studio‘s "B" horror lms of the
period were highly uneven, but occasionally of interest. Black
Friday (1940) teamed Karlo‘ and Lugosi, but the main story
was carried by Stanley Ridges, as a mild-mannered professor
who, because of Karlo‘s brain surgery, would periodically
transpose into a heartless killer. Far-fetched, hut Ridges and
the Kurt Siodmak—Eric Taylor script gave it some credibility.
Karloff had starred in The Mummy (1932), and elements of
this -horror success had been adjusted by producer Ben Pivar
with some further familiar plot devices as The Mummy‘:
Hand (i940), with Westem stalwart Tom Tyler Wrapped in
rags as the mummy rctumed to the living to menace all in
sight. Never very believable, or well made, Universal
squeezed several further shockers from the material, liberally
assisted by library footage from preceding lms and by the
Lon Chaney name; Chaney took over the role from Tyler for
the sequels, but for all the identication possible through the
dirty bandages it could have been anyone. Chaney did a 1941
sh0clter—litcrally—as a man able to withstand enormous
amounts of electricity. duped into evildoing by endish scien-
tist Lionel Atwill (easily the hammiest of all mad doctors, in-
cluding Lugosi). Man-Made Monster offered scant thrills and
was undistinguished, except for Woody BredeJl's carefully
composed photography. The lm was sent around on double
bills with Horror Island, a buried-treasure mystery of no con-
sequence with Dick Foran. Both were directed by George
Waggner. More to taste was The Black Car (1941), which
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owed nothing to Poe and everything to director Albert S. Ro-
gell, not to mention Hugh Herbert and Broderick Crawford,
all of whom played it for laughs, while Basil Rathbone, Bela
Lugosi, Gale Sondergaard and Gladys Cooper were taking care
of the seriously shuddery tangents. It was of the murders-in-
a-mansion school, and Rogell's emphasis on comedy coupled
with the expertly creepy camerawork by Stanley Cortez made
a neat mixture. Alan Ladd had another of his pre-stardom
minor roles, and the cast included two Universal beauties of
the period, Anne Gwynne and Claire Dodd.
Irving Starr's Crime Club series lasted until late 1939. The

third Bill Crane mystery was lmed, The Last Warning
' (1938), based on Jonathan Latimer‘s The Dead Don’! Care.
Al Rogell directed, with his penchant for getting maximum
laughs while leaving the mystery angle to fend for itself. Pres-
ton Foster and Frank Jenlts were up to standard, but one
feels there was more in Latimer‘s original than is evidt
Edmund Hartmann‘s script. The Last Express (1938) was
based on Baynard Kendrick's novel about blind detective
Duncan McClain, changed in the lm to the very personable
Kent Taylor with, assumcdly, 20/20 vision. lt was received
rather badly, but photographer Stanley Cortez remembers it
as an opportunity for experimentation (not particularly ap-

' parent in the lm). It, and the rest of the Crime Clubs with
‘the exception of The Last Warning, was directed by Otis Gar-mt .

Universal had a number of seasoned second-bananas on the
. payroll, and gave them ample opportunity in their bigger lms
as well as the low-budgetcrs. They probably produced more
“B” comedies during this period than any other studio. Hugh
Herbert starred in a few, of which the best was Meet the
Chump (1941). It called for Herbert to pretend he was de-
mented, not a hard task considering his normal screen per-
ionality; high spot occurs when he suddenly swipes at the air
with clenched st, claiming to have trapped therein Flash
Gordon. Edward Cline guided the fun through a brief hour,
making use of the Universal comedy sound-eects depart-
ment, second only to Columbia's in expression and variety of
odd noises.
The true meaning of “low budget" cannot be adequately

4 conceived until one becomes familiar with Universal's Rich-
aid Arlen—Andy Devine series. Fourteen lms over two sea-
'|ons, and by the end of it in 1941, Universal's stock-footage

' vaults had been extensively depleted. Film historian William
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F K. Everson onoe wrote an article entitled“ 
Thin Air," which accurately describes the Arlen-Devine
series. '

Bach Arlen-Devine was a separate tale in itself, with no re-
lationship to the preceding or following lm. The concept was
to use the two popular players in adventure yarns with a dif-
ferent environment. Thus, the opener, Mutiny on the Black-
huwk (1939) combined a slave-nmning plot with some
dening-do in early Califomia, with resulting confusion only
accounted for by the constant usage of action scenes from
Universal epics of yore, including the 1936 Sullefs Gold.
Tropic Fury (1939) placed them in the jungles of South
America, battling foreign agents for the old rubber planta-
tion. Legion ol Lost FIyers (I939) moved them to an Alaskan
air outpost. Danger on WhceLr (i940) gunned them to the
auto races, and so on. And wherever the library footage t, so
much saving on the budget accomplished. Christy Cabanne, a
director dating back to the days of Griith and an old hand
at pecuniary measures, was in charge of most of the Arlen-
Devines for the rst season. He also did one of the better
entries for the l940-4| schedule, The Devil‘: Pipeline (i940),
which had less stock and more genuine action in its script
about the oil elds. The remainder were directed by John
Rawlins with the exception of Lucky DeviLr (1940), a news- \

reel story with at least a legitimate excuse for library mate-
rial, which was directed by Lew Landers. Rawlins‘ lirst, The
Leather Pushers (I940), swung sharply to the comedy side,
neatly covering its threadbare prizeghting tale with slapstick
provided by Devlne and Shemp Howard. The rest reverted to
form, up to the last. A Dangerous Game (194l) was a poor
movie, an attempt to combine comedy and murder mystery in
a sanitarium that completely zzled, with Arlen and Devine
the sleuths. It was reminiscent of, but not based on, Jonathan
Latimer‘s rst novel, Murder in the Madhouse, as if Universal
had owned the property, found it unlmable, used the basis
for their own version. Arlen left the series at the conclusion
of the 1940741 season but Devine stayed on, to perfonn with
several assorted partners as the series continued anew.

Once teetering on the brink of oblivion, Universal (referred
to in the ads as “The NEW Universal") continued its come-
back which had commenced in I937. With a new president,
Nate Blumberg, and a cautious but ambitious program of fea-
tures, they were beginning to do very nicely. The big attrac-
tions were accounting for themselves nancially. Their "B"
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t, s’ product gradually began to take on a distinctive look, much in
- the manner of Republic. Some new lighting cameramen took
the word "lighting" seriously and developed a stylishness in
the low-budget product both noticeable and intriguing. Stan-
ley Cortez and Elwood (Woody) Bredell began to receive
screen credit at approximately the same time, both were ex-
primentera and innovators. Both were graduated to big
productions at about the same time, and both became the
subject of critical praise. Their "B" work is of interest because
it shows the beginnings of their respective styles, and because
their camerawork added to the enjoyment of the lms. ln ad-
dition, Universal‘s camera department included some veteran
photographers like George Robinson and John W. Boyle
whose low-key work was similar to the Bredell and Cortez
style, making Universal "B" product a treat photographically
even when the story. directing and acting were under par.
Starting in the late l930s Universal lms used a cryptic, al-
mostjagged editing method that, while not allowing contin-
uously smooth continuity, did keep the eye on the alert, and
the attention on the screen. Ted Kent, Frank Gross, Phil
Cahn and Otto Ludwig were among the lm editors cutting in
this individualistic manner. ~

Through l938-41, Universal continued on its way doing
what came naturally; which was crowd-pleasing. As before.
when the money was short, the smartest thing to do ‘was to
make every penny show on the screen, and try to keep the au-

~ dience happy. In respect to the ration of high-bracket produc-
tion as opposed to their "B" product, the latter's entertain-
ment quotient was rather impressive. Apart from their series
lms, their seasonal schedules contained a goodly portion of
above average "B" pictures of all types.
A throwback to the Laemmle days was a little comedy

called His Exciting Night (1938), featuring Charlie Ruggles.
Universal's comedies had compiled a pretty steady laugh rec-
ord, from the Cohens and the Kellys, to the Slim Summer-
ville-ZaSu Pitts lms, to the Edward Everett Horton
pleasantries of l936—37 like Nobodyir Foo! and Oh. Doctor.
Ruggles was a new addition, although he was hy no mean!
unknown to moviegoers, as previous chapters will attest. His
one “B" vehicle for the studio slipped right by, one of the
many lms on the program for the season, but it was a good

~ one and deserves a better fate. Maybe it wasbecause it was
directed with a casualncss that let the laughs fall lightly in-
stead of pounding them home-a directorial style not often
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by Gus Meins, who proved adept at it. Or maybe Uni-
versal had too many other movies, large and small, to devote
time and space to, and couldn't be bothered with an admit-
tedly minor -comedy. In any event, His Exciting Night was
swift, refreshing and full of fun. The thin plot had Rugglcs. a
mint-new bridegroom, getting mixed up, innocently of course;
with a busty blonde (Marion Martin) and eventually on the
receiving end of the blonde's irate husband (Maxie Rosen-
bloom). lt was the kind of comedy done later at RKO by Leon
Errol in his two-reelers, but.with more inventiveness, and

by Ruggles for more sympathy. Ona Munson charm-
y played the bride. ln view of the number of scene-steal-
"comics on the lot, Hugh Herbert and Mischa Auer to

.»,,._ __~_mo 1 couple, Ruggles more than held his own in the leading
' "T role.

Without even a certified comic in a leading role, For Lave
or Money (1939) emerged as a delightfulsurprise. It caught a
few discerning eyes, mostly in the trade reviews. But the "B"
pics were not carefully studied as yet, and 1939 was a year of
many outstanding lms. lt commenced as I racetrack story in
the accepted vein, but the plot took sharp twists and turns.
and kept veering off on unexpected tangents to make it origi-
nal, absorbing and highly amusing, with the chuckles coming
more from the otf-balance plot development than from dia-
logue. It concerned two gents (Robert Kent and Ed Brophy)
who let a bundle of loot from the track get lost. The boodle is
found by a private secretary (June Lang). The two losers are
given 36 hours to retrieve the money, else the mob puts them
on the spot permanently. The chase becomes frantic before
the novel conclusion, and one is sorry to see it end, which is
the most complimentary feeling one can give a picture whose
purpose was but to entertain. Miss Lang, beautiful as always,
played her zany role gracefully. Kent was never a comedian
but did well with his semi-hero character, with a tremendous
assist from the redoubtable Ed Brophy. An important cog in
the ultimate disposition of the plot was that twittering little
elf Etienne Girardot in one of his nal pans. The director
was Albert S. Rogell, whose facility with comedy was exem-
plary when restricted by the hudget but, when confronted

';". with more elaborate surroundings, seemed at a loss. Here he
P

5'-t

;..
&_ l‘An. .

acquitted himself superbly, steering the story deftly through
the crinkles, presenting the cast in the best manner. Fully ve
Writer! had Worked on the story and script, but ve appar-
ently were not too many cooks. for the broth was not spoiled.
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The lm was good enough to be remembered by some enter-
prising executive, for years later it was remade as an Abott
and Costello feature, The Noose Hangs High (1948). No eon-
test—-the original was far superior.
Obeat also was Risky Business (1939) unlessone recalled

its source. It was a remake of a 1932 melodrama called
Okay America. Lew Ayres had the top role then; and now it
was entrusted to George Murphy, who had-started his Holly-
wood career in this sort of "B" product but was better known
as a dancer. As a tough and mercurial radio commentator in
the Winchell mode, Murphy was an improvement over Ayres,
who bad been too boyish for the part. The plot was about a
kidnapping, with the hot-shot newshawk on the trail of the
mising girl and the criminals. There follows doublecrosses.
counterplotting, some violent action and, wonder of won-
ders, an unhappy ending, which somehow seemed entirely
tting and logical, in tune with what had preceded it. Director
Arthur Lubin presented it all to excellent advantage, Murphy
was forceful in his role, Dorothea Kent rnade an attractive
girl Friday, and Eduardo Ciannelli gave another of his grim
hoodlum portrayals, as menacing as when he played in Win-
terser nearly three years before.
Sometimes a "B" picture would rate mention merely be-

cause of one aspect, be it directorial touches, an unusually
good supporting performance, or offbeat plot. The latter
applied to They Asked /or II (1939). lt was directed (Frank
McDonald) and played (William Lundigan, Joy Hodges. Mi-
chael Whalen, Lyle Talbot, lsabel Jewell, Thomas Beck) with
full competence but without any great burst of genius. How-
ever the story, by Iames B. Lowell scripted by Arthur T. Hor-
man, was different and convincingly developed. The editor of
a small-town newspaper feels like an outsider, tries out of
sheer boredom to stir some excitement. When the town drunk
is found dead, the editor tries to play it up into a murder
ease, but the brainstonn fizzles. However, the drunk‘: daugh-
ter confesses, the trial becomes hot copy on a national level,
the small town overows with reporters, sightseers and rub-
berneckers. Then the editor nds the girl confessed out of a
desire to obtain some publicity . . .. the oft-misused literary
device known as “the switch" is constantly put into play here,
and works well each lime. True, the lm is unimportant, but
for its brief span of 61 minutes packed some unassuming
amusement into the reels. V '
Sometimes, as with Framed (I940), the routine ingredients
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' would be, not thrown together, but computed in such 1 way
that the familiarity coupled with the lm's brevity and speed
would engender a more satisfactory reaction than ordinarily
would be the case. Plot: reporter accused of murder clears
himself by trapping the culprit. Cast: Frank Albertson as the

- reporter, and worthies such as Robert Armstrong, Jerome
Cowan, Sidney Blacluher, Herbert Rawlinson. Heart interest:
Frances Robinson, cool and etcient. Director: Harold
-Schuster, another former lm editor, who began in notable
I hion in England, 1937, with one oi the early Technicolor
gins, the very rst in that country in fact, Wing: ol the

a Morning, and three years later was resorting to this sort of
thing. From Henry Fonda to Frank Albertson was quite a

. jump, and hardly upwards. Although his work to date might
be described, charitably, as uneven, Schuster moved this one

- along and avoided most of the pitfalls. Screenplay: Roy
Q Chanslor, who knew his cliches and managed to prevent them

from becoming _obvious. Hardly a novel idea in its hour's
' span, Framed nevertheless pleased unpretentiously and fully.

_, Spies for unnamed foreign powers were rife in the movies
; of I940, and Universal added to the increasing trend with
- y. Enemy Agent, directed by Lew Landers. Not that it is a par-

tieularly inspired or adept reection of the times—-it isn't—
_but it might be picked as the most typical low-budget "nerv-
‘ous period" spy yarn, stopping just short of identifying the
countries involved. lt also had one of those casts with
everyone a familiar player. Richard Cromwell was the
defense-plant draflsman under suspicion of spying; Helen
Vinson, in one of the most bizarre casting coups of the year,

. played a waitress (really a G-Woman, guys); and the good
and evil sides were peopled with the likes of Marjorie Reyn-
olds, Robert Armstrong, Jack La Rue, Philip Dom, Milburn
Stone and Jack Carson.
Enemy Agent was officially released on April 19, 1940.

Less than a month later, on May I0, the company released
Ski Patrol, also directed by Lew Landers. Ski Palm! seems to
be one of the few, if not the only lm of the period to deal di- '
rectly_with the Russo—Finnisl1 conict. ln the zigzag course of
hiswry it frequently becomes necessary to consult a scorecard
to determine one‘s allies, but the country was overwhelmingly
on the side of Finland at the time; those to the leftward were

' having a diicult task trying to explain Russia's invasion of
the numerically inferior country; to some, the reasons have
remained unclear to this day. At any rate, Ski Patrol still has

if
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the area relatively to itself. Small consolation, for the lm.
while it did try to delve into some thoughtful aspects of the
whys and wherefores of warfare, had its low budget mitigat-
ing against it. The story was the haclcneyed one about
three skiing champs, and friends: Russian, Finnish. American,
who become enmeshed when the ghting breaks out, and how
the Russian sacrices his life to save the Finn, friendship
overcoming patriotic duty and all that. it did not convince. A
lengthy cast of character actors was a saving grace. lt in-
cluded Philip Dom, Henry Brandon, Samuel S. Hinds, Luli
Deste, Edward Norris, lohn Qualen, Reed Hadley and Addi-
son Richards.
When a ne character player was at liberty, he would take

any part that came his way, rather than wait for a plum role
in a top-budgeted lm. it's one explanation of how lms like
San Frnntixco Dock: (i940) came into being, and why'they
tumed out as well as they did: San Francism Docks was

about a longshoreman accused of murder and‘ eventually
proven innocent, with little in the screenplay to heighten the
lack of promise in this bare outline. However, the accused

longshoreman was played by Burgess Meredith, his girl friend
by lrene Hervey, and friends and well-wishers by Barry Fitz-
gerald, Raymond Walburn and Robert Armstrong. Add Es-
ther Ralston, Ed Gargan, Ed Pawley, Lewis Howard and
other tried and true players, direction by Arthur Luhin, and
you have 66 minutes of pretty acceptable fare. Actors like
Meredith were——and are, on the rare occasions we see them
today—a joy to watch.- Their superior talent is clear, far and
away above their material. Yet they never once give the im-
pression of slumming, or coasting in their roles, or holding
back. in San Francisco Docks Meredith adds many touches to
his characterization, some of them minor. some barely notice-
able, but all contributing to a rounded portrayal. His slight
physical attributes prevented him from getting as many leads
as he deserved, but when he managed to play one, Meredith
was as believable as the most muscular, brawny he-man.
Another such was Lloyd Nolan, who stopped off at Univer-

sal long enough to appear in a nifty little adventure, Mr. Dy-
namite (l94l), which was no relation to the l935 Edmund
Lowe mystery with a similar title. This Dynamite had Nolan
as a star baseball player touring a bauar section of Brooklyn
(presumably Coney island, though not so named), who uncov-
ers a nest of spies. saves the secrets and gets the girl (Irene
Hervey), all on the eve of the World Series between the
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Brooklyn club and the St. Louis Robina. Without actually ap-
pearing in any baseball scenes, Nolan conveyed the
imprssion that he very well could have been a star pitcher,
part of the actor's down-to-earth quality that has served him
so well through the years. An old cohort from Paramount, J.
Carrol Naish, had a eld day in heavy makeup as an old man
doing the astrology bit, the ubiquitous Robert Armstrong
dwelt on the shady side of the law this time, and ventriloquist
Frank Gaby had his specialty used as part of the plot. John
Rawlins directed for paoe and suspense. Mr. Dynamite is a
good example of Universal's adeptness with low-key photog-
raphy (Iohn Boyle) and staccato editing (Ted Kent) men-
tioned earlier. Like the majority of the studio's “B” product,
its running time was brief, only 63 minutes. But a lot hap-
pened in the short space of time.
In retrospect, the Universal “B” output was more vast and

varied than any of its neighboring studios during this period,
and while many of them fell automatically into the routine
clasication, there was a suiclent number, including quite a
few not mentioned for reasons of space, possessing various
small skills to make them worthwhile. For the initiated, their
distinctiveness lay in their pictorial and editorial prociency.
Finally, the MGM studios retumed to a “B” policy of some

extensiveness in 1939. Their more obviously low-budget lms
had been somewhat curtailed the year before, mostly because
of producer Lucien Hubbard's exit from the lot-. True, Ed-
ward Chodorov produced a few with relatively short running
times. But it's not easy to relegate alm with Virginia Bruce,
Herbert Marshall and Mary Astor to the "B" ranks,_as in the
case of Woman Against Woman. For MGM maybe, but not
the rest of the movie companies. Chodorov also produced
Rich Man—Poor Girl, with Robert Young, Lana Turner, Lew
Ayres, ‘Ruth Hussey and Guy Kibbee, directed by Reinhold
Schunzel; and Spring Madnesr, with Ayres, I-lussey. Burgess
Meredith, Maureen O'Sullivan. Frank Albertson and a host
of familiar players, all in a sprightly version of a Philip Barry
comedy. No, these may have been "B" pictures to the MGM
hierarchy, but they dressed up many an impoverished (nar-
quee.
Even Nat Levine, that old king of the cheapi from Mas-

cot, found himself gilded by the Metro omate surroundings.
Levine had stayed with Republic long enough to get that new
company on its feet, then had departed his post as head of
production. Some eyebrows were raised when he signed as a
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~ r with MGM, for Levine's kind of lm was not
.I etro's His rst production was awaited with interest. Four

1 GM! in White was released in January, 1939. lt detailed infptlter grim fashion the probationary period of four student
_'1mnes, played by Florence Rice, Una Merltel. Ann Ruther- -. ford and Mary Howard. Miss Howard meets death at the
Lhands of a maniac, but the remaining trio winds up in good
ltands—Rice with doctor Alan Marshal, Rutherford with

i '7|cion Kent Taylor, Merkel with intern Buddy Ebsen. Despite
true-confessions nature of the story, a good deal of it was

__ jdinical to a depressing extreme. A climactic train-wreckf "scene was almost too realistic for the essentially romantic
v-theme, and S. Sylvan Simon directed with emphasis on un-
*_ pleasantes instead of the Hollywood hospital ctions. If
nothing else, it made a contrast to the ensuing Dr. Kildare

' -movies. But Levine's rst MGM lm proved to be his last.
illig contract was terminated without any further productions.
' -As if realizing that low-budget product worked better when
the keynote was action, MGM inaugurated a semi-series that

promise. Dennis 0'Keefe was‘a rising young contract
_ player, new in the sense that he had been Dennis O'Keefe for
fleas than two years. As Ed Flanagan, he had appeared as a._d!& extra and bit player in countless movies since the early
_. 1930:. A change of name and a place in the MGM scheme of
'l't]ling,s had tumcd an anonymous face into an up-and-coming
1kading man. O'Keefe had been allotted the introductory
ltreatment in a Wallace Beery outdoor adventure and for the

year had been cast in generally amusing if unmemorable '
»' light comedies. Now, producer Harry Rapf was assigned to
“tlaign action vehicles for O'Keefe, preferably with a sports

_f background, heavy on the comedy. What it amounted to was
‘In etfort to recapture the lost appeal of the MGM William

.Haines lilms of the silent era. Haincs had a brash charm that
-Won him the allegiance of thousands of apper hearts. Camethe talkies, and the Haincs hrashness so appealing in the si-
, "lent: became an irritant with added spoken dialogue; the
3 characterizations which once seemed impishly clever
='Iere now merely foolish. Haines hung'on in lms for several
syears then retired to meet with success as an interior decora-
-- tor. , \, OKeet‘e had the talent, the comedy timing, an Irish charm»

the seasoning of all those years standing in the back-Lgound at party scenes just barely in focus. First came Bum
' ' fem Up O'Connor (1939), and it was evident that MGM was -_
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covering all their bets. The O'Keel'e character was patterned
after Haines; the auto-racing background was reminiscent of
Wallace Reid; co-writer Byron Morgan had written for Reid,
and Richard Dix, and sundry sports-oriented stories:‘Edward

» Sedgwick had directed innumerable comedies for Buster Kea-
ton, Joe E. Brown and others, and had handled a baseball
murder mystery, Deal]: on the Diamond, in i934; and the
‘present lm was also a whodunit. All the ingredients blended
well and resulted in 69 minutes of fast racing action with a
good helping of suspense, and leavcning comedy from
O'Keefe and Nat Pendleton as his buddy. The mystery angle
was good-—someone was eliminating driversworking for a
racing-car builder (Harry Carey), with O'Connor (O'Keefe)
next on the list. The climax was a real thriller, with O‘Keefr/
driving in the big race while blinded, responding to whistling
signals -from Pendleton as to when to tum for the curves, etc.
It was what the houses accustomed to "B" product expected,
and this time MGM didn’t disappoint them.
The retums on Bum ‘em Up O'Connor were in all prob-

ability not in excess of the average "B" product, but the gen-
eral critical reaction had been fairly heartening. Writer Mor-

" gan and his collaborator Milton Merlin developed a second
' sports story for O'Keefe. Producer Rapf gave way to Edgar

Selwyn, S. Sylvan Simon replaced Edward Sedgwick and Al-
bert Mannheimer did the screenplay. These changes in pro-
duction indicated that the sports and action were to be played
down and the comedy elements given strong preference. The
Kid from Texas (I939) was indeed packed with amusing situ-
ations and the dialogue had plenty of snap, and on a level

~ considerably above the usual formula wisecraeking quips. The
plot had O'Keefe as a cowboy bitten by the polo bug: he
practices on the prairie using a tennis ball and a croquet mal-

' let. Eventually he has his chance to play, and the match be-
tween 0'Keefe‘s team of cowboys and Indians and the society
group is good for laughs. This was the rst lm in which
O‘Keefe‘s facial mugging was noticeable. It was working for
yocks in the old tradition, and surprising to see a leading man
loosen up in so unrestrained a manner. He was aided by good
bits from Buddy Ebsen and Jack Carson, who asiyet had not
achieved the popularity due him at Warners. For some reason

' the reviews on The Kid /rom Texas were unrewarding, if not‘
downright negative. Shortly thereafter O‘Keefe left the studio

~ to freelance, beginning a long and busy film career, and a
, - generally unappreciated one.
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Hubbard rejoined MGM in 1939, and at the same
U time tbe “B” units ourished once again, though there is no
P‘ ‘connection between the two. Hubbard turned out a routine

_' yarn with Walter Pidgeon, 6000 Enemies, and later in
, the year added another series to the studio sweepstakes. Nick
Carter, Master Detective had the famous cognomen of the
permy-dreadful private eye going for it, but the locale was
modern, and Nick Carter for all his deductive powers could
have been named by any other. Walter Pidgeon took the role,

'» gave it his solid-as-a-rock manliness and nothing else--but
then, nothing else was needed as the series was set up. Donald
Meek added oomedy relief as an eccentric bee (not “B") fan-
cier. The initial entry pitted Caner against spies who were hot
after The Big Secret. The second, Phantom Raiders (1940),

’_ Md him investigating the sabotaging of ships in the Panama
Canal_Znne. Both these were directed by Jacques Tourneur in
excellent fashion, and in the second one Pidgeon was allowed

‘ to indulge in a bit of girl-chasing, his‘ screen character light-
l~ ened to make him more devil-may-care. Then came Sky Mur-
'f' der (1940), with Carter once again tracking down enemy

agents. George B. Seitz was lured away from chronicling the
‘fl Hardy family to direct, but the change was not for the better.

The lm was Weak and, considering the MGM reputation,
' could have been accomplished in a more professional manner
" by any of the low-budget units at Republic, Monogram, Uni-
. yersal or Columbia. The Nick Caner series was duly aban-
doned and Pidgeon found a home with Greer Garson.
~ Mattie, in the person of Ann Sothern, started her adven-

"_ trues in 1939. The sole reason the series continued, aside
Q from Miss Sothem‘s always welcome presence, was because
I ‘pf an intensive campaign by the MGM propagandists, for the

opening results were far from satisfactory. The credits off Maisie state that it is based on a story by Wilson Collison.
That story. not identied. would seem to be Congo Landing.
‘which MGM had tumed into a box oice bonanza in I932
W outing Gable and Harlow in it and calling it Red Durt.

5;. ow the locale had been moved from the jungles to a dude
1 _' much, but the essential plot was the same. with Miss Sothern
K the chorus girl stranded, _Rubert Young the ranch foreman
-distrust-ful of women, lan Hunter the ranch owner with wife
-_tr0\lbles, Ruth Hussey the troublesome wife. Under the di-

-i'; reetion of Edwin L. Marin it all spooled off in strictly pre-
;j dictable situations, not graced with distinction in writing or
zvdirectorial niceties. Nor were the reviews, trade or newspaper,
flrticularly ecstatic. But the studio publicists got behind it
1 - 191
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and played it up as a surprise hit. Before long they probably
believed it themselves. To reassure themselves, MGM made
Congo Muisie (I940) changing the players if not the plot,
which occurred in the same location as Red Dust. ‘Fen-ning
the quadrangle with Mis Sothem were Iohn Carroll, Shep;
perd Strudwick and Rita Johnson. with H.C. Potter up-
grading the series by taking the directorial reins from Marin.
Thereafter Maisie went her way, with the series moving into
the Hardy-Kildare class—-outlasting, in fact, the Kildares.

. One consolation was that the original Collison plot had been
retired, at least until the fties and Mogamba. ‘

While awaiting thc returns on Maisie, Miss Sothem was
cast in what was proposed as another possible series. lt
proved far more felicitous artistically, but was doomed to last

‘ but for the one time. Joe and Ethel Turp Call on lhe Presi-
dent (1939). frequently shortened to A Call on the President

.-for less strain on the marquees, presented the Brooklyn cou-
» ple created by columnist Damon Runyon. Melville Baker
p’ caught the Runyonesque prose pattem in his script and Rob-

ert B. Sinclair directed with a strong emphasis on the human
qualities. William Gargan, an actor who could be superb
when given the right role, was perfect casting as Joe Turp,

- catching but not overdoing the Brooklyn dialect. Miss Sothem
' was far more sympathetic as his everloving spouse than as
Maisie. Runyon‘s original story had the Turps come to the aid
of their mailman when he is red, taking their case right to
the door of the chief executive, played in Judge Hardy style
by Lewis Stone. Flashbacks unfold the story of the mailman
and his poignant romance, and by the end the Turps have the

A President convinced—and with Joe handing out some advice
-1 to the President about how .to handle dictators. Not the least
*'_ of.the lm's virtues was the ensemble playing of the cast, and

especially Walter Brennan and Marsha Hunt as the letter-
carrier and his ladylove. The makeup jobs on them, from
youth to old age. were excellent. with Miss Hunt giving evi-

. dence that shc was one of the most talented young actresses
- in lms. Already experienced at Paramount, she was to re-

main with MGM for several more years without attaining
_- that one role which would win her stardom. Ultimately she

bad to return to the legitimate stage to receive adequate
recognition. .

A couple of I939 oddities were Within the Law, a rehash
of the old Bayard Veiller play with Ruth Husscy, of note
solely because of the choice of directors. After the success,
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on the front pages for a goodly length of time,
something a bit more spicy from director

for his Amencan debut Unfortunately, Ma
completely at a loss in the studio jungle,

everything that had characterized his
including the exotica The problems of cen
Machaty a reputation of sorts, but over

of this was his pictorial eye for composition
in his camerawork None of this was

the Law, which could have been the work
It was also several years before Machaty had the
to direct again, and it was not for MGM but as

with release through Republic
year Tod Browning, director of some of Lon

most successful macabre lms, and of the talkie
th Lugosi, made his last feature on it minor note

Sale was adapted from an excellent mystery
Rawson, Death /ram a Top Hal lt had won

when published the previous year, and had
as its sleuth an ingrauatmg ex-magician known as
The story reached the screen with a title change,

Mike Morgan as played by Robert Young.
eerie mystery aspects so absorbingly related in the

nearly completely under Browning‘: lax
was a sputtering conclusion to a highly individual
Merllni character was further desecrated by
- Man Who Wouldn't Die, as related earlier.

directorial career ended, so two others began at
It was reported that They All Came Out had

as a “Crime Does Not Pay“ short subject, and
discerned that the project was succeeding beyond
it was padded to make a 70-minute feature. It

rst feature for shorts producer Jack Chertok, and
debut for director Jacques Tourncur, son of disp
director Maurice Toumeur. The story concerned

hilitation of convicts, with Tom Neal and Rita John-
le ' -coup

life

notoriety of Ecstasy, which anchored 1-ledy
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relu
the

a

Fenton

who try to adhere to the straight and nar
crime. It was smooth, thoughtful, and with

values usually given to the "Crime
series, which were more elaborate than many

. .oulcl eventually nd his niche a
Val Lewton at RKO.

been an actor, leading man, villain—you
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' name it. His career wasn't heading up any particular grati-
; fying path, so he managed to get work at the MGM shorts

department. Like Jacques Toumeur, Fenton had directed
' some “Crime Does Not Pay“ shorts, as well as several Ono-

reelers of note. His rst feature behind the camera, Tell No
Tales, was released in the early spring of 1939, and proved to
be exceptional. lt was another newspaper yarn, but with sev-
eral differences, foremost of which was that the joumalistic
background looked authentic. Also, far from being the

. juggernaut of mass circulation which movie newspapers were
supposed to be, this one was on the verge of a shutdown, a
device that established a melancholy note before the main
plot presented itself. This concerned the paper's managing ed-
itor (Melvyn Douglas) who tums sleuth and traces a kidnap
gang for a nal big story. The episodic structure of the plot
contained some dramatic vignettes, all handled by Fenton
with agility and, in one instance, with great insight. It
featured Theresa Harris in a brief sequence as the widow of a
prizeghter, mourning his loss, whom Douglas encounters in

_, . his search for the criminals. The sequence of the Negro wake
1* was superbly detailed and Miss Harris gave her role a dignity
- which would be impressive today and was remarkable for un-
j enlightened 1939. Afterwards, the story moved under Fen-

ton's expert guidance to make the 69 minutes all too short.
- The cast included Louise Platt, a gifted young actress; Gene

Lockhart, Douglass ' Dumbrille, Sara Haden and more.
Melvyn Douglas was still in that curious period where he
could be cast in the lead of a top-budgeted Columbia lm, but
at MGM would be content with the lower "A" or top “B”

- picture status.
Leslie Fenton‘s subsequent directorial career was wildly un-

even. He did do a rather charming little "B" for MGM in
1940, The Golden Fleering. lt starred Lew Ayres as an insur-

' once salesman with not too many brains who sells a huge
policy to a gangster (Lloyd Nolan) and then has to protect his
client when both gangsters and cops go on the prowl for him.
With Rita Johnson as Ayres' sweetie, and Leon Errol, Nat
Pendleton, Marc Lawrence and William Demarest among the
support, it added up to plenty of fun. Ayres took his role of

. the dope in stride. and it proved a refreshing change of pace
from his medical practices as Dr. Kildare. Military service
disrupted Fenton‘s work thereafter. Upon resumption, he was
no longer a "B" director (among his unrealized projects was
to have been the picturization of correspondent Ernie Pyle‘s
story, a project eventually taken by William A. Wellman), but
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alternate the surprisingly good with the disap-

took a denite tum toward family
juvenile contingent was more in evidence,
Weidler. And Frank Morgan, a masterful

who found it easier to sputter through his
Barrymore fought oil boredom by grunt-

top-cast in several comedy-dramas of inconsequential
In a technical sense, Hullabaloo might have been of

nt for the insiders. Morgan played a
and during the course of the lm suppos-

vent to several uncanny impersonations. One se-
had his imitating Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy,
Colbert and Hedy Lamarr, the four starsof Boom

in n soene from the lm, doing all the sound effects in
To show how far we've come today, contempo-
remarked in awe of Morgan's hitherto unde-
as an imitator. little realizing that the orig-
had been dubbed to Morgan's lip movements.
the more mature juveniles were rounded up

to George B. Seitz to guide through a fairly inter-
r, Gallant Sons. Scitz did his work well, as did

Cooper, Gene Reynolds, Bonita Granville, Leo Gor-
Preisser, William Tracy and Tommy Kelly, with Ian

Patrick, El Brendel and Joe Yule (Mickey Roo-

gloss giving added luster to a "B" project.
end of 1940, MGM came forth with Keeping

every indication of becoming another
series. l-lerman J. Mankiewin had writ-
mainly about the trials and tribulations
by Ann Rutherford and a new MGM

Parents of the bride were played by Frank
and Irene Rich, and her two sisters by the hoydenish
Weidlcr and the cuddly-cute Gloria De Haven. Al-
clocked at 87 minutes, lengthy for a "B" pic, over-
for the tale it had to tell, Keeping Company occupied

time pleasingly under the direction of S. Sylvan Simon
possibilities were ripe for a continuance of the characters.

among the adults. Here is an instance of the

Was over a year later that the sequel appeared, entitled
Time jor Keeps (1942). ln the interim, changes had been

none of them for the better. Ann Rutherford re-
her role as the young bride, but Robert Sterling re-
.lohn Shelton as her mate. Not too bad a choioe. since
was an equally competent and personable contract
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~'*- Morris, indicating an attempt by the studio to toughen up '" 1 ~ boy and add some character to his perfon-nances. Sterling V

player getting the needed experience. Irene Rich was again
the mother, but Guy Kibbee inherited Frank Morgan's father
role, Dorothy Morris stood in for Gloria De Haven with
Virginia Weidler remaining, and Charles Reisner, a director
more comfortable with the more frantic brand of comedy,
took over for S. Sylvan Simon. Not unexpectedly, the sequel
was not within hailing distance of the original, and This Time
for Keep: lived up to its title. ' t
Sterling rose rapidly from the faceless romantic lead to a,

.V¢l\ltile and potentially popular young actor. in 1941 he was
§ Igiven two roles in lms which had been done before. One was l
'1 , - -originally played by Robert Montgomery the other by Ches

-L4.'1_ ' the challenge in sterling fashion, which will be the last?T-' ~ ofthat kind you’ll see here.
~ 1.» I'll Wait /or You was also one of the last lines of dialogue
‘$3 'the lm,_uttered by heroine Marsha Hunt as the law leads

y gangster Sterling. It wasn't a punchy title by any means,
__ I as tipping off the plot, all about a criminal who hjdes" - - on a farm and reforms when treated to love and under-
'atanding. More thanone reviewer commented on the triteness
of the tale. all of them forgetting that its triteness didn't pre-
vent it from being nominated for an Academy Award the rst
time around in 1934, when it was called Hide Out. Robert B.
Sinclair directed nicely, Sterling and Hunt were ne, and a
typically impressive MGM cast of favorites added to the en-
joyment, with Henry Travers, Paul Kelly, Fay Holden, Vir-
ginia Weidlcr, Reed Hadley and Don Costello. V

Number One, with Sterling as the undercover G Man trying
to get the goods on mob chieftain Dan Dailey Jr., who was .

exceedingly good in a role originally played by Joseph Calleia.
Some of the action sequences were lifted bodily from the

i The Get-Away was a remake of 1935': Public Hera 4

5

j WI, but in the newly shot footage director Edward Buz-

‘o'.

kept things humming at a rate that made the long 89 min-
trtes seem shorter. ln the ingenue role originally taken by Jean
Arthur was a new face, Donna Reed. She showed possibilities..A sign of the times was a change in crime. By the summer of
1941, America felt the winds of war, even in some of the '

minor low-budgeters. In The Ger-Away, Dai.ley's gang spe-
cialized in robbing defense payrolls, which made them doubly i
dangerous. '

—

;:_~ ' John Shelton hadn't moved very far in the trek toward
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' jstardom but he did land in an underrated little comedy,_! '1 Blond: Inspiration ( I941) that deserves a nod. It was a satireQ on the book-publishing business, underline business, with Shel-. ton as an erstwhile writer who falls into the clutches of un-
'7 - scrupulous publishers Albert Dekker and Charles Butterworth,' ' and becomes a ghostwriter for their top Western novelist, hi-t- ;-g lnriously played by Donaltl Meek. The title refers to the pub-; lishers' secretary, Virginia Grey, who takes the young writer,5 in tow. Marion Parsonnet‘s script contained wit as well as the,-" more obvious laugh targets, and was adapted from a play by5 John Cecil Holm, noted for Three Men on a Horse. Busby

. Berkeley directed without a chorus line in sight, and steered§_ the comedy skillfully.
_ Red Skelton was introduced as a star by MGM in I941,:~ but Whistling in the Dark would not quite qualify as a “B”" picture, although the budget was carefully scnitinized for

1 George Haight‘s production. Skelton had been brought along'9 by the studio slowly and wisely, with featured roles in both. musicals and dramatic lms in need of comedy relief. He was
. even inserted in a Dr. Kildare number or two. lightening thepervading gloom of Blair General Hospital. For his debut1 above the title, _he was given a sturdy property lmed previ-, ously in 1933 with Ernest Truex and facelifted by a trio of~' scripteis to fit the Skelton personality. For a moderate

_‘. amount of expenditure, the payoff was highly promising. The'~ lm, and Skelton, were received with praise, and Skelton- repeated his character of “The Fox," an inept radio detective‘ ’ up against it in real-life mysteries, twice more.-'. A less auspicious 1941 debut at MGM was George Sidney’!5 3 a feature director. From screen tests to “Our Gang”
, shorts, Sidney had accrued a wealth of experience at a rela-Q‘. tively tender age. Unfortunately, his task was to make some-‘ thing palatable from an ancient lvor Novello frippery. The- enormity of it would have given many a more seasoned d.i-rector pause. Sidney did his best, but Free and Easy neyer-. _ theles is best passed over in silence. Unless one desires a 55-minute "B" picture with a cast comprised of Robert Cum-
-‘_ mings, Ruth Hussey, Judith_Anderson, C. Aubrey Smith,. »Nigel Bruce, Reginald Owen, Tom Conway and CharlesColeman. But Sidney overcame it, and the splashy (Esthermlliams) musicals in Technicolor were but a few years away.So was the war, in the spring and summer of I941, but ex-;,.cept for a topical plot twist, and one‘s own conscience, it,' Wasbest not to brood. . . .
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IX

THE RUNT OF THE LITTER:
. PRC

E] Whatever PRC may have lacked in professional skills or
artistic air, there's no denying that they had some denite
ideas on how a movie should be merchandised, and that this
merchandising enabled them to persevere through some quite
awful productions. As examples of the more odorous elforts
drenched the screen, the wags would dene PRC in no uncer-
tain tllli, the kindest of them impolite. ln actuality the ini-

;_l-|l stood for Producers Releasing Corporation, but would
border on something obscene. But it was diicult to

, * PRC pictures, just as it was not easy to nd a few kind-- F '_WlIln ondtheart for them. Defects abounded in every
department. Performances would rate with a high school dra-
rnatics society under stress. Direction would consist of
pointing the camera in a particular area and shouting
"Action!" and hoping for the best; and the camera, when

, pointed, might be out of focus. Sets would shimmy and shake
e If an actor slammed a door upon entering. The editing would
involve repetition of certain pieces of lm, presumably be-
cause there was no covering footage, or maybe because the‘editor became enamoured of those frames. Music back-
grounding was from the can, when there was music—else
comparable results could have been obtained by a duo for
paper comb and kazoo. Sound recording would reach the
level of the tin-can telephone rigs used by children.
But the stories, or the titles, or something—there was al-

-ways something to sell. And eventually, PRC would
occasionally turn out a perfectly respectable lm.
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- Even its origins were shrouded in false starts. When
founded by Ben Judell in I939, it was referred to as Pro-
ducers Pictures. After its rst couple of releases it became
known as Producers Distributing Corporation. A few further
lms, and it- was Producers Releasing Corporation, short-
ened to PRC.
There was something intangible, something intuitive, tight

from the start, something that hinted, here is not just another
indie struggling to make a dent only to vanish ‘after a release
or two. lt might have been the way in which they began, with
what was then an explosive topic for a movie. Or it was per-
haps that they had a future lineup of lms announced which,
in contrast to the grandiose and unfullled plans of most inde-
pendents, looked as if it was actually going to reach the distri-
~bution stages. But as matters stood, Producers began life with
e thunderous crash, and got their picture banned in New
York. .

ls it possible for anyone not around at the time to conceiveof the political climate of the U.S. in the fall of I939‘) Ten-
sions_ had been building in Europe to a nerve-shattering dc-
gree,.and now the thin, taut strand had snapped. Europe was
at war. This country, following a policy in effect for twenty
years, was neutral. Or, depending upon one‘s persuasion, aw-_
tral on the side of England, or neutral against Germany. The
minority political thinkers were vociferous and in some cases
activists; there had been reports of disrupted showings of
Conlesrions of a Nazi Spy. Some lms had been made, aside
from the Wamer expose, which had been critical of totalitari-
anism, but in a furtive and nebulous way. The villainous spies
may have had German accents—or Russian, for that matter
--but it was seldom that they would be forthrightly identied
in the dialogue. But the inaugural Producers release ignored
all that. In the parlance of today, they let it all hang out.
Shepard Traube had written a story of life inside Nazi Ger-

many entitled Goose Step. Producers bought it and scheduledit as their rst lm. In the light of the world situation, espe-
cially after September l, I939, the title was changed to the
more dynamic HiII¢'r—-Beast of Berlin. It was shown to the
trade under this title. Subsequently it became Beasts 0/ Berlin,
but as public sentiment mounted in favor of the Allied cause,
the Hitler title became prominent on the marquee: and lobby
posters, even though the title might have been softened on the
screen. But at rst, at the time of its otcial release-date of
October 15, I939, it was a hot potato, politically speaking.
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~ Artistically it was not so hot, but this was ofvsecondary eon-
‘ eern. The New York bonrd'_of censors took a_ look at it,

oonsidered the sensibilities of the various Bund camps preva-
.lent in New York and nearby New Jersey, tallied the possibili-
ties, and banned the lm. After a month's‘ hesitation, which
saw the title changed to the less inammatory one. and some

=- oensorial cuts that seemed little more than arbitrary, it nally
opened in New York City on November 18. In more of a pa-

L. tliotic gesture than a display of critical common sense, the re-
~; .view'ers< generally praised the intent of the lm, refraining as

they could from remarking on the numerous technical
'.~;and artistic faults. .

I-Not that Beasts of Berlin was a downright disaster, it
#_.j;,l=wpn‘t. Its sinoeritywvas apparent and unquestioned, and there'Iere a good many things in it that were presented on the
» ‘ - -at for the rst time; some became cliches through repeti-\ - in subsequent anti-Nm‘ lms and some were vitiated by

— -l-in ' exposition, but thingrwere said that had to be said.
l__.lt was the rst ction feattare to depict an interpretation
i‘ _- was going on inside Hi r's Third Reich.
V , the story tered on an underground group

W ~~ out propaganda against the Nazis, of how they were
—~~ 7- and captured, imprisoned in n concentration camp,; how their leader (Roland Drew) and his wife (Stei

j?_ Zgtil) eventually escaped (distressingly easily) to Switzerland,
fwhere presumably they would carry on the ght for freedom
' in their homeland. Counterbalancing the frequent nnivete of
»' the narrative, many scenes were strongly delivered and com-
‘? pelling in_their honesty. One curious result of the censors‘
,-'_ trepidation came when a Nazi bigwig scans a news headline
. announcing President Roosevelt's lend-lease policy to the
Allies, and snaps: “Meddling fool!“ The exclamation was
muddied and distorted on the sound track of the, print seen in
its rst New York run, as if the censors didn't want to see any
display of disapproval. Their fears were groundless, for in-
creasing fervor on behalf of the Allies and the sharp decrease
in popularity of the local Bundists and quasi-Nazis nullied
any serious thoughts of reprisals.
Controversial in a way that was good for the box oice, the

"lm probably retumed a‘ healthy prot on its economical
budget outlayI lt continued to be protable for PRC, or

_ whoever became its distributor in years to come, and not then
because of its topicality. A -featured player named Alan Ladd
had become a tremendous box oice draw from the early
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-.940: onward, and sinoe he had been laboring in the Holly-‘hood elds for a long time as a performer in sundry low-_bttdget lms, many of them would naturally be trotted out tocaslfin on his name. So it was with Producers’ rst; in time it“ became known as Hell’: Devils, with Ladd's name ‘billed in
Z» huge letters abovc the title, to snare the unwary who mightY think it was a brand new movie. Since stills of Ladd were rel-;_ utively scarce in scenes from the lm, ingenuity overcamehonest instincts. A still showing Roland Drew undergoing the. rigors of torture in the concentration camp. dragged} half-conscious back to his cell, was tampered with and the_. actor's lace replaced with an insert of Ladd's, suitably bat-‘, tered and begrimcd, on the theory that since Ladd‘s name was.§ now an top. he should be the recipient of the punishment»
. meted out only to those of star status. _1, Producers Pictures’ second release hardly possessed theringing boxofce values of the rst, although some elfort was.-made to exploit the name of lack London as author of the

_. 'original story, A Tltottmrtd Dertllu. But Tnrlttre Ship, as it'was called. was nothing but a seedy crook melodrama, more‘Lthan a trie foolish in its overacting and limp direction by*‘ ;Victor Halperin, negating any possibility of making something5 out of the tale about a mad doctor (lrving Pichel) who doesV‘ some endish experimenting an a group of criminals aboard I" yacht. Lyle Talbot did the heroics, Jacqueline Wells the cring-_‘ ing. Halperin directed the third 1939 releaskand by now itclearly established that the company was Producers Dis-tributing-—-and failed to improve the mediocre level with Bur-‘ _t‘ul Alive, a prison yarn with all the frayed trimmings: hero
._ " (Robert Wilcox) condemned for a crime he didn't commit,'T_ prison nurse (Beverly Roberts) who stands by him, trickery I0ffobtain a last-minute confession from the guilty, and otller
_-_ foreseeable plot machinations. Nor were there redeeming
‘. features to overcome these gaucheries.
_l Undoubtedly the tumultuous beginnings had something todo with it, but a feature entitled Golrl Slar Mother was on the

' ',*oompany's schedule for November 25, l_939 release. It neverélppeared, and presumably was not lmed, causing one to
‘Z wonder what the nature of the plot would have heen—mo'relhxploiteering along the lines of its rst release? A plea for iso-gllllionism‘! Or just a tear-drenched drama? The record is mute‘Ron the subject.

_No controversy was called for with The Invisible Killer.'the_last 1939 release, a girl-reporter-frustrated-detective mur-
- 2Ol
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der mystery played by, respectively, Grace Bradley and Ro-
land Drew. Drew, hero of Beast: of Berlin, was again_ di-
rected by Sherman Scott, the same Sherman Scott who was to
direct Westerns with Bob Steele and Buster Crabbe. Thesame
director would in time do Western series with Tim McCoy
and George Houston, using the name of Peter Stewart.
Should the names Sherman Scott and Peter Stewart be mean-
ingless to movie bu's, they would he more familiar with Sam
Neweld, poverty-row director supreme. For indeed, Mr.
Neweld assumed the two pseudonyms for his work at the
studio, no doubt unwilling to have a well-wisher caution him:
“Sam, you‘re working too hard." Apart from the artistic re-
suits, Neweld‘s record is impressive numerically, even in
today‘: prolic television system of perpetual direction. As for
The Invisible _Killz-r, Miss Bradley's lush attributes were the

: onl such in the lm.in Peter Stewart division of Sam Neweld‘s psyche di-
meted the rst and last in what was hoped to be a series of

Westerns featuring a twelve-year-old in the lead, Bobby Clark
(denitely no relation to the celebrated stage buffoon). The

='_8_agel>ru.th Family Trails, West had Master Clark, Earle Hodg-
§’_;i_ns,, Minerva Urecal and Joyce Bryant mired in a story about

itnveling medicine show, with the usual banditry tangent
thrown in. Young Clark sat a horse like a true son of the
prairie and swung a wide loop with his lariat. But the thought
of a Hardy family on horseback was a bit too much to con-
template, especially since William Lively's script failed to dig-
nify his last name and Peter Stewart‘: direction was a shade
below Sherman Scott's best work.
While Scott—Stewart—Neweld was involved in other mat-

ters, Richard Harlan directed Merry Plane, with the skidding
James Dunn and the stylishly attractive Frances Giord. Har-
lan normally brought home the paychecks through his work
as assistant or second-unit director. Mercy Plane remains his
only opportunity to do a full feature, and as such was passa-
ble, although the story of plane thefts and an amazing new-
fangled craft that rises from the ground like a helicopter was
hard to swallow and the juvenile special etiects work did
nothing to make it believable. Merry Plane was released in
February l940, and for a time bid well to be last on the list of
releases from the new company. Wobbly and not fullling
their schedule, Producers Distributing Corporation seemed
headed for that happy indie hunting ground populated by Vic-
tory, Puritan, Reliable and the rest of the little companies of
015- '
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.4 Z;,, In May 1940 carne 1 Tm mi om. an unmemocable
at _ oops-and-robbers concoction about a policeman's son (Gor-

don Jones) out lg avenge the death of his father, not materi-
- ally dierent from the hordes of “B” police pictures preceding
it, routine in performance. writing and Sherman Scott's direc-
tion. But it represented the first release from the revivifled,
renourished, and renamed Producers Releasing Corporation.
The following month, Hold Thar Woman! was ready for exhi-
bition. Jarries Dunn and Frances Giord were reteamed (they _

were husband and wife offscreen) in a ippant comedy about
-‘fsltip-tracers," or those leeches whose job it is to_ collect from
runouts on installment payments. No great shakes, but it
otfered Dunn more opportunity to display his impudent
charm than did his preceding eort. lnevitably, Sherman
Scott directed. Two months later, at the end of August,
Marked Men appeared. Warren Hull and Isabel Jewell led the' east of an uninspired tale of an escaped convict trying to
carve a new life. Scott directed without any noticeable spark,

I all loo understandable considering the amount of labor he
had put in during the past year. -

Sam Neweld-Sherman Scott—Peter Stewart, under pro-
ducer Sigmund Neufeld (yes, they were brothers), had di-
rected the vast majority of the company's releases during its
unsteady fomtative period. They had assembled enough Tim
McCoy and Bob Steele Westems to ll in the schedule to
some extent, while the newly vitalized PRC company re- -

_ trenchod for a few months. The next non-Western PRC fea-
ture came in December,l940. ln fact, two were released

' practically simultaneously, neither of them from the
Neufeld—Neweld factory. - ‘

Y -1_ The Devil Bat was as its title implies, a horror lm, pro-
duced by Jack Gallagher and directed by Jean Yarbrough._
Misbehaving Husbands was produced by Jed Buell, directed

' by William Beaudine. lt was a domestic comedy with Harry
Langdon, while the horror lm starred Bela Lugosi. Neither
amountedyto much artistically, but each had selling angles,
which had not been abundant in the last several PRC releases.

' - The exploitative values in the Lugosi lm are obvious, while
. _Mi.\'behav|'ng Hu.rband_r marked the return to feature-length
'> comedies of Langdon, once vying with Chaplin for popularity

and whose screen career plummeted as swiftly as it had as-
eended. After many sad years in short slapstick comedies

=7 - k and small to medium parts in features, Langdon once more
-' topped the cast in a vehicle of his own.
*1 Langdon was good. His role was not unique in the way t-hat
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his silent-lm character was; he played an innocent accused
by his wife (Betty Blythe) of cheating after twenty years of
marriage,’ and the consequences of the accusation involve a
near-divorce. There were a few laughs in the part, but Lang-
dou reached into his bag of cinema tricks and extracted a
number of additional chuckles _with his timed reactions to a
distressing turn of- plot, and occasional hints of the babyish
characteristics inherent in his pre-sound portrayals. Beau-
dine's direction was also helpful. Beaudine's career dated back
to the dawn of lm history. At various times he had directed
Mary Pickford, W.C. Fields and sundry bright lights of the
golden days. He had journeyed to England in the mid-l930s
or a stint, only to be given "B" lms of the Torchy Blane se-
ries variety upon his return. Mi.t'beImving Husbands was the
rst of a staggering number of "B" indie lms made by Beau-
dine during the next two decades. Its cast was also more
interesting than the average indie “B” pic; in addition to
Langdon and Miss Blythe, there were Ralph “Dick Tracy"
Byrd, hlonde vamp Esther Muir, smooth-voiced Gayne Whit-
man, appealing Luana Walters, and a young man with a fu-

named Byron Barr, later to become Gig Young.
1'1 ';L|rgosi's ups and down in_lms are inexplicable. Pre-dating

Karlo in horror lms with his Dracula portrayal, the
_.~' f ' actor evidently received faulty advice on which

-c’

roles to accept, or was in some other way victimized. When
‘..KarloE was mired in inferior material, at least he persevered
j and maintained his dignity; usually lending the turkey what

£1-_ 1 little worthiness it possessed. Lugosi, however, would be fre-
quently completely overcome by the ineptitudes of his part,
becoming a caricature of his intentions and thereby lowering
his own standards. He had given a legitimately expert per-
formance in Son 0/ Frankenstein in l939 as the crazed peas-
ant Ygor, but apparently was unable to take advantage of his
good work. He was hack with his mad-scientist routine in TheDevil Hal, and he had gone through the motions of the role
countless times before in low-budget features and serials. This
occasion called for him to raise giant bats, and con his ene-
mies into dubbing on a specially prepared shaving lotion
which would attract the hats, and drain the victim of his
blood. A repetitive device in John Neville‘s script became in-
advertently hilarious when the next one marked for death
would be handed a gift of the deadly lotion, and upon being
bid an unsuspecting “Good night" when the future corpse
would depart, Lugosi, summoning all the Magyar-accented
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iIl_ his vocal chords, would rejoin with a deep

Corporation was now living up to its
Ted Richmond, E.B. Derr, John

Martin Mooney and others were now readying
features for the company, with Sig Neu-

to supervise the Westem output. But although
was steady, it rapidly became apparent that

not going to enter any product in contention for
Awards. It was the old story indigenous to indies, a
of newcomers on the way up, _old-timers on the

with no middle ground on which to meet and con-
talents. The rst four l94l releases seemed to
status by altemating means. Caught in the Ac!
comedy toplining Henry Armetta, of the Med-

and a peculiar walk like the leaning
motion, as a construction foreman mixed up
blondes. Armetta was amusing in small, or

doses, but carrying the load of an entire feature
as he had in his 20th-Fox sports series, was
Secrel Evidence was primarily a showcase

Reynolds, on the rise from extra girl to Western
to indie lead. Miss Reynolds was competent, and
fact receive her ticket to stardom playing opposite

and Fred Astaire a few years hence. But the lm
silly in its underworld melodramatics and not
direction of William Nigh, moving_over from

for a brief spell. Federal Fugitives was about gov-
agents on the trail of a foreign spy ring and had Neil
in the lead, with Victor Varconi and Betty Blythe
featured, all of them nama from lmdom‘s past.
was Doris Day, and it is mandatory to add. not

Day who became the screen's richest profes-
Another Doris Day is the inapt but unavoidable

it. And Emergency Landing had Forrest
role. Tucker was a recent arrival in the

nd at this time known primarily as the recipient of a
from Gary Cooper in last year‘s Goldwyn epic The
and ro-screen as an escort of some of the most
starlets in Hollywood and a professional golfer in

Carol Hughes, ingenue, had been in movies for a few
was still considered a new face. Billed third was

Brent, still as smokily exotic as in her days at Para-
with von Sternberg. Far down in the cast was Jack
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Lescoulie, who became one of the big television names as an
announcer. None of these four lms had ambitions beyond
their supporting-feature niche and none achieved further
fame.
Nor did the subsequent PRC releases of 1941, although in

retrospect it is possible to pluck some kemels of enjoyment-—
kernels, because they are comy, but nice—-from the husks of
the undistinguished crop. South 0/ Panama had the likeable
Roger Pryor and some moderately witty dialogue by Ben
Roberts and Sidney Sheldon, woven into a spy script that was
not taken seriously, especially by its writers. Paper Bullets be-
longs outside the realm because of several factors and will be
discussed later. Criminals Within was one of the few lms of
the period to deal with draftees—the draft had gone into
eect in October 1940, and had given impetus to a freak suc-
cess, Buck Privates, which in turn gave us Abbott and Cos-
tello as top-ranking comics, for better or worse. However,
aside from a few tangential scenes, usually a wind-up gim-
mickito separate the hero from his girl at the conclusion, the
draft was generally ignored. In fact, this PRC endeavor

/' should have been ignored, to the benet of all concerned. The
spy angle was present, as were Eric Linden, Ann Doran, Ben
Alexander, Weldon Heybum and other hapless individuals,
but they could do nothing to extricate themselves from the
mishmash, nor could Joseph H. Lewis alleviate matters
directorially. Double Cross had the winsomely pretty Pauline
Moore, whose last lm it proved to be, and a crime yarn

. guaranteed to excite no one. Desperate Cargo was an adven-
ture whose shoestring budget must have been frayed before
production from the look of the sets. However it had a pleas-
ant cast: Ralph Byrd, Carol Hughes. Jack Mulhall, Kenneth
Harlan, and an intriguing girl named Julie Duncan. Miss Dun-
can was~not in the standard Hollywood glamour tradition,
possessing instead a wholesomeness and sincerity, garnished
by a distinctive speaking voice, that smacked of good roles to
come. She had been seen in a number of Westerns and was
more than convincing because of her riding prowess. Desper-
ate Cargo was her best part to date, despite its production
deciencies, and she made her ingenue part count for more
than it was worth. As ill-fortune would have it, the talent
agents and executive scouts were all apparently looking in
another direction. She eventually drifted out of lms.
Gambling Daughters had a spicy come-on in its advertising
but was nothing more than a crime story, complete with_ mys-
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terlously unidentied “boss.” Besides, romantic leads Cecilia
Parker and Robert Baldwin were man and wife in real life, so
it was almost a family lm. R:g'lar Feller: was based on the
comic strip and featured Billy Lee and Carl “Alfalfa” Switzer:
if PRC had intended to develop the characters into a series,
they were stymied by the lack of quality in the opener.
With autumn, PRC seemed to put slightly more effort into

their releases. Made cheaply but surprisingly entertaining was
a mystery of the "Thin Man” school, Dangerous Lady, with
Neil Hamilton as a private eye and June Storey as his wife, I
lawyer. The repartee between them, and with the frustrated
cop, Douglas Fowley, was slightly superior to the norm,
Hamilton gave a good impression of enjoying himself, Ber-
nard B. Ray had not directed as competent a lm before, nor
did he later. Most felicitous was the background music by
Clarence Wheeler. The composer obviously was restricted to
I motley assortment of musicians, but he overcame-this with
some jaunty airs that the salon group played with lilt. In an
era of gigantic studio orchestras, at times seemingly all mim-
pets, blasting forth with tuttis and cacophonies menacing to
the ear dmms, Wheeler‘s squeaky little conceits came m wel-
come respite. And they helped the movie.
Before taking over from Bob Steele in the “Billy the Kid”

Westem series, Buster Crabbe was nagled into a nal jungle
ing replete with loin-cloth and stuffed lions. Jungle Man was
produced by Ted Richmond, directed by Harry Fraser, and
enacted by Crabbe and fellow thespians in what appeared to
he someone‘: back yard. Actually, Crabbe played a donor
looking for a cure for jungle fever, but found reason and op-
portunity to strip down for the occasion. The photographer,
Mervyn Freeman, was also credited as associate producer, no
doubt a tip-o on the economies of the lm.
Hard Guy was an exploitation eort with Mary l-lealy, for-

merly of the 20th-Fox musicals, playing eamestly as a ciga-
rette girl in order to nd the murderer of her sister. With
Jack La Rue in the cast, who else? Elmer Clifton directed,
and the results were slightly above Clifton‘s indies of the
thirties. Mr. Celebrity was an innocuous family drama about
an orphan (Buzzy Henry), horseracing and heart aches, with
a built-in gimmick of having three senior citizens—Franeis X.
Bushman, Clara Kimball Young, and former boxing champ
Jim leries make brief appearances. William Beaudine di-
rected, as he did the following PRC release, The Miracle Kid,
a comedy about a'b01ter (Tom Neal) involved with some
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health nuts. Neal showed muscular biceps for the ladia,
Carol Hughes appeared to advantage in a bathing suit for
the lads, and nobody was particularly oended.
With year‘: end in sight, PRC hit hard with their potential

box olce bonanza, rnost promising since their initial release.
It also proved to be one of their worst lms, one of the most
inept ‘lms of the year, or of any other year. Since Gypsy
Rose Lee had made some small success by forsaking her art
as an eodysiast, striptease, or in burlesque parlance peeler, to
become an actress, her sisters in the profession had enter- '
tained similar ambitions. Latest to give it a try was Ann Corio,
who had made a statuesque Tondelayo in a legit production
of White Cargo. Now it was Miss Corio's turn to display her
talents, thespic rather than physical,‘_for the movies. Arthur
G. Durlam had prepared a screenplay for producers George
Merrick and Max Alexander, and those gentlemen in league
with director Elmer Clifton duly committed the work to cel- i

lndoid. Swamp Warrrzrn was a souté about a dancer (Miss
Corio), a ratty promoter (Jay Novello); an escaped convict
(Richard Deane), a pursuing policeman (Ian MacDonald), the
dancer's nubile niece (Mary Hull) and her intended (Jack La
Rue), all oundering together in the bayou country. The
stringiness of this heady mulligatawny was supposedly com-
pensated for by its conclusion wherein all strands are dis-
posed of--the convict is really innocent because the ratty
promoter is the true culprit, the niece gets tlieconvict, and
her former ance goes for the dancer. As if plot outline
isn't woeful enough. the attendant technical and artistic
aspects are even more mournful, including acting and dia-
logue hardly worthy of a company on tour in the back-
woods; nonexistent direction; dark photography that man-
aged to detract from Miss (‘orio‘s prominent charms; seedy
production values. Miss Corio gave a performance that
showed her capable of delivering lines, with the rest
questionable in view of the material. La Rue looked painfully
embarrassed, with the rest of the cast following suit, inten-
tionally .or otherwise. Bad as the movie was, which wan
plenty, it nevertheless had the drawing power to play prot-
ably in the shooting-gallery houses and exploitation havens,
who weren't getting too much in the way of hot product
at the time. Miss Corio was also signed for more lms, by
the reasoning that the droll debacle was not her fault.
Swamp Woman was ofcially released on Friday, Decem-

ber 5, 1941. '
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--I] 'l‘he rst movie to take cognizance of the U.S. entry into

- World War ll came from the unlikely source or MGM. Pearl-
‘ Harbor was attacked on December 7, 1941, and by the end

I of January of the following year A Yank on the Burma Rodd

- was tradeshown to critics for release the next month. it was a

(Barry Nelson) leading a caravan of medical supplies over the

Burma Road to China as a way of making some ready cash,

‘wand was not made with finesse. Metro was supreme when it
‘rfrcame to glossy productions and could turn out a “B” picture
upon occasion with genuine skill. But a low-budget adventure

_with action predominating would invariably throw them for I
' loss. However, A Yank an the Burma Road, unalterbly “B”
it in content and production, became the rst release to cele-

~ brate the country's going to war—near the conclusion, Nelson,

' -receives a quick message, grimly mutters ". . . so they

\b0mbed Pearl Harbor, did they?" and instantly undergoes a

metamorphosis frorn greedy mercenary to soldier-patriot as

I i he does battle with the Japanese enemy. The scene had all the

' credibility and thought of an impromptu script conference on

' ~tl1e set during shooting, with a hasty decision of “stick it in

' here“ solving the topical dilemma. Indeed, the lm was well

1‘ into production when war broke out, making it a matter of

script convenience, and oontrivance, to insert the item. A

Yank an the Burma Rand -beat Two Yanks in Trinidad by

‘ 1 month. The latter was a moderately “A” Columbia comedy-
‘?
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adventure with Pat O'Brien and Brian Donlevy in which the
-=_ news of the attack was also grafted in on the spur of the

moment, via a radio broadcast. -

For three and a half years, the motion picture industry
» worked under constant pressure evep above the customary
-' hustling and bustling to meet ppoduction and distribution

rdeadlinee. Leadingmen of military age were rapidly drafted
» into service, or enlisted. Directors, writers, cameramen, tech-

nicians from every department went into the services, and the
manpower shortage was felt everywhere. Budgets were re-

.- stricted. A price ceiling was placed upon the construction of
H sets. Vital material, rubber and steel, were in short supply.
t Ammunition for the ring of blank cartridges was rationed, _a

- sore blow to “B” lms and Westems in particular. Even lm
H stock was rationed. And despite all this, audiences needed the

movies, in some ways a whole new audience comprised of
men in uniform, and defense-plant workers now on a wartime

,__ basis; many theaters ran special showings for the swing shifts
lroundl?xe‘country. , .

'Whe war came to America, the movies had attained a
‘ high-level mark of_technical skill, and while prots uctuated

with the years, were generally a money-making proposition.
Neophytes and apprentices were learning their crafts on the y

“B” pictures, along with—and learning from—exper
ieneed veterans of-the low-budget genre. Although some of
the younger industryites had their careers interrupted by mili-
tary service, others would actually reccive the impetus needed
while serving with n motion picture unit, to resume after the
war in a better position and with more knowledge than be-
fore. Those who remained behind had learned well, in some
cases. While every studio issued their share of prodigious tur-
keys, the general craftsmanship of "B" lms was acceptable,
‘while many times the quality was startlingly high. More than
ever before, a low-budget supporting feature would atone for
the predictability and crass dullness of the main film. Also no-
ticeable is the fact that the good "B" pictures of the World

'_ War ll era usually stand the test of time. Often the mov-
iemakers would be left alone to their own devices; while the
powers that be were expending concern over their big class
"A"'musical, or drama, or wartime inspiration. Producers like
Val Lewton, given orders to make horror lms with lurid ti-

’ tles. would quietly, almost furtively assemble ~minor gems
bearing the stamp of an individual, and these would nd their
_audiences. in‘ Lewton‘s case his studio, RKO, wisely let him
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_ Qeontinue in his own manner, with memorable results. A direc-
Ytor like William Castle, after a false start or two, discovered

..';,-J the what and how and when and where and why, all the'an-
.-,'_ swers bearing on an audience's reaction to suspense. He per-
§ ' fected his knowledge on the Whistler pictures at Columbia

and made quite possibly the best "B" of all time, per dollar,
spent. at Monogram. T is lm was written by Philip Yordan,
grinding them out until an old play of his, Anna Lucmta

Q I was produced in a New York library and propelled to Broad-
- way, by which time Yordan had been nominated for an

I‘ Academy Award for his Hollywood writing. Republic Pic-
tures was still known for Westerns and serials, but their “B”

< features took on added interest when the credits would in-
,1 form the viewer that it was photographed by John Alton, who
- was using camera magic worthy of the designation “art.”

It was a ne time for "B" pictures. I941-45, and would
. make a nostalgic long for the good old days, only there was a

. ’ war and the old days really weren't very good at that. But the
low-budget movies were good. and we can see them today out

‘if . of their time and they still are good. We look at them, and re-
‘, alize something is gone from lms now. Films are not better
1 ' oli for that lack, whatever it is.

This time, the major studios will be examined in alphabeti-
f ' cal order, to show impartiality.
‘A Columbia had come in second in the race to screen Ameri-
. ca's entry into World War II, and her “B” picture schedule

'hecame and remained war-oriented. Their timing hadibeen
unfortunate with Honolulu Lu. a comedy with Lupe Velez
and Leo Carrillo localed in that city. It was released Decem-
ber ll, l94l—and after December 7, Honolulu didn't con-

. note gaiety and fun in many patriotic minds, and wouldn't do
' so for years aftentvard. The lm played the neighborhood
houses approximately two months or so after release, and it

,. seemed strange to watch a story set in Honolulu, even one
~ light in texture, with no mention of Pearl Harbor or the war.
_ Not that the movie possessed any smashing distinction.

With expedient exceptions already mentioned, lms with a
' post-Pearl Harbor background hit the screens starting ap-

proximately the following June. Six months‘ interval would
appear to be a long time to catch up with the headlines by

_ lm standards, but it wasn't. With the movie season habitually
beginning in September, by December the company product

.' had been pretty well rmed and most of the lms either in
’ production or well on the way. with the country in a state of
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,1 disruption and uncertainty after theiwddgn dilator, it was
‘Q: the safest and wisest procedure for the to adhere

to their release schedules as planned, then oonoentrate on the
war. Columbia's "B" contingent had a bevy of war lms ready
by June, releasing approximately one per month. The studio

. would be one of the most prolic producers of lms, "A" and
~.' ' "B" in stature, with war backgrounds.

- First in release for Columbia was Submarine Raider, an
‘ Aubrey Wisberg~plnt on the implausible side even for the

early days of the war. when extremely little was known con-
’ oeming the events surrounding the Pearl Harbor attack. This

one was about a Japanese aircraft carrier en 1'oute, which
. shells an American yacht killing all except one girl (Margue-

' rite Chapman). who is picked up by an American submarine.
-' ‘The lm then revolves between the carrier and the sub, whose

» commander (John Howard) attempts too late to warn Pearl
. l_-[arbor of the impending attack. The cat-and-mouse game eli-
- maxas with an all-out battle between carrier and sub. As di-
.__ rested by Lew Landers it carried a certain amount ‘oi

suspense, with performances of merit by Howard and Nina
Pipitone as the Japanese carrier commander. But the yarn
was unbelievable. and even more damaging was the tme of
phoney miniatures for carrier and sub throughout, obvious to
the untrained eye.

- Parachute Nur.\‘c, released two weeks after Submarine
Raider in Junc I942. was the old story about girls in training.
No matter what the service, the usual devices would be pres-

the cliched characters abouncling, the action predictable
and timtwom. The present lm was no exception, completely’ routine under Charles Barton‘: direction, with only its topical
background giving it an advantage, and of course the attrac-
tiveness of the females involved, including Marguerite Chap-

~ man, Louise Allbritton, Kay Harris, Catherine Craig and
Shirley Patterson.
John Beal's credible performance did a lot for Atlantic

~ Convoy. a July release concerning Nazi activity in Icelandic
waters. Beal played a civilian weatherman suspected of being

. an enemy agent with his customary -conviction, distinguishing
an otherwise familiar if exciting low-budget action j6b. Also
of help were Bruce Bennett, Virginia Field and Victor Kilian
as yer, nurse and villain respectively, while direction_by Lew
Landets was speedy and stirred up some livelines for the
conclusion. with Beal righting himself by rounding up the un-
dercover Nazis who've bccn preying on Allied shipping.
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~L; 5'Landera also directed Sabotage Squad. a slowly-paced but
,i_£_|irly par-table little espionage story with an angle that de-

' -lerved more thoughtful development, a Damon Runyonish
r. touch about a bookie (Edward Norris) who becomes involved
with a gang of saboteurs. Although billed below Bruee Ben-
netLand Kay Harris. nominal hero and heroine, it was the
character played by Norris who was the focal point of the

’ int, and he did Well with the role. Sabotage Squad was re-
leased August 27, i942, ending the season.
Sabotage “was the theme of Stand By All Networks,

releasedat the end of October, 1942. Once again John Heal
and Lew Landers teamed. with Beal as an ace radio news-

. caster whose sole pastime seemed to be uncovering enemy
-__ agents out to blow up anything and everything connected with

t t
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I Assigned a juvenile yam with Columbia’s company of_ tough

-the war eort. Beal is put on the spot by a couple of under-
‘y handed spies (Alan Baxter and Margaret Hayes) but manages

' to set things aright with the help of a fellow employee (Flor-
enee'Rice), who calmly divulges her identity as a Govemment
-agent before the end. The trouping of thegluckless cast made
palatable the wilder aspects of the plot and the show'ran a
'bnief 64 minutes, but it was too much to expect the Axis to

" lend over such guileless agents as depicted here.
Working like a beaver, if not a director, Lew Landers was

‘kids, including three of the original Dead Enders, Billy Halop,
‘Hunt’: Hall and Bobby Jordan. Halop, ringleader‘as usual.
Was a toughie sent to a military academy where he is helped

1 by Freddie Bartholomew, a refugee English lad. To keep the
' _topicality in the forefront, Halop in a t of pique at being ex-
pelled seeks out his old gang, and lo! and behold, they are

' now in cahoots with a Nazi spy. Junior Army,‘ as it was titled, -
was Columbia's November contribution to the 1942 war
eort, “B” classication.
Decet'nber's was Underground Agent, with Bruce Bennett

ea a telephone trouble-shooter breaking up a bunch of enemy
agents who've been tapping wires of war plants. Rhys Wil-
_liams made the part of the bigwig Axis nasty a bit more be-
Iievable than usual and it moved fast enough under newcomer
Michael Gordon's direction. But there wasn't much else about
It one Way or the other, leading one to ponder over whether
these “B” pics really inspired anybody to devote increased en-

I ergyito the war eort; or were they merely the Western for-
_'mula, good guys vs. bad guys, in modern settings?

. As if realizing the routineness of the "B" pics with war
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backgrounds, Columbia didn't have another in release until
the following May, with The Boy from Stalingrad. A _tale of
Russian children (and one English lad) caught in the Nazi
invasion and doing their best to stem the German advance, it
was necessarily far-fetched but; considering the large-scale
production of Samuel Goldwyn's The North Slur and its rhe-
torical dullness and incredible motivations, the Columbia "B"
did_n't come oft‘ so badly. Furthermore, it got the jump on the
Goldwyn lm by over six months. The Sidney Salkow direc-

. tion, and the cast of unknowns for the most part, did well by
Ferdinand Reyher‘s screenplay.
Good Luck, Mr. Yates, released in June 1943, concerned

the U.S. home front. An Army reject (Jess Barker). ashamed
to return to the military academy where he had been an in-
‘structor, takes a job in a shipyard and contributes to the war
'elfort. An obvious "B" in construction and execution, it was
notable for its stronger than usual cast including Claire Tre-
vor, Edgar Buchanan, Albert Basserman and Henry Armetta,
and was directed by Ray Enright: usually associated with
higher-budgeted affairs. The increased help was probably to
lend support to the debut of Jess Barker, considered leading-
man potential by the studio. it didn't quite work out that way
but Barker was'a pleasing screen personality in the manner of
the militarily-departed William Holden, while the lm itself
was mild but harmless. ,
Doughboys in Ireland combined elements of the musical

(Kenny Baker, et al) and the war lm (directed by Lew Lan-
ders), in a story that is summed up in its title. Jeff Donnell
played the lrish girl besmitten with GI Baker, Robert
Mitchum was featured in the cast, and the score included
“Mother Macree," “My Wild lrish Rose" and “When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling," all guaranteed to cement relations be-
tween the emerald country and the US, unless one had an al-
lergy to the songs. Columbia and other studios made a num-
ber of musicals and comedies, or combinations of both, with
wartime backgrounds.
Even gangsters made good citizens, provided they were in-

stilled with the proper amount ot patriotism, as The Racket
Man attempted to prove. Released in January I944, directed
by D. Ross Lederman and produced on what looked to be a
minuscule budget, it had a good performance by Tom Neal as
a crook who was mnrallystraightened out by the Army, and
is sent on a special mission to break up his old mob, now
dealing in black market activities. Paul Yawitz and Howard I.
. L 214
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_‘ ¢ - - contributed some effective hardboiled dialogue, Doug-*'lu Fowley came through with one of his tailormade slimyl portrayals, and a new face, Jeanne Bates, was most in-
Q- teresting in the ingenue role, without the articial screen
Q beauty but with 'an abundance of acting ability. Budgetary

corners were clipped at every tum, including Va jerry-built
montage sequence depicting Neal's Army basic training. It

. was lifted from a lm released two months before, a moder-
ate “A"vcalled There’: Something‘ About a Soldier in which

'_~ Neal hadappeared.
In March came Two-Man Submarine, exploiting a topic

currently in the war news. The Japanese invention was topical
- for lms, but for the “B” factory it was suicient to use a for-
mula from the les, which boiled down to good guys vs. bad

~»‘ guys on a South Pacic island. Tom Neal and Lloyd Bridges
f. r represented good, Abner Biberman and George Lynn repre-

lcnted the bad, J. Carrol Naish vacillated in between, Ann‘ Savage was there ‘to be clinched by the remaining good guy,' and since Neal was billed above Bridges we all knew whom it
f i would be. With nose to grindstone and hand on budget ledger}
‘ . Lew Landers continued his directorial career as chief-of-ai ~-'._of Columbia "B" operations.
‘,1 f Landers steered Larry Parks through danger and perilous_ situations behind Nazi lines in The Black Parachute, a Mayt 1944 release. John Carradine was the evil Nazi General, Jon-

athan Hale took leave of his Mr. Dithers impersonation in the*- Blondie series to play the deposed king of the country, Osaf ' Massen and Jeanne Bates dressed up the activities, and the' country, presumably in the Balkans, was gingerly withheld an“identity, a sagacious move on the part of Columbia should
any of them want to seek revenge upon the scriptwriters at;< war's end.
Clifford Severn, a youth who had played av}-litler Jugend

l '.apostle before, now repeated his characterization for They
i ' ‘Live in Fear, a slightly offbeat angle on the screen war. Sev-

‘em played a rebel against the Nazis who had escaped and ml-
*.- grated to America, where h‘e encounters an intolerance not

1 dissimilar to that prevalent in his homeland. Not developed
‘il_ with any great degree of skill, the story was sufficiently dif-
; '_krent to be of interest above the norm, and was directed byiflosef Bcme without undue overemphasis. With the exception
j ofOtto Kruger, the major roles were taken by teenagers.

A_June release like They Live in Fear, She’: a Soldier Too
had a gang of war-plant workers moving into a Philadelphia
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mansion owned by Beulah Bondi and Ida Moore. The home-
front dramatics involved gurgling babies, wartime sacrices
and sentiment as only Miss Bondi can summon. In the upper
bracket of the "B" parade in production, William Castle di-
rected it all capably enough aided by a superior cast of Jess
Barker, Nina Foch, Lloyd Bridges, Percy Kilbride, Jeanne
Bates and Shelley Winters. v

U-Boat Prisoner followed in July 1944, with Bnice Bennett
posing as a spy to wreak havoc on a Nazi submarine. Another
Lew Landers directorial endeavor, it had as its main asset
speed, Bennett's sincerity, some suspense and noticeably good
photography by Burnett Gutfey, using plenty of close-ups and
getting the conned feeling of the submarine aptly with his
low-key lighting.
Aside from a musical, She’: a Sweetheart, the war “B” .

lms of Columbia adhered to formula during the 1944-45
season, and the latter lm was a feeble effort to do a low-
budget Stage Door Canteen. In October i944, The Unwritten
Code told a fantastic tale of a Nazi (Roland Vamo) posing as
an Englishman until eitposed by an Army Sergeant (Tom
Neal) and a junior commando (Bobby Larson). December
1944 gave us Sergeant Mike, showing the training of dogs for
warfare in uninspired fashion, with Larry Parks as chief
trainer. Spies gured nebulously in Escape in the Fog. re-
leased in April 1945, with poor Nina Foch beset ‘by all man-
ner of nerve-shattering contrivances, not too convincingly. At
Wat's end, the company was still stuck with a few "B" pics with
War backgrounds, having made too many to t into the release
schedule for audiences already tired of war lms. Few of the
"B" war movies may have been works of pride, but Columbia
could at least say it had -made its contribution to-the war
eort.
Lest it would seem as if Columbia's sole preoccupation at

the time was turning out war lms, be assured that their inter-
ests were, if not far-ranging, then of wholly adequate variety.
While the war would occasionally sneak into the narratives,
/the following “B” pictures ventured into areas not dominated
by the conict.
In the eld of sports, Columbia made three football fea-

tures starring a sports hero, a non-actor, and with earnest
efforts to get away from the formula sports story. This was
first tried with Harmon of Michigan (September I941), with
Tom Harmon. It dared to begin its story where most football
movies end, with Harmon being graduated from college,
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5“ 'ng pro ball for a while, then taking a job as coach at is

'~'¢hool. It also gave him a wife, played by Anita Louise, in
contrast to the customary romantic interest of the campus
belle. Charles Barton directed the show. unexcitingly, but
Harmon came across on camera surprisingly well. without the
lmateur stiltedness of most sports gures taking an acting
ing. Harmon of course was made for the profession, becom-
, ing one of the top sports announcers after the war. And he
married an actress, although not Anita Louise. Universal star-
let Elyse Knox was the lucky woman.
More in keeping with tradition was The Spirit of Stanford,

with quarterback Frankie Albert playing the role of a
" ‘headstrong young athlete whose cockiness lands him in

-trouble but who sees the light in time to win the big game. Al-
bert was no actor, yet the role was so familiar to movie

- .audiences anyone would have been acceptable in it—and Al-
'ben‘s gridiron feats were real. lt was released in September
1942. Charles Barton directed.
‘ Credit Robert D. Andrews with a most original idea for a
toothntl picture in Smith of Minnesota, with Bruce Smith, star
halfback in the lead, and released October l5, I942. An-
drews, probably borrowing from his own experience on the

'J";lG!'lpt, simply told it as it happened—Columbia wanted to
malte a movie with Smith, and the writer (Warren Ashe) is
stuck for a plot. He visits Smith's hometown, family and
friends, meets a local reporter (Arline Judge) and falls for
-her, but still can't come up with a plot. Smith solves it all by

' joining the Navy, with the writer a happier man and a pro-
spective bridegroom. A story about not having a story is a
clever peg on which to hang the narrative, especially if the

far from that. But it was all chummy and apple-pie in its
i Jtlbject is not a professional actor, and Smith certainly was

l ' _-folksiness. Don Beddoe and Rosemary DeCamp played
Smith‘: parents, and the football scenes were the real thing.
Lew Landers directed.

» ,-Columbia had a trio of comedies .for the 1941-42 season of
interest for various reasons. Thereafter the studio left the
comedic: to one Ben Gordon, known on the radio as “Thei '-Mad Russian" and whose screen presence was distinguished

l by a pair of wildly apping ears: he is an acquired»taste and
will not be dealt with further. First of the comedies under
surveillance is The Stork Pays O, with Victor Jory, Horace
MacMahon, Maxie Rosenbloom and George McKay portray-

§ <*- ing racketeers who soften when they take over a day nursery,
A.‘
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complicated by Jory becoming smitten with the nursery‘:
boss, Rochelle Hudson. With proper handling it could have
been a completely delightful, amusing little confection, and
Jory, Miss Hudson and the thugs did play it with air. But
pressures of the “B” budget and rushed schedule stalled the
efforts of Lew Landers to make it into something special, and
it resulted in a minor amusement.
Maxie Rosenbloom was again directed by Landers, who

evidently gave his all to each studio that employed him, in
Harvard, Here I Come. When one works as hard and as
steadily as did Landers, something like the present abortion is
bound to happen. lt was about Rosenbloom going to Harvard
to get an education, and was so completely devoid of laughs,
wit or anything remotely resembling a spark of intelligence
that one wonders bow it passed the outline stage. Lander:
didn't help it any, but then he doubtless was handcued. What
could be done with such an atrocity? Adding to its woes, the
lm had additional dopey lines written for Marie Wilson,‘
which sounded moronic rather than quaint. It‘ a poll were
ever taken attempting to discover the most nauseating comedy
of all time, Harvard, Here I Come would be high on‘the‘hat.
Abbott and Costello were unqualied successes with their

service comedies, so why not challenge them? Rival teams
were propounded by rival studios and none of them caught on
like Universal‘s duo, of course. For one time only, Columbia
brought together Jackie Gleason, a rotund tunster working at
Warners without any great distinction, and Jack Durant, once
of tlieltnockabout team of Mitchell and Durant. Frank Mit-
chell had become a Hollywood stunt man and comic, and Du-
rant had been doing a single as well as occasionally appearing
in straight dramatic roles. Tramp, Tramp, Tramp had some
pretty funny stutf in it, albeit many of the gags went back into
olden times for their sourcc. The structure followed Abbott
and Costello's Burk Privates religiously, minus the added mu-
sical numbers, minus Universal’s fairly elaborate production
-—-and minus, most denitely, the freshness and novelty which
served Universal's team as its greatest asset. But it was tun,
with Gleason receiving his best opportunity thus far; the
Broadway crowd always knew he was a wit, and now their
plaudits seemed reasonable. Gleason could do wonders with
tried and true material, as in his Army physical, when asked
to read an eye-chart. “l can't." says Gleason. “You mean you
can't see that chart?" incredulously asks the doctor. Replies
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i'_“'Gleuon: “I ean’t read." Charles Barton, who was to later di- -

tect Abbott and Costello through some of their more felici-
tous happenstances, showed shrewd comedy timing.
Bridging the gap between laughs and shudders was a looney

mixture called The Boogie Man Will Gel You (1942), played
for farce despite the presence of Boris Karloff and Peter
Lorre in leading roles. Karloti was experimenting again, this
time with a machine that would create a raee of supermen.
"Dear me, failed agayne,“ mourns Dr. Karlo as a prospec-
tive future superman falls lifelessly from the contraption.
Picking up a limp wrist to feel for a pulse and not nding any.
Karlo veries his trepidations; “Cold as a mackerel." Lorre‘:
role was subordinate, as the local scalper—nancial-—who
wouldn't hesitate to charge 23'/&% interest, compounded.
Larry Parks and Jeff Donnell played newlyweds who became
innocently involved in the nutty goings-on. Edwin Blum's
screenplay had a good supply of fun, aptly displayed by di-
rector Lew Lanclers.
Landers also directed one of three horror lms made by

Columbia for the 1943-44 season. The Relurn of the Vampire
(I943) was a grisly item with Bela Lugosi back in Dracula-
lilte regalia as a vampire who was on the prowl once more,
when the stake driven through his heart was inadvertently re-
moved. Screenwriter Gritn Jay tossed in as many of the fa-
miliar, and expected by horror fans, accoutrements as possible,
including a woliman (Matt Willis) for vampire Lugosi's
helper. Landers used a gory gimmick to dispose of Lugosi per-
manently at the end. with the vampire exposed to sunlight
gradually melting away. A brief shot of the disintegrating face
of Lugosi is a shocker in context, although upon reection he
gives the impression of heing hit in the puss with a custard pie
more than anything else. The lm introduced Nina Foch. who
obviously had talent tar superior to her frightened ingenue
role, and a music score by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, an es-
teemed Italian-Jewish composer who took the opportunity
and made the most of -it. an eective and distinguished piece
of work. It was not the custom then to hire composers for
low-budget lms, especially composers above the level of
Hollywood hack.
Miss Foch was cast in horror lm number two of the sea-

son. Cry of (hr Werewolf (I944). this time in a more lethal
role. As a gypsy queen, Miss Foch receives the bad news at
the beginning of the lm that her mother was a werewolf, not
a very gay thing to contemplate. Needless to say, the gypsy
chews up a few actors before being run to ground, after what
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seems longer than 63 minutes. The few sequences of suspense
were attributable to director Henry -Levin, promising for a
rst lm.
Released at the sametime as Cry 0/ the Werewolf and

played mainly as a companion feature on an all-horror “B”
show, Soul of a Monster was a variation on the Faust theme,

. with a respected man (George Macready) on the brink of
death miraculously cured when his wife (Jeanne Bates) prays
to the devil and is answered by an emissary (Rose Hobart).
Macready is under l-lobart‘s spell upon recovery and does a
tumabout into an evil man. This balderdash was pattcmed
after the successful Val Lewton-produced horror thrillers at
RKO, and while not a patch on them was passably managed
by director Will Jason and photographer Burnett Guffey.
Jason never quite made his mark as a director, his chief claim
to fame being as lyricist for the popular tune “Penthouse Ser- \

. . enade." But cinematically he did some amusing short subjects
for Pete Smith at MGM and a few little musicals for various
~Rl.Idi0S. In the heavier vein, Soul of a Manner was his best.
He bad a predilection for_tilted camera angles which, when

;g;j, ltledpqoperly, can be avorsome and effective. In later years,
§§;'.-fojnly Hitchcock and Carol Reed would continue to use them

often—Reed shot most of The 3rd Man using a camera tilt.
_~ ' Columbia didn't fare so well in the straight adventure line,
. possibly because of wartime restrictions, probably because
I there just weren‘t that many adequate scripts on hand. Klon- 1

I -dike Kate (I943) was an example of a story with distinct
possibilities, only to he vitiated in production defects. It was

- _ based on the true story of Kate Rockwell Matson, queen of 4

-* the Alaskan gold rush of the late 1890s. But with a "B" ‘

5’ ' budget and a novice director (William Castle), its potential
f‘ ' was far from realized. Ann Savage lled the demands of the
f role, with good support from Glenda Farrell and Sheldon
‘ Leonard. And two veteran muscle-men, Chester Morris and

Victor. McLaglen, were stymied by a depressingly humdrum
story in Rough. Tough and Ready (1945), the one about two
battling buddies after each other's girl. This time out the bud-
dies were partners in a salvage company, but no matter. it
was the same old thing, undergone by both players on separate
occasions and with dierent partners too many times. Not of
help wu Del Lord's at direction. Lord. stalwart of the Mack
Sennett days, could direct a comedy with the best, and had
contributed to two-reel shorts as much as any funmaker,
and more than most. But Lord apparently never found the
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combination for handling a feature, especially one not
ng for an abundance of slapstick. His feature comedies

;_'=‘- i got by—wilh something like Rough, "Tough and Ready
- was at a complete loss. - .

With crime and mystery yarns, the going was considerably
To ll out the expired Ellery Queen series, and to re-

___plaoe the deceased Larry Darmour, producer Rudolph Flo-
_-"._t_how used the Queen series‘ stars, William Gargan and Mar-v ' Lindsay, in a neat little murder story, No Place /or a

(1943). lt moved swiftly under James Hogan's direction
,_lnd had the capable cast associated with Darmour‘s pictures,

the poor ones, although it was hard to believe Jerome
Cowan as a nilery singer with the bad dubbing.' v Criminal machinations behind the publishing of a tabloid

5 {newspaper formed the nucleus of Power 0/ the Press (1943),
1 with a ne cast topped by Lee Tracy, Guy Kibbee, Otto
_Kruger and Victor Jory, with Gloria Dickson, Larry Parks,
Minor Watson and Don Beddoc also"pr0minent. Howard L
_Green's screenplay was wordy and the pacing by Lew lan-
ffders leisurely, but the idea was of some worth and the players
. ‘Qt/e it more than adequate representation.' ,_Edmund Lowe had given a smart portrayal of an egotistic
factor enmeshed in a murder case in Murder in Timex Square

X. I (1943), inevitably directed by Lew Landers. But a subsequent
' attempt to use to advantage Lowe's adeptness at suave sleuth-
{ -ing, The Girl in the Cm‘: (I944), proved more embarrassing
'-itllan sophisticated, with Lowe forced to run around in an ex-
ttemely tailored zoot suit and the alleged comedy dialogue on
the vulgar side. Atoning in part for this were the visual attri-

" lnttes of Janis Carter and Carole Mathews. William Berke, to
this point closely associated with Westem product, directed.

' Another Lew Landers try for mystery and comedy, The
_> host Thar Walks Alone (I944), had Arthur Lake away from
_hi| Dagwood impersonation in the Blondie series, which had
taken a hiatus, and trying to play a honeymooner who stum-
bles across a murder. Lake played the role as if it were Dag-
‘wood, which may well have been the sole asset of the lm-
~ except for Janis Carter again, and the Winsome Lynn Roberts
La: the new bride of Lake.
Q Moving up from the ranlts of assistant directors, Oscar
floetticher Jr. got very little help from the production end butdapite this showed that he was able to make something out
-_ what would have been nothing in less talented hands. A

-'_ ltlpense thriller, The Mia-.ring Juror (i944), did have a fairly
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exciting script by Charles O’Neal (father of Ryan) and a good
cast of Jim Bannon, Janis Caner and the masterful George
Macready as the heavy of the piece; but it was Boettichefs
strong handling that gave the minor item its value. ‘
Boetticher was handed a juvenile delinquency drama—the

genre was then in vogue—and gave it a good deal of power.
As customary, blame was placed directly upon the parents in
the script. but the preachment was more than ordinarily vital
under Boetticher's hand. Running but 59 minutes, Youlh on
Trial (I945) passed by unheralded and unhailed. but remains
along with Val Lewton's Yaiuh Runs Wild as one of the more
thoughtful developments of the theme.
It was~with entries in their numerous grime and detective

series that Columbia sparkled, although the quality was at
times wildly erratic. However each series, including some new
ones inaugurated during this period, contained a nugget or
two. That venerable senior sleuth The Lone Wolf was seen in
an intriguing one, Parspogt to Suez (I943). Columbia had
dropped the identication in the titles, but Warren William
was ear:-ying on in the role with Eric Blore continuing as his
man Friday. Pa.\-sporl to Suez’ was the U.S. debut of Andre
,D_e Toth as director, and the only "B" movie done by him.

r - Presumably, it was in the nature of a test by the studio to de-
termine whether De Toth was capable of attuning to local
standards. Quite obviously. he was. De Toth (lmre Toth) had
established himself as a director of the front rank in his native
Hungary before the war. and his skills were evident in this
low-budget effort. In fact, the lm strongly resembled a
foreign-made feature expertly dubbed in English. The plot.
about The Lone Wolf and aides up against the Nnzis and sav-ing the Suez Canal, was serviceable if familiar, as were the
ectors—but the construction, -lighting, framing of shots all
were strongly European in appearance. De Toth and photog-
rapher L. W. O'Connell employed a bright, nearly luminous
camera technique reminiscent of the work of Hungary's fore-
most pre-war cameraman lstvnn Eiben. Since the locale of
the lm was exotic, the technical details helped immeasurably.In addition to its novel physical look, the lm contained a
pleasing performance by Sheldon Leonard, gangster expert
but more lnw—ahiding here. It was one of the most interesting
tn The Lone Wolf series. and De Toth was promoted to_<more important lms without ado.
Next in line of seniority, the Boston Blackies had never nt-

tained the high entertainment value and speed of the opening
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member,,but had proved popular with audiences. Al
Blackie's helper, Charles Wagenheim had been re_-
George E. Stone, who gave the role more sympa-

Lanecontinued as Blackie's nemesis Inspector
predictable motivations became a drawback,

lnspector suspecting Blackie of a crime, Blacltie
to prove he was innocent by nabbing tbe_ culprits.
unexpected and welcome was Borion Blnckieir Rendez-
(l945), which had far more story values than preceding
members and evoked great suspense largely through
Cochrai-i's chilling performance as a homicidal maniac.

story idea was olf the beaten path for the Blackies, usu~
concemed with missing jewels and urbane criminals; this
nearly made the horror category. But»Arthur Dreifuss
restraint in his direction,_and with the capabilities of

and the dependable Chester Morris, it was one of
the series.

Of the new series, Crime Doctor (1943) was suggested by
radio program created by Max Marcin, but quickly be-
the exclusive property of sturdy performer Warner
who coasted along in these vehicles until the .end of

career. The rst one used the melodramatics to ll in Dr.
l—it seems that he is an amnesia victim

nses to a position of prominence until his
past returns to haunt him. It was all entertaining

along familiar lines, with Baxter, Margaret Lindsay,
Leon Ames, John Lilel and other strong sup-

actors contributing. As the series progressed, less was
Ordway‘s personal life, and the Crime Doctor be-

another brainy sleuth, albeit a believable one :0

Jim Bannon and radio actor Barton Yarborough assum
e sleuthing roles popularized hy the radio program. The
entry made much of George Macready, as Jefferson
:1 man terried that he is about to becomea victim of

Macrcady‘s performance and some clever
by Charles O‘Ncal produced better than average ro-

the series apparently never quite caught on
only a couple more were made. Henry Levin directed the

Also from the airwaves came I Love a Mystery (1945),
lh . . .

best "B" pics of the period from Columbia were di-
by William Castle, in a series that vvas_yet another
of a popular radio mystery program. The Whistler
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(1944) rst picturized the shadowy gure with the doomsday
voice, who represented the conscience of the criminal, or‘
fate; the main plot is introduced by this brief preamble, and
the mysterious gure makes periodic reappearances to help
the story on its way. Eric Taylor wrote the rst series entry.
about a businessman (Richard Dix) despondent over his wife's
death, who hires a killer who will, unknown to him, put him
out of his misery. Of course the businessman changes his
mind, but by then it's too late to contact his unknown execu-
tioner. The plot was not novel then and has been further
shopwom by frequent repetition through the years: in fact, at
the time of its release, the plot of The Whistler had already
been used in essence byRepublicfor a “B” movie less than a
year before. But Taylor‘s script was suspenseful and without
waste motion, and Castle heightened the tenseness with excel-
lent economy of means while eliciting exemplary perforrn-
ances lrom Dix and J. Carrol Naish as his killer, who thinks

eliminate his “clients.” The Whistler attracted more than the
normal amount of attention from the trade~press reviewers
and commanded" several glowing critiques from various news
paper critics. For a “B” series, it probably received the most
heartening sendo of any. It was also announced that Richard
Dix-was to star in succeeding lms, in diiierent characteriza-
tions.
Dix began as a down-and-out drifter in The Mark 0/ the

Whistler (I944). second in the series. The drifter leams of ti
dormant bank account with a name similar to his own, and
decides. to impersonate the party to gain possesion of the
money. His ruse is carried olf well. Too well, as he is soon the
tirgct for death in a revenge killing. Cornell Woolrich's origi- ‘
nal story was expertly adapted by George Bricker, and direc-
tor Castle guided the suspense-lled plot over a brief sixty
minutes. The critics had reserved all their plaudits for the
opening Whistler entry, and refused to elaborate their praise
further; but in many ways, The Mark 0/ the Whistler is supe-
rior to the rst one. The plot is neater, less familiar, and con-
tainsseveral unexpected lums. Production values, rather no’-
tioeabiy skimpy in the opener, were more in keeping, and the
performances matched those in the rst one, with Janis Car-
ter, Porter Hall, Paul Guilfoyle, John Calvert and Matt Willis
all ne in their roles, as was Dix.
In the rst two Whistler lms Richard Dix had 'played char-

deters of sympathetic mien, even though they were on the
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1 V of or in fact breaking the law. In the third, The -Power
.7 Whistler. no sympathy existed. He portrayed an escapee
- ~ a mental institution out to have his revenge upon the

who had him committed. Aside from an excellent bit of
_~ . .. - y (L.W. O'Connell) introducing the Dix character
full closeup, The Power of the Whistler failed to approach
~ story and entertainment values set by the rst two. Signi- ‘

' ~~ or not, Castle did not direct, but the task was taken onI a familiar name. Lew Landers.
_’MGM had been rst on the screen with the war, but took

» ~-I ble pride in a little lm immediately preceding A Yank
= the Burma Road. The story of how Joe Smith, American

- been proposed to Louis B. Mayer by Dore Schary has
~- ably recounted elsewhere, most notably by Bosley Crow-

\'_ ~ in his book about the studio. Although certainly deserv-
praise, Schary for the idea of making the lm and Mayer
countering his policy of all-out "big" pictures by giving

' ~ green light for production, Joe Smith, American was pro-
-~-- by Jack Chertok, directed by Richard Thorpe. scripted
Allen Rivkin from Paul Gallico‘s story. This is what the

- »-- state and what the viewer should be guided by. Joe
.1 h, American tells of an aircraft plant worker (Robert
;- onng) who is kidnapped, beaten and tortured to make him

' - ge the secrets of a new bombsight. Smith manages to es-... and the culprits are rounded up when he is able to
‘:--- ber minute details attendant to his kidnapping. It was
swiftly-paced little thriller, heavy on the suspense as Smith

~ -- the police to the criminals by recalling sounds and im-
&- - ions en route while blindfolded. Obviously a quickie and
7' mi. ‘g only 62 minutes, it would have passed with little com-
~ ~» had_ not the MGM publicity gotten on the ball and “al-
Y*- ‘-- several inuential lm columnists and commentators

- "discover" the lm. As a result, its New York City opening
1 i not on the top or bottom half of n double feature, as was
tended. but at a rst~run Broadway house where it was held
.- beyond its normal engagement. Joe Smith, American
- ~ \- a timely theme, made more timely since the US had en-
_ -- the war. lts dominant patriotism, though not blatantltd entirely in keeping, was pleasing to the emotional Mayer,
._I was its low budget. lt was the right lm at the right time.
. - pared to other worthy "B" pictures it was hardly out
landing except in the aspects previously mentioned. As pure

_ - ive it was all right. hardly more than that. But within its"or framework it was a critical hit of no small propoitions.
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and MGM shortly announced that a low-budget unit headed
by Schary was to be set up to produce inexpensive features all
reecting some constructive civic or patriotic lesson.
Quickies are in the eye of the beholder. MGM had been

making low-budget lms all along, and the procedure was not
especially altered by Joe Smilh, American. But what was con-
sidered a "B" pic by MGM would, as has been stated before,
grace the production schedules of other companies as impor-
tant contributions. Example: MGM's idea of a low-budget
lm would be Born I0 Sing (I942), a maudlin tale of some ju-
venile delinquents trying to get recognition for a composer
(Henry O'Neill) presently on the skids. The cast was lower-
case-Virginia Weidler, Ray McDonald, Leo Gorcey, Rags
Ragland. Sheldon Leonard—in tune with the plot. Said plot
had the gimmick of putting~on-the-Big-Show for a nale, as
luch plots are wont to do. Any other company would have
tied the ribbon on the package and have done with it, but not
MGM. Replacing Edward Ludwig, who directed the story
portions, the nale was staged by none other than Busby
Berkeley, a rousing rendition of Earl Robinson's "Ballad for
Americans“ complete with chorus and Berkeley camera-
work. Any competitive company would have scheduled
the release as one of the season's prime attractions. For
MGM, it was a throwaway "little" picture.
lt is diicult to determine exactly what, in the eyes of the

MGM hierarchy, constituted a "B" picture. Crowther lists as
low-budget oerings such lms as Nazi Agent and Pilot No.
5. There would be some justification for Nazi Agent (I942),
released originally under the title Salute to Courage and
changed to the ‘more dynamic title shortly thereafter. There
were no names in this story of twin brothers, one a Nazi and
the other a loyal American, both played by Conrad Veidt,
with the predictable great impersonations occurring. The cast
was high in talent, low in marquee voltage while the director,
Jules Dassin, had come from the shorts department after a
career in radio and the theater. But the lm had that costly
MGM physical appearance and attention to detail that be-
spoke careful handling. A "B" to the studio, an "A" every-
where else. Pilot No. 5 ( l943) was an intricate and ingenious
original screenplay by David Hertz that began with the war in
the Pacic, then ashed back to pre—war political chicanery,
thus achieving both the civics lesson and the patriotism so
dear to Mayer's heart in one tell swoop. The budget may very
well have been a pecunious one, and the project had been en-
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K to George Sidney to direct; at the time, young Mr.
' _.;_-1 dney had not yet attained his adeptness with lavish musicals

-Z5 and handsomely-mounted swashbucklers, having merely been

*1 ‘ associated with “Our Gang" shorts and a few minor features.
Nevertheless—any lm with Franchot Tone, Gene Kelly, Van

‘_ ‘ Johnson and an ambitious number of sets is a “B” only by
1 MGM standards. To fully elaborate lest there he objections,
‘ Kelly was a newcomer but established as a top player, John-
"' son was denitely on the Way up, while Tone was an impor-
' tant name of long standing. No, Pilot No. 5 is too lavish for

this report. Sliding down the scale, MGM's bona de “B” pics
may have been relatively few, but frequently they were im-
pressively good, and not in the way in which Mayer meant

. them to be.
One of the best of them was Kid Glove Killer (1942), pro-

‘ duoed once again by Jack Chertok with the experience of his
- “Crime Does Not Pay" series behind him. Allen Rivkin oo-

authored the screenplay, this time in collaboration with John
i ‘ C. Higgins, a former G-Man who had written many of Cher-
_ ' Mk‘: short subject successes. Higgins had supplied the origi-
' nal atory idea, that of a special prosecutor (Lee Bowman)

who is really in the pay of a racketeer, scheming to assassi-

> ’ nate a reform mayor (Samuel S. Hinds). He does so

ingeniously, but reckons without the interference of a cyni-
‘ eally wise criminologist (Van Hellin), who pins the crime on
.. him. ln his semi-debut as a feature director—-he had co-di-

tected a documentary lm made in Mexico some years before
-—Fred Zinnemann showed he was in complete command,

. ag the details of scientic police investigation an authentic
' worthy of his not inconsiderable “Crime-Does-Not-Pay" ex-
perience, for he had directed several for Chertnk. Zinnemann
contrasted his clinical approach to the crime aspects of the plot

‘p. with some eectively staged scenes with Hein, Bowman and
‘ Marsha Hunt, as Hein‘s assistant and_the object of Hein's
- and Bowman's affections. Hein had had a featured role in a

1 — Robert Taylor-Lana Turner starrer, Johnny Eager, which was
saying the neighborhood rounds when Kid Glove Killer went
to release in early April. 1942. By the time the low-budget

. lm was into full play, Hein had won an Academy Award
for hissupporting role, adding luster to the minor film's sell-

~ ing angles. Miss Hunt was excellent as always. and Lee Bow-
man, never a particularly forceful perfomier, gave a ne de-
lineation of an ordinarilynice guy on the outside whose lust

_: _for power and position made him-a murderer. Zinnemann
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caught a revealing sequence of Bowman, alone in his apart-
ment, assembling a homemade bomb with which to kill the
mayor in the earnest manner of a devoted reader of Popular
Mechanics. Also giving a well-vaiued performance was EddieQuillan, an underrated actor, in the role of an innocent sua-
pect.
Both Zinnemann and Hein entered into further “B” lms,

one apiece, upon promotion to bigger things. l-lein made an-
other crime story, so did Zinnemann. I-lein‘s was Grand
Central Murder (1942), a whodunit directed by S. Sylvan
Simon and scripted by Peter Ruric at a breathless clip, so
much so that the opening reel or so is more than ordinarily
confusing, even for a whodunit. But once the threads become
unlaugled and private eye Hein comes on the scene to inves-
tigate the murder of a catty actress (Patricia Dane) in a pri-
vate car in Grand Central Station, it becomes clever, witty
and possessing all the ingredients to please a mystery fan. Not
quite so impressive as Kid Glove Killer because the elements
are more traditional, it nevertheless provided far above the
average supporting fare.
Zinnemann directed Eye: in the Night (I942), with EdwardArnold expertly impersonating Baynard Kendrick's creation,

blind detective Duncan McClain. As a mystery thriller, Eyesin the Night held interest from the beginning to the end.which was action-packed in a way not customarily provided
by the rather staid MGM scripting department. Zinnemann
paced the last quarter of the lm in near-serial fuhion as theblind detective is held captive by the culprits and manages an
escape and last-minute rescue aided by his trusty seeing-eye
dog. Too. the sequences dealing with the sightless sleuth and
his method of working held a fascination of its own. JackChertok produced and was able to give Zinnemann superior
casting—Ann Harding, Donna Reed, Reginald Denny, Kath-
erine Emery, Allen Jenkins (as McClain's aide), Stanley
Ridges, Horace (later Stephen) McNally and a marvelouslywell-trained canine called Friday in the lm. Amold playedMcClain once more for MGM. The blind detective was
played by Robert Middleton on television once, then in a de-cidedly dilferent characterization by James Franciscus under
the name of, and in the TV series called, “Longstrcet.” 'A great source of directors was the MGM shorts depart-
tnent, as has been indicated with Fred Zinnemann, Jules
Dassin and, previously, Jacques Toumeur and Leslie Fenton.Unlike them, David Miller had been promoted from the
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‘t » eld directly to a big one, Robert Taylor's Billy the I
- but Miller was now getting seuoning on low-budget
His Sunday Punch (I942) was in the traditional groove,

1 I~ William Lundigan and Dan Dailey Jr. as rival pri1.eght-
and rivals for the affections of showgirl Jean Rogers. It

'- innocuous, pleasant, and would be easily forgotten if it
' _ not for Dailey‘s ne performance of a not too bright
-t - contender. Dailey captured the dialect perfectly and

' -- a most likeable character. eve_n to the extent of oversha-
-‘ 'g the romantic leads of Lundigan and Rogers. Fight
---- -_ were capably staged by Miller, and MGM provided
a usual cast of weighty talents: Guy Kihbee, J. Carrol

4 ' - Sam Levene, Leo Gorcey, Rags Ragland.
_~After Nazi Agent, Jules Dassin was assigned a domestic
qmedy that was indubitably a "B" lm, and which underwent

‘J_ title change before it had gotten very far in release. Once
-‘jpnn a Thursday became The Aair: of Martha (1942), and

~ -~ as a showcase for Marsha Hunt, as if she needed one
J this time. She played a family maid who secretly marries

l - son (Richard Carlson) of her employer and writes a book
~ --- her life. Her town is thrown into turmoil at the pros-
.- ~- of an expose, since no one knows which maid has written
'7‘ ~ book. Light as a feather, it played o deftly under Duss-
_ '1 direction with capable perfonnanees, notably Miss Hunt,
{st .- Marjorie Main, Spring Byington and Barry Nelson.
‘E ~ "ably a little picture, it got the MGM preferred treat-
; i -\- including an unusual trailer for the coming attractions
5, - It featured the writers of the lm, Lee Gold and Isobel
_ -. .= both of whom were getting their names on the
, - »~- for the rst time, and how thrilled they were to be as-
-~ ed with the movie, etc. It was a smart idea which MGM

_ - d reserve for its major attractions, as would other com-
W -~ promoting their forthcoming product. Dassin was '

IF teafter mnved up in stature to a Joan Crawford vehicle,
than promptly moved down again for further interesting low-
‘hudgeters. The Crawford debacle was hardly his fault.

Joe Newman received his opportunity with Northwest
linger: (1942), and would it be unfair to suspect anyone at
.MGM hopefully wishing that patrons would think the movie
was a sequel to their epic Northwest Passage of 1940‘) Yes, it
~I0uld be unfair, no such underhandedness occurred in Holly-

Besides, Northwest Ranger: was hardly a sequel to
- ' g. What it was, was a remake. The plot was disguised

-hy s change in locale and the passage of a decade, but the dis-
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earning viewer would recognim it as Manhattan Melodrama
(1934), famous as, inone breath through constant repetition,
the-movie-that-Dillinger-saw-before-he-was-shot. James Craig
had the Clark Gable role,<Wil1inm Lundigan took the part
originated by William Powell, Patricia Dane assumed Myrna
Loy‘s mantle. Add to it John Carradine, Jack Holt, Keenan
Wynn and Grant Wither! plus some mountie action—but it
was still a remake, and an action pic of the kind done better
byI ambitious and more action-oriented companies.
Not that the defects in Northwest Rangers can be laid at

the doorstep of director Newman. He did the best he could
with the material oered him. For that matter, Newman did
as well as three other directors, well-seasoned veterans all,
who were given action assignments by MGM in a peculiar
burst of contrariness to the company‘: non-action outdoor
policy, with Wallace Beery vehicles notable exceptions. '
George B. Seitz was handed that old wheeze, Pierre of the
Plain: (1942), with John Carroll bidding fair to best all
contenders in the "By garl" sweepstaku as the French-
Canadian guide. With the support of Bruce Cabot, Ruth Hus-
aey, Sheldon Leonard, Henry Travers, Evelyn Ankers, Phil
Brown and Reginald Owen, Carroll bravadoed his way
through the hackneyed plot, but Seitz had been too long with
the placidities of the Hardy family and couldn't give it more
than a mild lift. Richard Thorpe fared somewhat better with
Apache Trail (1942), with its unexoeptional brother-vs»
brother plot bolstered hy a well-staged Indian raid, good por-
fomtances by Lloyd Nolan and William Lundigan as the
brothers, and an impressively ambitious music score by Sol
Kaplan. The results showed that MGM could make a low-
budget Westem as good as, but not necessarily better than,
horse opera specialists like Republic. And Edward Buzzell,
once a comedy player of note and as a director more at home _

with laughing matters, had none such on The Omaha Trail
(1942). Quite the opposite—Buzzell's task was to prevent au-
diences from littering at the plot contrivanoes as hero James
Craig battles villain Dean Jagger, who doesn't want the rail-
road chugging into his territory. Buzzell's cast helped, as any
Western with Edward Ellis, Howard Da Silva, Donald Meek,
Henry Morgan and Chill Wills would be of aid; but in the
nal analysis it was just 62 minutes of lm. S0 Newman‘: lm
didn't come off too badly by comparison.
Roy Rowland debuted in features with A Stranger in Town
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943), another little domestic fable with a patriotic lesson.
Morgan played a Supreme Court judge on vacation

becomes angered at the pettiness and corrupt judicial
procedures of a small town and sets out to clean up local poli-
tiut lt was mildly pleasant and should have been effective, but
the dark days of the war overshadowed such minor matters as
political maneuvering, to the detriment of the tllm. However,
MGM seemed pleased with Rowland‘s work and he was as-
signed more prestigious properties, becoming in time a direc-
torof Margaret O'Brien vehicles.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy had become beloved comedi-

ans indirectly at MGM, since they starred in Hal Roach
productions releasing through Metro. They had been gone for
nearly ve years. In the interim they had returned to Roach
at United Artists and had then signed with 20th Century-Fox
where, under uncaring supervision. their comedies were de-
void of the inimitable brand of buoonery that had made
Laurel and Hardy a great comedy team. Now they had re-
turned to MGM, but things were far from the same. Their
two new features were not improvements over the 20th-Fox
tm. and it was plain that the spark was sadly absent. Air
Raid Wardens (1943) had a good cast, presentable production
Values and the vast comedy experience of director Edward
Sedgwick, but the situations were laborious from the start of
the picture, the timing seemed ocenter. and the boys gave
the impression of having little relish for their work. Laurel
and Hardy lms had withstood critical broadsides for years.
'l1\e team was not a favorite of the intellectuals (not until

v
l

cars later, when it was too late to do them any good) hut
made friends and fans in the audiences comprised of chil

dren. invariably the most knowledgeable judges of laughter,
and aware grownups. Now, with a record of inferior features
for two companies, even their well-wishers were hard pressed
to nd faint praise. Their next and nal release for MGM,
Nothing But Trouble (1944) was slightly better than Air Raid
Warderu, but had one great drawback-—it just didn't look likeI Laurel and Hardy comedy. The team played it more or less
straight, with a few welcome remnants of their slapstickery.
But in the main, the story took precedence over the horse-
play, and the plot was one of those deals wherein a young ex-
ed king is saved from evildoers by the boys; it would have
been far better had the plot been conveniently forgotten and
the team allowed to take over. As it was, the production onoe
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again was good and Sam Taylor's direction not unhelpful. The
lm merely lacked the Laurel and Hardy touch, which made
all the difference in the world.
There was all the dilierenoe in the world between MGM

and PRC, but the churn was forded upon at least one occa-
sion. Seymour Nebenzal, with an enviable record of films in
Europe, including M and Mayzrling, was now in the US a
refugee from Hitler, and producing shoestring productions at
PRC, strange little lms that showed value for money and
offbeat, sometimes bizarre treatments. His most elaborate
production to date was the story of the rape of Udioe, the
town in Czechoslovakia that was razed and its inhabitants ob-
literated in retribution for the assassination of Richard Hey-
drich, high-ranking Nazi oicial in Bohemia. It was called
Hitler’: Hangman and featured John Carradine as Hcydrich,
with Alan Curtis, Patricia Morison, Ralph Morgan, Edgar
Kennedy, Blanche Yurka and Ludwig Stossel in the cast. The
director was Douglas Sirk, making his US debut after a ea-
reer in pre-war Germany. The completed lm was on PRC‘:
schedule of future releases. Unfortunately for both lms,
United Artists was about to release a Fritz Lang drama based
on the same incidents, Hangmen Also Die, produced by Ar-
nold Pressburger. Two lms on the same wartime subject
equalled risky box oioe, and the Lang lm went into release
in the spring of 1943 to critical acclaim but fair-to-poor busi-
nes. Weighing all these factors, MGM unaccountably bought
the unreleased Nebenml lm from PRC for distribution.
Hitler’: Hangman was changed to Hitler‘: Madman to avoid
further confusion, and MGM sent it on the market in July
1943. Elaborate for PRC, under the MGM trademark it
looked economical to the extreme. But unless one had
become saturated with war dramas by this time, and not a
few patrons had, the lm possessed a good deal of power, ap-
proached the Heydrich affair from an entirely different view-
point, and gave proof that Douglas Sirk was a director of no
little talent. Carradine's portrayal was restrained, and far
from the customary ranting, snarling beast used by second-
rate actors for their standard Nazi roles. At that, the deal was
most likely protable for both PRC and MGM. The mono
tary settlement was presumably satisfactory to the independ-
ent company, chronically in need of ready cash; while MGM
received another supporting feature for less money than it
would cost to produce one. Nor did the lm's chances suer.
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Under MGM distribution, it played more houses and at-

-1

tncted more attention than it would have under PRC.
_ Apart from short subjects, new directors were being given
thdr tryouts at MGM arriving from varied sources. When
Harold S. Buoquet was promoted from the Kildare-Gillespie
medical series to bigger productions, soeuarist Willis Gold-
beck took over to guide the denizens of Blair General Hospi-
tal through their frequent problems. Kildare had departed for
the service along with actor Lew Ayres, and now Gillespie-
Barrymore was seeking a new assistant, having to choose
from among Van Johnson, Richard Quinc and Keye Luke.
The series was referred to as "B" hy MGM. but still looked in
the "A" category. incidentally, it was reported that Bucquet,
steering the series for so long with meticulous attention to
medical detail, actually was a devout Christian Scientist. In-
triguing, it true.
From the contingent of actors came Richard Whorf to di-

red his rst feature, a strained comedy entitled Blond: Fever
(1944). Cast and director were stalemated by a nothing story,
although starlet Gloria Grahame showed promise in her role
of a squeaky-voiced gold-digger. Philip Dom, Mary Astor
and Marshall Thompson had to struggle with their parts. Best
chuckle came from the surprise appearance of Hume Cronyn
and Jessica Tandy, friends of Whorf who did the "guest" bits
as a gag.
Atypical of the MGM “B” picture in concept and execution

was Bewitched, written and directed by Arch Oboler, from
mlio where he had made a name for himself with thriller
programs like “Lights Out," and was one of the few non-
performing airwave men whose name was recognizable to the
public. Norman Corwin‘s was another familiar nam%and of
course Orson Welles was known as much if not more for his
radio productions as for his acting. Welles had rapidly gone
from the boy wonder of the movies to Peck‘s bad boy; Cor-
win had been in Hollywood but somehow never quite con-
quered the motion picture medium. Oboler, with an extremely
low budget for an MGM "B" pie, also used an economy of
means in putting his story on the screen. Tme to his radio
reputation, it was a suspense drama with a simple premise
that nonetheless seemed offbeat and even rather daring for
those l945 days. Capitalizing upon the trend in psychiatric
movies just burgeoning, Bewitched told of an outwardly sweet
Ind desirable girl (Phyllis Thaxter) whose alter ego causes her
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to commit murder. In view of the commotion of The Search
/or Bridey Murphy and The Three Face: of Eve years later,
both of which were made into lms, the Oboler eort may
well have been a bit ahead of its time. Then as now, the plot
development doesn't hold up under close scnrtiny, a recurring
defect in most of Oboler's writing; but the intriguing charac-
terization of a girl who would probably be termed a schizoid,
combined with a superb portrayal by Miss Thaxter, more
than atoned for any stmctural aws. Oboler himself helped
gloss over the scripting with some absorbing if obvious cam-
era angles (the lm was expertly photographed by Charles
Salerno Jr.) and editorial cutting devices remindful of Welles,
but really stemming from their mutual radio background.
Oboler was also conscious of the importance of music in
heightening dramatic effects and so was probably instn1men-tll in acquiring a composer of worthy talent, in this case
Bronislau Kaper—his score, if somewhat blatant occasionally,
was in the main of great aid in accompanying and effectively
highlighting the suspense. Oboler's subsequent lms were not
nearly so interesting, although his early promotion of I
three-dimensional photographic and projection system re-
sulted in a cheaply-made freak box oice success in the early
1950s.
The producer of Bewitched was Jerry Bresler, who had

been serving in that capacity on the MGM short subjects
after Jack Chertok had been promoted to features. Now it
was Bres|er's turn, his rst having been Main Street Alter
Dark (1944), which looked suspiciously as if it had been anentry in the “Crime Does Not Pay" shorts schedule and elon-
gated for feature purposes. It was an undistinguished yarnabout a family specializing in eecing servicemen, directed byEdward L. Cahn without any particular conviction and en-acted no more than adequately. Its chief asset was its runningttme of 55 minutes, together with the MGM glittering rosterof players. After all, it wasn't every "B" that ¢guId boast ofEdward Arnold, Dan Duryea, Selena Roylc, Audrey Totterand Hume Cronyn, even if Miss Totter was just then gainingher rst expenence in lms. Bresler produced a later ArchOboler feature, then left MGM to head for Universal.At Paramount, once a haven for actors seeking steady
WQYK because‘ of its "B" product, things were gradually but in-evitably winding down, even before the onslaught of war. Thecompany farmed out a goodly portion of their "B" pics to theIndependently-based Pine—Thomas outt and the number of
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1' ' y working actors dwindled down to Richard Arlen. The
Y Thomas saga rightfully deserves its own place in the sun,

‘,-

- will be allotted shortly. Meanwhile, the Paramount low-
-;* supply became fewer in number, but what emerged

- possess a eomfortingly high proportion of cinematic qual-
and entertainment, one or the other, and often both. to the
'ght of the disceming. By all odds, the Henry'Aldrich se-

'1'lel had neither to any degree, but for reasons explained only
sneenng at public taste, always dangerous, it persevered
several seasons. lt will be covered briey, then hopefully

-forgotten.
The genealogy of Henry Aldrich and company can be

to a stage play by Cliord Goldsmith, What a Li/:1
-i a popular lm version with the same title, with a screen-
y by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder and a screen debut
Betty Field. Jackie Cooper played Henry, and was con-

tacted for a sequel, which was moderately successful. By this
-< »- the Aldrich character was close to a household name by
Qirtue of the radio program created by Goldsmith with Ezra
Qone, who had portrayed Henry on the stage, repeating for

airwaves. Spurred on by this success, Paramount went
ahead with plans for a denite series, casting Jimmy Lydon as
Henry, promoting Hugh Bennett from the cutting rooms to
director, and lowering considerably the production budgets,
which had been moderately high for the rst two AldrichIns. Should it be that someone out there is unfamiliar
yith the Henry Aldrich psyche, let him be described not as

~ “typical American teenager," as the studio would have
but as _the “typical American lunkhead," for,

voidably that is what he was. An awful numbskull, evenprhis tender years. A blithering idiot when it came to situa-.. ,. calling for some normal process of thou ht Bug . t,suppo-Idl lovabl . Do' ' 'y, e ing his best in the role, Lydon was a good
- ~ - and would often overcome the silliness of the lines and~ dish plot contrivances. The continuing players in the series
were also of some help,,with John Litel as Mr. Aldrich uh-
derstandably exasperated with his offspring; Olive Blakeney as
the patient Mrs. Aldrich; Charles Smith as Henry's equally
grotesque friend Dizzy; and Vaughan Glaser, he of the origi-all stage cast of Who! a Li‘/el as the acidulous high-school
'PIllI¢lp3|. The Aldrich series would be worth a glimpse occa-
-ionally_to see which starlets Paramount would be romotinP Eat the time" in various m be. em rs of the series, Diana Lynn,
‘Gail R ‘ 'ussell and Martha 0Dnscoll could be found, as well
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as Mimi Chandler, daughter of Kentucky politician andture commissioner of baseball A. B. “l-lappy“ Chandler.
mencing in 1941, the Henry Aldrich series faded in l944.
rector Bennett guided one further lm that same year,‘picturization of the rustic radio show The National BDance, and apparently did no more feature lms. Lydon,
though keeping his youthful appearance, eased into madult roles and could be counted on as one of the d f
ables. 'Before the war, Paramount had been consistent in givingvalue for the dollar. Producer Sol C. Siegel had gotten o
a good start, and in the fall of I941 supervised a neat little
gangster comedy, Buy Me That Town, borrowing leading
player Lloyd Nolan and director Eugene Forde from20th-Fox for the occasion and studding the supporting cmwith such welcome hoodlum sights as Sheldon Leonard, Al-’ben Dekker, Ed Brophy, Warren Hymer and HoraceMacMahon.
Siegel's Paramount productions were right on the border-line between “A” and "B" pictures, and sometimes the marginwould blur to the point of indistinguishability. For instance;The Night of January 16 (1941) had a cast topped by RobertPreston, Ellen Drew, Nils Asther (in comeback try), AliceWhite (ditto), Rod Cameron, Margaret Hayes, Cecil Kellawayand others. It was based on a popular commercial play byAyn Rand. The property had been in the works as a lm forsome time, with various actors announced for the ieads. Andthe production, while not lavish, had a substantial look. Butthe director was William Clemens, who had never made areally poor lm but had also never made an "A" picture ei-ther; and Paramount sold it depending upon the location,top-spotted for the lesser theatres, as supporting fare for theplushier locations.
In contrast, Pacic Blackour (I942) also had Robert Pres-ton in the lead, along with Martha O‘Driscoll, Eva Gabor(her second lm) and Philip Merivale. The director was RalphMurphy, known to have worked on better than average budg-ets frequently. Screenplay was by Lester Cole, who had writ-ten “B” pics, and W. P. Lipscomb, associated with importantstory properties. But there was no question of the lm's des-tiny. It was a supporting feature without qualication, andplayed thus for its run. Incidentally, the lm was previewedaround the rst of December. l94l, under the title MidnightAngel. With the war and its January 2, 1942 release date, the
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‘alteration was for the better, for it was timely and did have
‘~ ;. more beanng on the implausible plot—-Preston played an in-
‘:f ~. -nocent man just convicted of murder, who escapes custody
- L . during a practice blackout drill and tries to nd the true cul-
t~ prit before the police nd him (behind it all, we leam, are
. fth columnists bent on blowing up a munitions plant). As a

"B" pic, it was enjoyable enough, owing much to Hitchcock
, without approaching the same level. But the feeling persists
,_ that in some extreme cases it could have been passed olf as an
' "A" quality movie, had Paramount deemed it so.

No such chance for Fly by Night (I942). Not with Richard
Carlson and Nancy Kelly the sole names, a dingy production

5 and the oft-told tale of an innocent, in this instance an in-
teme, being plunged into a spy plot. However, it otfered more
than the bare outline for those willing to dig a bit more deep-

’ ly. Jay Dratler's script had some original touches, and the fa-

4

miliar devices were brushed up to resemble original ones, gar-
; nished with Dratler's way with a humorous line of dialogue.
t; Robert Sioclmak‘s direction maintained the promise engen-
-:' dered by West Point Widow with a completely ditferent type

~ of lm, more in tune with Siodmak‘s later and more prestigi-
3 ous suspense thrillers, although more straightforward in treat-

ment. Nor was the production really that dingy-—the drab
» look t the tenor of the story, and John Seitz was a fortunate
' choice for photographer, since no one could give cameraworlt

the gloomy grayish shades as artistically as could Seitz. Critics
7_' passed it up, and even Siodmak‘s partisans tended in later

2. years to ignore it—possibly because they hadn't seen it—but
, It's a good enough spy-chase to stand on its own merits, and

_f_ even more interesting in light of the director's later successes
in the same grim style.
Sol Seigel and William Clemens reteamed for Sweater Girl

.~ (i942), another one-smack on the borderline, with its story if" ._ nothing else relegating it to the less demanding connes of the
-- “B” picture—-albeit with a gold asterisk beside it. Sweater
r Girl is a remake of a 1935 Paramount lm of considerably

.’ more stature, College Scandal. The plot is a strange but nicely
_- blended mixture of college antics, musical and whodunit. Cle-

‘ mens wisely stressed the mystery angle, giving the remake a
lift and somehow giving more credence to the story, not a vir-

- tue of the original. Too, while the 1935 version had a pleas-
ant song or two, the new one was fortunate to have Frank
Loesser at his best, and two numbers that were soon being

' ‘ blasted continuously from phonographs and radio programs,
. 237
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“I Don't Want To Walk Without You“ and the provocative
Said No," which ran into some censor trouble for broad-
casting—but it was an innocent little ditty about a girl who
said no, but he kept pleading, so she nally submitted, and
subscribed to Liberty Magazine. Two popular song hits in one
small picture was rare, and though it isn't documented, the
picture may well have received top bookings on the basis of
its melodies. Eddie Bracken and apple-cheeked June Preisser
handled the lightness and the detective work, Johnny John-
ston debuted as the composer of the songs for the college
show (and a murder victim), and Betty Jane Rhodes vocalized
both the songs advantageously.
Clemens directed another neat whodunit, Night in New Or-

lean: (1942) that was released at about the same time. The
script was by Jonathan Latimer and the star was Preston Fos-
ter, who had appeared as the personication of Latimer's
ctional creation Bill Crane, for the Universal Crime Club se-
ries a few years before. Foster played a police lieutenant this
time, investigating a murder case which might conceivably in-
volve his wife (Patricia Morison). It was directed and played
lightly, with an inside joke or two—Morison is seen reading
The Lady in the Morgue, by Jonathan Latimer and in which
Foster starred as a lm—and a well-nigh perfect cast for the
goings-on, including Albert Dekker, Cecil Kellaway, Dooley
Wilson, Paul Hurst and the droll Charles Butterworth. Noth-
ing to bring in the patrons, it made an ideal addition to a
heavy top feature.
In a supporting role in Night in New Orleans was Jean

Phillips, whose brief career was not aided by the fact that she
resembled Ginger Rogers to an uncanny degree, especially in
certain camera angles. Too had, for Miss Phillips had a nice
manner—also remindful of Miss Rogers—and acting ability.
Her best role was the leading lady in Dr. Broadway H942),
with Macdonald Carey as her costar. Carey was making his
lm debut, as was the director, Anthony Mann. lt was-a Bor-
den Chase pulp-magazine story which bid fair to become a se-
ries, but unaccountably no further adventures of the Broad-
way rnedico (Carey) were lmed. Mann hadn't as yet corne
upon that distinctive camera technique he so gainfully em-
ployed in later efforts, so his chief objective was to get the
most from Art Arthur's script. The script was a good one,
with plenty of one-liners and not too heavily soaked with a
false Runyonesque atmosphere, and Mann had the cast to dis-
play it to advantage: J. Carrol Naish, Edward Ciannelli (for-
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merly Eduardo, but this was wartime), Richard ‘lane; Warren
I-lymer and Joan Woodbury. lt was likeable, it moved, and it
satised.
Two Paramounts from the 1942-43 season are not only

worthy of mention, but mandatory in any study of the “B”
pic. Street ol Chance (1942) is an adaptation of a Cornell
Woolrich novel, The Black Curtain, excellently transferred by
Garrett Fort and directed by Jack l-lively with a tenaenas
never achieved while handling The Saint at RKO. The story
peg is old—amnesia victim regains his memory and discovers
he may be a murderer-—and the nal solution not unexpected.
But the script and direction are so adept, and the perform-
ances by what seems to be a hand-picked cast are so believa-
ble, the lm could and did take its place with the more worth-
while lms of the year. Burgess Meredith played the
amnesiac, Claire Trevor the girl from his second life, and
Sheldon Leonard on the side of the law for obeat casting, I
standout as a brainy cop; also Jerome Cowan, Frieda Ines-
cortfthe elderly Adeline de Walt Reynolds in an important
scene as a mute witness to murder, and Louise Platt, seen too
infrequently in movi and not at all thereafter. Adding to the
general superiority of the lm was a ne score by David But-
tolph. Slreet 0/ Chance is another example of a low—budget
lm with values in excess of most "A" pictures.
Robert Siodmak's last low-budget lm for Paramount had

the dubious advantage of a sexy title originally connected
with a Cole Porter song made popular by Mary Martin on
the stage, to the accompaniment of a genteel striptease. But
My Heart Belong: ta Daddy had only the most tenuous rela-
tion to F. Hugh Herbert's story and screenplay. It began with
a cabdriver (Cecil Kellaway) taking his fare (Martha O’Dris-
coll) to the nearest home when his hack becomes stuck in
traic, and for the most understandable of emergencies—
she's about to give birth. The abode is the home of a profes-
sor (Richard Carlson), and the helpful cabbie persuades him
to let the new mother stay, much to the chagrin of a gal
(Frances Gifford) who has her cap set for the prof, and her
domineering mom (Florence Bates). A basically serious theme
is wisely played for laughs by Siodmak. much in the manner
of his Wen Point Widow, also with Carlson and written by
Herbert. Siodmak showed once again that he was facile with
comedy; but the most important asset of the lm was the
droll portrayal of the cabdriver by Kellaway, becoming an in-
creasingly notable character actor.
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Kellaway had another “B” picture pretty much to himself
at Paramount, The Good Fellow: (I943). Although billed
third, below Helen Walker and James Brown, it was Kella-
way's pan as a family man whose ailiations with a fratemal
organintion put him in plenty of hot water. The idea, based
on a play by Hennan Mankiewicz and George Kaufman,
seemed slightly outdated, more relevant to the 1920s, and
particularly unimportant during the wartime years. But
doubtless it was dusted oft‘ and produced because of its
escapist plot, and was indeed pleasant entertainment, in the
main because of Kellaway. Jo Graham, former dialogue
coach at Wamers, directed capably.
The remainder of Paramount low-budget product during

World War ll was unremarkable, or came from Pine-
Thomas, which may, to some, mean the same thing.
Immediately before the war, the big news from the RKO

low-budget unit was that The Saint was dead, long live The
Falcon. Unless it was because Leslie Charteris withdrew his
rights to the Simon Templar character, the succession was
hardly called for, practically indistinguishable, in fact. The
Falcon was based on a character created by Michael Arlen,
of The Green Ha! fame, debonair writer whose peak period
was in the 1920s. His one short story about The Falcon was
evidently enough for RKO to have a go as a series. The Gay
Falcon premiered in'0ctober l94l, with George Sanders
switching from the role of‘ Simon Templar to Gay Lawrence.
an amateur sleuth accidentally mixed in jewel robbery and
murder. Allen Jenkins supplied comedy relief in a manner
similar to Paul Guilfoyle in The Saint series, and to further
make it seem comfortably homey, Wendy Barrie was again a
lady in distress as she had been so many times before. Direc-
tor lrving Reis did what he could and the net result wasn't
too bad, but the adventurous atmosphere of The Saint series
was missing. And Sanders. tired of his "B" Robin Hood roles,
wanted out from the start. After a routine second series
entry, The Falcon Taker Over ( l942) is of interest because its
source was re-used a few years later. with Raymond Chan-
dler's novel Farewell, My Lovely becoming Murder, My Sweet.
giving Dick Powell a new lease of cinema life as he turned
from crooner to private eye Philip Marlowe. Chandler's
novel, adapted as a Falcon by Lynn Root and Frank Fenton
and directed againhy lrving Reis, served the series well, high-
lighted by Ward Bond's portrayal of a hulking brute of a
killer looking for his missing girl friend, a part played by Mike
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Mazurki in the Powell veision. Thereafter, Sanders had his
way and was allowed to bow out of the series in clever
fashion. In The Falcon’: Brother (1942) Sanders was incapac-
itated for a good bit of the footage, thereby causing the
brother of the title to step in. Since the role was played by
Tom Conway, Sanders‘ brother in rcal life as well, continuity
became smooth and paved the way for Conway to assume the
mantle of The Falcon as Sanders was considerately killed oif
by the scenarists at the conclusion. The Falcon’: Brother was
in other respects an inferior film. but at least it served as n

» transition. Tom Conway's rst as the solo Falcon was The
Falcon Strikes Back (l943), memorable mainly for Edward
Dmytryk's last chore on a "B" picture at RKO before
graduating to the big-time stuff. Conway continued in the role
of The Falcon through l9-16. The best was The Falcon and
the Co-ed: (l943), with William Clemens again displaying his
unobtrusive directorial skill, heightened by some splendid
photography by J. Roy Hunt. Also of interest is The Falcon
in Mexico (l9-£4) because of the background and process
footage, which looks suspiciously like some material shot for
the aborted Orson Welles documentary-drama !!'.r All Tme;
obviously location work, and unlikely that a "B" unit would
travel so far from Hollywood, especially in wartime. The far-
thest The Falcon got was San Francisco in l945, when Joseph
H. Lewis picked up some location footage street scenes (The
Falcon in San Francisco).
RKO sprung The Great Gildersleeve on a public in need of

comedy in 1942. but the radio comedies didn't ll the need,
far from it. Gildersleeve was a blowhard character heard on
the Fibber McGee and Molly radio show, and when the team
(Jim and Miriam Jordan) went into lms, the Gildersleeve
character, played by Harold Peary, was written into the
scripts. RK(7thought Gildersleeve was strong enough to last
on his own; but like many eccentric comedy characters, Gil-
dersleeve was more amusing in small doses, boring when
forced to carry an entire picture. Peary was an engaging fel-
low whose booming Simon Legree-like laugh was a
trademark, but for the few Gildersleeves produced, neither he
nor director Gordon Douglas were exactly covered in glory.
The studio's prospective competition to Abbott and Cos-

tello was the team comprised of Wally Brown and Alan Car-
ney, debuting in Adventures 0/ n Rookie (1943). To the sur-
prise of the unwary, their rst effort was easy to take, while
patterned slavishly after the A & C Army routines, and was
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65 minutes of good fun. Both Brown and Carney were sea-
soned troupers, each capable of straighting for the other, or
indulging in their respective speciaities. Carney with his good-
natured goon characterization and Brown in an incomplete-
aentence patter act. Scripter Edward James really shuclted
some com frequently for repartee (“My stomach‘s gettin' too
fat." “Why don't you diet?“ “What?” "Diet." "But I like it this
eolorl"), but the experienced comedy hand of Leslie Good-
wina guided the lm at a fast clip, and one actually looked for-
ward to further Brown-Carney lms. They came in profusion,
and to be charitable, were not good. One might make a case
for Zombie: on Broadway (1945), a horror spoof with Bela
Lugosi added for menace (and laughs), but to be blunt about
it Brown and Carney failed to live up to their potential, done
in mainly by weak material.
Pre-war "B" product had plenty of allure, if not quality.

Lady Scar/ace was a title that must have had many a young-
ster, and gangster~movie acionado, running eagerly to the
box oioe when it played during the fall and winter of 1941.
But it was a dreadfully trite melange, with Judith Anderson in
the title role that would make any renowned actress sulfer in-
wardly, and wasting the talents of Eric Blore, Marc Lawrence
and co-star Dennis O‘Keefe.
O'Keefe had much better luck with a comedy for RKO re-

leased shortly afterward, Weekend /or Three (l94l). A “B”
pic, yes, but impressively studded with names. The original
story was by Budd Schulberg with a script by Dorothy Parker
and Alan Campbell; the producer was Tay Garnett, the direc-
tor Irving Reis. The amusing premise concemed a neglected
wife (Jane Wyatt) who attempts to make her husband
(O'Keefe) jealous by paying attention to an old ame (Philip
Reed). Lines were bright and polished, as would be expected.
O‘Keefe played the comedy to the limit, Miss Wyatt was be-
witchingly attractive and intelligent in performance, while
Reed got the most from the stuffed-shirt genial former boy
friend role. The little comedy received better than ordinary
notices from several of the newspapers critics when it opened.
Tay Garnett, well known as a director of primarily mascu-

line bill of fare, produced another deft comedy on a small
budget at RKO called Unexpected Unrle (|94l). Based on a
novel by Eric Hatch with a screenplay by Delmer Daves and
Noel Langley, it told of an elderly cupid (Charles Coburn)
who smooths the bumpy road to love for a millionaire play-
boy (James Craig) and a shopgirl (Anne Shirley). Gamett evi-
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dently knew how to pick the proper talents for his assign-
ments, for the results, while not pretending to be anything
other than innocuous entertainment. were exceedingly
enjoyable. RKO was trying to team Craig and Mis Shirley,
but the scheme oundered. However, they worked well to-
gether and were of sufficient contrast in temperament and
manner to make a few more tries worthwhile. Coburn was a
complete delight in a role that foreshadowed his Academy
Award-winning part in The More the Mzrrier a couple of
years later. Peter Godfrey directed the narrative skillfully,
and Anthony Collins contributed a witty music score.
Comedy of the boilermaker variety had all but disappeared

from the screen when Frank Ryan, a writer, and William
Hamilton, the ace lm editor on the lot, got together and
wrote and directed Call Out the Marines, a dizzy vehicle for
Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen of the Quirt-Flagg vari-
ety, although not using the names, which is best described as
a gem of vulgarity-—vulgarity in the sense of good healthy
laughter at something you know damn well isn‘t funny, but
there you are laughing anyway. There was something vulgar
for everybody in the rowdy yarn of two half-smart adventur-
ers who re-enlist in the Marines and promptly fall headlong
into a spy plot—the lm was made before Pearl Harbor, re-
leased in February 1942, with no mention of the conict.
Breaking down the credits by pure guesswork, Ryan did most
of the writing and kept an eye on the performances and com-
edy delivery, Hamilton attended to the technical details and
the pacing, and second unit director Harry D‘Arcy handled
the slapstick vehicular chases and melée sequences. With
today's permissiveness it would probably scem quite tame, but
for the period of puritanical censorship to the extreme, it's
quite amazing what they managed to get away with. Double
entendres, single entendres. ribald physical movements: old
burlesque gags involving physical defects, including one beauty
of a skit with Lowe, McLaglen, George Lloyd and several
well-known bit players having ‘to do with a speech impedi-

1

ment—quest|onable taste, naturally. But funny as hell. Binnie
Barnes heads the supporting cast with her always likeable
near-bawdiness, but Paul Kelly is buried in a straight part.
However, Franklin Panghorn prissily comes through as a bar-
tender-waiter, and sour-faced George Cleveland has one of
the great mugging moments in screen history with his reaction
of disgust to McLaglcn‘s obscenely loud “Brazilian alpaca
suit." Cal! Out the Marine: is movie farce to cherish, and
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technically the production work is extremely good, especially
the photography by Nicholas Musuraca and J. Roy Hunt.
Generally during the war years, RKO pursued the offbeat.

Of course there were the comedies already mentioned, and
the Leon Errol stretched two-reelers, and the musicals. There
were also some like Highway: by Night (I942), with Richard
Carlson, Jane Randolph, Jane Darwell and Ray Collins, for-
mula action stories that provided an hour's worth of interest
for the non-discriminating, guaranteed to keep one awake if
little else. But these were in the minority; RKO seemed to be
looking for something dilferent, even in their low-budget
units.
Army Surgeon (1942) was one such. In the contemporary

reviews it fared no better than mediocre. But it seemed better
than that, if only for the cort to he original. Tho story be-
gins with the present conict, as an Army nurse (Jane Wyatt)
sails overseas on a transport. She thinks back to her youth,
and 1917, another war. Then the main plot begins, a tradi-
tional one mixing World War I dramatics with a conventional
triangle (Wyatt, James Ellison. Kent Taylor). For its conclu-
sion, the soene shifts back to World War ll, with Wyatt and
Ellison back to the fray again. It was rather ambitious for its
budget, and directed in good tempo by A. Edward Suther-
land.
Before he assumed control of his own work at MGM and

Bewitched, Arch Oboler had written the screenplay of a patri-
otic wartime drama, Gangway /or Tomorrow (I943), told in
omnibus style. Each vignette was concerned with the back-
ground of a quintet of war-plant workers; a refugee (Margo),
a racetrack driver (Robert Ryan), and beauty-contest winner
(Amelita Ward), a prison warden (James Bell) and a hobo
(John Carradine). A potentially good premise, sinoe multi-
plotted movies were currently in vogue, but Oboler‘s script
tended toward the maudlin too much of the time, and the
drama came to no strong climax, resulting in a second feature
with some good performances and an occasional potent se-
quence, but leaving much more to be desired. John H. Auer
directed.
Passport to Destiny, also known as Passport to Adventure

(1944) had a novel idea in the original screenplay by Val Bur-
ton and Muriel Roy Bolton, in which a London scrubwoman
(Elsa Lanchester) sets out to sneak into Nazi Germany for
the prime purpose of bumping off Herr Hitler. Unfortunately,
the amusing premise was not carried out with any further ori-
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useginality and before long tumed into just another B war pic-
ture, sustained solely by Miss Lanchester's unique delivery
and characterization. Ray McCarey's direction was of little
aid, but there was a glimpse of the fun that could have been
had when Lanchester, speaking of her deceased husband,
turns to his picture on the mantel, divulging a photo of
Charles Laughton, Lanchester's otf-screen husband.
Adrian Scott, writer turned producer, was handed a human

interest yarn for his inauguration as a supervisor and earned
a promising credit for himself with My Pal Wolf (1944), a
poor-little~rich-girl-and-her-doggie tale with plenty of senti-
ment but few false steps in the direction by Alfred Werker or
the screenplay by Lillie Hayward. Leonard Praskins and John
Paxton. And an honestly achieved tug at the heartstrings is al-
ways welcome. The little girl, Sharyn Moett, was a vastly
talented RKO contractee who appeared in some further low-
budget dramas, then vanished from the scene. Not pretty in
the Shirley Temple sense, but accomplished and natural as an
actress, Miss Molfett was a rarity, a child player whose prea-
ence was not resented by the more cynical members of the
audience. Producer Scott was immediately upped to “A” status,
curtailed by an appearance efore the House Un-American
Activities Committee in 1947.
A big wartime coup for RKO was Hitler’: Children

( I942), an expose of the Hitler-Jugend menace that was pro-
duced on a moderate budget, became a sleeper critically and
at the box oice, and made the film future of director Ed-
ward Dmytryk secure. lt was followed by Behind the Rising
Sun (I943), with the same technical crew taking on the Japa-
nese Empire, albeit with a slightly enlarged budget. The box
oice successes of these lms, akin to the Warners' topical
dramas of the l930s, prompted RKO to try once more. But
the producership was shifted from Edward Golden to one
Herman Schlom, more attuned to the quickie aspects of RKO
lms, and the direction entrusted to William Berke, a journey-
man. Belraynl /ram the Ens! ( I945) was based on Alan
l-lynd's nonction work and given credence by a Drew Pear-
son cummentary. But once into the narrative, it was the samefamiliar Japanese spy-vs.-US lntelligence theme, complete
with Richard Loo and Philip Ahn as the treacherous agents of
the Rising Sun (Loo was Chinese in real life, Ahn a Korean).
Lee Tracy and Nancy Kelly took Our Side, the only deviation
from the norm being that neither was alive by the conclusionof the lm. With a bit of extra mileage obtained- from the
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topical angl, it still was just another co-feature when all was
said and done.
As the war neared its end and Allied victory was within

sight, RKO thought they would scoop the world with a fanci-
ful story and a dynamic title: First Yank into Tokyo (1945).
Production was rushed through, leaving more than a few
ragged edges here and there. The plotting had it that a soldier
(Tom Neal), undergoing plastic surgery to appear Japanese,
would be smuggled into Japan to help free an ordnance ex-
pert held in a prison camp. Gordon Douglas managed some
action scenes to stir up excitement, but the rest of it was pain-
fully routine. Neal, who had portrayed a Japanese in Behind
the Rising Sun, looked less Oriental than traumatic, as if
suffering the pangs of a hangover. Once again the chief Japa-
nese villain was Richard Loo, an actor so accomplished that
the sceptical moviegoers would root for him to win. First
Yank into Tokyo was hopefully to have paid off by being re-
leased concomitantly with the invasion of Japan, hut the
timing went slightly awry. The lm was ready for release, but
the invasion never took place because of a device known as
the atom bomb, which made it unnecessary. RKO made an
eleventh-hour decision to insert the atomic angle into the pic-
ture, but by then the title was negated and it all went little
more than another exploitative "B" picture.
Herman Schlnm also tried a horror thriller, The Brighton

Strangler (1945), about an English actor (John Loder) who
recovers from an air raid injury and starts living out his stage
role, that of a maniac. The nucleus of the plot was gainfully
used by Ruth Gordon and Carson Kanin for Ronald Colman
later on in A Double Life (1947), with great difference in de-
tails; the present item was nothing more than humdnim hor-
ror, which at RKO was best left to_another producer, Val
Lewton, about whom more later.
Zanuck or Wurtzel, the "B" factory at 20th Century-Fox

had become a highly polished operation, thanks to someone.
The studio that had been a losing proposition in the mid-
thirties, on the verge of going under for good, now had fre-
quent box office blockbusters, a more than occasional critical
success, and an imposing string of low-budget releases to
round out the program. All of the "B" pics weren‘t good-
some of them were quite terrible. But the avenge was im-
pressive. Their series lms had their own coterie of fans. Of
the rest, there was a signicant effort to nd stories of dif-
ferent caliber, at least different from the usual "B" plotlines.
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Z1’ Production values, even when economical, invariably had a

pleasing physical look, no him of skimpiness. The studio ros-
ter presented some dependably facile players, from veterans
of the Lloyd Nolan stripe to attractive starlets like Lynn Bari.
Perhaps their weakest point in this respect was the lack of
strong masculine leads. All contenders seemed to be potential
replacements for Tyrone Power or Don Ameche minus any
of the distinguishing characteristics of these top leading men.
But the "B" group were worth watching. and 20th-Fox rnade
sure that there were plenty in release.
Of the less notable 20th-Fox achievements, Laurel and

Hardy were signed for a group of comedies, but the boys
denitely did not accept the studio as a friendly abode. This
was apparent from their rst eort, another attempt to cash
in on the topical situation with an Army farce, Great Guns.
To a non-Laurel and Hardy fan, it would be diicult to deter-
mine exactly what went wrong-—produetion values were
good, the supporting cast capable. the comedy situations po-
tentially surere if traditional, and the direction was in the
hands of Monty Banks, himself a former screen comedian of
no mean talent. But nothing jelled. The partisans of Stan and
Ollie adhere to the theory that the boys weren't given the
freedom they had enjoyed at Hal Roach, especially in al-
lowing Laurel to keep close supervision on production details
and work out gags in the manner he knew best. From out-
ward appearances, they are probably correct. In Great Gum
and ensuing Laurel and Hardy lms for the studio, their ma-
terial is not properly developed when good, and far too atten-
uated when under par, which unfortunately was too much of
the time. Some innitesimal consolations are to be derived
from A-Haunting We Will Go (1942), which had additional
factors such as the magic act of Dante the magician; and
their last lm for the studio, the much-maligned The
Bullghlerx (1945), which at least olfers repeats of some of
the great old routines, such as an egg-breaking bit fromMGM‘: Hollywood Party (1934). It is then that some glim-
mer of the Laurel and Hardy of old shines through the
tedium. Of Jiuerbugs, The Big Noise and The Dancing Mas-
ters, let us be mercifully silent.
Nor did they know quite what to do with Milton Berle. The

brash buoon had been working steadily under contract as a
supporting player, perhaps sharing a chuckle or two but in the
main shoved into the background (the same predicament had
been happening to a lesser extent to Phil Silvers and, to a far
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greater extent, to Jackie Gleason at Women). Berle was a
headliner on the vaudeville stage or night-club oor, but the
secret of successful movie clowning seemed to elude him and
those who wrote for him. Nevertheless. 20th-Fox tried. They
gave him t-he lead, an above-average physical production and
a moderately intensive publicity campaign for Whispering
Ghost: (1942), hoping that it would do for Berle what Whip
tling in the Dark accomplished for Red Skelton. At quick
glance, the titles are similar, and no glance is needed to
appreciate the sameness in the plot outline, with Berle as a
radio sleuth who becomes involved in a real mystery. It was
all fairly amusing, directed with a light touch by Alfred
Werker and enacted by a superior cast including Brenda
Joyce, John Cnrradine and John Shelton, but otherwise hardly
panicked audiences and critics. Undaunted, Berle was again
cast in a whodunit, Over My Dead Body (1942), this time M
a mystery writer who noses into a real homicide. Mal St. Clair
directed, the material was not fresh, and Berle seemed not a
good bet for comedy stardom. Television was several years
away.
Earlier in 1942 Berle had been featured in a neat little

comedy about hoods muscling in on the art world, A Gentle-
man at Heart. Cesar Romero played a bookie who takes over
an art gallery inherited by Berle; Carole Landis provided the
heart interest as the gallery's manager; and J. Carrol Naish '
furthered the plot twists as an expert art torger. One of the
more affluent "B" pictures from the company, it was a good
example of their adeptness at light, unlabored comedy, in
contrast to the strained eorts ot Laurel and Hardy and the
Berle starring vehicles.
Not a likely candidate for cinematic posterity, We Go Fax!

(1941) is further proof that 20th-Fox knew wherein the
chuckles resided. It concemed a couple of dumb motorcycle
cops, played by Alan Curtis and Don Deforest (later Don
DeFore), and a community that suddenly nds itself without
a set speed limit. Featured were Lynn Bari, Sheila Eyan, Er-
nest Truex and Gerald Mohr, and highlights were some pretty
neat dialogue exchanges written by Thomas bennon and
Adrian Scott, notably one during which Detorest is about to
give a ticket to gravel-voiced Tom Dugan and asks him his
name. "John Doe,“ acidly answers Dugan. Deforest indig-
nantly retorts, “Now, don't get smart with me!" and Dugan
replies placatingly, "Okay . . . Jonathan Doremus." "l'hat‘s
hetter," says Deforest, resuming lling out the ticket.
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Lynn Bari was still the bellwether of the '8" unit at 20th.
A contemporary critic unkindly refened to her as “Claudette
Colbert with muscles," tor she did indeed bear a" resemblance
to the sophisticated star. However, Miss Bari had a charm of
her own, and two little romances released late in 1941 estab-
lished her as something considerably more than the average
heroine or ingenue. Moon Over Her Shoulder told of a dia-
contented wife (Bari) whose psychologist-husband (John
Sutton) is immune to her allure, until a third party (Dan
Dailey Jr.) arrives on the scene to form the age-old triangle.
The thin plot threatened to watt away at a moment's notice,
but thinner plots had been gainfully used in more prestigious
romantic comedies; besides, the playing of the three principals
was as good as any of the better-known stars, and Alfred
Werker's direction sailed things along nicely. Shortly after this
divertissement went into theatres came The Perfect Snob,
which had Miss Bari the center of romantic attentions on a
Honolulu sugar plantation. The cast meant little or nothing in
I941, but if the lm were to have been produced a few years
later, the lineup would have been a hundredfold more impor-
tant: Lynn Bari, Cornel Wilde, Anthony Quinn, Charlie
Ruggles. Charlotte Greenwood, Alan Mowbray. Their ex-
pertise was of much help, Ray McCarey's direction was tluy,
and the running time was short, 63 minutes. Both these bon-
bons were especially etfective on the lower half of a double
bill comprised of a heavy dramatic main feature and helped
to maintain 20th‘s supremacy in the “B” eld of polite com-
edy. sans slapstick.
Lynn Bari would be involved in the heavier stuff too. Secret

Agent 0/ Japan made it into release the rst week in April,
1942 in a strcak of timely luck which may have been largely
due to a change of title. Little of Pearl Harbor was touched
upon in John Larkin‘s screenplay, which had to do with Brit-
ish agents matching wits with Japanese agents in the Orient.
Preston Foster was the cynical nightclub owner dragged intoit all, Miss Bari was an unconvincing representative of John
Bull, and Noel Madison switched from playing gangsters to
sinister Oriental agents by applying adhesive to his eye-
corners. Irving Pichel directed and, to his credit, there was
scant evidence of the slapdash quality that must have been the
case with regard to the quickie production, getting it on the
screens as fast as possible (at that, it didn't beat either A
Yank on the Burma Road or Two Yanks in Trinidad in the
war race). It served its purpose, and then some. As an exploi-
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tation feature, it got better bookings than it would have re-
ceived if released a bit later. ln the same vein came Little
Tokyo, U.S.A. later in I942, again with Preston Foster
outwitting an enemy espionage ring. This time Brenda Joyce
replaced Lynn Bari, and Otto Brower directed in place of Irv-
ing Pichel. The results were more noticeably low-budget, and
less noticeable at the box oicc—it was just "B" ller mate-
rial, no more.
Prior to Pearl Harbor, Eugene Forde had directed a little

nifty in the spy genre, Man al Large (I941), also written by
John Larkin. lf nothing else, it might be considered the first
lm homage to Alfred Hitchcock. particularly The 39 Steps.
The gimmick, or as the Hitchcockians would have it "the
Mcuflin," in this one was “The 21 Whistlers." In a further
delightful borrowing dating back to Fritz Lang, and Rowland
V. Lee's 1937 Love from a Stranger, Grieg‘: “In the Hall of
the Mountain King" played a musically important part in the
proceedings, which began suspensefully with the escape of a
Nazi airman from a Canadian prison camp and continued on
its wild way with murders, double and triple-identities, hair-
breadth escapes, harebrained heroines, pretzel-plot twists and
all the cinematic curlycues indulged in by the rotund master
of movie manipulation. The leach were entrusted to Marjorie
Weaver, perfect for the type of ighty but adorable girl in-
tended. and George Reeves, well before Superman, persona-
ble but sufficiently enigmatic as the one who may or may not
eventually be the good guy. Not meant for more than a sup-
porting slot, Man ar Large more than carried its share of the
load, and really is one of the few instances of an authentic
“B” Hitchcock imitation; too many upper bracket lms at-
tempted the same thing. missing by wide margins.
After a Warmup, 20th-Fox entered the war lm ranks with

a vengeance. Berlin Correspondent (1942) had Dana Andrews
as a brave radio broadcaster from Nazi Germany and Vir-
ginia Gilmore the girl torn between Andrews and the Hun. It
all had a pre-war look and although Andrews was fast becom-
ing a name, still "B" in conception. Virginia Gilmore had been
at 20th for several years and despite her obvious talent and at-
tractiveness had never quite received the right roles. Her sub-
sequent stage career proved far more gratifying. Thereafter,
even war lms of minor production values came close to "A"
quality, with upped budgets and careful handling. Manila
Calling (1942) kept apace of the grim war headlines from the
Pacic, showing no signs of hurriedness in the making, and
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with a more than adequate cast, with the ubiquitous Lloyd
Nolan, Carole Landis, Cornel Wilde (not yet of star status),
James Gleason, Ralph Byrd, Martin Kosleck (not a Nazi vil-
lain for a welcome change), Elisha Cook Jr. and Harold
Huber. It faced the situation squarely, as did most of the
Pacic-localed lms of that bleak time, and did not sugar-coat
its patriotic message. It told of a hand of guerrillas waging a
hit-and-run offensive against the enemy, gradually decimated
until only three are left by the unrelenting conclusion. Her-
bert I. Leeds kept the heroics believable with his direction.
Chemik.r—-the Fighling Guerrilla: (1943) paid tribute to
Draja Mihailovitch, Yugoslav guerrilla leader, with Philip
Dorn nohly playing the role in a highly ctionized but, for the
movie muses, interesting topicality. Anna Stcn portrayed the
General's wife, Virginia Gilmore was once again wasted, and
Martin Koslcck, back from the Philippines, reverted to Ges-
tapo type. Louis King kept it well paced dircctorially. This of
course was well before Tito. The fate of Mihailovitch, with
the truth still beclouded, airms the sagacity of a political
world outlook of absolute cynicism. Tonight We Raid Calais
(1943) was a well-cast hut otherwise unexceptional story of
occupied France, a topic that quickly became all too familiar.
John Sutton, Annabella, Lee J. Cobb, Beulah Bondi, Blanche
Yurka and Howard da Silva all contributed nobly, John
Brahm gave it his directorial best, and the lm did have a few
worthy touches-—Annabella's rcactions while doing away with
a German sentry, for instance. They were brief touch, but
helpful. Annabella also appeared in Bomber’: Moon (I943)
with George Montgomery and Kent Taylor as escaping yen
via the underground route. It looked like an "A" that had
been detoured and wound up in the “B” abyss, as directed by
one Charles I-‘uhr, unheard of before or since. More to taste
was They Came to Blow Up America (1943), taking its cuefrom the news that some Nazi sahoteurs had been appre-
hended upon landing clandestinely on these shores. George
Sanders played a double agent: Ward Bond an FBI man,
Anna Sten a femme fatalc, and Edward Ludwig directed a
ne cast of assorted Teutonic dialects capahly. Pan‘: After
Dark (1943) again with Sanders, this time as an underground
leader, was directed by French emigre Leonid: Moguy and of
a high production caliber, almost too high to be designated"B," although the cast names, Brenda Marshall, Philip Dorn,
Marcel Dalio, Madeleine LeBeau, were far from the most
magnetic and the plot diered little from others of its type.‘ 251



Decidedly ditferent from the rest of the 20th-Fox low-
budget war-backgrounded lms was Careful. So/I Shoulder:
(1942), which might not be thought of as a war lm at all.
The locale is Washington D.C., where a bored socialite
(Virginia Bruce) facetiously announces at a party that she
would enjoy becoming a spy, and is overheard by a foreign
agent (Aubrey Mather) who takes her seriously. This odd
blend of featherbrained comedy and sinister espionage activi-
ties was, despite its light-textured framework and bantering
dialogue, the only lm, regardless of budget, to depict and
capture the immediacy of the post-Pearl Harbor days among
the social upper crust of the nation‘s capital. Furthermore, it
was highly critical of the larltish attitude taken by some in not
fully joining in the war eort. Its message fell on deaf cars
among those who would have benetted by hceding it; to the
rest of the audiences, Washington society was an elusive
world as far away as Europe and the Pacic. The attitudes of
the D.C. social set concemed them not at all. The critical re-
ception was unfriendly and the lm made its rounds quietly
and retired unsung. lts neglect is an injustice. The only at-
tempt at direction by long-time scenarist Oliver 1-LP. Garrett,
further eorts along these lines may have been discouraged
by the unpromising critical reaction. Unfortunate, because
Garrett had written an intelligently constructed screenplay
and had gotten it on the screen advantageously, playing it for
satiric laughs most of the way, then winding up excitingly
with an action and suspense-packed nale, as the spying ac-
tivities become too real for the dizzy debutante. Miss Bruce
gave the role her glamorous best, and Mather was excellent
as the cherubic spy, a sort of pixieish Sydney Greenstreet. Male
leads were taken by James Ellison and Ralph Byrd, strictly
secondary in the plot. Care/ul, So/t Shoulder: remains an
otfbeat footnote in the story of the era's "B" lms, but one
well worth investigating.
The striving for plots away from the usual rut resulted in a

good one for the 20th-Fox "B" team, ready for the summer
of '42. I! Happened in Flalbush was a baseball picture, and
baseball pictures normally mean tough times at the box oice.
But the Brooklyn Dodgers had done a Cinderella switch last
season under the colorful Leo Durocher, metamorphosing
from a covey of clowns into a World Series team, and bid fair
to repeat the process this year. The Dodgers weren't named
as such in the lm but every baseball fan knew what was
meant, and the narrative included some actual footage taken‘
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at I. few Dodger games in 1941, most specically the game in
which an irate onlooker charged from the stands to do battle
with an umpire-—shots of the two rolling on the ground
brought back memories of the 1941 season -and lent authen-
ticity. Lloyd Nolan played the Brooklyn manager, Carole
hndis the prettiest trustee a ball club ever had, and William
Frawley, Robert Armstrong, James Burke and Pat Flaherty
looked like they belonged around baseball players. Ray
McCarey directed, and for its budget the lm oered an
amusing time, especially if one was partial to diamond antics
as well as cinema.
Sometimes the plot would be distinctive, but a lm would

lose out because of inetfectiveness during the production. The
Postman Didn't Ring (1942) was a comedy directed by Har-
old Schuster with an intriguing idea-that a mailbag, stolen in
the 1880s, should be uncovered and a letter contained therein,
now over sixty years old, should have an effect upon a young
rnan's future. From the promising title and premise, nothing
funher of interest was done with it and the results were noth-
ing more than a mild comedy with a rather sleepy pace and no
strength in the cast names—Richard Travis, Brenda Joyce—
to compensate. In the same vein, The Man in the Trunk
(l942)_had Raymond Walbum as a ghost who spirits back tond his murderer. The “Topper” aspects of John Larkin‘s
script did not go unnoticed nor did Walburn‘s amusing per-
formance, but Mal St. Clair's direction failed to make it jell.An abortive attempt to maintain a Dixie Dugan series came to
naught despite the presence of Charlie Ruggles, Charlotte
Greenwood, Eddie I-‘oy Jr. and Raymond Walburn. The 1943
version of the comic-strip secretary was embodied in Lois An-
drews, and a nice body it was. The.former (16-year-old)
Mrs. George Jessel had a long way to go as an actress how-
ever, and no one involved received much help from scripting
and direction. Ladies 0/ Washington (1944) tried the locale ofCare/ul, So/I Shoulders but was saddled with a hackneyed
screenplay with Anthony Quinn as an unlikely foreign agentand Ronald Graham as an even unlikelier doctor who owns
a houseboat. Roger Touhy, Gangster (I944) had the head-lines going for it and the advantage of authenticity in namesand events, as well as a superior production outlay. But despiteRobert Florey‘s valiant directorial pacing, it was just anothergangster “B” picture, of the kind half-forgotten in the face ofthe war; even the cast names were ot‘ a piece, Preston Foster,Victor Mchaglen, Kent Taylor, Anthony Quinn, Reed Had-ley, Frank Jenks, ‘George E. Stone, Horace MacMahon,
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William Pawley, Murray Alper, John Harmon and the Holly-
wood rogues' gallery. Whatever else it lacked, it did have some
unintended humor. Witness the scene wherein Foster, as
Toughy, is pacing up and down in his cell as mate Quinn
watches, and Foster bemoans his fate: “Ninety-nine years!
They give me 99 years! I can't do 99 years—l'll go nuts!"
Plaeates Quinn: "Well, do as much as you can, Roger."
A prison melodrama of the old school turned up rather sur-

prisingly in Within These Walls (I945), with Thomas Mitchell
top-billed as a warden who nds his own son (Edward Ryan)
oorning to him as an inmate. Columbia used to release one of
these each season, only they were considered near "A" in cat-
egory. H. Bmee Humberstone, promoted to big-time musi- '
cals, came down a notch to direct this one, which was compe-
tent but not otherwise inspired, although a new face, Mark
Stevens, showed promise as the romantic interest opposite
Mary Anderson.
The studio did better in the "B" eld with more genteel fel-

ony, as in Quiet Please, Murder (1942), all about rare books,
forgeries, homicide and a bit of wartime foreign agentry
thrown in by writer John Larkin, who made his debut as a di-
rector with this suspenseful crime yarn. George Sanders, Gail
Patrick, Kurt Katch and Sidney Blackmer were all rneanics,
with Richard Denning and Lynne Roberts on the side of
right. To Larkiu's credit, he got more excitement from a li-
brary setting than other directors with a whole war to work
with. Larkin directed, but didn't write, Circumstantial Evi-
dence (1945), with Lloyd Nolan as a postman who tries to
turn detective and save an innocent man (Michael O'Shea) ac-
cused of murder. Larltin directed it as if he were still in a
library, moving it along so unobtrusively that it was over be-
fore realization set in. Larkin wrote a story, Bermuda Mys-
tery (1944) that he didn't direct. Ben Stolo did, and piloted
the plot through familiarly, the one about the girl (Ann Ruth-
erford) who hires a private eye (Preston Foster) to prove her
uncle was murdered, and so on. The cast had Helene Reyn-
olds, Charles Butterworth and Richard Lane involved, along
with the featured duo always welcome to behold.
Taking a couple of whaeks at a genre generally considered

beyond them, 20th-Fox didn't exactly cover themselves with
glory on two horror thrillers, but on the other hand their
above average production values covered the deciencies in
the scripts and direction. The Undying Monster (1942) was a
werewolf-on-the-moors shocker, unconvincingly directed by
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__, John Brahm, who did much better with Laird Cregar and
~ some “A” budgets later on; James Ellison, Heather Angel andJohn Howard walked through it, and even Lucien Ballard‘:
. atmospheric photography wasn't of much help. Dr. Renault’:
‘ Secret (1942) was closer to Bela Lugosi‘s Monogram periodthan 20th-Fox, but the monkey-into-man plot went by fastenough under Harry Lachman‘s canny direction, and GeorgeZucco's facility with mad scientist roles. I. Carrol Naishplayed the poor wretch with dubious ancestry adorned in hir-sute makeup. These two honors were double-billed in mostsituations, which was the best that could be hoped from them.Monogram aside, the only company at the time with a patenton beastly shudders was Universal.

Universal not only made horror movies, but it alsohad a brotherhood of monster creations. This kinship ev-entually proved their downfall, for crowding three or fourinto one lm distracted from the individual characteristics
and gave the films a sideshow atmosphere. By that time allwas lost anyway. The only shuddery Universal specialty to_' keep its dignity was The Invisible Man and its variousotfshoots, with superior casts and fairly expensive-looking
sets. The series was the only consistent “A” horror productfrom the company. Of the other old standbys, Son ol Dracula(I943), we are told, had a "B" budget but a lot of “A” ambi-tion on the parts of director Robert Siodmak, producer Ford

‘ Beebe, writer Eric Taylor and the cast. lt received “A”
. playing time, and deservedly so; the story was good, the castcapable, and the special photographic effects superb. Dr.Frankenstein and his monstrous creation was served less well.In 1939, Son of Frankenstein had a lavish production and topplaying time in theatres. By 1942, Ghost of Frankensteincould still boast of marquee allure (Sir Cedric Hardwicke,Ralph Bellamy, Lionel Atwill, Bela Lugosi, Lon Chaney) butwas technically and artistically second-rate. its successor,

’ Frankenstein Meet: the Wolf Man (I943) also made pre-ferred playdates because of the novelty of two monsters inone horror movie with not too much else to oer; Roy Wil-liam Neill seemed uncomfortable as a horror director, Lugosiwas outrageously miscast as Frankenstein's monster, and theentire affair was only mildly thrilling. The Wolf Man inciden-tally, was a popular all-star horror show of 1941, denitely"A" in its cast of Claude Rains, Ralph Bellamy, Warren Wil-- liarn, Bela Lugosi, and Lon Chaney in the title role. In theUniversal manner, as a horror lm it really wasn't gruesome,
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but had what the audience desired, thrills and suspense-and
a great music score by Frank Skinner and H. J. Salter that be-
mme a valuable standby for subsequent Universal thrillers.
But by the end of 1944, when House of Frnkemlein was re-
leased. it became obvious that Universal had reached the end
of the horror trail. Combining Dracula, The Wolf Man, the
Frankenstein monster and some newly-minted mad doctors in
one lm was too overbearing for any scenarist to cope with.
Horror fans ocked to see it, but relatively few were satised.
Some of Universal's low-budget honor lms became quite

popular on their own, without moving up in their class. The
Mummy’: Tnmb (1942) resumed its tale where The Mummy’:
Hand bad ended in 1940, only skipping some thirty years in
the process. Dick Foran, hero of the rst adventure and be-
decked with plenty of Jack Pierce's elderly makeup formula,
tells the story of the nding of the murderous mummy, giving
producer Ben Pivar a chance to use some stock footage from
the earlier lm and save the budget. Foran's crony Wallace
Ford is still in the picture, but an inside laugh occurs when
Foran refers to his "late wife" and we get a glimpse of a photo-
graph of Peggy Moran, heroine of the rst lm, with her hair
obviously touched up with grey in a hurry. At any rate, it
seems the mummy hadn't been eliminated after all, for the
thing returns to strangle Foran .and Ford before being put out
of the way once more. For good? Not when there's a sequel
in the works. The Mummy's Tomb was literally made for pea-
nuts but proved a box olce winner, for reasons that had
nothing to do with its cost. Without delving into the morass of
psychological rigmarole, it was escapism from another kind
of horror, war, with one onslaught negating the other. lts
popularity ascended competitive horror lms because of the
time of its release, October 1942 when it bad the eld to it-
self, and because of the buildup given Lon Chaney by the
studio as successor to his father. Thus assured by the returns,
Universal went ahead with The Mummy's Ghost in 1944, and
The Mummy'.r Curse later that same year. The former was
passable, but the latter a carbon copy. ln all of them, Chaney
had little to do in the way of acting, having only to endure
the bandages wrapped about his body, looking like the victim
of a novice rst-aid class. For all the individuality allowed by
the wrappings, it could have been anybody impersonating the
mummy, from Chaney to his standin.
Ben Pivar quietly began another horror series with Captive

Wild Woman (1943), directed by Edward Dmytryk on loan
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‘< from RKO. John Carradine was pressed into service for the
mad scientist, a glandular expert who transforms an orangu-
tan into a beautiful but deadly creature (Aquanctta). Dmy-
tryk‘s work wasn't too trying—Pivar had seen to it that muchof the lm centered around a circus, enabling him to employ
footage from the 1933 Clyde Beatty production The Big
Cage. Since actor Milbum Stone resembled Beatty from the
back, the old footage of close shots could be used gainfully,
and the animal-training sequences still had plenty of authentic
excitement. Otherwise the pact: was fast, the plot grist for thehonor mill when Miss Aquanetta reverted to type, and its re-
ception was fairly laudatory for its genre and budget. Aquam-
etta had merely to display her undeniable charms in the lm
and had no dialogue. When shc had to cope with words in Ilater lm, her inadequacy became distressingly apparent. A
sequel to Captive Wild Woman, Jungle Woman, was pro-
duced in 1944 with Aquanctta repeating her mute role, as didMilbum Stone and Universal's screaming queen of the horror
icks, Evelyn Ankers. Jungle Captive was made in 1945, withVicky Lane taking the apewoman role and Harold Young di-recting (Reginald Le Borg had done Jungle Woman~). Also in
the cast was one Rondo Hatton. victim of a physically distort-
ing disease, used by the studio because of his repellent fea-
tures. A real baby-scarer. Poor Hatton was not an actor, and
when called upon to recite dialogue was woefully out of his
depth. The lm neither evoked nor merited any particular
urry. '

Universal's one-shot entries into the horror field were un-
even but prolic. Then too, the company had been associatedwith horror lms so thoroughly that they could and did getaway with palming o an ordinary mystery as containing ele-
ments of horror via provocative advertising, making these
mysteries good fare for second features on horror (suppos-
edly) double bills. One example was The Mystery of Marie
Roget (1942); with a suggestion of macabre doings in the ads,plus the name of renowned author Edgar Allan Poe, the hor-ror theme was evident to anyone unfamiliar with the story.
Poe's famous tale was based on an actual murder, which he
altered factually and presented his own solution (the case. themurder of Mary Rogers in 1842, was never solved and re-
mains conjectural among true-crime partisans to this day).
Scenarist Michel Jacoby added a few plot twists of his own,Phil Rosen directed the thing for an hour‘: running time, andit served its purpose for the duals. Maria Montez portrayed
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the hapless victim; at the time she was more evident in Uni-
versal publicity than in their lms, being used primarily for
decorative purposes.
. Released at approximately the same time was The Strange
Case of Dr. Rx (1942), sold as a horror thriller but really a
conventional whodunit about an unknown killer on the loose.
Lionel Atwill was prominently featured in the ads looking
evil, so mystery fans familiar with the practices of misinfor-
mation knew he would be provcn innocent before the lm
ended. Patric Knowles did the sleuthing, Anne Gwynne
played the iugenue, which was an asset for any Universal pic-
ture. William Nigh directed well, presumably prompted by
the studio editorial policy of fast, fast, fast.
Atwill had the horrics to himself in The Mad Doctor of

Market Street (1942), which contrived to cast him away on a
South Seas island where he would practice his evil sorcery on
the natives. Director Joseph H. Lewis tried to maintain some
interest by his use of odd camera angles but the rest of it was
beyond salvage. Night Monster (1942) got tangled up in some
aspects of yoga that proved incredible for the average audi-
ence, but director Ford Beebe gave it good pacing and had
both Lionel Atwill and Bela Lugosi for red herrings to cover
the true end-—and with the other players Leif Erickson, Nils
Asther, Don Porter, Irene Hervey, Elyse Knox, Fay Helm
and Ralph Morgan (l), it couldn't have been too dicult for
an armchair sleuthing expert to pick the guilty one. The Mad
Ghoul (I943) was prohably the best of the bunch. with David
Bruce being tumed inlo a zombie-like automaton by evil doc-
tor George Zucco. Bruce was a good actor not used often
enough by Universal, equally adept with comedy and the
heavier dramatics, and handsome enough to play leads. Under
James Hogan's direction, the film was unexceptional but
mildly entertaining for horror fans.
In late l943, Universal introduced the first in the Inner

Sanctum mystery lms, a tie-in with the series of books pub-
lished by Simon & Schuster, similar to the Crime Club setup
several years previously. The initial release was Calling Dr.
Death. with Lon Chaney and Patricia Morrison topping the
cast, and David Bruce, J. Carrol Naish and Ramsay Ame: (a
beauteous creature) in support. A straight whodunit, well
acted and efficiently directed by Reginald Le Borg, it was
publicized along horror lines because of Chaney, but its mer-
its enabled it to stand up under its own power. Chaney was
slated to appear in the ensuing lnner Sanctums for the studio.
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some critical plaudits. It had moments of suspense, but the
,,—’ adaptation of Fritz Leiber Jr.'s tale Conjure Wile was much
s . better done in England years later. One noticeable departure
.;.' from the norm was casting Evelyn Ankers in an unsympa-

re

Weird Woman (I944) followed and surprisingly "received

thetic role—since the poor girl had been on the receiving end
of shocks for so long at the studio, it was probably gured
that she could well benet by a little villainy of her own. The

‘ Inner Sanctums went steadily downhill from there, with
L; l Chaney unable to provide anything more than the tortured

anxiety he had been developing since Man-Made Monster.
Sherlock Homer and the Voice 0/ Terror started the Uni-

versal series featuring the sleuth_pardon, THE sleuth——and
kt his venerable aide Dr. Watson in I942. Who else but Basil
- Rathbone and Nigel Bruce? Who, indeed. They had modern-

. ized Holmes and Watson, brought the setting up to modern
times and given Holmes Nazi spies to combat in the rst one.
But there was little real complaining done, because Rathbone

hi and Bnioe personied their characters and although the pro-
I‘ duetion was "B" in caliber, it was plain that _attention had

been paid to production details, more so than in the ordinary
low-budget production. Betting the inaugural entry, Evelyn

' Ankers had the main feminine role playing a cockney and
doing a good job of it. The Holmes series was entrusted to

l .Roy William Neill to direct after John Rawlins had done the
l opener. Neill gradually made himself at home in the series,

which improved steadily. Between I943 and 1945, between
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death and The House 0/ Fear, each

}_ Holmes entry was manna for mystery acionados, and good
,~ entertainment for those not enamoured of the genre because

of the superior productions and the trouping by Rathbone and
Bruce. The rst-named had some strange goings-on at a castle
and some ingenuous clues for Holmes to detect. The Spider
Woman (1943) pitted Holmes against a lethal lady (Gale Son-
dergaard) behind some supposed "suicides." The Scarlet Claw
(1944) moved Holmes and Watson to Canada to solve some
particularly baffling killings. The Pearl 0/ Death (1944) had

‘ Holmes opposite a crafty thief (Miles Mander) who gave no
thought to stopping at murder. Rondo Hatton played
a character known as “The Creeper" in this lm, giving him
impetus for his horror career. And Evelyn Ankers was once

~ again cast in a studio crime lm. In The House 0/ Fear
(1945) Holmes investigated the decimation of an exclusive
club. Neill directed all of the foregoing, Bertram Millhauser
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wrote some, Roy Chauslor and Edmund Hartmann others. all
adhering to the tradition set by Arthur Conan Doyle, creator
of Holmes. Thereafter, the series had its ups and downs and
was culminated upon the death of Roy William Neill, but it
remains one of the more sturdy lm series, "B" or otherwise,
mystery or not.
From the sublime to the ridiculous—-not quite that bad.

But anyway, the series of Richard Arlen—Andy Devine adven-
tures had come to an end with Arlen moving off the lot to
join lfine-Thomas. Universal still had Andy Devine and de-
sired to prolong the series. So they contacted not one, but two
replacements for Arlen. Dick Foran, onetime cowboy hero
for Warners and no stranger to the action eld, assumed the
heroics and Leo Carrillo, dialectician extraordinary, was added
to complement the Devine brand of simpleton butfoonery.
First on the schedule was The Kid from Kansas (l94l ), which
had nothing to do with Kansas but concemed itself with un-
derhanded skulduggery on a banana plantation. William Nigh
pped it through the paces, John Boyle contributed some
nifty camerawork, and the new series was off to a pleasant
start. Second in the series was Road Agenr (I941), an out-
and—out Westem looking like a fugitive from the studio‘:
Johnny Mack Brown hopper, but good enough. Then Foran
left the series, to be replaced by Don Terry, he of the Colum-
hia Jack I-lolt sweepstakes. Terry was billed fourth by way of
introduction, below Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine and Irene
Hervey in that order. As a Canadian intelligence oicer on
the trail of enemy agents in San Francisco, Terry t in fairly
well with the pattern. But aside from the fast pace given it by
John Rawlins, the only distinguishing aspect of Unseen
Enemy (i942) was that all the technical credits were placed
at the end of the lm, an unusual move for a studio in those
pre-television days; only Republic regularly hung the credits
at the end. Terry lasted for three more, Escape from Hang
Kong, Tap Sergeanr and Danger in the Pacic (all i942) of
routine quality. Then Dan Dailey Jr. was recruited from
MGM to ll in for the departed Terry for the last in the se-
ties. Called with endearing simplicity Timber (1942), it
proved to be one of the best in the whole adventure shehang
since it began in 1939. Dailey gave the heroics a refreshing
light touch that had been missing for the most part, and the
story of dirty work in the big tree country held interest as di-
reeted by Christy Cabanne through a short 58 minutes. Uni-
versal had used reels of stock and library footage for this se-
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ries, as well as for other "B" pictures, and on one occasion it
cost them a booking. At a New Hork grind house one autumn
week in 1942, Timber was the feature, and was accompa-
nied by the usual Westem plus a chapter of a Universal serial,
The Great Alaskan Mystery. Alas, the serial's particular chap-
ter playing for this booking was almost a resumé of Timber,
duplicating sequences through its two reels, including the in-
evitahle clihanger ending taken directly from the main ac-
tion sequence of the feature. The audience, inty New York-
ers normally in a lynching mood when a lmic hoax would be
perpetrated, reacted not with anger but rather in stunned si-
lence, with an occasional gasp heard, as if they were ashamed
for the producers, the company, the theatre and all involved.
Naturally the bill was replaced after one day, a nqpst unusual
occurrence in those rigidly-scheduled times.
In the vast non-series selection of Universal low-budget

entries, minute visions of the past come to mind upon reec-
tion, sometimes having little to do with the lms themselves.
Bombay Clipper (I942) for example. An unasuming little
who's-got-the-diamonds mystery taking place aboard an air-
plane, the plot, direction (John Rawlins) and performers (Wil-
liam Gargan, Irene Hervey, Maria Montez, Lloyd Corrigan,
Truman Bradley, Charles Lang, Turhan Bey) were all entirely
satisfactory without sparking overwhelming praise. But as the
61 minutes careened on its way, one‘s attention was drawn
more and more to the high qualityfnay the artistic genius, of
the photography. Why, on a "B" picture, why should camera-
man Stanley Cortez devote so much obviously loving care to
the physical look, especially when most of the tale unreeled in
the cramped quarters of an airplane? As it evolved, we found
out why when Cortez was signed not long after by Orson
Welles. Cortez had been proving himself on Universal “B
lms for some time, and was nally noticed. His low-key
lighting technique was distinctive although within keeping of
the studio photographic look employed by Boyle, George
Robinson and the rest. Of all the Universal "B" pics, Bombay
Clipper looks the best.
Or watching Narrh to the Klondike (I942), with Broderick

Crawford so obviously an actor of power, how did he become
stranded in this low~hudgct lack London muscle-exing ad-
venture? True, he looked at home in the rough surroundings.
and he was one pcrformcr brawny enough to look realistic
while engaging brutish Lon Chaney in an all-out brawl. But
didn't he deserve something better than S8 minutes of unpol-
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ished action? Years later the answer came in the airmative.
Similarly, one wondered how Eddie Albert, once a hot bet for
stardom at Warners, could be thrown into an innocuous ac-
tion lm like Trent ‘em Rough (1942) at Universal, directed
by Ray Taylor, the studio's Westem utility man. Maybe Al-
bert was picking -up some quick change before military serv-
ice, for he was absent from the scene for over four years
thereafter, distinguishing himself in the service of the US
Coast Guard in the Pacic.
A Charles Bickford cheapie entitled Burma Convoy was

rushed through production by director Noel Smith—who
could really rush. when rushed, which was most of the time-—
to take advantage of the war headlines and became the rst
lm in release about the building of the famed Burma Road.
Oicially released October 17, I941, Burma Convoy was a
scoop for the rst~n|n houses. But with the booking system
what it was then, by the time it reached the neighborhood
houses where it would be counted on to pay o the most, the
U.S. had entered the war and the Burma Road was just an-
other area of conict, and not remotely involved with the
U.S. ghting man at the moment. As ~it stood, the lm wasn't
too bad and had a good deal of exciting action, but it just
didn't matter much.
Sealed Lip: (1941) was a gangster lm of no-consequence

that didn't even receive extensive bookings in New York. But
it is remembered in a rather melancholy connection. In Chi-
cago, the lm was unreeling in a local theater; in the balcony
among the many petting couples were two in particular. Sens-
ing the end of a love atfair, the boy whispered good-bye to
the girl snuggled in his arms. raised a pistol to her head and
pulled the trigger. The shot was obliterated by the sound of
gunre on the screen and the tragedy wasn't apparent until
some minutes later. As it was, the lm's title proved pro-
phetic. All else about it is unmemorable.
Funnyman Hugh Herbert had three from Universal during

1942. The comedy that received the least amount of attention
was There’: One Barn Every Minute. There was no reason
why it should have received any. Herbert was leaving the stu-
dio and it was his last feature for them: the title was too long;
and the picture wasn't particularly good. Herbert played an
inventor who develops a new vitamin and then runs for
mayor, tangling with political boss Guy Kibbee. No reason to
single it out, except that billed eighth in the cast, playing Her-
bert‘s youngest daughter, was a ten-year-old named Elizabeth
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Taylor. Scant attention was paid to her perfonnanoe and it
wasn't until she moved to MGM the following year that her
star ascended. Future biographers of Miss Taylor would in-
variably list There’: On: Born Every Minute under its work-
ihg title, Man or Mouse, and would refer to it as I comedy
vehicle for Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, who actually was billed
below Miss Taylor.
Universal comedies constituted some of the more

refreshing features from the studio. They would be doused
with a few song numbers in line with company policy and
often it was difficult to distinguish between Unive|sal's minia-
ture musicals and their comedies. Good Morning Judge
(1943) treads the borderline with three songs included and a
music-publishing background, but the comedy predominates,
and in the hands of director Jean Yarbrough it plays exceed-
ingly well. Dennis O‘Keefe at his best, portrays a publisher
sued for plagiarism and trying to romance the opposing attor-
ney, played by Louise Allbritton. The two leads paired well,
and it's a pity they weren't teamed for funher lms. Mary
Beth Hughes. .l. Carrol Naish and Frank Faylen contributed
to the fun, and O‘Keefe‘s reaction to a doped drinlt was
worth the price of admission in itself.
Yarbrough also directed Weekend Pas: ( I944) on an even

smaller budget, hut it approached the surprise-hit status. The
story was a pleasant one concerning a shipyard worker (Noah
Beery Jr.) who wins a bonus and a weekend with pay, and
meets a runaway girl (Martha O‘Driscoll) while seeking peace
and quiet, causing plenty of complications. Into this slender
narrative Yarbrough managed to cram not only several amus-
ing situations but also ten song numbers, all in 63 minutes.
That's the way Universal tumed ‘cm out then. Accounting for
a large share of the lm's success was Beery‘s pleasing person-
ality, making his role entirely believable. He was reteamcdwith O'Driscoll for another one in the same vein, Allergic IoLav: (1944), directed by Edward Lilley. But it didn't come
close to its predecessor. However, Beery was cast opposite
Bonita Granville in a rather amusing caper called The Beauti-/ul Cheat ( I945), nicely directed by Charles Barton. Beery
played a stuffy professor type this time, and Granville was ayoung lady who posed as a juvenile delinquent, a switch onhe Major and the Minor theme. lrene Ryan was responsiblefor many of the laughs as Beery‘s secretary. Traditionally,
three songs were inserted into the story.
Two out of the ordinary dramas stood apart from Univer-
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~ Hogan, who did commendably. Producer Ben Pivar apparent- l

0uls roster of releases during the war years. In the fall of
1943, they sent out a curio titled The Strange Death of Ad-olph Hitler, an original story by Fritz Kortner and Joe May.
with the screen play by Kortner. Both Kortner and May were
pioneer names in the prewar German lm industry. Both
were refugees from Hitler. Kortner bad been both writer and
director as well as an actor in his homeland, but was known‘‘primarily for his acting abilities in English-speaking countries.For some reason neither Kortner nor May was given the

' clunce to direct their work, the job being entrusted to James

lyspent more care, and money, on its making than he did on
' his horror lms, for the sets were sturdy and in a few in-
‘stances quite imaginative. A good many of the German ac-
cent: in Hollywood were gathered together for the occasion,‘Will! Gale Sondergaard and Joan Blair the only major mem-
hen of the cast enunciating sans dialect. The plot told of a

' minor Viennese oicial (Ludwig Donath) who is made into a'perfectIikenessofDerFilhrer,andforcedtoactasbis' double. Donath was excellent in the role; Kortner played a
featured part as the head of the underground; and the bal- 1ance of the cast performed well. Despite the fanciful title, the
exposition of the story was logical and without trickery. The
absence of names in the cast did not belp its chances for po-pularity, but the exploitation ballyhoo accounted for fairlystrong business in some areas. But for its budget and theme, it
was a sincerely clone, at times quite thoughtful little film.

- Even more strange was the history of Destiny (1944), a"B" picture with a dual set of credits, a dual story. that couldonly wind up on a dual bill despite its impreslve origins. Ayear before. Universal released a prestige picture co-produced
by Julian Duvivier and Charles Boyer, Flesh and Fantasy. It
was a three-part lm with stories dealing with the supematu-ral. Originally, it was to have been comprised of four stories.
But the rst one. a tale of an escaped criminal (Alan Curtis)
and a blind girl (Gloria Jean) was thought to be too downbeat
to lead off the lm, which was overlength anyway. So the
Curtis-Jean segment was omitted and shelved. Not wishing to
waste the footage, Universal assigned Roy William Neill toproduce a new feature built around the existing footage. withRoy Chanslor concocting the surrounding screenplay. What
Chanslor came up with was not exactly awe-inspiring. He hadCurtis as an innocent. involved through no fault of his own in
some illegal schemes. While eeing the law, he encounters
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Gloria Jean and her father (Frank'Craven) on their farm;
from there, the script becomes Ernest Pascal‘: original
narrative for the Flesh and Fantasy sequence. Then back to
Chanslor's reworking for a relatively happy ending instead of
the tragic one written by Pascal. Curtis is apprehended, et'ron-
erated, returns to Gloria Jean. and everybody‘: happy. Pascal
had Curtis plugged by the police and his body oating in the
river, leading into the next sequence (with Robert Cummings
and Betty Field)—the beginning of it is seen in the lm now,
with a body washed ashore during Mardi Gras. The body is
supposed to be Curtis. It was no wonder that the continuity
was bumpy, that the new sequences directed by Reginald Le
Borg failed to match the Flesh and Fantasy material directed
by Julien Duvivier, and that the story as unfolded was far
from convincing. Even the photography was of a different
quality, with George Robinson's conventional camerawork
under Le Borg giving way to Paul Ivano's original low-key,
mystical lighting. Curtis did as well as he could, playing in
both pans of the hybrid product. But Gloria Jean, seen en-
tirely in Duvivier‘s work except for a minor scene at the end,
was excellent indeed as the blind girl. From a child star,
signed as a threat for Deanna Durbin, to a teenage lead in
moderate-to-minor Universal musicals, Gloria Jean had been
ghting the odds in a losing battle. As a part of Flesh and
Fantasy, her dramatic performance might well have carved
an entirely new career for the singing starlet. But the eventual
results were nothing more than "B" caliber and her abilities
were literally buried. She was not to receive any further op-
portunities to prove herself and further her career.
The contribution of Wamers to the fame and glory of war-

time "B" pictures is a minor one. Bryan Foy would leave for
20th Century-Fox and higher budgets; useful leading men like
‘Wayne Morris, Jelfrey Lynn, Craig Stevens and Ronald Rea-
gan would soon be donning uniforms. The "B" output of the
studio lessened in importance and quantity.
Immediately prior to the war, Warner: seemed to be in-

creasingly adept with the hokum-mystery. In late 1941,
three varied types were released, each in its own way success-
fully carried out. The Smiling Ghost featured Wayne Morris,
Brenda Marshall and Alexis Smith in one of those spooky
mansion, creaking footsteps, sliding secret panel thrillers,
played for obvious laughs mostly through the inclusion of
Willie Best as the perennial frightened servant. This sort of
comedy is now thought offensive, but then it was surere for
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F" .plty of laughs. and not solely by Caucasian audiences.
Lewis Seiler directed the Kenneth Garnet-Stuart Palmer
screenplay by milking all the giggles contained therein. Oddly
enough, the lm is remembered by many as one of the better
comedy-mysteries, even though it did not have more than a
normal run during its initial release, and in fairness was little
better—qr worse-—than the average movie of its type.
The Body Disappear: would lead the unsuspecting to be-

lieve that it was to be another along the lines of The Smiling
Ghost, but it had nothing in common. The plot had Jeffrey
Lynn accidentally becoming invisible, injected with serum in-
vented by professor Edward Everett Horton. Eventually not
only Lynn, but Horton, and Lynn's leading lady. Jane
Wyman, do the vanishing act before everything is
straightened out—and made visible again. On the silly side,
the farce was helped mainly by the camera trickery, which
while not particularly well done, nevertheless was suiciently
clever to amuse the indiscriminate; one shot of a “driverless"
car careening down the busy boulevard was quite good. Lynn
was a serious type not used to comedy, but his natural stitf
demeanor was loosened by _the demands of the silly goings-on
and he came through with a likeable performance. Miss
Wyman, in the "B" realm too long and about to move up-
ward, was pert and attractive, while Horton did his etfective
muddled routine. Directing was D. Ross Lederman, by habit
and assignment an action director, but here turning in one of
his better jobs.
A whodunit in the hot-shot reporter school was Nine Live:

Ar: Nor Enough. with Ronald Reagan as a newsman, How-
ard da Silva as the apoplectic city editor, James Gleason and
Ed Brophy as dumb cops. Joan Perry the ingenue, Faye Em-
erson the vamp, and Peter Whitney as a half-wit, all involved
in a murder committed in a boarding-house. It contained ele-
ments from a hundred previous movies, but put them together
well. Without causing any reviewer to roll in the aisles ecstati-
cally, it served its purpose as an entertaining supporting fea-
ture, brought in swiftly and economically by director A. Ed-
ward Sutherland without furthering any ambitions.
Sutherland also directed Size! Against the Sky, produced by

Edmund Grainger and released shortly after Nine Lit-er. Ro-
mance and rivalry among bridge constructionists was its famil-
iar theme, but under Sutherland it was perhaps the best of the
Wamer budget items. The director accomplished a rare feat
in obtaining a real feeling of height and danger during the
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. construction sequences. Lloyd Nolair, Alexis Smith and Craig
Stevens formed the romantic triangle, with Stevens winning
the girl (in real life, too). A high point of the suspense was theclimactic scene, with Noland and Ed Brophy teetering on theuneompleted bridge during a blizurd. Process camerawork
and special effects were most realistic, enough to have themore impressionable in the audience either shielding their
eyes or biting nails to the quick. It was the last Warner low-hudget lm of consequence for the duration, although therewere some freak successes.
The Wamer "B" pics got to the point where an uninspiredtrie like Lady Gangster (1942) would be credited to Florian

Roberts as director, which meant that Robert Florey must
have been incognito for reasons of his own. Unfortunately, the
cast could not nd similar sanctuary, so Faye Emerson, JulieBishop and Jackie Gleason had to brave it out in the open.Miss Bishop had already changed her name from Jacqueline
Wells, proving that one cannot always win. The scripting de-partment was not strained in the brains, for many of the War-ner "B" pics were remakes. Escape from Crime (1942) waswarmed over from a l933 Cagney opus, Picture Snare-her,with Richard Travis essaying the Cagney part. Julie Bishop
was in this one too, as was Jackie C. Gleason, as he wassometimes billed. Spy Ship (1942) was updated from a 1934
sleeper, Fog over Frisco, with Irene Manning in the role orig-inated by Bette Davis and B. Reeves Eason stressing actionmore than did William Dieterle in the direction. Reviewers
have short memories, so Spy Ship received better than thecustomary "B" notice, with few if any referring to its original
source, or bothering to compare it to the original for that mat-ter. lt would have suffered, had it happened.
Considering the mild acclaim given Spy Ship, the previously

released Murder in the Big House (1942) seemed a likely can-didate for oblivion. Also directed by B. Reeves Eason, also aremake—this one of a 1936 low-budget job, Jailbreak. Theoriginal featured Craig Reynolds, now in the Marines, and
June Travis, now retired and out of pictures. In their roleswere Van Johnson, an unknown chorus boy, and Faye Emer-
son, a Wamer contract player with no special past perform-
ances of note. The idea of the movie was summed up in thetitle, with Johnson playing the reporter who solved the crime.Murder in Ihe Big House was so unimportant that its NewYork bookings were few. lt didn't even land a mass bookingon one of the big theater circuits. It quietly disappeared for a
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few years. Then it happened. Van Johnson went to MGM and
became a star, not only a star but an idol of screaming
bobby-soxers. ln the meantime, Faye Emerson had man-ied
well, one of the Roosevelts, and was a name in her own right.
What better time for Wamers to reissue Murder in the Big
House? They did, in late l94S, after changing the title to
Born /or Trouble. Most people thought it was a new movie,
and few probably knew the dilference even after sitting
through it. Thus, on Broadway in New York City in l94S, a
three-year-old "B" picture running 58 minutes was playing
wlo at one of the big houses, where a two-dollar admission
fee was in eect on weekends. And they were getting it.
Otherwise, the Wamer "B" pics became less and less dis-

tinctive. Once in a while a new player of potential could be
glimpsed, as in a try for suspense called Busses Roar (1942).
It was about a bomb planted on a bus, and among the passen-
gers was a young actress named Eleanor Parker who seemed
to handle her lines quite well. Craig Stevens was moving up
the ladder, and in Secret Enemies (1942), an espionage thrill-
er in which he was cast opposite Faye Emerson, he gave indi-
cations of being ready for bigger things. But Stevens was
drafted, and that put an end to that for a few years. Before
he left, Stevens had made a creaking-door type of mystery for
the same director, Ben Stolotf. But The Hidden Hand (I942),
as it was called, was notable more for the ripe perfonnanoe
by Milton Parsons as an escapee from an insane asylum. Par-
sons, cadaverous and popeyed, made a lm career out of un-
dertakers and lunatics, just as Jack Norton did out of playing
inebriates. Both were expert in their restricted specialties, ‘and
Parsons gave it all he had in this instance, turning it into a
spoof of the genre, if indeed that wasn't what Stolotf was
striving for in the rst place.
Two further Warner budget thrillers with grisly titles

weren't really what they seemed. The Gorilla Man (1942)
would hint at dire transplants and the like, but the lilm was
mainly a straightforward melodrama about a couple of Nazis,
played by Paul Cavanagh and John Abbott, posing as English
doctors trying to outfox a Commando (John Loder). Though
it had its macabre aspects. with the heavies trying to pin some
strangulations on the innocent Commando, the accent was
mainly on the chase and suspense, with D. Ross Lederman
directing it in quasi-serial fashion. The Mysterious Doctor
(1943), also with John Loder, opened with a headless "ghost"
stalking about a mining village, a sight to provoke a combina-
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tion of giggles and shudders among members of the audience.
The thing soon gets into some decapitation: allegedly per-
petrated by the "ghost," but all is explained logically, or
what passes for logic in these affairs, by the conclusion. Eleanor
Parker once again personied the lady in distress, and Ben
Stolo directed as if it were to be taken with the utmost
seriousness. For the Warner ilk, it was slightly above the
norm.
But the "B" product had deteriorated to the point where I

remake of a Karloti vehicle, Invisible Menace, was relegated
to 49 minutes of running time in its retitled version of Mur-
der on the Waterfront (1943), with John Loder in the role
originated by Karlo’. lt was the briefest "B" in release from
a major company aside from the Hal Roach streamlined com-
edies, and far from the best, although close to being one of
the worst.
Two Wamer "B" lms of slight interest staned Jerome

Cowan, removed from the roster of villainy temporarily in
the absence of any hardboiled leading men to play private
eyes. Find the Blnckmailer (1943) had a pulp-magazine plot
and direction by D. Ross Lederman that was about as in-
spired as the title, but Cowan kept the movie on its feet and
moving ahead. His naturally cynical demeanor coupled with a
tremendous amount of acting ability gave some credence to
the plot about the search for a talking hlackbird that might
turn into a stool pigeon. Also on hand were Faye Emerson
and Gene Lockhart, and the short running time of 55 minutes
was just right. On a considerably higher level was Crime by
Night, released in I944 but giving evidence of having been
made somewhat earlier; Wamers was one of the companies
unloading its war lms rst, just in ease, leaving several mov-
ies with non-war backgrounds on the shelf, sometimes for as
long as three years. Cowan was once more the shamus, al-
though not the same one as in Find-the Blackmailer, who
stumbles across a murder case while on vacation with his see-
retary (Jane Wyman). Faye’ Emerson was again present, this
time as a suspect, and Eleanor Parker was in the cast in a
sympathetic role. Aided by some bright dialogue written by
Richard Weil and Joel Malone from Geoffrey Homes‘ original
and good direction by William Clemens, Crime by Night was
a good addition to the bill. It was the last chance for Cowan
to take the lead in a lm, for he was now in his mid-forties
and work was more plentiful in the eld of character roles
and heavies. As it was, Cowan had had two leads and created
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favorable impressions in both, and would go on for years as a
player much in demand. .

On October 7, 1944, The Last Ride was released by War-
nets. lt ran 56 minutes, was directed by D. Ross Lederman,
and featured Richard Travis, Eleanor Parker, Cy Kendall and
Jack La Rue in an action yarn about cracking a black-market
ting. Warner! thereupon ceased production on "B" pictures
for the rest of the wartime period.
Up until now, United Artists had no need to distribute any-

thing but lms in the front rank, with its product coming
from such acclaimed sources as Samuel Goldwyn, David 0.
Selznick, Alexander Korda and other producers of note. In
1941 Goldwyn transferred his product to RKO for release,
Selzniclt was still trying to recoup from his foray into
Margaret Mitchell's South, and Korda, caught in a wartime
bind between London and Hollywood, was providing product
but for who knows how long’? Hal Roach, comedy pioneer,
had been providing some protable product for UA, but
Roach was currently tinkering with an idea. Why not produce
lms of short length, in between a short and a feature, for
hills with lengthy main attractions, or houses that would still
prefer to bold o double features? The theory sounded feasi-
ble, and with Roach's experience in comedy matters, it might
well work. Roach had indeed been tempted in 1940 to try out
his scheme, and had placed Laurel and Hardy in what was to
be the rst experiment, A Chump at Ox/ard. running approxi-
mately forty minutes, or four reels. Something had dissuaded
Roach from following through, and when the movie came out
it ran over an hour, with the initial twenty minutes looking
suspiciously as if they had been tacked on, having little to do
with the main plot. A second Laurel and Hardy for Roach,
Sap: at Sen (1940), was short of an hour, but it was ditcult
to tell because of its episodic nature whether or not it had
been intended as an in~betwcen movie.
Roach nally gave vent to his plans, and Tanks n Million

was the rst Roach "streamliner" in release, coming out in
September, 1941. It was an Army comedy with William
Tracy as a callow draftee with a photographic memory, and
Joe Sawyer as the traditional harried top-kick. James Gleason
and Noah Beery Jr. were on hand to add to the fun, Elyse
Knox was the heart interest, and veteran Fred Guiol directed
it to keep pace with the fty-minute running time.
For his second release, Roach had Gordon Douglas direct

u re-teaming of Slim Summerville and kSu Pitts in Niagara
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Falls. a marital comedy of errors that seemed stretched out,
even for the forty-three-minute length. Pitts and Summerville
were together again in Miss Pally, with little better results.
Two minor musicals: All-American Co-ed. directed by Leroy
Prinz with Frances langford, and Fiesta. also directed by
Prinz this time in Technicolor, with Ann Ayars and George
Negrete; and a second helping of Tracy and Sawyer in the
Army in Hay Foot completed the Roach l94l festival of
“streamliners." The reception was decidedly mixed, with the
Tracy-Sawyer military antics achieving some degree of
popularity with mass audiences, if not with the critics. But the
rest of the schedule was deemed rather barren of entertain-
ment, with the Summerville-Pitts entries generally negative
and the musicals received as novelties, hut nothing more in
stature than overlength short subjects. Nevertheless, Roach
went ahead with a second group for early 1942 release. He
had some new ideas, and experience gained with the rst
batch might augur well for future releases.
Taking everything into account, Roach split about even

with his next group of “streamliners." Things got oli to a
good start with Brooklyn Orchid (1942), which told of two
rough but lovable partners in a taxicab company who blunder
into some uncalled-tor dame trouble. William Bendix and Joe
Sawyer clicked as the muscle-bound taxi tycoons; Bendix was
fast becoming a recognized and popular character player via
his appearances in Paramount features, and could depict the
mug struggling above his social station with the best of them.
Dressed in uncomfortable formal dinner clothes, he disconso-
lately examines himself in a dressing mirror as the valet Ster-
ling comments upon his immaculateness. Replies Bendix:
“Stoiling, I feel like a joik." Grace Bradley, seldom seen on
the screen since becoming Mrs. William Boyd, was beautiful
and witty as Bendix's wife. Marjorie Woodworth, onee con-
sidered a successor to Jean Harlow, if only by studio publi-
cists. played a would-be suicide taken in by Bendix and
Sawyer, and the indirect cause of a multitude of
misunderstandings. Kurt Neumann directed, and it was re-
freshing fun in the old Hal Roach tradition. Most of the origi-
nal cast members were back in The McGuerin.r from Brook-
lyn (I943), including Marjorie Woodworth, who played a
comely secretary. Arline Judge played Sawyer's girl friend,
taking over for Florine McKinney from Brooklyn Orchid, but
Grace Bradley made a welcome retum in her role. Kurt Neu-
mann again directed, bringing it in at a fourty-six-minute run-
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ning time, u opposed to fifty minutes for the rst one. Max
Baer added to the merriment as a physical culture expert. and
the comedy was up to the standard set by the rst. Taxi, Miner
(1943) was third, last and in many ways best. It recounted
how Bendix met his wife-to-be--she was a stripper whose
charms also attracted a local gangster (Sheldon Leonard)—
and the laughs came loud and often over the 48 minutes, with
Leonard's smooth comedy-gangster portrayal a highlight, as
was the sight of Miss Bradley in abbreviated costume. Kurt
Neumann completed the trio in creditable form.
Another Roach project didn't fare so well. The idea was to

make a series about two cowboys, one a happy-go-lucky sort
(Noah Beery Jr.), the other dumb but steady (Jimmy Rogers).
Dude: Are Pretty People (I942) was rst, and if anything
proved the conception had far to go. Son of Will Rogers,
Jimmy had inherited his father's shy mannerisms but not his
sure touch with laughter, while Beery was likewise stymied by
lack of material. Most of the sillines took place on a dude
ranch, with Beery becoming smitten with Marjorie Wood-
worth, who loves another. Unfunny for the most part, seem-
ing longer than its 44 minutes. it was an unpromising begin-
ning. Calaboose (1943) was a slight improvement, but not by
much. The boys encountered a sheriff‘: daughter (Mary
Brian) and a gangster (Marc Lawrence) this time, and there
were a few amusing moments, thanks mostly to Lawrence.
Last in the series was Prairie Chickens (I943), with good
laughs provided by Jack Norton as a tipsy millionaire who‘:
inherited a ranch. But there were to be no more entries. All
_three'were directed by Hal Roach Jr.
Roach made a mediocre musical, Flying with Music

(1942), and continued his William Tracy—Joe Sawyer Army
series, which had proved to be the most popular. About Face
(i942), Fall In (I943) and Yank: Ahoy (l943) completed
the military quintet, with Kurt Neumann directing all three.
Most enjoyable was Fall In, with the boys tangling with a nest
of spies, the leader posing as a patriotic citizen with the tip-olf
name of Arnold Benedict. The climax was provided with a
wild melée, well staged and ending the 48-minute comedy on
a fast note. Yanks Ahoy had them en route overseas.
Two nal Roach "streamliners" reached low for laughs, but

did in all fairness snag a few. The Devil with Hitler (1942)
has an emissary of Satan (Alan Mowhray) land on earth to
make Hitler perform one good deed before going to Hell.
Bobby Watson played Hitler, as he was to do in several lms,
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both comedy and drama; pugnacious Joe Devlin imperson-
ated Mussolini, and George E. Stone d_id a Japanese act. Bur-
lesque ran rampant, with gags on the level of Hitler sadly re-
ferring to the recent defection of Nazi bigwig Rudolph 1-less:
“Yes, I lost my Hess." Gordon Douglas directed valiantly. A
lequel, Thu! Nazry Nuisance (1943), was somewhat better,
with Johnny Arthur replacing Stone as a Japanese ofcer,
Watson and Devlin remaining in their roles. This one had it
that the Axis trio landed on a desert island to negotiate a
treaty and were promptly outwitted by a shipwrecked Ameri-
can sailor (Frank Faylen). Glenn Tryon directed and kept the
action on the physical side, with good help from Faylen and
cute Jean Porter as a native girl. Miss Porter had been seen in
several Roach featurettes to advantage, and gave evidence of
being suitable for better happenings.
Roach was to continue his streamlined approach to com-

edy, but temporarily curtaincd his activities. When he would
resume a few years later, he would be using color exclusively.
Mention should be made of Voice in the Wind (1944), pro-

duced by Rudolph Monter and Arthur Ripley, directed by
Ripley and released through United Artists after being origi-
nally scheduled for PRC; a similar instance was recalled some
pages back with Hitler’: Madman. lt was made on a shoe-
string, and its economical production was tumed into a selling
point by UA. Stories appeared heralding how it was made
cheaply and surprised everyone by becoming an artistic suc-
cess; how the low budget didn't prevent a masterpiece from
being born; how one could strive for Art whilst counting the
pennies, and so on. Well. it was economical, but it was also
arty, not artistic. It told of a musician (Francis Lederer)
trying to regain his lost memory on the island of Guadalupe,
refuge from Nazi tyranny, and of his attempt to save his
sweetheart (Sigrid Gurie). lt could be bluntly described as one
of those pictures that is considered brilliant because every-
body dies at the end. Although well-acted by Lederer, Gurie,
1. Carrol Naish, J. Edward Bromberg and Alexander Gra-
nach, Ripley considered slowness a synonym for artistry, and
dark photography properly atmospheric, when in truth it was
yust dark. Ripley had received his training at the Mack Sen-
nett studios as a gagman and had worked afterwards with
Harry Langdon among others. His dramatic efforts were
something else again, although not uninteresting. As it was,
Voice in the Wind was pushed by the UA publicity depart-
ment, got a Broadway opening. and attracted the art-house
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crowd, starved for European product -during the wartime
dearth. And this one certainly looked like a foreign lm—per-
laps too studiedly so. But there may have been a ray of light
at that. for the discerning critics were not that easily taken in.
The lm received mildly favorable reviews, but far from the
hosannahs hoped for. And it didn't cost much, and probably
made a prot. So everybody lived happily ever after. Maybe.
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PRIDE OF THE INDIES: REPUBLIC

El Westerns, serials and bucolic musicals continued to form
the keystone of Republic's fortunes as the company moved
into its seventh season. Additionally, the company had ambi-
tions to make top quality product and made bids for playing
times with their musicals and occasional “A” pictures. They
were fortunate in having under contract John Wayne, whose
nnme meant enormously more than it did a couple of years
ago, when he was lling in on The Three Mesquiteers. The
Duke was their King—and their ace. But with the commenc-
ing of the 1941-42 season, the Republic schedule took on n
new look; the product seemed more rmly entrenched in
denite categories, polarized in magnitude but not in quality.
Aside from the few John Wayne and Judy Canova lms,
rich-looking and a credit to any company from n pure pro-
duction standpoint, the hulk of the schedule, “B” pictures all,
seemed to have lost that almost indenable aura of cheapnas
evident in even the best of them heretofore. Still inexpensive
to make, they had become technically polished to a high de-
gree. More heartening was the fact that the scripts, always a
Republic weak point, were becoming more thoughtful. better
oonstmcted. This polarization became more apparent for the
1942-43 season beginning in September 1942, and continued
through the war period. The big Republic pictures. the few
that were produced, were still big; the improved "B" pictures
remained improved. And now the "B" division went a step
further.
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It probably began as an experiment two seasons before. At
the tail end of Republic's release schedule came two distinctly
minor action melodramas, shorter in length than the average
Republic "B" pic and conceived, produced and directed with
but one goal—speed. Citadel of Crime was released July 24,
l94l. It was produced and directed by George Sherman, who
up to this point in his career had made only Westems. The
screenplay, an original by Don Ryan, told the tale of some
gangsters trying to muscle in on the mountain-moonshine liq-
uor racltet, and was simply geared for the action and rural
trade, or any combination thereof. lt ran 58 minutes, a
Saturday-matinee Western length, with all nonessentials left
on the cutting-room oor. Leading players Robert Armstrong
and Frank Albertson were familiar faces, as were supporting
players Linda Hayes, Skeets Gallagher and Paul Fix. Produc-
tion dress was neat but not gaudy. Its title originally had been
Ten Nights in a Barraom, in line with Republic's garnering
cave-age titles for their features, vide The Great Train Rob-
bery, but wiser heads prevailed and it was altered to the more
nebulous but less hackneycd title before release.
- A week later on July 31, 1941, Rag: ro Riches, another
cornball title unchanged, was released. Joe Kane produced
and directed, and Alan Baxter, Mary Carlisle and Jerome
Cowan led the cast. Kane had made some non-Westerns, but
was conceded more at home on the range. James Webb wrote
the yarn, about fur hijacking, and wrapped up all the loose
strands in 57 minutes. Neither lm made any urries, nor was
that their intention. But it doubtless proved to the Republic
brass that it was possible to make a low-budget job, cheaper
than they had been making them, that wouldn't win any prizes
but would t in quite neatly on a double bill in the action
houses, and possibly lend support to a long top feature in
other theaters, similar to what Hal Roach was achieving with
his comedy “streamliners" for United Artists. After a season
of thinking it over, George Sherman was given the go-ahead
to make some more. Joe Kane stayed with the Roy Rogers
Westerns, which were increased in budgets to a plateau some-
where above Sherman‘: allotted expenditures.
Sherman ground out eight of these pocket-features, begin-

ning with X Marks the Spot, released November 4, 1942, all
about cops, black marketeers and murder, featuring Damian
O’!-‘lynn, Helen Parrish and Dick Purcell. All eight were pre-
sentable at the very least, and half of them were actually su-
pcrior little entertainments that possessed several attributes,
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whether it was a good script by Curt Siodmak, who wrote
several of them, or Sherman's workmanlike chores behind the
cameras, or merely the undeniable asset of hrevity—in any
ease, George Sherman was promoted to more elaborate pro-
ductions by 1944, having established a pattern for Republic
"B" pics followed by his successors.
Of the more notable Sherman endeavors, London Blackout

Murders (l942) had a timely title, a cast comprised of good
actors with no name value whatsoever, and probably the most
sympathetic murderer in several cinema seasons personied
by John Abbott (all his victims were members of a Nazi spy
ring). The Purple V (1943) spent a suspenseful hour with
Iohn Archer as a downed RAF ier posing as a Nazi officer
in Germany and getting away with it. aided by Fritz Kortner.
lts title suggested fare for serial fans, and Sherman kept the
pace speedy enough so they weren't disappointed. Curt Siod-
mak screenplayed both of the latter lms. He also wrote Man-
trap (I943), a relatively uneventful but relaxing little whodun-
it with Henry Stephenson in the lead. as a retired detective
who's called upon to sleuth once more while celebrating his
80th birthday. Not much of a mystery, but a vignette away
from the common run, and a delightful role for the vener-
able Stephenson. And The West Side Kid (1943) presented
Donald Barry, who moved from melodramas to Westems and
back with consummate ease, as a gangster hired by a dejected
tycoon (Henry Hull) to put him out of his misery; naturally
Barry starts to straighten out the old boy mentally instead of
physically, and permanently, so it all made for a predictably
pleasant show, with capable performances from Barry, Hull,
Dale Evans, Chick Chandler and, in a bit role, Peter Law-
ford, who was also seen briey in The Purple V. A fth from
Sherman, if needed, might be Mystery Broadcast (1943) with
Frank Albertson, Ruth Terry, Nils Asther and Wynne Gibson
—murder in a radio studio, with few surprises, but compactly
done.
With Sherman's promotion in I944, various producers and

directors assumed the reins on these little features. And when
they were good, they were frequently extraordinary. Such a
one was Whispering Footsteps (1943), produced by George
Blair and directed by Howard Bretherton. It came right to
the point in its opening scene; a neat but second-rate boarding
house room, in it a pleasant-looking young man attiring him-
self, adjusting his tie in the mirror. A news bulletin interrupts
the radio music—the madman responsible for slaughtering
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several women can now be described. And the verbal descrip-
tion ts the young man to the letter. Because he pays no at-
tention to the bulletin, the audience assumes the young man is
not connected with the heinous crimes in any way. But as the
narrative progresses, joking references to the man's resem-
blance tum to horried suspicions, culminating in tenor. The
outcome is devoid of trickery and honestly uncompromising.
Written by the husband-wife team of Dane Lussier and Ger-
trude Walker, the film exposes some of the petty unpleasan-
tries behind the facade of small-town life far more effectively
than did Peyton Place. All the sympathy was invested in the
character of the hapless young clerk, played well in under-
stated fashion by John Hubbard. His fellow townsmeu are
aanetimonious frauds; the local bank president (Charles
Halton) is a whining weasel; the clerk's ancee (Rita Quigley)
attempts to stand by him but hasn't the courage to completely
believe in him; his landlady (Mary Gordon) is a harridan. Only
the town's "fast" lady (a splendid performance by Joan Blair)
remains compassionate, until she herself becomes a murder
victim. Backing up the script and performances, Bretherton‘s
direction caught the atmosphere beautifully, and it remains the
singular achievement of one who had worked on such diverse
projects as Rin Tin Tin doggie dramas. Monogram crime
stories of the actionless variety, Frankie Darro epics, and the
inaugural Hopalong Cassidy horse operas. In its 56 minutes,
Whispering Faarslepsweldom strikes a false note, and is a
credit to Republic and all concerned.
Somewhat less ambitious and considerably more ragged. Si-

lent Partner (1944) was written by Gertrude Walker “with
additional dialogue by" Dane Lussier, and producer George

_ Blair auigned himself to the direction, a rst for him. its run-
ning time is ve minutes less than an hour, and after the rst
two minutes or so the uneasier members of the audience
would feel like leaving in disgust. For the opening scenes are
dismally played, written and directed, almost on a level of
amateurishness. Then suddenly something happens, as if the
Lussiers had decided to drop the plot they were using and
started making up a new one as they went along. laughing at
it all the while. What plot is left is something about a crime
reporter (William Henry) and a mysterious notebook with a
clue to the man behind the rackets, but the Lussiers weren't
having much of that, thank you. In one typical sequence they
have a crook (Joan Blair again) conversing with her chaueur
in French, implying that the reporter, although present, won't
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- understand their plotting. They are surprised when Henry
chimes in, admitting his familiarity with the language stems
from Hollywood High ('32); then suggests: “Now, let's nish
the rest of the scene in English, so the audience will know
what‘: going on." And so it zips along haphaurdly, greatly
aided by a mock-serious music score by Morton Scott. By the
time of the traditional Republic-style stic brawl at the con-
clusion, with the stuntmen ying about the set like lethal bal-
let dancers. it's quite evident that in a sloppy sort of way, the
lm has been remarkably successful in burlesquing not only it-
self but all low-budget crime lms. The one legitimate claim
to quality in the lm was the introduction of a dark-haired
miss named Beverly Loyd, obviously inexperienced, but per-
fonning her ingenue role with a refreshing amount of sly
merriment and charm. She appeared in several subsequent
movies, but her lm career came to naught. Somebody had
overlooked a promising bet for stardom.
As a solo screenplay stint, Dane Lussier contrived an intri-

guing 58-minute tale of a "perfect" crime, The Port of Forty
, Thieves (1944), with Stephanie Bachelor, Republic's main,
nay only, claim to sophistication, in the role of a not-so-
ladylike killer. Lussier‘s plot had no new twists but a plen-
itude of agreeable patented ones, and it did uphold the sus-
pense. So did the direction by John English, who showed that
working on serials and Westems for years had not dimmed
his capacities for extracting more subtle pleasures from
scripts. A neat macabre touch was the sight of the lissorne
Miss Bachelor studying a technical electrical manual in an at-
tempt to dope out how to fault an elevator to send her anoe
(George Meeker) hurtling to his doom.
Stranger: in the Night (1944) told of a wounded Marine

(William Terry) who retums looking for the writer of some
inspirational letters sent to him overseas. He nds the mysteri-
ous Rosemary Blake, and several other startling discoveries as
well, at the risk of his life. lt was the type of tale later termed
"Gothic," and the kind that Hal Wallis might well have pro-

_ duced as a two-hour star-studded romance-cum-terror. Re-
public producer Rudy Abel managed it in S6 minutes, and
Anthony Mann showed facets of his direction that would
make themselves more evident in later lms, especially in his
attention to photographic lighting, here accomplished adeptly
by Reggie Lanning. Suspenseful without the ponderousness
found too often in these stories, good perfonnances by Vir-
ginia Grey, Helene Thimig and Edith Barrett of the small
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nst, and a brooding air gave convincing evidence that Re-
public—alone of all companies-—could bring in consistently
worthy entertainment features short in running time, long in
rewarding ingredients.
Republic's "B" pictures of more than an hour's duration

had the knack down pat. Albert S. Rogell could chip in with
a breezy nautical comedy, Sailor: on Leave (I941), which had
good wisecracking situations devised by Art Arthur and Mal-
colm Stuart Boylan, and seasoned farceurs like Chick Chan-
dler, Ruth Donnelly, Cliff Naznrro and Tom Kennedy to do
them justice, plus a genial dimpled leading man, William Lun-
digan, and a pleasant singing star, Shirley Ross. lt was all

~ reminiscent of the Sailor, Beware type of frenzy, with a gob
(Lundigan) trying to conquer a sailor-hating chanteuse (Mia
Ross), but the plotting was cozy as well as familiar, and some
of the gags thought up by Rogell and the writers were indeed
amusing.
As a direct contrast, Mercy Island (1941) was released at

about the same time, was based on Theodore Pratt's novel,
and wove a tense tale of a stranded shing party that dis-
covers a fugitive from justice (Otto Kniger) living the life of
a hermit on one of the Florida keys. Kruger gave one of his
better performances, ably supported by Ray Middleton,
whom the studio was trying to build as a leading man (their
scheme was aborted by the Army), and was proving equally
eective in unsympathetic roles, and the dependable Gloria
Dickson, mature, blondc. emotionally taut. For the budget ex-
penditure, it had its lavish points, including some location ex-
terior shooting that looked as it a second-unit crew had been
dispatched to Florida for the occasion, decidedly unusual for
the genre. A former lm editor, William Morgan, directed in
straightforward fashion, obtaining the most from the mate-
rial.
Earlier, Morgan had directed Mr. Dislrict Attorney (1941),

based on the popular radio program but given a light treat-
ment for lms, with Dennis 0‘l(eefe as the assistant to the
D.A. (Stanley Rudges), and with Peter Lorre, in again for
nothing more than name value in an unsuitable role. Malcolm
Stuart Boylan gave O‘Keet'e some clever bantering dialogue in

- his scenes with ingenue Florence Rice, including one concern-
ing his name—P. Cadwallader Jones. When Miss Rice per-
sisted in discovering what the initial stood for, O'Keefe reluc-
tantly confessed that his rst name was "Prince . . . but I
didn't want to be whistled tor."
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Producer Leonard Fields completed a sequel later in the
year, Mr. District Attorney in the Carter Case. with a
completely new cast. James Ellison took the role of P. Cad-
wallader Jones, Virginia Gilmore replaced Florence Rice as
his sweetie, and Paul Harvey asurned the D.A. part origi-
nated by Stanley Ridges. It was distinguished--outstandingly
—by the photography, and to a lesser degree by the divulging
of a least-suspected murderer that took the audience by aur-

se.
pnThird and last, Secret: 0/ the Underground, had William
Morgan again directing. after Bemard Vorhaus had helmed
the second one. The tie-in with the “Mr. District Attorney"
radio series was minimized, and the leads were once more
new arrivals, with John Hubbard and Virginia Grey top-
lining. Culprits this time around were counterfeiting war
stamps--and war stamps take some explaining to anyone
born later than 1942, time of the lm's release. Suice to say,
they were important in the country's war etfort. Anyway, it
was up to standard, with an especially neat supporting per-
formance by gloomy-faced Olin Howlin.
Mention has been made of the brilliance of the photogra-

phy in The Caner Care, leading unalterably to an opportunity
to sing the praises of one John Alton, a leading exponent of
his trade, who once wrote a technical manual called Painting
with Light, which accurately describes his technique. Alton
nished his career photographing some elaborate productions,
but for many years labored in the marshes of the "B" pic-
tures. Some of his most notable work was while at Republic,
well before his facility for unusual creative lighting gamered
any appreciable attention. In The Carter Case, one of Alton’:
feats was to give the illusion of depth in a studio-lmed exte-
rior scene by ingenious placement of streetlights, making the
set appear several times as large as it really was. In another
contemporary Republic “B” picture, The Devil Pay: O
(1941), directed by John H. Auer, Alton set up a throwaway
shot for atmosphere that was startling in its composition and
clarity. In the opening scene, authorities invade a grimy op-
house to remove one of its sleeping inhabitants (William
Wright). As he is led away in the semidarkness, Alton keeps
his camera at low angle; as the group passes from camera
range, a silent group of grotesque faces move into frame, fel-
low vagabonds half-comprehendingly scrutinizing the depart-
ing gures. It is a credit to Auer for selecting the distorted
faces betting the scene; to add to it, Alton accomplishes a
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miracle with the camera. inventively preparing a shot that is
at once atmospheric, bizarre and economical. The Devil Pay:
O was in itself a compact suspense melodrama with J. Ed-
ward Bromberg as ashipping magnate on the verge of selling
out to the usual pre-war unnamed foreign agents. Decorative
and capable were Osa Massen, who played Bromberg’s wife,
and Margaret Tallichet, the ingenue and beneciary of Wil-
liam Wright's undercover counter-espionage work. Lawrence
Kimble's script held it together deftly.
The apogee of Republic's "B" picture output was reached

with Aair: 0/ Jimmy Valentine (I942), with Alton providing
the images, Leonard Fields producing, Bernard Vorhaus di-
recting from a script by Olive Cooper and Robert Tasker. It
was a remake, vastly improved, of a 1936 Republic entry, Re-
turn 0/ Jimmy Valentine. which Miss Cooper had had a hand
in scripting. lt concerned a hunt instigated as a radio stunt to
nd reformed cracksman Jimmy Valentine. with the trail
leading to a small town—and murder following. Dennis
0‘Keefe and Ruth Terry took the roles originally played by
Roger Pryor and Charlotte Henry. with Roman Bohnen as
the local newspaper editor who's not all he seems to be,
played by Robert Warwick in 1936, and George E. Stone in
the J. Carrol .Naish pan of the little underworld hanger-on
with reasons of his own for uncovering the elusive Valentine.
Gloria Dickson was n welcome addition to the cast as a mem-
ber of the radio staff with an eye for O'Keefe. The plot was
hokum, but of the harmless, pleasurable kind. Its handling
was something else again. Whatever inspiration was injected
into cast and crew, they performed as if they were involved in
the movie of the year. Fields gave it a ashy production out- )
lay with expensive-looking sets and a large cast. with charae
ter players like Jed Prouty, Wade Boteler and Roscoe Ales
guring in minor roles. Tasker was a dependable screen
writer whose work on the script prollafbly improved it. Vor-
haus, an erratic but occasionally fac' e director with an ex-
tensive background in English lms, had been gifted with
some vehicles for John Wayne previously that had neither
helped nor hindered star and director. Vorhaus had collabo-
rated with Alton signicantly on The Carter Case prior to
this, and they now evidently clicked as a team. Composition,
lighting, camera angles and transitions all bespoke close har-
mony among director, writers. cameraman and editor How-
ard O‘Neill, with such unusual technicalities, for those days,
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as overlapping dialogue, suhjective camera views and sym- J
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bolic paralleling cutting (a manicurist is murdered in an up-
stairs hotel room; her tray of implements is accidentally
knocked o‘ her table in the downstairs shop). Besides the
superb technical treatment accorded it. the admittedly comy
plot nevenheless commanded attention throughout and struck
a delicate balance between light comedy and, when the occa-
sion called for it, rather grim drama. Standout in the cast was
pert Ruth Terry. as the edilor‘s daughter, a winning perforrn-
anee by a Republic standby, useful as singer, comedienne,
glamour girl, or straight actress, of whom it can rightfully be
said that she was too busily working in "B" movies to have
been noticed for the better breaks she so richly deserved. An
additional noteworthy credit was the music score by Cy Feuer,
most of it derived from previous lms but worked in so cleanlyit was hard to tell. From the amount of care imbued in thelm. Republic meant it to meet a more satisfactory fate. But itfailed to make it past the top half of a double feature, passing
unnoticed. Even its later television runs were dogged by ill
fortune. Retitled Un/orgollen Crime and sliced cruelly to 54
minutes, it was but a shadow of the lm intended. No full-
length prints (71 minutes) have been seen since its initial
release.
The periodic transformation of Don “Red” Barry, cowboy

star in good Republic standing, to Donald M. Barry, dra-
matic actor, was accomplished felicilously upon several occa-
sions, including the aforementioned West Side Kid. Prior tothat opus, Barry had topped the cast of The Traitor Within
(1942) with Jean Parker. But the lm really belonged to
George Cleveland and Ralph Morgan as two World War I
vets, with the latter becoming a man of means by taking credit
for a battle incident in which Celveland was the real hero.
Charles G. Booth's original was otf the beaten path, and Jack
Townley's adaptation believable, well displayed by Frank Mc-
Donald's direction. Barry. as a young trucker accused of
Morgan's murder, showed he could handle himself without the
acooutrements of six-gun and steed. A more ambitious Barry
vehicle was My Buddy (1944), in which Amold Manoff‘s
script laudably attempted a parallel of World Wars One and
Two, cautioning the public about properly providing for thesoon-to-return servicemen. The lm opens as a priest (John
Litel) appears before a postwar planning committee and tells
in ashback the tale of a veteran of the 1918 conict (Barry),
unable to get a job, who turns to racketeering and eventually
winds up shot full of holes. The plot was reminiscent of a
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James Cagney gangster movie, in particular The Roaring
Twenties, but the Mano version was meritorious in'its own
way, primarily for its timely message. Barry reminded one of
Cagney although he never consciously patterned his perform-
ances after the Warner star, and made a convincing hoodlum.
Ruth Terry, in an unsympathetic role, Lynne Roberts, Alex-
ander Granach, George E. Stone and Litel all showed to ad-

vantage under Steve Sekely's direction. Frank McDonald re-

turned to direct Barry's next non-Westem, The Chicago Kid
(l945), with another gangster-type role, a well-knit story and

an unhappy ending. Barry and Otto Kruger, Lynne Roberts,

Tom Powers and Chick Chandler were impressive in the main

roles.
Republic was prone to east Robert Livingston. another

refugee from Westerns, opposite Ruth Ten'y in an effort to
make them a popular team. Their vehicles were entertaining
without being anything exceptional; Goodnight, Sweetheart
(1944) and Tell It to a Star (1945) showed both to advantage,

and the latter allowed Miss Terry some song numbers. They
were paired in a Republic prestige lm, The Cheater: (1945),
showcasing Joseph Schildkraut and a Republic "A" produc-
tion that looked lavish, and also in S!eppin' in Society (1945).
The latter was an odd little number, with Edward Everett
Horton heading the cast as a judge who is mistaken for a

mobster while on vacation, and starts to reform the gang be-

fore they get wise to his true vocation. A remake of a

pre-war French comedy with Michel Simon, and directed by

Alexandre Esway, it gave the impression of an import, despite
the presence of such familiar homegrown talent as Gladys
George, Jack La Rue, Lola Lane, Frank Jenks, lsabel Jewell
and lris Adrian. lnnocuous, exceedinglymild, the comedy

ambled along without ever really coming to a peak. Miss

Terry and Livingston were both wasted in secondary roman-
tic roles.
On an average, Republic did well with mystery yams at a

time when they were quite common from every studio. Grist-
ly'.r Millions (1945) used the centerpiece of the greedy heirs
gathered to wait for the death of the rich old coot, now immi-
nent, with murder an unexpected guest. John English carried
it o well with some neat and suspenseful direction. and the

cast was accomplished: Paul Kelly, Virginia Grey, Elisabeth
Risdon, Robert Barrat as the dying millionaire. The main de-
fect was the unrewarding title, with the name often spelled
wrong in the ads and on the marquees.
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Denison Clift, an old hand at pulp-type intrigues, wrote a
good script in Secret: of Scotland Yard (1944), with the fan-
ciful idea that the Germans, after losing World War I, should
plant a spy in the code room of the British Admiralty, in
readiness for next time. Clift stirred in a “great impersona-
tion" angle, with Edgar Barrier playing twins, one posing as
the other, and the brew perked along absorbingly. Barrier, n
splendid actor capable of playing leads and character roles,
was ably assisted by Stephanie Bachelor in a rare sympathetic
role, and doughty senior servicemen C. Aubrey Smith, Lionel
Atwill, Walter Kingsford. John Abbott and Henry Stephenson
upholding the Empire—or most of them, anyway—and Mar-
tin Kosleclt in his hissable Nazi part. George Blair did the di-
rectorial duties.
Horror thrillers were a bit apart from Republic's mode, but

they would give the genre an occasional try. A I945 double
bill consisted of The Phantom Speaks and The Vampire’:
Ghost, with a percentage of .500. one out of two. Phantom
was uncomfortably close in plotting to Universal‘s Black
Friday, even to Stanley Ridges revolving in personality from
respected psychologist to gangster-killer. The deviations from
the Black Friday formula were sufficient, Ridges was excel-
lent as usual, John English contributed steady direction, and
Richard Arlen, Lynne Roberts and Tom Powers added grace-
ful support. John Abbott portrayed the vampire in the second
lm, with a lot of mumbo-jumbo taking place in an African
coastal village, but the odds were against it from the begin-
ning, with cheap production values, uninspired perfonnances
and a director (Lesley Selander) who obviously preferred the
more outgoing pleasures of “Red Ryder" Westerns, at which
task he had been gainfully employed.
Similarly uneven were the lms produced by outsiders,

accepted for release by Republic. The Great FIamarion
(l945) was produced by William Wilder, who later became
W. Lee Wilder to avoid confusion with a relative, writer-
director Billy Wilder, and William Wyler, another director of
no relation. The drama. impressively produced, was an inter-
esting mixture of the trite and the commendable. The plot
was of silent vintage, about a vaudeville artist douhlecrossed
by a two~timing woman. and was unrelieved by distinguished
treatment. Too, Anthony Mann's direction was not his best.
But the central role was enacted by Erich von Stroheim with
all the arrogant and frequently inventive mannerisms at his
command, even achieving a measure of sympathy in a role
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that didn't invite any. He was aided by Mary Beth Hughes as
the femme fatale, and Dan Duryea as a wretch used by
Hughes as the dupe in her scheme.
William Rowland produced and directed an oddity. A Song

/or Mix: Julie (1945), with a new slant on the old musical
plot. Shirley Ross. Barton Hepburn and Roger Clark played
star, playwright and collaborator who try to obtain the rights
to the life and legend of a Southern Casanova for a musical
show. Done in a manner best described as courtly. the econo-
ntically-made lm had a certain charm and likability. and the
rather surprising appearance of Alicia Markova and Anton
Dolin for some ballet sequences. It didn't fare well nancially,
but did indicate that Poppa Yates was striving for a degree of
class for his action-oriented company, even prior to hiring
Ben Hecht for Spectre 0/ Ilie Rose and Orson Welles for
Macbeth.
Also on the arty side was !¢'aInu.ry (1945), which had its

roots in a Dalton Trumbo story and was produced and di-
rected by Gustav Machaty in orid European style. replete
with dim lighting, squalid settings and some rather initating
mannered acting from Karen Morley. Nils Asthcr played a
drunken opped writer. Jane Randolph his suffering wife,
John Loder a friendly physician who falls for the wife. All ex-
ceedingly drab and predictable, but with a certain amount of
interest thanks to Miss Randolph, a former RKO starlet in-
clined toward a precariously ripe gure for lms but with a
winning sincerity in her performances.
The venerable plot of a retuming serviceman with amnesia

was explored to good effect in Identity. Unknown ( I945), with
Richard Arlen as the soldier without a memory. Walter
Colmes, from radio, produced with Howard Bretherton, with
Colmes receiving sole directorial credit. Episodic in structure
with Arlen visiting different people in an effort to establish
himself, Robert Newman‘s story was given a good screenplay
by Richard Weil which kept the interest on high.
Since Republic's forte was outdoor action, it becomes

difcult to comprehend why the company should accept an
inept picturization of James Fenimore Cooper's Dz-erxlnyer
for distribution, but that's what happened in late 1943.
Bluntly, the picture had nothing going right for it, to a degree
where every scene would contain an unwanted laugh. It was a
ooproduction of E.B. Derr and P.S. Harrison, the latter pub-
lisher of a trade sheet, Harri.rnn'.r Reports, printing news,
commentary and reviews of interest to exhibitors and film
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Compounding the felony, Harrison and Derr adapted
Cooper’: classic for the screen. In a production sense it
benetted from outdoor locations, but the action was
enrnmed full of such unintended howlers as a band of
horsemen riding pointblank past an Indian ambush without
receiving a scratch; a brave lying prone on a rock somehow
managing to receive a wound in a part of his body completely
obliterated from‘ view; notable and frequent aws in acting,
dialogue, logic and exposition; all absentmindedly directed by
Lew Landers. Unfortunate victims in evidence were Bruce
Kellogg in the title role, lean Parker, Larry Parks pre-Jolson,
Yvonne de Carlo prc-Universal, Addison Richards. Robert
Warwick and sundry unlucky thespians. Unheeding the adage
that suggests doing a task personally to do it right. Republic
learned its lesson and for some time thereafter produced its
own action lms, at which they remained without peer.
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XII

IN THERE TRYING: MONOGRAM

[I Don‘t laugh. After all, name another company that has
had the honor of having a feature film dedicated to it. Jean-
Luc Godard, the former French director-turned-political
activist, made his rst feature. A Bout de Souffle (Breathless)
and told everybody how his lm making had been inuenced
by Monogram Pictures. So Godard became a Maoist. Did
anybody ever dedicate a tilm to MGM?
At Monogram during the second half of 1941, the East

Side Kids were still the East Side Kids, with Leo Gorcey lead-
ing the pack and fracturing the English language. Bobby
Jordan was there but becoming less in evidence, while Gabriel
Dell gave the impression of being anxious to try his talents in
more varied roles, which is what eventually happened-—al-
though remaining with the series, Dell would be assigned a
villainous role. or a character part outside the realm of the
Bast Siders. However Huntz Hall was fast challenging Gorcey
for group leadership, in hogging screen time if not militaristi-
cally. Hall, as Glimpy, had developed a manic comedy style
and appeared to ad lib a good deal of his dialogue, which wu
perhaps all for the better. Gorcey and Hall's banter and rough-
bouse antics made the series bearable. often in the face of ov-
enr/helming odds. The rest of the gang were nebulous faces
that came and went, none making lasting impressions except
for Sunshine Sammy Morrison, the token black, who left the
series in I943 never to return. The series went through all the
expected plot ideas, with Sam Katzman withholding the budg-
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eta to strangulation point; one constantly expected the sets to
come crashing down upon the heads of the luckless actors
every time someone would slam a door upon entering the
scene. But there were compensations. A charming moment
occurred in Clancy Sheer Boys (1943) when the boys went
into a huddle to whisper a secret plan of attack, suddenly
straightened, turned to the camera en mass: and excused
themselves politely, then returned to their condences. Mugg:
Ride: Again (1945) started off with an emotional scene writ-
ten for Gorcey, who delivered it as if it was a screen test for
a more important assignment and was quite affecting. At
other times though, the mediocrity of the material handed the
boys was most distressing.l

‘la Most popular, and most salable, of the East Side Kids lms
of the period were two in which the gang encountered Bela
Lugosi, at present also a Sam Katzman contractee. In Spooks
Run Wild (I94!) Lugosi was a false lead again. hovering sin-
isterly about'until exonerated at the conclusion. The main
gimmick obviously concemed the boys spending a frightened
time in a "haunted" house while a mad killer lurks about. Un-
usually adult was the assertion that the killer was a sex crimi-
nal, though not stated in those words. Carl Foreman, begin-
ning a career as a screen writer, collaborated on the script.
Ghosts on the Loose (1943) repeated the formula, except that
Lugosi was a bona de meanie this time, a Nazi spy. More
publicity than customary was derived from the lm because
of the presence in the cast of a beautiful girl of questionable
talent named Ava Gardner. better known at the time—and
billed as such on some expoitative marquees--as Mrs. Mickey
Rooney. '

Not that the effect was intentional, but the Bela Lugosi
horror thrillers produced by Katzntnn had more laughs than
the slapstick efforts of the East Side Kids. Lugosi was never
one to underplay his roles, and the ridiculousness of his scripts
combined with his own doggedly serious approach would in-
vite chuckles. Black Dragons (I942) was rushed through to
take advantage of’ the war, and resulted in intermittent confu-
sion with the garbled story line. lt had to do with six Japa-
nese agents transformed by plastic surgeon Lugosi into
replicas of six noted American industrialists, ready to take
over. Dr. Lugosi is then thrown into the pokey, and escaping,
swears revenge. The outlandish plot wasn't made any more
believable by William Nigh's hurried direction. ln The Corpse
Vanishes (I942), Dr. Lugosi kidnaps brides in an effort to
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keep his own sickly wife young and beautiful: the pulp-style
machinations of the plot are unrened by Wallace Fox's di-
rection. Bowery at Midnight (1942) represented an improve-
ment, however, with Lugosi running a mimion as a front for
his criminal activities. Fox again directed. and this time had
something with which to work. But The Ape Man (I943),
self-explanatory in title, descended back to the depths, and
Voodoo Man (l944) sank lower, witlra plot nearly the same
as The Corpse Vnnishex and the utter waste of fellow-horror
hardies John Carradine and George Zucco looking foolish as
Lugosi‘s conspirators. Return 0] the Ape Man (1944), with
Carradine again trapped in the script, rounded out the Lugosi
series. The latter wasn't a scqucl but concerned the discovery
of a prehistoric man in the Arctic, encased in ice. lt failed to
explain how the relic of another age happened to be wearing
plainly evident long drawers.
Katzman tried a comedy series by teaming Billy Gilbert of

the sneezes, Maxie Rosenbloom of the punchy witticisms, and
Shemp Howard of the Stooge-like knock-abouts. But he failed
to provide any working material, and even three hard-
working comics need some script support. After Three of a
Kind (I944), Crazy Knights (I944) and Trouble Chaser:
(I945), the project was called otf. No runs, no hits, three
errors.

' Dormant for several seasons, Monogram scored a coup in
late I943 by bringing back Charlie Chan in the guise of the
same actor who played the role at 20th-Fox. Sidney Toler.
From the rst in the series, Charlie Chan in Secret Service, it
was plain that Toler wasn't going to have the production sup-
port he was accustomed to. Mantan Moreland was an asset,
although a stereotype, as comedy relief. and there were sev-
eral of the Chan ospring interfering with the cases, but with
the opener, and The Chim-re Cu! ( I944), Block Magic (1944),
The Jade Mask (1945) and The Scarlet Clue (I945), it was
clear that the series was laboring under a few strong disad-
vantages, attrihutahle to script and direction. Of the quintet,
each was written by George Callahan, who obviously had the
whodunit formula down pat. He would use some novel ideas,
including newfangled murder devices, elaborate traps and
some clever covering up of the killer's identity. But Callahan
found it ditficult to get any physical movement into the
Chans, resulting in long scenes of conversation set in one
room—and in Monogram pictures. conversational scenes
were another form of murder, considering the quality of some
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of the lesser players in supporting roles. Then too. Callahan
would employ so many twists of the plot that it would take
more adeptness than Chan could provide to untangle the mo-
tives. Phil Rosen directed each one, invariably placid in pace.
Rosen had acquired a reputation as a "B" action director but
seldom airmed it. Toler continued in the Chan role as he-
.fore, but was visibly tiring of it. Nevertheless, the Chans were
still popular, and protable for Monogram.
Producers of the Chans, Messrs. Krasne and Burkett, bor-

rowed and revived a sccond_20th-Fox series with The Circa
Kid-Returns (I945), with Duncan Renaldo as the romantic
caballero. Both the opener and the second entry, In Old New
Mexico (1945) adhered closer to the traditional horse opera
routine than the romantic adventure approach used with
Cesar Romero at 20th, gaining in action but losing in appeal
and novelty. with Renaldo soon becoming just another range
hero, albeit one with a gaudier costume.
A number of Monogram attempts for series resulted in

one-, two-, and three-shots, some pleasantries, and some
abominations. ln the latter classication was Privare Snuy
Smith (1942), familiarized from Srruy Smith, the Yard Bird,
based on the comic-strip hillbilly character created by Billy

Snuy with all the subtlety of an nuthouse joke, Sarah Padden
hatnmed the part of Louizie, his wife, and Edgar Kennedy
slow-bumed his way through the part of'Snuffy‘s sergeant
when the mountaineer joins the Army. Edward Cline, direc-
tor, can be described as having his good days (The Bank
Dick) and his bad days (this one). Monogram continued
Snutt'y‘s military career in Hillbilly Blitzkrieg (1942), with
Duncan and Kennedy repeating their roles and Cli’ Nazarro
added as Bamey Google. Replacing Cline as director was Roy
Mack, who used to helm the multitude of two-reel musical
shorts and one-reel band tuners made by Wamers at their
Eastern studios. Mack showed little aptitude for comedy, or
for lms of feature length for that matter. Proceedings were
amateurish, unfunny and rather painful to sit through. The
studio wisely dropped any further plans for the series.
What looked like the start of a series featured Harry Lang-

don and Charles Rogers as a team, with some of the silent
Langdon style of comedy inetfectively tried. Double Trouble
(I941) spotted other comedy names to jog the memory in its
cast: Benny Rubin, Ruth Hialt, Richard Cramer. But the an-
tics lacked any special air, although Langdon and Rogers
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seemed to work well together. After this one film, they moved
to PRC. '
Charles Rogers had been a director for Laurel and Hardy

at Hal Roach, while Charles Hall was a regular in Stan and
Ollie‘s supporting -casts. Now Hall had appeared with Frank
Faylen in Father Steps Out and as a team they stole whatever
there was to steal in that mild comedy. Monogram obviously
had ideas about making them a duo a la Laurel and Hardy,
or Abbott and Costello. Following the line of least resistance,
they cast them in an Army lm, hoping for the Bud: Privates
lightning to strike again. However Tap Sergeant Mulligan
gave Faylcn and Hall even less of a chance than their former
lm, and despite the inclusion of Nat Pendleton in the title
role, the attractive Carol Hughes (Mrs. Faylen), and Marjorie
Reynolds to warble (dubbed) the current topical song hit
"SZI a Day_Once a Month" (it referred to a draftee's pay),
Top Sergeant Mulligan was far from a l94l hit.
Frank Graham performed his radio role for the screen in

Carma Inner in the Crime Smasher (1943), hased on the po-
pular CBS program. Why it was popular would remain a mys-
tery to one unfamiliar with it and judging only from the lm,
which was poky, dully directed by James Tinling and seemed
twice as long as its 6l minutes. As a correspondence-school
sleuth. Graham had one of those rich ntdio voices hut was
undistinguished in appearance. Even the levity provided by
Mantan Moreland and Edgar Kennedy failed to save it, and
if any plans for a series were formulated, they were quickly
shelved.
Dore Schary's old - comedy plot produced in the pre-

Repuhlic Monogram days as a vehicle for Ray Walker, He
Couldn't Take It, was resuscitated for Eddie Quillan in 1943.
lt was re-titled Here Comes Kelly, and the original story was
credited to Jeb Schary, apparently an inside joke and cer-
tainly not a disguise. Directed by the workhorse of the lot, Wil-
liam Beaudine, and vigorously played by Quillan with a nice
sense of humor. it was one of those little pictures that con-
jured up a worthy amount of entertainment in the span of its
allotted hour or so, and proved superior to the routine Mono-
gram run. As a hotheaded bantam who loses jobs because of
his pugnacity, nally landing one as a process server, Quillan‘s
likeable clowning was given strong support by Sidney Miller,
as his friend, Joan Woodbury as his long-suffering sweetheart,
and Mary Gordon in one of her lrish mum roles. Maxie
Rosenbloom and Ian Keith were the heavies of the piece,
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” ‘7_ and Annida played a peppery night club tamale. Monogram
._ plough! back the Kelly character in 1945 with the prophetic
title There Goes Kelly. Jackie Moran, kid actor growing up,

I’, replaced Eddie Quillan, with Sidney Miller continuing on as
£15-5 pal. It too was a remake, this time of Frankie Darro's Up

1‘!!! the Air, with Moran solving some radio murders. Phil
. Karlstein handled his second directorial assignment with
msse. and although merely an ordinary timekiller, There

Y am Kelly was an improvement over the original Darro. But
itended the Kelly series. Philip N. Karlstein had been an as-
sistant director at Universal. When Lou Costello‘: agent,
Eddie Sherman, formed a partnership with Costello's father,
Sebastian Cristillo, to produce lms under the Biltmore Pro-
ductions indie banner, Karlstein was chosen to make his debut

. for the new company, as was photographer Maury Gertsman.
The results were A WAVE, A WAC and a Marine (1944).
with some pretty faces including Sally Eilers, Anne Giilis.
Elyse Knox, Ramsay Ames and Marjorie Woodworth; old-

' timers Jack Mulhall and Aileen Pringle; and in the top-spot.
ppter Henny Youngman. lt was a showcase for Youngman,
whose rapid delivery was sabotaged by faulty sound recording
making him inaudible much of the time—which, say his de-
tractors, was a good thing, considering the quality of the
jokes. But Karlstein survived it, shortened his name to Phil
Karlson and became a name to reckon with not long after.
William Beaudine, knocking ‘em out on the assembly line,

piloted Detective Kiny 0’Day through in a great hurry. It
ahowed‘evidenee of the rush, with dummies substituting for
bodies falling from closets, and no eort to cover the ruse;
lhaky, wear-spotted sets; carelessness in photographic set-ups
and scenes shot without the thought of re-takes. The plot gim-

\' mick of a girl sleuth snooping-where-uninvited was old in the
silent days. But Beaudine was seasoned enough to know how
to get a laugh, and he had valuable help in this respect. Tim
Ryan, a vaude veteran of the Tim & Irene days, now dou-
bling as performer and scriptwriter for Monogram, played
the part of the harassed cop and collaborated on the screen-
play. Jean Parker competently took the title role. but the sec-
ondary part of her boy friend was played by a newcomer,
Peter Cookson, and Cookson was denitely a nd. What‘:
more, he could play farce, and Ryan perceived this and took
full advantage of it. Early in the lm Cookson has a comedy
monologue that is delightfully dclivered—a close look at the
scene shows Ryan, o-camera but reected in the shining
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fender of a parked ear, studiously watching Cookson perform
the scene he wrote. Detective Kitty 0'Day was made in 1944;
and was Beaudine's ninth lm in just about a year. A sequel,
Adventures of Kitty 0'Day, again with-Miss Parker, Cooltson
and Ryan and directed by Beaudine, appeared later in 1944,
and was as amusing as the rst‘ one; with Cookson again
showing his knack for comedy. The series lasted for one more
outing, Fashion Model (I945), with Ryan and Beaudine still
working away, but with the leads replaced by Marjorie Wea-
ver and Robert Lowery. Cookson was missed, but it was fair
fun.
After her stint at PRC failed to jolt the cinema world, bur-

lesque queen Ann Corio moved to Monogram, where her
efforts were greeted with somewhat more justiable elation.
Her Monogram rst, Snrong Girl H943) would tend to cause
more discriminating audiences to cringe, for it was not the
most intellectual achievement of the era. But it was a mildly
amusing comedy of errors, belying the exotic title, and offered
Tim and Irene Ryan, Mantan Moreland and Johnnie "Scat"
Davis for the fun. Arthur Dreifuss directed well enough, as he
did with the second Corio venture for the studio, an elongated
burlesque skit entitled The Sullnn‘.\- Daughter (1943). Elon- E

gated but clean, mind you. Charles Butterworth played the
Sultan, which may give some idea of the seriousness of the
situation, Tim and Irene were back, and Eddie Norris played
the hero role, which was needed to get the plot about Nazi
agents after oil out of the way. A possible saving grace of the
movie was the appearance of Freddie “Schnickelfritz" Fisher
and his corn aggregation, forerunners of Spike Jones and
every bit as nonsensical. During one of their numbers Fisher‘:
turban falls oil‘ and magically reappears with the next change
of camera angle, but motion picture lm was a priority then,
so Why reshoot? Somehow John Alton was enticed over from

,____,_._,.a.-_..-.,.f.r___..____._.....---.-
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Republic to photograph and as always his lighting was unique. i
Unfortunately, Miss Corio turned serious for her next, a jun- '

gle drama called Cal! 0/ the Jungle (I944), as trite as the last
sentence intended it to be. Ann Corio's movie career was thus
concluded. As a footnote, shortly after Miss Corio had en-
tered lms, her sister-stripper, Margie Hart, tried her hand (?)
at acting in Lure 0/ the Islands (1942), which may have made
money for Monogram but did nothing to further the cause of
peelers striving to emote. ln an undemanding role, native girl
on a tropic isle, where the Nazis roam and brawny men (Rob-
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' -Lowery and Guinn Williams) come to her rescue. Miss
~*' looked pleasing in local sarong wrappings but delivered
it ~ lines in a nasal Missouri twang, not that the lines were
__ y - delivering, although Williams got oft what the writers

~?- ~- ~ bered as some nifty one-liners. Sample, heard during
nal shoot-out between good and bad guys: Lowery:

;',‘_1‘_3~i' k your man and re at will." Williams: "Which one is
T‘ Jean Yarbrough had to direct it.. The bulk of the remainder of Monogram wartime produ

~ consisted of those rubber-stainp'assembly-line little pictures,
_1 most of them of small merit, with a ringer breaking throughjib tedium once in a great while. Saving on story properties,
1 the company would delve into the les for remake material‘rile often. Phantom Killer (I942), with Dick Purcell and
"- can Woodbury, was a reworking of a 1933 mystery, The
_8pl|inx, with John Hamilton doing the role originated byfl Atwill as a clever killer with a near-perfect alibi.

Guy (I943) was I Am n Criminal (1938), with Rick
'; Yallin in the John Carroll role. lt was ten minutes shorter
lln the original, but seemed ten minutes longer. However,

H » old Armitage Trail whodunit, The Thirteenth Guest,
filmed suwessfully in 1932, was remade in 1943 as Mystery
j.oi the 13th Guest, with Helen Parrish and Dick Purcell in the
Ginger Rogers-Lyle Talbot rol; and while considerably less

- .dept in production dress, the shoddy sets bespeaking of war-
. time necessity, the remake was generally up to the standard
- ti its ancestor, and in some ways an improvement. Tim Ryan
‘and Charles Marion had updated the old script, with Ryan" Frank Faylen doing a good comedy—cop act. William
Y-'éBeaudine's direction got the most from the scanty budget and
)1, with less to work with caught much of the eerie suspense ofIfAlbert Ray's original work. Even Edward Kay‘: background
acore was unusually eective, purloined as it was from Kay's

? 1, music for a previous horror thriller, Revenge 0/ the Zombies.
Q Said Revenge 0/ the Zombies (1943) didn’t have much out
fqgof the ordinary, with John Carradine giving his evil scientist
‘_ performance and Mantan Moreland looking scared in stere-
'< otyped fashion, but director Steve Sekely had been trained tn

the Danubia studios of Budapest, where you did what you
could and above all, make it artistic. Sekely must have taken

~ aside cameraman Mack Stengler and held an eamest confer-
+]ettoe, for the composition of some of the scenes in Carradine‘s

laboratory are quite resourceful, giving the lm a more ex-
295



pensive appearance than actually was the case. The fact that
for all their artistry some of the shots didn't quite match in
the cutting is a relatively minor, if sore, point.
Some A.W. I-lackel Monogram productions overcame deli- “,

oate matters of production cost, atoning for its lack by giving
the action and mystery audiences a fair hour's worth of fun.
Hackel had produced a peppy whodunit, Murder by Invita-
tion (I941) with Wallace Ford and Marian Marsh. 1-le then
ventured into the realm of the bizarre with a tingly little
number called The Mall with Two Lives (1942), directed,
like the latter film, by Phil Rosen. The gist of the idea had
Edward Norris as a nice young man who changes souls with
an electrocuted gangster, assuming his characteristics and‘in-
dulging in a hit of homicide himself. The ending was a cop-
out, but the preceding hour had quite a lot going for it, and
would well withstand a new version. Norris was a steady per-
former usually kept under wraps, but had an opportunity here
and made the most of it, as did Marlo’ Dwyer as his (the
gangster's) moll. Hacltel, fonner producer of Johnny Mack
Brown and Bob Steele Westerns, was saddled with Frank San-
uoci as personal composer, which was not, by way of under-
statement, a great asset; but even Sanucci outdid himself with
his score. Haekel went on to produce One Thrilling Night
(1942) directed by William Beaudine, which had John Bea!
and Wanda McKay as bucolic newlyweds trying to consum-

vented from entering paradise due to the intrusion of assorted
crooks into their honeymoon suite. Beal played his role for
dopiness and made it amusing. Hackel then made the above
mentioned Phantom Killer, and The Living Ghost (1942), a
whodunit with James Dunn's clowning boosting it over the
hurdles. William Beaudine directed.
One of the stronger casts in Monogram lms was gathered

for Isle of Missing Men (1942), an American effort by the

slon and sacrice in a tropic penal colony suiced, and for
Monogram was above the usual run. But the players made it
seem better than it was, with John Howard, Helen Gilbert (a
beautiful screen sight), Gilbert Roland, Alan Mowbray, Brad-
ley Page and George Chandler giving the stale tale a touch of
dignity. Oswald's direction was not outstanding, but highly
competent.
Monogram’: pitch for the war effort resulted in confections

like She’: in Ihe Anny (I942), with Vcda Ann Borg joining
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respected pioneer German, Richard Oswald. The plot of pas- '

mate their marriage before he goes into the Army, but pre- {



» WAC: for kicks but nding true patriotism, and a captain
f- (Lyle Talbot) for a boy friend. Somewhat more in keeping'Iith the times was Pride of the Army (1942), originally titled/Ru Dogs, a clearer indication of what the movie was about.., ,lrodueed by George W. Weeks, formerly noted for his
-- Flange Busters‘ Westerns, it went straight for the heart with
l‘ I boy-and-dog story, with the lad (Billy Lee) donating the po-';_Be dog (Pal) to the Army for training. Actually, it workedr. out rather nicely, since it was the rst such story to reach the
'_fIrartime screen. Actual training sequences added interest, and
¢_>there were some commendable supporting performances,

» ' _¢Il0llbly from Addison Richards as the boy's shell-shocked fa-
_.ther; Kay Linaker and Bradley Page. who handled the rather

, =lp1ture romantic aspect. Page was a William Powell‘ type,
_" complete with dapper moustache, who was in demand as a
. Tllimy villain (more often than not becoming a corpse before
I“ the end). ln one of his few sympathetic roles, Page brought a
'. lease of humor to the part that should have netted him fur-. ther such assignments. lt didn't, and he was out of lms a few
f rs later after more villainous roles. Westem director S.

.' Luby directed capably.
5 "~ ; Cheapest of the wartime Monograms was Criminal Investi-

gator (I942), with Edith Fellows and Robert Lowery operat-
ing under handicaps. Sets, photography, music, even the open-"g titles were economical to the extreme, and the penury

,_cxtended to the sound recording, tinny in quality. Frustrating,
-because the opening reel or so gave indications it might be a
. welcome variation on the smart-reporter school of crimeyarn, with the script by George Jeske and Edmund Kelso
_'eontaining some witty lines and Jean Yarbrough‘s direction
maintaining an even tempo. But before long it faltered, as if

_v everyone concerned gave up with a concerted shrug as if to
say: “It's only a lousy budget job, anyway." - ,f A recurring face in Monogram features belonged to Gale

2 Storm, who looked too young to go out without a chaperone
{ but who had been in Hollywood for a few years. industriously

€ _' doing secondary roles and Western leads. Her youthful ap-
'» pearance coupled with versatility-—acting, singing. dancing- prociently—enahled her to keep busy. and by l943 the stu-
dio was giving her leads and developing properties expressly

-. for her. Monogram had built its own little twinkling star.
Lindsley Parsons, busiest producer on the lot, had made two, vehicles, Campus Rhythm and Nearly Eighlem (both 1943).1 Arthur Dreifuss had directed cm-h one. The former was a col-( 291



lege musical, with Johnny Downs and Robert Lowery as her
co-stars. Nearly Eighteen also gave Miss Storm a chance to
sing, and used a variation on the plot of The Major and the
Minor then in vogue, with Miss Storm forced to pretend she's
a child. Unpretentious, it was a pleasant addition to the bill
and a favorable showcase for the star. From then on, Gale
Storm received the "A" treatment, or the Monogram version
of an "A," still "B" by most standards but far in excess of the
usual company product.
First in the upped-budget department for Miss Storm was

Where Are Your Children? (1943), a diatribe against juvenile
delinquency that was made for exploitation purposes by
letlrey Bernard and directed by William Nigh in the tradition
of his Jackie Cooper pictures at the studio a few years previ-
ously. Cooper was top-billed with Miss Storm; they played
two "lost youths" growing up during wartime who get into the
expected amount of trouble because of parental misunder-
standing. Miss Storm could still pass for a sixteen-year-old,
and did so here. Rampant children in wartime was a pressing
national problem, and the Monogram eort did nothing to al-
leviate it. Nor did their idea of the modus operandi of delin-
quents have much bearing on reality; visiting roadhouses and
sneaking a bottle of liquor to "sweeten" their drinks hardly
approached the heart of the dilemma, and Where Are Your
Children? didn't proceed much farther. But the leads engen-
dered a certain amount of innocent sympathy through their
capable performance and there were some expressive sup-
porting jobs by Patricia Morison, John Litel, Gertrude Mi-
chacl and notably Evelynne Eaton as a tough cookie. The lm
was successful at the hox oice and brought on a sequel. Are
These Our Parents? (1944), which just about says it all. Helen
Vinson, Lyle Talbot and Addison Richards tried to overcome
the liabilities, which were numerous. and occasionally suc-
ceeded. Bernard produced. Nigh directed.
Bernard and Nigh also collaborated on Gale Storrn's next,

released at the end of I944 and the company's big one for the
year. lt was an old-fashioned tearjerker, with a socialite
(Storm) contracting infantile paralysis but smiling through the
tragedies besetting her. Monogram lined up an impressive
cast, with Johnny Mack Brown culled from his Western roles
to play a doctor: C. Aubrey Smith. Conrad Nagel, Frank
Craven. Mary Boland and Johnny Downs. But the treatment
was outdated, and while smaller situations welcomed it, the
maudlin nature of the drama prevented it from doing well in
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i the cities. Originally titled They Shall Have mm. it was
»changed to the more inviting Forever Yours to no avail.Ierey Bernard thereupon went into n producing partnership
with Kayirancis for the former-Warner star's comeback. Di-
vorce ( L945). directed-by Nigh, had Mise’Fr:lhcis is a quad-
ruple-divoroee who tries to steal ‘Bruce Cabot-, an old ame,
from devoted wife Helen Mack. lt was -like-‘Old Home Week
with the seasoned troupers in the cast, which was the main
asset of the film. .

.- Gale Storm, after her experiences with the Bernard unit,
’ . received :1 less ambitious hut far more entertaining vehicle in," GI Honeymoon (1945), produced by Lindsley Parsons with
. extended budgetary facilities and smartly directed by Phil' Karls:ein. The plot was a serviceable one, thO tried-and-true' talc of a newlywed couple trying to enjoy their honeymoon’,
' with unwanted interruptions preventing their bliss. This time

groom is an Army ofcer, with the expected sudden de-
_' velopmcnts occurring. Miss Storm was cute and cuddly as ai bride should be, but the lm was thefted by Peter Cookson,
again doing an adroit comedy job as the frustrated husband.‘ One of those rare moments of perfect comedy timing occurs

I as Miss Storm, seductively attired in revealing negligee,
t awaits Cookson's return to their apartment from duty. She
opens the door to behold him, out on his feet, grimy and in' full eld uniform—-he delivers the line “Hello, honey . . . I
just got back from a thirty-seven~mile hike,” while falling to‘ the oor.

‘
_' Monograms upper-bracket dramas provided some of their
most impressive lms of the period. Of them, three dealing” with various fa"¢ls of the war are notable. Women in Bond-, age (I943) dealt with degradation and shame suffered by
women in Hitler's Germany. teetering on the lurid side for ex-

; ploitatio" purposes and pattemed after RKO's successful Hi!-
. It-r'.\' Children. but with several meritorious sequences and a

4 well-chosen cast of Gail Patrick, Nancy Kelly, Tala Birell,
-» Gertrude Michael, Rita Quigley, Anne Nagel and Maris‘,Wrixon. and Bill Henry, Alan Baxter and H.B. Wamer
among the mules, all directed rmly by Steve Sekely._ Em-my o/ Women (I944) also took place in Nazi Germany,‘ and for an independent lilm was more than ordinarily ambi-
tious in scope. lt attempted to tell the story of the infamousDr. Paul Joseph Gochhcls. Hitler's propaganda chief (wellI played by Paul Andor). in highly ctionalized form, and while

- a natural tendency to disbelievc some of the more lurid as-
- 299



peels of the plot persisted, the intent was generally commend-
able. W.R. Frank produced it on his own and Monogram
bought the distribution rights. Alfred Zeisler directed, with a
cast of high caliber—Donald Woods, I-LB. Warner, Claudia
Drake, Sigrid Gurie, Ralph Morgan, Gloria Stuart. Robert

~ Barrat. Some choppiness in the continuity gave evidence that
it was'much longer originally._a|though the 86-minute running
time was excessive.
Arriving quite unheralded, and overlooked since it was

near the end of the war and audiences had been surfeited
with battle pictures, China’: Little Devils (1945) was a sincere
effort to depart from the routine and rated with the compa-
ny's better releases. The story of a Chinese boy, orphaned and
“adopted” by -some Flying Tigers. gained much from the
unaffected performance by one Ducky L. Louie as the lad,
who delivered his lines (good ones, written by Sam Ornitz)
with the utmost conviction. The crux of the plot has the boy
organizing mission children into a commando unit to harass
the Japanese enemy. hence the title. It had pace, integrity,
and appeal comparable to any major product. Technical cred-
its were unexpected, reading like a roster from older, better
days. Paul Kelly played a Flying Tiger, Harry Carey a mis-
sionary. Directing was Monta Bell, a name from the days of
the siients; and the producer was Grant Withers, behind the
cameras for one last try. it was a meritorious one.
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MISS V FROM MOSCOW AND

._'-' OTHER DISASTERSZ PRC

'4
E] Before 1942 was very old, it seemed unavoidable thatYRC was heading in the wrong direction. For every lm with
1» -. slight ray of hope shining through, there would be fourg ve with absolutely no hint of talent, intelligence or pro-'unalism. Their last release of l94l, Law ol the Timber,"l - producer-director Bemard B. Ray resorting to his old' - k in trade. a James Oliver Curwood story. But th_e (Mn-
_ - -- authorship no longer meant as much as it did for the‘movies. and the lm itself used techniques harkening hack to: days of the early-sound indies, and even on that sconewould suffer by comparison. Cast with Marjorie Reynolds
' 'nning top billing by default, the only dependable males{among the featured players were Monte Blue and J. Farrell_$dlcDonald; the hcro was portrayed by a Hal Brazeal. Dou-

_- Hes used for the sticulng scenes were all too obvious; What
x the hero lacked in thespie ability he atoned for in physique,‘which was denitely not that of his stuntman's. who was ro-"tund and more than a bit paunchy (as well as punchy, from' - way he-threw them). In an ill-advised attempt to inject

T‘ -or outdoor excitement. a logging train being dynamited
» achieved, but the model work was so inept it looked like a

T display Window in a toy store.
_‘ Vllliam Beaudinc, a resourceful director under normal. conditions and even under stress, tumed out two alleged oom-in a vain effort to make a light funster of Ralph Byrd,but neither The Broadway Big Shot nor Duke 0/ the Navy
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made l942 a happy occasion for the newest indie company.
The fonner had Byrd as a reporter who took a prison sen-
tence to work on an expose from the inside and coaches the
convict football eleven to a winning season, all done by the
east with apparently no conception of what comedy is, or
how to play it. The Navy lm had little maritime association
and was mainly nonsense about a treasure hunt. Byrd hid
Veda Ann Borg and Sammy Cohen in the cast but they were
unable to lend any help to a script dead set against every-
body eoncemed, with Beaudine himself one of the three cred-
ited scenarists.
Mixed feelings were engendered by Today I Hang, which

had Mona Barrie striving to prove Walter Woolf King inno-
eent of a murder he didn't commit. Miss Barrie and King
were accomplished perfomiers, neither of whqm had been
teen on the screen too often. lt was good to have them back,
but the shallowness of their vehicle and its slipshod produc-
tion made one ponder whether they shouldn't have waited for
a more felicitous oecasion. In the early scenes, before the
crime, King would visit Miss Barrie and invariably enter her
house through the side entrance-not out of furtiveness, but
because the budget didn't call fof my front door. The rest of
the sets looked like rejects from e second-rate touring oom-
pany. King appeared later in 1942 for PRC in A Yank in
Libya. along with Joan Woodbury, H3.Wamer, Duncan
Renaldo, comedian Parkyarkarkus and some of the_ most mil-
dewed stock shots ever grafted on to new footage, grainy,
spotted and barely legible, of native tribesmen, no doubt
lmed during the dawn of cinema history. '
Nor did Edith Fellows receive anything remotely approach-

ing her abilities, especially after her charming perfotmlnne-ll!
Her First Romance at Monogram. ln Girls’ Town she was
again cast as an ugly duckling. sister of a beauty-contest win-
ner (lune Storey) who's trying to hit the Hollywood jackpot.
The sister is curvaceous but snobbish, Fellows is plain but
nice, and guess who lands the big movie contract? Nobody
else cared, either. There were glimpses of former silent
greats Alice White and Anna Q. Nilsson but the synthetic
story negated everything else. Victor Halperin wu a far piece
from his "Zombie" lms, and it proved to be his last lm.
Other old<timcrs weren't faring so well at PRC. Neil Ham-

ilton, who had becn impressive in Dangerous Lady, had to
impersonate a playboy in Too Many Women, and Hamilton
was too mature for the role, unless the producers were think-
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3-“ ing of a Tommy Manville type. l-[any Langdon and Charles
Rogers, who had teamed at Monogram, were seen in House
of Errors, with Langdon writing theoriginal story. It was a

— slapstick melange concerning new machine-gun inventions
and a couple of dumb erstwhile reporters after the story. It
wasn'_t a complete asco, with Langdon and Rogers indulging
in some broad but amusing antics; But for those who remem-
bered, it was pitiful to recall that Langdon once approached

- Chaplin in popularity.
PRC was nally getting around to the war news by the

spring of 1942, and a spy thriller ready to be sent out as
Dawn Express was hastily changed to Nazi Spy Ring. Anoth-

- ' er title failed to provide any improvement in the quality of
the lm, with Michael Whalen, Anne Nagel. Constance
Worth and William Bakcwell all trapped in the mediocrity.

~ Director Al Herman had a unique manner of having his
- actors break down a door—instead of swinging aside on its

hinges, or even shattering through the center panel, Herman‘:
door would fall forward from the top, which is physically im-" ' possible. lt happened in this one, and in several other
Herman-directed epics. They Raid by Night told of the com-
mandos, with Lyle Talbot, June Duprez and Victor Varconi

-, seemingly playing the entire thing in front of a process screen
' with grainy newsreel footage ashed on it to simulate exterior

action. For her second and last for the company, Ann Corio
' Wm joined by Buster Crabbe to ght the Nazis in Africa in

Jungle Siren, which was actually the best of the three, which
" should give some idea.
-. Amid all the dross, PRC did manage some lms of minor
' interest. Anthony Abbot‘s sleuth Thatcher Colt was revived in

the person of Sidney Blackmer in The Pan1her‘s Claw. Martin
Mooney did the screenplay with William Beaudine directing,
and it tumed out surprisingly well. Byron Foulger walked

- away with acting honors as a milquetoast murder suspect.
while Blackmer invested Colt with his usual authority. The
mystery wasn‘t very mysterious, but the lm was good enough
to have merited a sequel and even a series, but no further
ones were made, Beaudine and crew went to prison—gura-

- tively-for Mm 0/ Sun Qiu-min, lmed entirely on location at
the big house, giving the routine convict yam an authenticity

' wanting in most lms of similar background. Even the credit
- music was performed by the prison hand. Another type of
prison tale, in which a scientist (Ahn Baxter) is held in capti-
vity by a Japanese secret agent (Ernest Dorian) on a Pacic
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isle formed the basis of Prisoner 0/ Japan, a strange and
largely unsuccessful war drama produced by Seymour
Nebenzal and directed and co-scripted by Arthur Ripley. Ov-
erdone for the most part, with unrestrained and in a few
cases overripe perfonnances. Ripley's offbeat and sometimes
bizarre direction made it worth watching. Ripley was a Sen-
nett graduate and had been a comedy associate of Harry
Langdon in the silent era, but his comedy background was
buried for the dramatic endeavors, which often bordered on
the macabre. Ripley's later work was sparse. but the few lms
he did makes his forgotten career well wonh examination. He
spent his last days teaching at a university.
Anna May Wong appeared in two war lms, vastly dif-

ferent in quality because of their directors. Bomb: over Burma
was directed and partially written by Joseph H. Lewis, about
skulduggery on the Burma Road. Lewis played the lm in
long stretches without dialogue, his camera telling the story
pictorially; the nal scene, of a German agent (Leslie Deni-
son) meeting his death surrounded by Chinese guerrillas, was
graphically constructed. The pictorial style used by Lewis
made the lm move at a snail's pace, but indications were
that the former lm editor had something to oer. Con-
trastingly, Lady from Chunking was directed by William Nigh
without frills, or much care. Miss Wong was once again a
Chinese patriot,_and the cast featured Harold Huber as an
enemy general, Mae_Clarke as a White Russian, and Rick
Vallin and Paul Bryar as Flying Tigers hiding out. Huber
played the general the same way he did gangster roles, which
was good, in a way. >

A previous I942 Nigh-directed drama, City of Silent Men,
just missed being a sleeper. But the distance between a sur-
prise success and a awed “B” picture of promise is vast, and
the llclt of the extra polish it so sorely needed prevented it
from causing any stir. A story of ex-cons trying to go straight
in a small town, Joseph Ho'man‘s script had realism, dia-
logue that didn't strain the ears, and plausible development
for the most part. Nigh's direction staged it powerfully, and
the cast of Frank Albertson, June Lang, Jan Wiley, Emmett
Lynn and Dick Curtis gave praiseworthy performances. All
the lm needed was a bit more time carefully spent, and a bit
more money, also carefully spent.
Most of_the remainder of the 1942 PRC product dealt with

gangsters, crime or whodunit puules, reliable standbys of
indie companies catering to action and grind theater houses.
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Baby Face Morgan played it for laughs, with Richard
' Cromwell as a rube posing as a tough raclteteer. Robert

Armstrong, Chick Chandler and Mary Carlisle lent strong
support and while it never scaled any heights it was a pamable

L ' spoof of the genre. A Night /or Crime was murder in Holly-
wood and murder on the cast topped by Glenda Farrell and
Lyle Talbot, chintzy production and lumbering pace mitigat-

- . ing against it. Joseph H. Lewis redeemed the schedule some-
gi; what with his Secrei: of a C0-ed, featuring Otto Kruger as a
"(*5 criminal lawyer put to the test when his daughter (TinaIf Thayer) becomes involved with a slimy racketeer (Rick

' Vallin). It had been done time out of number in the past and
Lewis was unable to add anything hut some camera angles,

< but these helped to a degree—it received favorable mention
i as a “good little picture" from a few Hollywood columnists.
In Tomorrow We Live, it was Ricardo Cortez who played the
slimy racketeer and Jean Parker the college girl in peril of his
clutches. Bart Lytton wrote some pretentious owery dia-

* logue which Edgar G. Ulmer poetically directed, but it was
all out of place. Seymour Nebenzal produced it as if he had a
eombination of M and Mayerling. He didn't. Boss of Big
Town inveighed against food racketeers and deserved a look
because it allowed John Litel to play the hero role, and even-
to nish the film by getting the girl (Florence Rice). Litel was

~ always playing somebody's father, so it was heartening to see
there was life in the old boy. Otherwise it told its tale without
undue fuss and was pleasant. And in The Prryo, Lee Tracy

, ingratiatingly revived his fast-talking reporter characteriza-
tion, giving the gangster story a lift, as did the welcome pree-
enoes of Tom Brown. Evelyn Brent, lack La Rue. Ian Keith

. and Robert Middlemass of the familiar—t'ace brigade. Direc-
tion by Arthur Dreifus had its moments, too.
Brceptions to the gangster-crime-whodunit PRC cycle were

' Queen of Broadway, a heart-tugger with Buster Crabbe, Ro-
‘ chelle Hudson and an orphan boy played by Donald Mayo,

mix well and pour for sohs; The Ynnkr Are Coming, an exe-
crable musical with an orchestra leader who couldn‘t act,
Henry King. and some luckles individuals who shall be name-
leis: and Mix: V /rom Morrow.
Miss V /rom Moscow featured Lola Lane as a Soviet agent

in occupied Paris. confounding the Nazis and aiding a downed
American ier (Howard Banks). lt may well be one of the
worst movies ever made by any standards, certainly the worst
movie of its year. Unless of course, it really was played for
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satire, in which case it would be brilliant. Never have so
many supposedly suspenseful incidents become laughable
through overplaying, underplaying, no playing, no direction,
numbskull dialogue, meaningless movements, inapposite
production elfects and various assorted stupidities. Above it‘
all, Miss Lane waded through her impossible role with grim
detennination, obviously in full knowledge of what she had
stepped into. A shame for her, but for students of bad cine-
ma. the lm is a classic.
PRC had taken a ying leap aboard the horror bandwag-.

on, stubbing its toe in the process, with The Mad Monster,
made in 1942 in ve days‘ time. with George Zucco as the
dastardly scientist, Westem heavy Glenn Strange as the
beastly results of his experiments. Johnny Downs and Anne
Nagel as the survivors, and, as Jackie Gleason used to say on
TV, the ever-popular Mae Busch. Zucco, a suave hulging~eyed
English actor of considerable ability and little good fortune in
selecting his roles, became the company hoogieman. Dead
Men Walk was his rst horror eort of i943, and it was bet-
ter than The Mud Monster because it was made in six days,
by the same erew—the Sig Neufeld unit, with director Sam
Neweld. writer Fred Myton. photographer Jack Greenhalgh,
all departing from their Western projects for the moment.
Zucco was cast as twins, one of them a vampire back from
the dead to raise hell; Dwight Frye was happily on hand in
much the same slavish manner as he was in the old Dracula;
Mary Carlisle was the ingenue, and a pleasant-looking young
man named Nedrick Young passed for the hero (Nedrick
Young. later award-winning writer for Stanley Kramer).
Horror of another kind was provided by Barton MaeLane‘s

Man 0/ Courage, oicially PRC‘s inaugural I943 release. Mac-
Lane had a hand in writing the dialogue, so he had no one
but himself to blame for the shocking ineptitudes, unless it
would be producer Lester Cutler or director Alexis Thum-
Tnxis. MacLane played a govemor threatened by blackmail
and along with everyone else involved," looked had through-
out. especially when reciting some of the puerile lines. One
tough grind audience got a bawdy laugh when the reminiscing
MacLane spoke lnngingly of his boyhood on the farm: “l use
ta work behind tha plow . . . BOY, did l love ta FLOW!"
Patsy Kelly starred in a couple of I943 PRC comedies, My

San. the Hera and Danger! Women at Work, both nicely cast
with capable players hut neither of any special distinction.
Comedy of a more subtle variety came from Arthur Ripley as
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a direct contrast to his grim Prisoner 0/ Japan. This time
Ripley produced, and Steve Sekely directed. Behind Prison
Walls, reuniting Alan Baxter and Gertrude Michael from Rip-
ley’; previous lm. Despite the title, it was a gentle. witty,
somewhat intellectualized script by Van Norcross about a
scheming tycoon (Tully Marshall) and his socialistic son
(Baxter), both of whom go to prison and while there continue
to nagle the stockmarket and outwit business rivals. An Odd-
ity from any company and a downright treasure coming from
PRC, its soft-sell approach probably ws the cause of its by-
pasing by most audiences, most of whom were in hopes of n
prison yarn, with escaping cons and tough atmospherics. For
those who saw it, it was a pleasant surprise. It was also the
last lm for the elderly Tully Marshall, best remembered
from the silent The Covert-d Wagon.
A try for haunted-house humor, The Ghost and the Guest,

didn't spark any hilarity even with Morey Amsterdam writing
the script and James Dunn trying his best. William Nigh,
|g;in. George Zucco eschewed horror for straight suspense in
T Black Raven, a sort of "Grand Hotel" with mayhem."5 The big news from PRC for the rst halt of 1943 was itsv‘ epic of the war, Corregidar, with Elissa Landi making a wel-

-'f=(."<':_

r
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come return to the screen opposite Otto Kruger, and includ-
ing a poem specially written for the lm by Alfred Noyes (of
“. . . the highwayman came riding, riding, riding . . .") and
what was announced as a top-grade production budget. When
nally viewed, the patron may have been pleased to see a tale
of Doctor Landi in love with Doctor Donald Woods, and
loved by Doctor Kruger, who knows she loves Doctor Woods,
even though she tells Doctor Kruger that her love for Doctor
Woods is no more, and so on for an hour and a quarter. The
war was represented via a lot of newsreel footage of bomb-

" jugs and stock footage of explosions, and occasionally one of
the characters would mention Bataan or Corregidor. That,
plus one rather well-staged scene of hand-to-hand combat
that assuredly never happened that way. in all, a messy pro-
gptction (William Nigh, need we say it). The war deserved

ter.
It didn't get much better with Submarine Bare, with John

Lite], Alan Baxter, Fifi D‘Orsay, Eric Blore and Iris Adrian
all stranded in ti soggy tale of Nazi spies and subs otf the
coast of Brazil. Even Frank Buck chipped in to stop the Axis
in Tiger Fangs. as he hustled to save the old rubber planta-
tions. But he couldn't save the picture. Nor did Duncan Re-
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naldo, nor did Iune Duprez, a talented actress from England
who could have benelitted from some rescuing herself, since
she had been getting poor scripts from PRC.
The company shot a wad on Isle 0/ Forgotten Sins, but. the

expenditure failed to show properly on the screen. A straight-
forward adventure about pearl-diving in the South Seas, the
picture often wobbled off into strange areas because of some
weird casting and an inappropriate choice of director. With
two battling but friendly divers the center of attention. therol would obviously call for brawny performers of the Rich-
ard Arlen, Chester Morris, Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe
type. Since the time of these stalwarts was busily occupied
elsewhere, they had to settle for—could it be, Frank Fenton
and John Carradine??? Carradine? As a rough and ready,
lady-killing pearl diver’! He was one of the most gifted actors
in Hollywood, but that gaunt frame could hardly be cast in a

‘ hero's mold. As for Fenton, he had played a shady burlesque
tenor and was a good gangster type, if a bit on the hammy
side, but a dashing adventurer he wasn't. With this inspired
casting and the signing of Edgar G. Ulmer, an arty director,
the project was doomed before it started. What emerged
wasn't a total loss because of the abilities of Carradine and
other players, Gale Sondergaard, Tala Birell, Betty Amnnn,
as the cabaret girls, Veda Ann Borg as a native villainess. and-
Sidney Toler in a non-Charlie Chan heavy role. But along
with the thespic errors, there was a lot of miniature trick
work of exceedingly poor quality, including all the sequences
showing divers undenvater, all too obvious fakes. The remain-
der of l943 was taken up with a succession of minor musicals
and another Barton MacLane drama, The Underdog, a boy-
and-dog idea of some merit, good direction from William
Nigh, and a believable performance by young Bobby Larson.
The musicals featured Armidn. Rosemary Lane and Frances
Langford at one time or another and were nondescript except
for the casting of Veda Ann Borg and Edgar Kennedy in the
Armida vehicle, and Miss Langford‘s stylish way with a tune.
The new year began promisingly for action and adventure

fans with Nabongu, starring Buster Crabbe trekking through
the PRC jungle growth in search of a “white witch“ that turns
out to be a lost girl, played by a fetching newcomer, Julie
London. Villainy was taken care of by Banon MacLane and
Fi D'Orsay, and the encouraging thing was that it wasn't as
ludicrous as it could have been. A few months later, Crabbe
starred in a boxing drama with young Donald Mayo of Queen
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al Broadway repeating for the heart-tugs; The Contender had

‘- _’ itsmoments, and a persuasive performance by Crabbe, with
Sam Neweld otfering one of his better directorial jobs.

_ Crabbe was capable, but he was obligated to the cowboy
;,i__ series for PRC. And where were the leading men going to
>’" -_ come from in the war year of i944? As the song lyric had it,

the'picltings were poor and the crop was lean—-and when the
-;~ perch was precariously on the bottom rung of the ladder, as
ff 2' was PRC‘: position, some nagling had to be indulged in to
37'.-: ' keep up the schedule. The rst half of I944 presented some

interesting altematives amidst the available manpower. Men
g. on Her Mind was a tme-confessions type of romance with

;_-_‘ Mary Beth Hughes. Her suitors were Edward Norris and Ted
North, draft-resistant status, and Alan Edwards, a more ma-

~_'.j ture type. Lady in the Death House top-billed Jean Parker, the’ _, innocent on death row for murder, with Lionel Atwill on the
. law's side for a change as a friendly psychologist, and what

;,__1 plned for the romantic lead was given to Douglas Fowley, I
vntperb but typed actor, normally the perennial gangster in the

-};._ casting directories. The Monster Maker had J. Carrol Naish
. inicting a distorting disease on Ralph Morgan, who was fur-, ther victimized by unskilled makeup and looked like he was
.~. wearing rubber padding on his face, which was illegal during
1 - wartime shortages. Wanda McKay, playing Morgan's daugh-
. . ter, needed slight romantic interest and was so provided with
" Terry Frost, much more convincing as a Western baddie.

Shake Hand: with Murder featured the brassy Iris Adrian as
V I bail-bond broker, with Frank Jenks her partner and Doug-

._ ' las Fowley the innocent man in trouble. No romance. Terry
Frost was given the assignment once more to clinch with the
girl, Maris Wrixon in this instance, in Water/rant, with the
main attention going to John Carradine and J. Carrol Naish
as Nazi spies. Benny Fields, no youth at this stage, starred in

. Minstrel Man with an enhanced PRC budget and smooth di-
rection by Joseph H. Lewis, tuning up for his stint directing
the musical numbers for The Jolson Story later. Machine Gun
Mama starred Armida and featured Wallace‘ Ford, who was
in his late forties. Delinquent Daughter: concerned just what
the title suggests. And Seven Doors to Death was a' pleasing
mystery top-billing Chick Chandler, who hadn't had a lead in
years and who was, like Frank Jenks, recognized as a comedy
second banana. So far as PRC was concerned, the lms were
being made. hut the masculine representation was either a bit
long in the tooth or non-magnetic. At that, it was a refreshing
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change, for their leads placed emphasis upon talent rather
than sex appeal, and in more than one case helped their little
movie over some obstacles presented by scripts, production
and directorial defects. , .

In the fall of I944, inaugurating the 1944-45 season, PRC
gave evidence that they were about to move upward. Two
features released in close proximity rated with the best of the
company's output to date, and would have been commenda-
hle coming from any source.
William K. Howard, having directed a mildly-received

James Cagney lm for Cagney's own company, came to PRC
to guide a sentimental story by Frank Craven with a script by
Milton Lazarus, When the Lights Go Ort Again. A song with
that title was currently popular, and the plot of a returned
war veteran suffering from fatigue and amnesia catered to
topical interest. Although aimed directly at the heartstrings,
under Howard it never became maudlin; and with so many of
the men in uniform already on the way home. it had an extra
amount of appeal. ln the role of the mentally-disturbed vet,
James Lydon, not too long ago Jimmy Lydon of the Henry
Aldrich frappes, gave a sober, thoughtful performance that
meant the beginning of the end of adolescent pans for him.
He was ably supported by a carefully chosen cast of solid per-
formers, among them Grant Mitchell, Regis Toomey, George
Cleveland, Harry Shannon, Lucien Littleeld and Dorothy
Peterson. '

Bluebeard was exploited as a horror film and as such was
successful. But it had several uncommon virtues for those not
amenable to the genre, were they willing to give it a chance.
Not based on the infamous career of Landru, as was Cha-
plin's later lm, Blucbeurd told of a puppeteer and artist
whose mental quirks turn him into a periodic strangler of
women. In the role, John Carradine gave what remains as one
of his best, if not his absolute best, performance. His restraint
under conditions that would tempt a Lugosi to overplay was
remarkable, and he used his deep, rich voice. one of the best
in lms, to its fullest advantage. Jean Parker, a near-victim,
Nils Asther, the law, and Ludwig Stossel, a conniving art
dealer, gave Carradine competent backing, and Edgar Ulmer
came through with an excellent job of direction, like Carra-
dine's performance restrained and expertly "conceived. The
lm's pictorial appearance is notable, getting the most from
an adequate but still severely limited budget. Photographic
credit is given to Jockey A. Feindel; below his name is a
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"credit for “production design” to Eugene Sehulftan, one of
'1 -' Europe's most renowned oameramen, who was in this country
I f at the time—and who didn't belong to the cameramen‘s union
‘ and therefore was unable to work. Or was he? ln any event,
‘ Feindel had a reputation as one of the best camera operators

H in Hollywood, which is not quite the same as full photogra-
. pher.
_» James Lydon teamed with Freddie Bartholomew, and Ed-

ward Everett Horton and Tom Tully, for a mild mistaken-
,j;t;§,', identity comedy, The Town Went Wild, which Ralph Murphy
j_‘3‘.j came over from Paramount to direct. And brassy iris Adrian
- gave way to brassy Robin Raymond to team with Frank
jg Jenks in Rogues Gallery. patterned after hut no sequel to

-. Shake Hand: with Murder. The latter ended PRC‘: l944
output.

_.‘, PRC clumped a trio of potential hits together in early
,_ I945, hoping to make a box office killing, but only one pos-
__-_- sessed a worthy amount of quality, or novelty. And that one

had title trouble. Our of the Nighr, also called Smmge Illu-
T rion hut “Hamlet” would do just as well, told of a youth

(James Lydon) who believed his father to have been mur-
: dered most foully, and the scoundrel who accomplished the

~ bloody deed (Warren William) was now paying court to his
f " mother (Sally Eilers). Edgar G. Ulmer had the good sense not

to stress the relationship to Shakespeare to the limit however,
and the current trend in thrillers with a soupcon of psychoa-
nalysis added interest to the modem-dress edition of the Bard.
Boss-man of the company, Leon Fromltess, produced with
extra care attendant, as he did with Bluebeard and When the
Liglus Go On Agin. ~

Not so inviting was Fog Island, all about a search for loot
on an isolated isle. with character actors George Zucco, Lio-
nel Atwill, Veda Ann Borg, Jerome Cowan and others wading
through the dullness, not alleviated by some cumbersome di-
rection by Terry Morse. Crime, Inc. proved another disap-
pointment, although given a better grade production and
good cast including Leo Carrillo, Tom Neal, Sheldon Leon-
ard, singer Martha Tilton in a laudable acting stint, Lionel
Atwill and Harry Shannon. It was based on a story by Martin
Mooney; Mooney was a former crime reporter who had
faced a prison term for refusing to divulge information. and
had parlayed this bit of gangland exotica into a career as a

- screen writer and producer. Neal played the approximation of
the Mooney character and Lew Landers directed, but there
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was no sense ot’ the gangster period which it was supposed to
represent and the pace lagged considerably. As yet, crime
shows were not ready for a renaissance and were still rele-
gated to the minor theaters.
Much farther down on the scale hut better than the norm

was The Lady Con/asses. a whodunit played with style by
Mary Beth Hughes, Hugh Beaumont and Edmund MacDo-
nald, under Sam Newl‘icld‘s direction. Another refugee from
the range, Dave O'Brien, starred in The Phantom 0/ 42nd
Street, a backstage mystery with a nifty title and nothing else
to back it up. O'Brien did much better when he forsook PRC
and concentrated upon his pratfalls for Pete Smith at MGM.
PRC released an exploitation special in mid-I945, de-

murely titled Why Girls Leave Hume. It told of illegal gam-
bling and other hntcha stuff occurring at a questionable ni-
tery, and the cast had some compatible types—PauI Guilfoyle,
Elisha Cook Jr., Lola Lane, Constance Worth, Thomas Jack-
son and Pamela Blake as the singer who is instrumental in
blowing the whole sweet deal. The crusading reporter was
personied by none other than Sheldon Leonard, who seemed
aghast at playing a hero type and did his chore with unaccus-
tomed relish. lnsignicant though the lm was, it was nom-
inated for an Academy Award at the next session, for a ditty
by Jerry Livingston and Ray Evans. “The Cat and the Ca-
nary.“ It didn't win an Oscar. but what the hey . . . a nom-
ination for PRC! Now the war could end.
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BRIEF NOTES ON SHARPS AND FLATS:“Z "B" MUSICALS, MAINLY UNIVERSAUS

vlif ally for peanuts throughout the late 19305 and 1940s. Not

-i To think that the cost of making a movie musical is so
prohibitive today . . . when they were tuming them out liter-

3_ much bearing on the history of the "B" picture, just a muse.
4 .Yet the musical has been somewhat overlooked in these

pages. Would it be presumptuous to say it was because of a
1.1;‘ general lack of quality? Hesitantly, yes—and arguably, no.
xat,. Critically, one doesn't come to- expect soul-stirring artistry
-4 from a musical of the low-budget variety. Stories were con-;' eocted to evaporate on the downbeat, and to keep out of the
xi;-V way while the singing and dancing were on stage. Musical en-

tehainers were not supposed to be accomplished actors, and
' yet this has been proven false so many times. Nevertheles,

'v_"_, they were expected to mouth their lines then go- into their
. number without further ado. Biggest detriment to critical up
prlisal, they didn‘t have time to spend on musical numbers. If

~ it wasn't an Astaire-Rogers or an MGM extravaganza or a
\ Technicolor tutti-frutti for Grable or Berkeley at work or

Crosby. Lamour and/or I-lope, then you inherited the second
team of songwriters, a rushed schedule and little money to

. spend on sets or much else. Yet sometimes, the impossible
happened. Tunesmiths like Frank Loesser and Jule Styne and
Sammy Cahn and Johnny Mercer served some apprentice
days on these tight schedules and would contribute songs that

'. For instance, Dancing on a Dime, with Grace McDonald
- 313



making her lm debut in the lead and Robert Paige, Eddie
Quillan, Frank Jenks and Peter Lind Hayes in support, was in
1940 nothing more than a nameless little elfort from Para-
mount's budget department. But it had a hummable score by
Loesser and Burton Lane, including one song, "l Hear
Music," that's still a regular—and the title tune's a good one,
if anybody wants to re-discover it. Earlier in the year, Colum-
bia had released something called Music in My Heart, with
Tony Martin, Rita Hayworth and Andre Kostelanetz and or-
chestra—with the latter meaning more than the two leads in
1940. Bob Wright and Chet Forrest wrote some catchy num-
bers for Martin, like the title one and “It's a Blue World,“
which is occasionally heard today (and which has inspired
many ballads, short of plagiarism). Well, Loesser wentfrom
there to the big time, and Wright and Forrest reverted to the
classics of Grieg and Borodin for Song 0/ Norway and Ki!-
mer, but there's no denying that there was plenty of musical
talent pounding the pianos in composing rooms for the Hol-
lywood "B" contingents.
Not every company produced low-budget musicals. MGM

couldn't be bothered for the most part, but tended to give
their assortment of two-reel musical shorts production values
exceeding the budgets for many an indie feature. Wnrners
half-heartedly attempted one on infrequent occasions—Win-
ifred Shaw in Broadway Hostess (1935), along with Phil
Regan before he landed a series of Republic musicals. Or they
would give Johnnie "Scat" Davis, a swing trumpeter and
singer, a little comedy like Mr. Chump (I938), and place
Penny Singleton in it, and virtually ignore their musical abili-
ties. Davis did gct a chance to work on a ditty with an unfor-
gettable titlc, “As Long as You Live (You'll Be Dead If You
Die)"—but aside from the general genialities of the comedy,
nothing more in the musical line. Penny Singleton received a
chance to sing in a Blondie lm or two, notably Blondie Goes
Latin (1941), which was a full-edged musical what with Tito
Guizar and Ruth Terry in the cast. Miss Singleton's husband,
Robert Sparks, producer of the series, gave her further op-
portunities in a Western spoof he did latcr in l94l, Go West,
Young Lady. Ann Miller took care of most of the fast tap-
ping, but Miss Singleton sang a couple of numbers and
danced to one of them.
Ann Miller appeared in more than a half-a-dozen musicals

for Columbia between l94l-45 in addition to some outside
work at Paramount with slightly higher budgets. The girl was
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\<~. MGM stint latcr, and then she was surrounded by the Metro
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of exuberant personality, with a capable singing

voice and more than passable acting ability; and she could
.; tap-dance like fury. But she never could quite make the leap
gj . from1"B“ starring role: to “A” productions, not until her

F phuluness, which tended to bury a performer. At Columbia,
\..;_ ‘ Miss Miller would do some ashy routines, but never enough
.1, of them. More often her lms would be weighted down in5; the all-star revue tori-nat, introducing everything from jump=_ numbers blasted by the current orchestral group to sticky bal-

;» la rendered by a jukebox favorite. One such compilation, an-‘_ otherwise placid item called Reveille with Beverly, which tookA .
2 - Its name from the popular radio program for Gls, had a thin).

;:

.

t

* .~
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-.=_-- young man named Frank Sinatra warbling “Night and Day,”
~: which he had recorded: when Sinatra became the idol of
- terical millions, the 1943 lm was trotted out with the singer‘:

name prominent in the advertising. Before, he had been rele-
-'{' gated to the smaller print, sharing with the orchestras of
3. Freddie Slack, Bob Crosby, Count Basie and Duke Ellington,
.' not.to mention singer Ella Mae Morse (doing “Cow Cow*7; Boogie"), the Mills Brothers and the Radio Rogues, who did:\‘ impersonations. What with all this, it's a wonder the star, Ann,' Miller, was remembered at all. By 1945, she was subjected to_'- appearing in low-grade material like Eve Knew Her Apples,

_' a credit to no one involved.
- 1 Columbia was always heavy on the musical side of the pro-

gram. Passing their way at one time or another were talents
'_ of varied delights, from Edith Fellows to Lanny Ross, Buddy

\;v-- Rogers to Judy Canova. Often the results could be quite
‘f ' pleasant, as when Joan Davis teamed with Jane Frazee for

two 1944 lms, Beautiful bu! Broke and Kama: City Kitty,
o - or when a new leading man with comic possibilities appeared

in Dancing in Manhanan (l945)—his name was Fred Brady,
ind.he became a writer instead of a star. Jinx Falkenburg,
who could. do little musically except decorate the scenery
charmingly, was invariably cast in the budget musicals, and
when the time came to sing, the dubbing engineers would get

- cracking. One of the more affable Columbias was I Lave a
Bandleader (1945), with Phil Harris and Eddie “Rochester”
Anderson in good form with the quips. Neglected today is the

, Ted Lewis story, I: Everybody Happy? (1943). a sort of dress
rehearsal for The Jolson Story with Michael Duane imperso-

H_ nating Lewis and leading the band with the battered hat and
clarinet, which Lewis dubbed for him on the soundtrack.
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Even Larry Parks played a supporting role, as the romantic
rival of Duane for the affections of Nan Wynn.
Kaleidoseopically, the minor musicals of major movie stu-

dios ash by. Gene Raymond at RKO, singing “Will You?" in
The Smartest Girl in Town (1936), a song he had composed
himself. For the same studio, Ben Lahr, Buddy Ebsen and
the King Sisters with Alvino Rey's orchestra in Sing Your
Worries Away (l942); Ray Bolger performing some brilliant
dance routines to atone for the low grade of material foisted
upon him in Four Jacks and a Jill (I941). Desi Arnaz was in
the cast, so were Jack Durant and June Havoc, with Gypsy
Rose Lee‘s baby sister making her lm debut. RKO also
brought sad tidings of Frances Langford being wasted there,
as she was at Universal and PRC.
Tony Martin would be showcased by 20th-Fox in musicals

like Sing and Be Happy (I937) or a Jane Withers vehicle, usu-
ally playing opposite Leah Ray, of the velvet voice and cool
looks. Otherwise Sol Wurtzel was too busy trying out series
pics to bother, with the musicals given the upper-bracket
treatment for Faye or Grable most of the time. But Mono-
gram kept busy with them, ranging from a girlie revue from
Nils T. Granlund, Rhythm Parade (1942); to Melody Parade
(1943) with Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie Quillan and Ted Fio
Rito's orchestra, and a stirring ag-waver, “The Woman Be-
hind the Man Behind the Gun"; to the odd Spotlight Scandab
(1943), attempting to team Frank Fay with Billy Gilbert, two
heavily opposing techniques in comedy, and with Harry Lang-
don also in the cast, as well as Wee Bonnie Baker, the baby-
voiced Orrin Tucker vocalist; to Hot Rhythm (1944), with
Dona Drake and Jerry Cooper doing the vocalizing while Tim
and Irene took care of the comedy. They were also responsi-
ble for Sweethearts of the U.S.A. (1944), an all-time low with
Una Merkel, Donald Novis, Lillian Comell (rich voice, great
looks. chilly personality), some bands, and the deathless war-
time musical fact: "You Can‘! Brush O a Russian."
Paramount teamed Johnny Downs and Eleanore Whitney

as a "B" Astaire and Rogers during the mid-thirties; turned
out A Night at Earl Carroll‘: in l94l, notable for its shapely
chorines and Frank Loesser's daring to rhyme “marry” with
“how and arry," in one of his songs, to the wartime pleas-
antry You Can't Ration Love (l944), with the attractive duo
of Betty Rhodes and Johnny Johnston. And Republic. the ao-
tion company, historically surprising with its plenitude of
little musicals found on its seasonal schedules, right from the
beginning with Dancing Feel and Sitting on the Moon (both
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I936). Republic, bless ‘em, gave Jane Frazee. formerly of the
singing Frazee sisters, her introduction in Melody and Moon-
light (1940), and although a staple at Universal she would re-
tum every so often to appear in han-nless items like Moonlight
Masquerade (1942) with Dennis O‘Keefe and Eddie Foy 1r.,
and Roxie Ihe Riveier (I944) with Franks Albertson and
Jenks, much better than it sounds. 0‘Keefe played opposite
Simone Simon, who sang in cute fashion in Tahiti Honey
(1943). Eddie Foy Jr. had good ones in Country Fair (l94l)
and Yoke! Boy (I942), both easy on the song, but piling on
the laughs. Bob Crosby, Ruth Terry and Gertrude Niesen
graced Rookies on Pnradet l94l ), and Miss Niesen was wasted
in a lamentable misplaced tribute to wanime Allies in
Thumb: Up (I943). Ruth Terry's rst for Republic was Sing.
Dance, Plenty Ho! (I940), opposite Johnny Downs, and both
ran out of luck in this one. But in a l942 tuner, Youth on Pa-
rade, Miss Terry was presented with a score by Jule Styne
and Sammy Cahn that contained two big numbers. both be-
coming top hits of the moment—and from a “B” musical,
too. They were “I've Heard that Song Before" and "You're
So Good to Me.“ When another con-iball ditty became popu-
lar unexpectedly, Republic bought the rights and rustled up a
movie in ve days, Pistol Packirf Mama (1944), into which
Miss Terry was flung headlong. Republic had Jane Withers on
deck for a couple of teenage musicals, and developed their
own adolescent musical threat in Mary Lee, featured in sever-
al songfests.
Then there was Universal. They put a patent on the mini-

musical. They may not have made them good, but they made
them often. Between I938 and 1945 they approached the l00
mark, if one generously counts all the variations possible with
the form-a straight "musical" is a rarity, a “musical
comedy“ is most of the time indistinguishable from a "com-
edy with music," and there are other considerations to be
made, such as the unlikely but rather frequent combining of a
murder mystery with abundant musical numbers. It's easier to
group them all together, especially in the case of Universal,
since they resembled each other to a great degree. adhering to
formula religiously, using the same players in film after lm,
lpotting the "guest" acts for one number solely for marquee
purposes. Two of the more likeable ones have been recounted,
Good Morning Judge and Weekend Poss. The great per-

’~.,.,;J snntngeofthemmaindernrehardlvinlhesundoutclass, but

\

collectively they represent a rather awesome body of work.
Universafs type of "B" musical would properly begin in
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1938, with Freshman Year. 'l‘he studio had produced others
before, but this one had that rubber-stamp look that was to
pervade the succeeding movies. lt was a college caper, as the
title indicates, with William Lundigan supplying the nonmusi-
cal romantics and Constance Moore and Dixie Dunbar the
long portions, along with dancer Tommy Wonder and the
Murtah Sisters (“who Murtahed a song," acidly wrote one
critic). lnnocuous, with a good number by Frank Loesser and
Irving Actman, “Chasin' You Around," it attracted little at-
tention but lled its intended niche on the double bills. Some<
thing prompted Universal to continue in the musical vein, and
Swing. Sister, Swing was released early in 1939, with Johnny
Downs, Kathryn Kane, Ken Murray, Eddie Quillan, dancer
Edna Scdgwick, the orchestra of Ted Weems, some tuneful
ditties and a new dance called the “Baltimore Bubble" that
was supposed to match the “Lambeth Walk" in popularity,
and didn't. Downs and Quillan returned with Constance
Moore and Mary Carlisle in Hawaiian Nights later in the
year, and the deluge was on, with the Universal musical de-
partment hard pressed to kccp apaoe; the company would
eventually turn out as many as a dozen a year of these minor
attairs, running slightly over an hour, with forgettable plots
but plenty of songs.
Universal latched on to a trend that was hard to stem, once

it began. The studio would buy a song title, preferably a
* standard, or an oldie that had been given a successful revival

treatment. Then they would make a movie around the title.
Sometimes the song titles would be lengthy and tend to run
right oil the marquee, but the studio didn't seem to mind.
First taking advantage of an ancient tune popularized by
Bonnie Baker singing with Orrin Tucker's orchestra, they
gave a wispy plot to Charles Lamont to direct that became
Oh Johnny, How You Can Love (1940), with Tom Brown
(singing, in dubbed voice), Peggy Moran, Allen Jenkins, Isabel
Jewell, Donald Meek, Horace MacMahon, and Betty Rhodes
to sing the title number. Tucker and Miss Baker were signed
by Paramount on the strength of their recording of the song,
and promptly liunkcd out after one so-so lm. Universal on
the other hand bought only the song rights, and prospered.
There followed a succession of song titles, new and old. In

the space of one year, Universal had spawned Ma! He‘: Mak-
ing Eye: Ar Me; I Can’! Give You Anylhing But Love, Baby;
I'm Nobody‘: Sweetheart Now; Margie; Where Did You Get
That Gir!?;~ Six Lessons‘ /mm Madame La Zongn; and San
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‘_ Antonio Rose. The first-named was based on a story by Ed
k. ,1 ' Sullivan, a fact which the oolumnist and TV host might prefer
, )- to forget. The second was a neat little gangster farce with

- Broderick Crawford, directed.for maximum laughs by Albert_ S Rogell, about a hoodlum who wanted to write song lyria.
' The third received some critical plaudits as a surprise comedy
hit, with Dennis 0‘Keefe and Constance Moore starring in a

‘ . romantic-mixup bit of uiness. ln between the song titles, La'- 4 Conga Nights (1940) had Hugh Herbert playing his own
‘Z screwy role and also impersonating his four sisters via trick

oamerawork; Constance Moore again vocalizing; Dennis
O‘Keefe contributing not only a song but a pretty fair excerpt

;. of tapdancing, and a few pleasing tunes. Argentine Nights
(l940) had the Ritz Brothers for laughs and the Andrews Sis-‘. ters to warble. Too Many Blondes (I941) had Rudy Vallee in

§ a try for film popularity again. And Moonlight in Hawaii and
3.» Sing Another Chorus (I941), released at about the same time,

.. 1

'7 both had Johnny Downs, Jane Frazee, Mischa Auer and Sun-3 ttie O‘Dea in the casts (and both lms were directed by' Charles Lamont). A trade reviewer cautioned exhibitors not
to book the two together on a double feature, for obvious

1» reasons.
;_.. Swing ll, Soldier (I941) was the Universal musical that

~ formulated the standard look, with a comic (Ken Munay), a' band (Skinnay Ennis and aggregation), a dancer (Louis De
" Pron), a thrush (Susan Miller). and some radio nam

"._ (Brenda 8: Cobina, Don Wilson, Frances Langford, Hanley
_ ' Stafford). All packed into an hour and six minutes, and other-
1
5

wise notable for its plot having Murray retuming from serving
‘_- his military duty. one of the few movie instances of a draftee

. " getting out before Pearl Harbor. Nobody cared—the ten song
is numbers were the thingr7 A few singing nave ty acts could afford an entire feature
_; built around them, as the Andrews Sisters attested. The

7.1"

*~' Errol, Butch and Buddy (a mischievous-kiddie duo) and Baby, comedy-song success in Jail House Blues (1942), with Nat
“ ~:

s,-

T-‘Ff’

_7_ Merry Macs, a bubbly vocal group, enjoyed enough popular-); ity to rate the treatment, typical of which is Melody Lane
(I941), which also took advantage of Universals stock

Q. company of comedians and featured players, including Leon

, Sandy. Al Rogell tried to repeat his previous gangster-

Pendleton replacing Broderick Crawford and Robert Paige
— doing the numbers, but was slightly off-target.

Producer Ken Goldsmith threw everything into What’:
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» Cookin’ in 1942, with the Andrews Sisters, Gloria Jean, Jane
Frazee, Robert Paige, Grace McDonald, Donald O'Connor,
Woody Herman's Band That Plays the Blues, and a covey of
over-energetic youngsters called the Jivin' Jacks and Jills, who
seemed to jitterbug nonstop. Comedy was taken care of by
Leo Carrillo, Charles Butterworth, Franklin Pangbom and
Billie Burke as well as possible without much in the way of
material. The picture was a chore to sit through, but it proved
the source of another Universal specialty, the teenage "B"
musical with, concomitantly or singly, O'Connor, Miss Jean,
and the youthful group, from which sprang Peggy Ryan to
team with O'Connor. The dancing juvenile made his way up
the ladder to become one of the studio's most valuable
properties, while Miss Jean's more rened vocalizing was out
of place from the rst and, with the studio not properly guid-
ing her career, she soon was stranded by the wayside. Notice-
able—unavoidable-—-in the dancing group was a blond lad
whose chief asset was the ability to spin about like a top. His
name was Robert Scheerer, and he became a television and
lm director upon reaching adulthood. Another familiar face
appearing with O'Connor was Sidney Miller, who remained
with the dancing star in future years. Miller was a veteran
performer, having been in movies since a child, and had de-
veloped a talent for songwriting. He too became a director of
television and lm ‘comedies, and several musicals as well.
Almost Married (1942) emphasized comedy more than

music, but did indicate a good romantic team in Jane Frazee
and Robert Paige, both of whom could handle lighter mo-
ments with ease, as well as contribute musically. ll was this
type of light feathery confection that proved the most enter-
taining, rather than the movies concentrating upon jamming
as many numbers into an hour as could be held.
By chance, Universal had rushed through one called Pri-

vate Buckaroo (1942), mainly as a vehicle for the Andrews
Sisters. By the time it was ready for release however, the
presence of Harry James and his orchestra meant as much, if
not more, than the sister act—and together, the billing possi-
hilities were bright indeed. James and his band had become
jukebox sensations, so the little picture, which was a dog, got
plenty of additional playing time. Ignored in the general hub-
bub over James was the attempt by nightclub comedian Joe
E. Lewis to make it in the movies: but Lewis needed material
that the screen was unable to tolerate in those censor-prone
days. The Andrews Sisters followed it up with Give Our Six-
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; _'._ ten (1942), in which they harmonized on "Pennsylvania

‘F Polka“ to the delight of their fans. The opus also gave Dan
lgs, 1 Dailey Jr. an opportunity to show o his dancing. the terpd-
.'~’f" chory furthered by Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, and the
I -';,, Jacks and Jills group, as well as Grace McDonald, no mean

hoofer herself.
, ~ O'Connor was starred opposite Gloria Jean in Get Hep to

v 18 '_ _, Love (I942), which the studio let run to 79 minutes, and in It
Comes Up Love (I942). Finally, he received top billing in

" .V Mister Big (1943) and was graduated to bigger productions.
Rather unexpectedly, MGM's road company Nelson Eddy,

Q‘, ';,_ Allan Jones, showed up at Universal in Moonlight in Havana
t '_ (1942), which enhanced no reputations, especially director

gt-' Anthony Mann's, but bounced right back in When Johnny
? ~_' - -\_ Come: Marching Home (1942) with the dependable: of the

. lot thrown in for support: Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor,
L‘-‘;',. Peggy Ryan, Jane Frazee, and for topping of the whipped
" T ‘ cream variety, Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra (featur-
_' ing Evelyn and Her Magic Violin). Jones played a war hero

;_ ‘,1-' hiding out incognito, and duetted with Miss Jean effectively
- '55 on the standard “You and the Night and the Music." The

was otherwise tedious.i\ After a long stay at 20th-Fox, starting in 1936 with a spe-
cial introductory credit and gradually sinking to lesser enter-

" tainments, the Ritz Brothers landed on the bottom of the
* :1‘ budget in their second Universal eort. But Behind the Eight
. Ball (l942) had its moments, garnished by a whodunit plot

._" for a change, and its 60 minutes provided enough room for
‘W the Ritz brand of clowning and some song numbers by Carol
g.’ Bruce, Johnny Downs and Grace McDonald. all directed by
:15.’ Eddie Cline in lively style. A devilish impersonation of Ted

" Lewis by Harry Ritz got special attention in the lm and
5;; served as a suspenseful conclusion in unmasking the mysteriousI 51* murderer (mysterious to the cast, not the audience). Subse-

‘ 7" quent vehicles tor the trio weren't so Ritzy, including Hi Ya,
f ~ _ Chum and Never a Dull Moment (both l943), the latter bely-

1 rng its title thoroughly. After it the brothers left the movies.
i-_ 1-? Maybe they had good rea-son to depart, apart from thei lowly quality of their nal two lms. After all, a sensitive per-
,‘ A farmer's faith could he irreparahly shaken if required to list a

_ previous appearance-and would be unable to say whether it
j . was Hi Ya, Chum; Hi. Buddy: Hi Y“, Sailor; Hi, Good
l. -. ‘Loolin’; or Hi. Beautiful. Universal made them all. For that

~ ~.;-1natter, it‘! hard to determine which is which when con-
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fronted with Rhylhm of the Island: and Song of the Snrong.
Or Night Club Girl and Hat Check Honey. Or The Singing
Sheri and Under Western Skies. Or She’: /or Me and Sing a
Jingle, As if. almost, Universal wished to hide any possible
dierences. giving the impression they were periodically re-
leasing the same lm over and over.
There were compensations. He's My Guy (1943) had Joan

Davis, and she held up her comedy sequences admirably. Fal-
low the Band ( I943) had more story meat than usual largely
because of Eddie Quillan. who mugged through a rube-
trombonist role gleefully and eamed his laughs. The specialty
acts were above par too. with Frances Langford. Sltinnay
Ennis and orchestra, and even Leo Carrillo in for a dialect
routine. in contrast to his usual featured role billing. Robert
Mitchum had a bit role, and Jean Yarbrough‘s direction set a
snappy pace. Ge! Going (1943) signied Yarbrough was again
on the beam with a swift pace. and had some good-lookers in
the cast: Grace McDonald, Jennifer Holt. Maureen Cannon
and Lois Collier. Honeymoon Lodge ( I943) showed that the
studio was trying to inject some plot value into its musical line
with a rather sophisticated comedy thread a la The Awful
Truth serving as ballast to string the Ozzie Nelson band num-
bers on. Rod Cameron, a non-musical talent, did well in a
Ralph Bellamyish role as a sincere rancher smitten with lune
Vincent. with David Bruce as her divorced husband. Harriet
Hilliard served as the fourth. just to make things come out ro-
mantically even at the end. Larceny with Music (I943) re-
united Allan Jones with Kitty Carlislc for the rst time since
the Thalbcrg MGM days, and both seemed to enjoy the
romp. Swingtimv Johnny (I943) would have been a routine
Andrews Sisters vehicle were it not for Peter Cookson. mak-
ing his debut before going to Monogram and investing his
role with more than the required amount of comedy timing.
My Gal Loves M|1xi( (I944) used the Major-and-Minor plot-
line again. with Grace McDonald posing as the teenager this
time: but the familiarity was overcome by Betty Kean‘s
clowning and clever dance routines. and the guest shot of a
pretty balancing artiste named Trixie. who could bounce a
rubber ball oft‘ her noggin with alarming accuracy. For the
more conventionally-minded, Bob Crosby was also on hand
with songs. Gloria Jean appeared in a curious blend of
murder mystery. drama. comedy and musical called I'll Re-
member April. with the title song and one titled “Dawn“ su-
perbly sung by the star. In Swing Out Sim-r (I945) Rod Cam-
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played a symphony conductor, which made it worth
lleeing alone, but added attractions were Arthur Treacher,
Tlillie Burke and the ingenue, Frances Raebum, most charm-
,,iqglo£ manner and with great potential, but a career of short

*:l'II1‘e!l|he World (1945). opposite Brenda Joyce, playing a
duration. Even Lee Tracy wound up Ill a jauntyhttle number,

bquacious spieler in his inimitable way. The preceding have
been just a few of the Universal vestpocket musicals; there

more. Many more.
=1 Clyde Bruckman had written many of these Universals, in-
eluding one called Her Lucky Niglll (I945). Bruckman had
-been a comedy writer since the silent days. working on many
‘luster Keaton lms, and as a gagman for Harold Lloyd; he

-\
~.

directed Lloyd's 1932 sound hit Movie Crazy. Bruckman had
been working steadily since the talkies arrived, either on the
two-reelers for Columbia's slapstick coterie, or on features
such as the Universals. For the past few years he had been in
steady employ thinking up ways to bridge the musical pot» .
tions and had amassed an impressive list of credits. impressive
jjat least for its length. But apparently Harold Lloyd had seen
‘er Lucky Night. or somebody had seen it and told Lloyd,
and there was denitely something shy. In the lm there was
.-e scene involving Noah Beery Jr., a pair of pants and a nitery

lietting that was reminiscent of something the bespectacled oo-
~.€

.
'1r~

2
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Yxmedian had himself done long ago, and the similarity was fat
jtno noticeable. As it developed, Lloyd and his battery of law-
yers took it to court, and after some further investigation it
was found that there were scenes in other Universal musicals
that Lloyd had rst used as comedy routines in his lms. And

iflnnckman had received screenplay credit on those, too. Lloyd
.won his case, Universal had to pay oil’, and Ctyde Bruckman
never received credit on a feature lm again. As the story
goes. Bruckman was despondent and drinking too much, and
one day borrowed a gun from his old boss Buster Keaton and
ended it all in a washroom. Which is n hell of a way to con-



XV

TWO DOLLAR BILLS, SOME KINGS
AND A CULTURED TERRORIST

D Most important contributors to the "B" decade under dis-
cussion, the period 1933-45, were not directors, not actors,
certainly not writers, but rather producers. lt was their job to
turn out sometimes as many as a dozen features a year on
rigid schedules, saving the coins where they could, meeting
the demands of a_ market every bit as particular as the upper
brackets, while for the most part forced to sublimate their
own tastes, or lack of same, to the more plebian task of giv-
ing the public what it wants. A director of "B" pictures would
leave behind an uneven body of work before attaining higher
status through luck or persistence. Some directors were fortu-
nate enough to have their good "B" lms outnumber their
bad. but it wasn't easy. If a director Was any good, one of two
things could happen to him: he would receive the chance to
direct an important production because someone noticed his
ability usually on one lm that emerged better than anyone
had thought possible; or he would he considered so procient
at directing “B” lms he would be given them to do by rote,
without regard for his own talent, and nd himself imprisoned
in the lower-bracket category with fading hopes, if he still pos-
sessed any ambitions, of directing The Great American
Movie. Hollywood writers were ashamed of heing Hollywood
writers, and not without reason. An overwhelming portion of
their work was pure hack. and cither they were holding them-
selves in check for the writing of that novel or they didn't
have much ability to begin with; too many tried to cover over
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1'*.'Work seriously eventually broke out of “B” pictures and

:_,;,1eir lack by posing as slummers in the movie ghetto, but they
‘ _7'ieally belonged there. A few good ones who took their lm

rm

earned the respect of their profession and kept their self-
' '-respect. No doubt more than a few of them knew tlfeir limita-

5. -lions and were content to write for the "B" pit: without any
' ‘I 5 further desires or higher ambitions, and for what they accom-' plished they became good at their job, if undistinguished out-

" "aide their own small circle. Actors in "B" lms became noticed
‘ the audiences and met with approval or otherwise. If the
';jformer, they might get important roles in "A" product, if the_',- latter they would remain where they were or ultimately drift

out of lms altogether. Character actors had the best of both
= ;. possible worlds, accepting parts in "A" and "B" pictures often
, and, of all performers in the movies, the most secure.

-g " Three producers, or rather producing teams. made their
T; mark in “B" pictures, were known to critics for the most part,I and to some small degree to the public, at least to rabid mo-

_1 viegoers of the period. Two worked independently, the third
within the studio system, most diicult of all. but fortunate in‘ tint it was an unusual studio setup run by discerning men at
the time, with a greater opportunity to function within the

connes of executive policy. One specialized in ae-
. and adventure pictures with no pretense to art, only to
;kthe"box oioe, and did fabulously well without producing3 much of artistic yalue. The second quietly and efcieutly pro-
duced their lms from stories they liked for little companies

4.‘ md were ridiculed because they were unpolished and seemed
':~. apart from the Hollywood social structure, which was one

of the most intolerant and snohbish of all, and suddenly it be-
came clear that they knew what they were doing, and wereff" doing it masterfully. The third was a dignied gentleman of

f__.' great personal taste who was handed some lurid horror titles
Z -E_ upon becoming a "B" producer, and thereupon lent his own-3 particular intellectual stamp to them; now the lms are con-
.1.-9 sidered classics and hooks arc being written about their men-
"g tor. Examining cach of the three in turn divulges nothing1?.

*1’, except that there are many ways to make a movie, and many

1’~‘*'.‘x

.ISO¢i3fE producer on the studio's low~budget pictures. With
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1, ‘ - different kinds of movies to make. And a few of them may be"‘ worthwhilew. .

William H. Pine and William C. Thomas were at Para-
1 mount when they handed together to form their own unit.

Pine had been an assistant to Cecil B. DeMilIe, Thomas an



Paramount backing they formed Pine-Thomas Productions,
releasing through the company, to make a series of inexpen-
sive, action-oriented features for supporting fare on the dou-
ble features. In the initial press handouts, the new outt spe-
cied that their'lrns would team Richard Arlen and Jean
Parker, and the main topic of each lm would be aviation.
The rst release adhered to this announcement. Power Dive,
released April 25, I941, featured Richard Arlen, Jean Parker,
Roger Pryor, Helen Mack, Cliff Edwards, Don Castle, Billy
Lee and Louis Jean Heydt. James Hogan directed, and the
script was by Maxwell Shane and Edward Churchill from a
story by Paul Franklin, all about test pilots and the experiment
with a new plastic airplane. Critical reception was favorable,
many of them mentioning the new production team, which
was unusual in itself. A few commented upon the familiarity
of the plot, but most praised it as good "B" entertainment.
Forced Landing followed on July ll, l94l, another script

by Shane and Churchill. Richard Arlen had the lead, but in-
stead of Jean Parker, his romantic opposite was Eva Gabor,
making her lm dehut. Aerial adventures backgrounded by
spy activities in a (mythical) foreign country formed the basis
of the action. Gordon Wiles directed, the east included J. Car-
ml Naish, Nils Asther, Evelyn Brent, Victor Varconi and
John Miljan, the reviews were generally favorable in a minor
way. Third was Flying Blind, an original by Shane, with Arlen
and Parker, directed by Frank McDonald, again concerning
foreign agents and airplanes, this time with a U.S. locale. It
went into release August 29, 1941. By now the Pine-Thomas
pattem was formulated. By mid-1945, the unit had produced
some twenfy-ve feature lms, and gained a reputation within
the industry as makers of the most protable "B" pictures in
the business, eaming the nickname of “the dollar Bills."
The Pine-Thomas production unit was a closely-knit team,

as tabulations indicate. Of the more than two dozen features,
Frank McDonald directed twelve, nearly half. William Berke
directed seven. Richard Arlen had appeared in eleven of
them, Jean Parker in the same number, and Chester Morris,
commencing with the fourth Pine-Thomas lm. had acted in
eight. John Alton had photographed the rst two releases, but
thereafter Fred Jackman Jr. was the cameraman on every
picture. And of the twenty-ve lms, Maxwell Shane had had
a hand in the scripting of twenty-two, and had served asexu-
ciate producer on two more. Only Dangerous Passage, a mel-
odrama of late I944 vintage, had done without his services.
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This family feeling undoubtedly made for a happy continu-
*‘.f' ing relationship, but it also tended to cause the Pine-Thomas

features to resemble one another. despite the constantly
53-‘, changing adventure backgrounds. The actors would be the

_ :5» tame, the plot would be the same, the outcome would be the
Q‘-'1 same. In addition to the leading players. the supporting cast
' 7 would take on an overly familiar look, with Roger Pryor, Nils

Asther. Evelyn Brent and Ralph Sanford among those putting, in more than occasional appearances. Nevertheless, the dollar
Bills were shrewd, with a bit of luck thrown in. They craftily

' '; kept the budgets down to rock bottom. although it showed inj’ imsy settings and inexpert technical work. They had ex-
if cellent lines of communication to the press. More than once a

Hollywood gossip columnist would print a paragraph about
the success of the little Pine-Thomas movies, chock full of en-

- tertainment even though they were cheaply made. The more
knowledgeable trade press was not so optimistic, but was usu-
ally charitable enough to mention that although the lm may

_.$::' have been routine, it would serve usefully on a dual bill. Para-
, _ mount s distribution system made sure that the lms would re-
_ :_ " eeive playdates in many theaters throughout the country.
‘fr Action titles like Torpedo Boat, Minesweeper, Wildcat and

- f=~ Submarine Alert tell all, but also indicate to the action fan
, }. that there may be something here that he would like to see.if In this respect the Pine—Thomas movies were deceptive. The' action scenes were there. and in some instances they were ex-
‘ .' . citing. but mostly the low budgets prevented anything re-
_. =* motely resembling realism, with some under par miniature

- . work all too obvious. The scripts. in other words, were often
-_.*‘ too ambitious for the budgets. Sometimes the producers evenif“ managed to circumvent this problem. Aerial Gunner (1943)
H‘ was filmed mainly at the government gunnery school in Har-
‘I _\ lingcn, Texas. with government cooperation of course, which

defrayed a healthy part of the expense and lent authenticity
=.*' to the atmosphere, even if the plot was the same old formula.-’- And much of The Navy Way (1944) was shot at the Greati, Lakes Naval Training Station in Illinois, with the same re-
._'. sults, both nancially and artistically. lt wasn't often that a

“B” unit would journey far outside the studio gates, but the
1 1_. * location cort paid o well for Pine-Thomas.
> 5. When the producers would stray from the action eld and
_{‘,' attempt a mystery. the results could be more interesting. andl often were. Their rst with Chester Morris, and production
,-,~-'~' number four, was No Hand: on the Clock (I941 ). a compli-

' ’ :27
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cated whodunit with Morris playing the affable sleuth and
lean Parker his helpful (7) wife. lt was based on a novel by
Georey Homes (real name: Daniel Mainwaring), who later
wrote some scripts for Pine-Thomas, and was one in a series
of books about private detective Humphrey Campbell. Morris
lent himself well to the role, and Shane‘: screenplay stuck
closely to the novel. The plotting was intricate but rich in
character-iration and McDonald directed it stylishly. As a eon-
jecture. Pine-Thomas might have done well to try more of
these whodunits, possibly based on the other Homes novels,
but the advent of the war might have tumed their thoughts to
more topical action themes; it was not until several years later
that they did another mystery lm.
In time, Pine—Thomas indicated they were ready and will-

ing to produce more elaborate lms, at least in concept. In
1944 they did a musical, Take ll Big, with lack Haley as the
wrong end in a horse act who inherits a dude ranch. Ozzie
Nelson and Harriet Hilliard were signed to attend to the mu-
sical portion, but neither the tunes nor the comedy came
within hailing distance of brightness, much less Haley's
distance. The moon-eyed funnyman was much more comfort-
able in a couple of thrillers, One Body Too Many (1944) with
lean Parker, Bela Lugosi and Blanche Yurka, and Scared
Sti (1945), with Veda Ann Borg, Ann Savage and Barton
»MacLane. They were no prize examples of the genre, but
they represented a big improvement over the producers‘ musl-
cal ‘ncl' t" .r ma tons
Pine-Thomas eventually made it to the bigtime budget class

in the early 1950s and thereafter were responsible for some
worthy lms. But they made their reputations with the “B”
pics, and the ability to grind ‘ern out if not good, then often
and protably. Paramount couldn't ask for more.
Maurice and Frank Kozinski said they were businessmen.

There were those who claimed the business they were en-
gaged in concerned slot machines and the like, but that's nei-
ther here nor there, and it may not even be true. Although it
would make a good yarn if it had some basis in fact. Anyway
—Maurice and Frank Kozinski wanted to make movies be-
cause they liked movies, and it looked easy, and there was a
lot of prestige connected with being a big motion picture ty-
coon. A minor setback was that they didn't really have many
Hollywood contacts, and not much cash. But they acquired a
screenplay by Martin Mooney, a gangster story. Mooney
knew of such matters, and the boys were pleased with it. Leg-
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=sA ignored the bare decor and sat on the oor while conversing
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1' _ end has it that the brothers had an ofoe, but practically in an
' unfumished state. While interviewing applicants for their new

movie. they were impressed by Joan Woodbury because she

,_ them. She was immediately signed for the feminine lead.
No law-budget gangster movie would be complete without

f. lack La Rue. and he was available. The remainder of the cast
1' was lled, including a minor role of an undercover cop, which

wan given to Alan Ladd. Paper Bullets, as it was titled, was
* brought in by director Phil Rosen in rapid time, and estimates

_ June ts, 1941. Paper BM”!!! was a. tricky title but didn't have

$-
'§‘":

151' vary as to its total cost—the high being 25 thousand, but
1 some sources say as low as ten. Close to the latter gure

would probably be accurate. PRC distributed, releasing it on

. tllepunch desired, so it was changed shortly after release to
Crime, Inc. Those who saw it commended its simplicity,
called it a good gangster picture without possessing any ex-

» eeptional qualies, and it proved protable on its modest out-
"lly. Later it proved a gold mine for PRC when Alan {Add

>_ became n hot property and it was reissued as Gangs, Inc. in
'11‘ 1943.

The Kozinsltis became the King brothers with their hm
2; lm, Maurice and Frank producing. and brother number
"1_<_three, Herman, as production assistant. They had moved to

_r\
_'; Monogram from PRC and took advantage of the slight up-
_t ward step by using an old studio story property for their aeo-

' ond movie venture, I Killed Thar Man ( l94l), made by Mon-= ogram in l933 as The Devil's Male. lt was a whodunit with a
>3‘ prison setting, well enough directed by Phil Rosen and smartly
,1»? acted by Ricardo Cortez, Joan Woodbury and a carefully

__--. with the money well spent. lndustryites began to sit up and
. '~\,._

1.

chosen cast. ln the same budgetary category as the rest of the
‘ Monogram output, it nevertheless seemed an improvement,

takenotice.
, Klondike Fury (1942) had been previously made by Mono-1" 5:111 ten years before, but the King brothers brushed it off,
_'. ' lted the dust from some of the plot angles, hired William

K. Howard to direct, and got Edmund Lowe to play the lead-
“, ing role of a discredited surgeon who redeems himself in the

~_. cold country. With Ralph Morgan giving a ne portrayal in
1. chief support and Howard guiding the drama effectively,
-- Klondike Fury tnmed out well enough to cause Monogram to
,) Vput a little extra selling elfort into it, with happy results. With
" three low-budgeted lms, the King brothers had yet to miss.
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Rubber Racketeer: (1942) hopped on the topical headlina
and made a'timely expose of the traflic in black marketing of
tires during wartime. Henry Blankfort wrote a compact script
intelligently directed by Harold Young. Ricardo Cortez made
the chief hoodlum a menacing gure, Rochelle Hudson added
her own gure to the proceedings, and there was an obeat
performance by John Abbott, fresh from England, playing a
hood named Dumbo because he couldn't spealt—thus con-
cealing Abbott‘s British tones. lt had pace, action, and a slight
but laudable patriotic aspect, hindering the war effort and all
that.
Sticking with‘ the topical themes, the Kings‘ next produc-

tion showed a fancier production and some impressive cast
names in Dean Jagger, John Carradine, Mary Brian, Bill
Henry, Sidney Blackmer, lan Keith and, from “Our Gang,"
Spanky McFarland. I Escaped from the Gestapo was short-
ened to No Escape (1943), and the plot was a suspenseful one
about a forger (Jagger) sprung from prison by Nazi agents
who wish to use him to counterfeit bonds and currency.
Jagger was a convincing anti-hero, Blankfort and Wallace
Sullivan scripted tightly from George Bricker's original. and
Harold Young once more gave his direction pace and insight.
The next King brothers production was a credit to them

and to Monogram. The Unknown Guest (1943) could even be
considered worthy to rate with the better lms of its year re-
gardless of budget or source. Written by Philip Yordan, it
made its point without undue prolonging, with cryptic dia-
logue and purposeful development. Kurt Neumann directed
evenly, and the cast was more than equal. Victor Jory gave
an excellent account of himself as a eeing witness to a
gangland killing who hidesvout in a hunting lodge. Pamela
Blake made the part of the hired girl who falls for Jory be-
lievable without any of the predictable ingenue tricks. Sus-
pense was mainlained right to the nal scene, with the audi-
ence never quite surc that Jory will extricate himself from his
predicament. Helping the lm enormously was the music
score hy Dimitri Tiomkin, an unusual name to see on a low-
budget lm.
Yordan collaborated with John H. Kafka on the script of

Johnny Dot-.m't Live Here Any More (l944), a change of
pace for the Kings. lt was a whimsical comedy romance
about the wartime living conditions. with Simone Simon as a
war worker who gets tangled in an apartment situation in-
volving too many male intruders with keys to her room. Mlle.
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.' f, Simon was alwa a uni ue rforrner who seldom had the
_. Y3 ‘i P‘

I ’ rtunit to use her talents to the full. Here, she had a role
°PP° Y

Pf.‘ which made only light demands and carried it off attractively.
-3;” James Ellison, William Terry and Chick Chandler were capa-

_;'_j‘; ble‘ in support; and the veteran Joe May directed with a deft
‘ “ touch. Monogram reissued the lm as A'nd So‘ They Were

1;, ' Married several_ ears later because of Robert Mitchum‘|
, Y

' 49- presence in a small role; he was credited above the title for
,’ the newly-titled version, no doubt disappointing his fans who

VT came to see him, since he was in evidence only during the last
'. 5 15 minutes or so.'1‘ Eighth in the King brothers production list was When

.- Smut er: Mal (1944), an ori 'nal b Geor Moscov
8 W E‘ Y 8°

'65; ccreenplayed by Philip Yordan and Dennis Cooper, directed
Q '5-‘I, by William Castle, and with Kim Hunter, Dean Jagger, Rob-
;'-?"-‘ ert.Mitchum and Neil Hamilton. it runs 67 minutes, and is

uoquestioningly the nest "B" lm made. and in itself more~ than justies the "B" genre. The plot is unremarkable: a,' small-town waitress (Hunter) arrives in New York City to
a “, meet her new husband (Jagger), and soon discovers she has

' '.~. not only married a stranger, but a possible murderer. Castle
'- .17 added some touches borrowed from other directors, such'as1 Hitchcock, and a few hints of Val Lennon's horror produc-
T , 5- tions; to these he gave the lm his own shrewd observations,
Y and worked wonders in re-creating the New York atmosphere

/'1 . on studio sets with a paltry amount of cash. A New Yorker
' f_~ 4 would recognize and approve of subtleties authenticating the
. 3 ' locale. The story is told from the viewpoint of the bride, and"7 Mix Hunter, still comparatively new to the screen, invested

' her role with all the sympathy at her command, which was

I '-L;;- not inconsiderable. A ditcult scene, played without dialogue
i ‘$5 as she waits forlornly in a seedy hotel room for her husband,
‘ and waits in vain, with only the raucous sounds of a ballroom

.' acres the street for company, is a gem of restrained emo-
g #_ tional acting and thoughtful direction, the scene played in the

" '1. gloom of the darkened room. As her husband, Jagger struck
5 4 the right note of furtive guilt, a man who quite possibly
-,5 could have committed murder for money. A cameo perform-

>' ance of memorable dimensions was supplied by Lou Lubin, as
‘ a ratty bartender who may have seen the killer—and who be-

lieves he's to be the next victim. Lubin‘s agonizing elfort to
recall details of the murderer is a powerful study in total fear.

', Tromkin once again scored the lm, and did so beautifully.
Both Manny Farber and James Agee gave favorable notices
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to the production, but both critics wrote for magazines of
small circulation. However the lm was reissued, also because
of Milchum, with its title changed to Betrayed. .

. The King brothers then went into the big-time, although
their production, Dillinger (I945) hardly warranted it. Gener-
ous helpings of stock footage, with the robbery sequences lift-
ed in toto from a 1937 Fritz Lang drama, You Only Live
Once, the crime yarn hit at exactly the right time, had re-
ceived publicity because of its subject matter and the search
for the actor to portray the infamous public enemy. With it
all, it probably didn't cost much more than When Stranger:
Marry and was not half the lm its predecessor was insofar as
quality went, but it received premium playdates, and Yordan
was nominated for an Academy Award for writing the script.
And the Kings formally bade good-bye to the "B" pics.
Val Lewton produced eleven lms for RKO from 1942-46.

Nine of them t into the horror classication. although one,
The Ghost Ship, was a pretender. The other two were a cos-
tume drama with an unsuccessful attempt to parallel the
French invasion of 1870 with World War ll, and a juvenile
delinquency drama. From these eleven lms came two of the
more distinguished directors, Mark Robson and Robert Wise,
both of whom began in the RKO cutting rooms and were
promoted by Lewton. Boris Karloff also received the opportu-
nity to give a performance free of grotesque makeup in The
Body Snalvher ( I944), and show what a superb actor he had
been all along without the addition of grunts and groans.
Lewton, a man of taste and renement, also gave the horror
lm a touch of gentility and class, which it sorely needed.
Books have been written about Lewton, as they deserve to a

be written. His lms have been meticulously studied since <

they were rst released, perhaps the only “B” body of work to ‘
be so honored. Any extended reconstruction of the plots, in-
deed the small details of his lms would be doomed to futility,
for there is little to add to what has already been discussed at
length elsewhere. Sutce to say, it still strikes a note of awe
that a Hollywood producer should be handed a Ininiscule ‘
budgetary outlay and some lurid horror titles with the instruc-
tions to go ahead and make ‘cm, we won't bother you: and to,
proceed to nonplus all doubters by making lms that were
not only well received from the outset, but considered works
of art by many.
Contrary to popular belief, the hurrahs for Lewton’s lms

were not unanimous. The trnde journal Variety gave several
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bewton‘s horror thrillers a hard time, and the NY Daily
.‘ J: ‘New: literally clawed The Cat People when it opened at the

:5 <-.kialto Theater, home of the horror movies. But other news-
"5.paper reviewers enjoyed it and said so. More important, it

1-.

¢;@u,.

' ~_‘ ‘ was with a sense of elation that one sat in the back row of the
T Rialto and watched the sequence of Jane Randolph walking
'1-lhlvugh Central Park at~night with . . . something . . . be-

1 - l1'md . . . her . . . and the concerted scream of the packed
Y‘, house when a bus pulls alongside the girl with a hiss of air-
»hrl.kes. An optical illusion perhaps. but it seemed that the

2 fentire theater audience rose and fell in one rippling wave of
,_;- fear, startled by Lewton's use of sudden sound after silence.

'3»; These were not impressionable patrons either, but hardened"j honor addicts who were more likely to show scorn and
.5 disdain than register any other reaction.Q t

. Q? I Walked with a Zombie. The Leopard Man. The Seventh
. "!~‘ .
*5; one of Lewton‘s best. Perhaps it's because it isn't as avail-

Victim. The Leopard Man is the least-discussed of the three,

* -I able as are others of his, or maybe Lewton partisans prefer: 5;;
v »the supernatural elements in his lms, while The Leopard‘ k'~Man is merely a Comell Woolrich whodunit about a lethal

‘ §“-¥ eat on the loose and some murders in a small desert town.3 Certainly the sound track is used creatively, with brilliance,
; more than any Lewton lm. which is saying a lot. The click-

'»2_ lags of eastanets are used as a contrapuntal motif throughout4
. 2 the lm, from the opening scene, and the sharp sounds are. ..* .

A ‘ » amplied to ear-splitting intensity during the denouemcnt. The. one sequence mentioned most is the frightening one of a
* f3 young native girl walking home alone across the dimly lit de-

», -.§.- lert. similar in nature to the scene in The Cal People. The dif-
ference is that this sequence ends in tragedy and horror, mak-¢

'- ?;.'- ing it all the more etfective in retrospect. .' 91' - The Ghost Ship . . . a psychoanalytical version of lack
2‘f London s The Sea Wall, unappreciated and rarely seen today,

V,-_ misunderstood when it is shown. Curse ol the Car People . . .
indications are that this is Lewton‘s own favorite except for‘ the title he was stuck with, and most lm students willingly

R

.1

3.,.,

. » pay it lipservice, hut it still has the aura of stodginess about it,
=; mixed with some genuinely creative scenes. Youth Run: Wild
- ' . . . the only wartime juvenile delinquency lm in which they

- behave like human beings with some relation to the world,
' valuable as a social document of the times. Mlle. Fifi . . .
Maupamant on toast, a failure. The Body Srlnlrher . . . the
favorite bewton lm of all those who don't prefer either one
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of the Cal People tales, because of Karlotf. the faithful period
re-creation, the sober screenplay by Philip MacDonald and
Carlos Keith (Lewtoifs pseudonym), and the abject tenor of
the nal sequence.
Lewton used three directors for his lms at RKO, Jacques

Tourneur, Mark Robson. Robert Wise (Gunther Fritsch
began Curse 0/ the Ca! People and was replaced by Wise,
sharing the credit). Dewitt Bodeen, screenwriter, played an
important part in several of his lms; as did Donald Hender-
IOII Clarke, Ardel Wray and others. But above all. it was the
producer who gave each lm his own stamp of intelligence,
and expert lm making.
Lewton's post-war horrorlms, lxle 0/ the Dead and Bed-

lam, both starred Karloff, and Lewton left RKO. He pro-
duced three more lms, for Paramount, MGM and Universal-
lnternational, with top budgets, and they were failures.
There were projects he wanted to lm, and was not able to do
so because the studio would veto the proposition. He left his
best work behind in the "B" category, but it was work of
which he could be proud. '
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7 and to associate him with his father's penchant for disguises.
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I‘; s some JOKERS, AND A wn.n nauca
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El The independent ‘ state's-rights producer didn't have I
. *> chance during World War ll, unless he was going the exploi-
.< sftation route. The smattering of lms independently made and
I -1 distributed comprise a freaky lot, making one wonder hdw

they came to be made in the rst place.' - There was no doubt about one called A Scream in the
Night. It had been made in and for another day. Astor Pie-

_. wzllll took a chance on it in the spring of 1943, at which time
j“ it-was about eight years old. Apparently it had never been re-

'- Jused before, or if it had, its playdates were mercifully few.
' 131-It it meant something now, more than it did then, for Lon
Tllney Jr. had the hero's role in an adventure tale of jewel

-nthlevery in the Orient. What's more, Chaney played a dual
;I‘.'; mle, impersonating one of the gang. Hence, a chance to cah
~ , in on Chaney's current popularity in Universal horror pies,

pl l Otaney was the lm's sole attribute, but Astor obtained book-
.:f~ fx hgs in lower gide action houses.
35! Astor had picked up a curio the year before in Fight On,

‘Z '-*‘Marin¢.r. it had been produced in Florida by George Hirli-man, and directed by Louis Gasnier with no hint of1 professionalism whatever, although Gasnier had been around
since the days of The Peril: of Pauline. Either while on vaca-
tion or under duress, Wallace Ford and Grant Withers had

Q; been snared as the leads in a story which, upon close scrutiny,
7'. dedt with spies and their eventual oomeuppanoe. But the
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presentation was so badly done, so weighted down with un-
necessary newsreel scenes and other non-essentials, so ama-
teurish in its lesser acting parts except for the presence of
Toby Wing, briey out of retirement to lend her blondined
beauty to an unimportant role, that sitting still tor the length
of its 6] minutes was a near-impossible task. The lm was
booked on its title. timely in mid-l942.
Toward the end of that year, 1942, Ben Judell, founder of

PRC and now an independent producer. brought in a decid-
edly obeat fantasy, commendable for its ambition on a low
budget and indie basis. Hi1Izr—Dcad or Alive told of a busi-
nessman (Russell Hicks) who offers a million dollars for the
dictator under terms described in the title. His oer is ac-
cepted by three hoods (Ward Bond, Paul Fix, Warren Hymer)
who literally muscle their way into Nazi Germany and go on
the hunt for their prey. The conclusion was one of conjecture
at the time, not borne out by history. But for topical purposes
the lm was a natural; during one of its initial engagements, a
local tycoon actually oered a million bucks for Adolph, with
attendant radio and newsreel coverage and newspaper puhli- r

city, all good for Jude|l‘s lm. The movie itself was, in the
light of its source, not bad at all. Bond, Fix and Hymer cer-
tainly t their roles well, and Bobby Watson was again re-
cruited to play Hitler, seriously in contrast to his farcical Hal
Roach appearances. Nick Grinde capably directed the Karl
Brown-Sam Neuman script. HitIer—Dead or Alive was the
only state's rights release of the war to merit serious consider-
ution.
Things were quiet on the indie front until mid-1945, when

Cavalcade Films, in a moment of rashness, released a Ben
Mindenhurg production entitled Samurai, a compassionate
tale of a Japanese orphan boy brought up in America who
shows his gratitude by turning traitor, engaging in propa-
ganda for the Rising Sun. entering into an abortive plot to in-
vade California, and is nally hunted down by the police. Paul
Fung played the leading role seemingly embarrassed, while his
support was of high-school-dramatics caliber. Everything else
about the lm was amiss, including the last-ditch attempt to
cash in on malicious anti-Japanese propaganda. Released dur-
ing the last days of the war in the Pacic, it quickly became
dated.
A PRC release slated for the fall was an original story by

actor Sheldon Leonard called Shadow 0/ Terror. lt was about
a research chemist (Richard Fraser) who has the formula for
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the most powerful explosive in the world, of how he was
beset by spies in an attempt to wrest the formula from him,
and of his eventual triumph. An average spy yam, directed in
avenge fashion hy old faithful Lew Laliders. While still in the
cans awaiting nal editing, a headline event occurred on Au-
gust 6, 194$. The atom bomb was dropped on Hiroshima: by
the rst of September, the war was over and peace treatiel
were being signed in Tokyo Bay. The explosive formula Wll
never mentioned in Shadow of Terror; PRC, in a rapid ges-
ture, obtained newsreel clips of the atomic test explosions ju
made public, tacked them onto the end of the lm, had a nar-
rator‘: voice intoning that this was Fraser's secret all along,
and although the original release date was unchanged, the
movie was ready for theaters hy the rst week in September.
‘It was such a nish job that the atomic bomb footage had to
be spliced in physically to the studio footage. rather than
printed into the original negative. But PRC had made a coup,
the war was over. and a “B" picture was there m.
Now play the exit music, please.

Staten Island NY
April 25, 1912
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Charlie Chan gave nuggets of 0ri-
eatal wisdom to his number one
on? Ann Miller tap-danced in
front of cardboard backdrops?
Tarzan swung through the trees?
The sound of the Whitler echoed
in the dark? Abbott and Costello
joined the army? Andy llardy
faced his father? Sherlock llolme
found the vital clue? A producer
named Val Lewton seat shivers
down your spine‘!
, »// _ ~ _/ '~ ~/\ ,-\_,»\_/ ' \/\_/—\_/\
From the beginning of sound to
the start of the television era,
llollywood turned out thousands
of low-budget “B” movies. Some
were simply awful, most were
pretty good, and not a few reached
greatness. Don Miller, one of the
most notable of movie experts,
has written a superlative survey
of this neglected facet of lIoll_v-
wood’s golden age-a brilliant his-
tory of the studios, producers,
directors, performers and films
that made “B” stand for beautiful
in the memory of every movie
buff.


